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Preface

Osteoporosis is one of the leading causes of morbidity and mortality amongst the

elderly. With the prediction that the number of people who are 60 years or more

will increase from ~300 million to greater than 700 million in the next 25 years, it

can be appreciated that osteoporosis will rapidly reach epidemic proportions. This

will not only represent a huge health care cost but also compromise the physical

well-being and quality of life of a substantial segment of the world’s population.

Osteoporosis has been defined as ‘. . . a systemic skeletal disease characterized by

low bone mass and microarchitectural deterioration of bone tissue, with a conse-

quent increase in bone fragility and susceptibility to fracture.’ By World Health

Organization standards, the term osteoporosis is used to designate bone mass

values of 2.5 standard deviations below the young adult mean. Using this criter-

ion, based on bone mass alone, 18 million North Americans have established

osteoporosis and 10 million have osteopenia, which is a major risk factor for

osteoporosis.

As a consequence of these alarming predictions there has been a steady increase

in the attention focused on the physiology and pathophysiology of bone. Many

excellent texts are now available, which deal in depth with topics related to the clin-

ical presentation and management of osteoporosis. Likewise, specialized volumes

on bone cell biology and the molecular biochemical mechanisms that regulate bone

development and skeletal homeostasis are now available. While acting as compre-

hensive reference texts for physicians and scientists actively working in bone

development and metabolism, they are less attractive to those who require a more

general approach to the subject. The rationale for the Osteoporosis Primer is to

provide an introductory text that relates the clinical presentation of osteoporosis to

its molecular biochemical basis. It is aimed primarily at individuals who require an

introduction to the domain of metabolic bone disease. This would include students

considering a career related to metabolic bone disease, physicians in general prac-

tice, geriatricians, rheumatologists, and others.

The text of this volume has been organized into four sections that deal with the

molecular/cellular components of bone, the development of peak bone mass, the

pathophysiology of aging bone and, finally, how all of these relate to the prevention,
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diagnosis and treatment of osteoporosis. The authors who have contributed to this

volume enjoy an international reputation for excellence in their area of expertise.

They represent clinicians and scientists who are dedicated to the pursuit of improv-

ing our understanding of the etiology and pathogenesis of disorders of bone and

mineral metabolism. As such, they have provided the reader with a concise, yet com-

prehensive, synopsis of bone development and skeletal homeostasis.

The reader is first introduced to endochondral bone formation, which is the

process by which the vast majority of bones in the mammalian skeleton are formed.

The recruitment and activity of cells that perform anabolic and catabolic functions

in bone are described in relationship to the systemic hormones and locally derived

factors which regulate these activities. The genetic and non-genetic determinants

of peak bone mass are then outlined before describing age-related changes in the

cellular and hormonal environment of bone that lead to a decline in bone mass.

The final section deals with the epidemiology, laboratory diagnosis and treatment

of osteoporosis. It includes discussion of the potential of antiresorptive agents, such

as estrogen and bisphosphonates, anabolic agents, such as fluoride and PTH and

nutritional therapy with calcium and vitamin D for the treatment and prevention

of osteoporosis. These topics are related throughout the text to current research ini-

tiatives, using in vitro and in vivo models, which are aimed at improving the

diagnosis and treatment of osteopenic disorders. It is hoped that the blend of clin-

ical and basic science brings the reader to a more complete understanding of the

complexity of the problem and an appreciation of the research efforts still required

before prevention of osteoporosis is a reality.

Janet E. Henderson PhD

David Goltzman MD
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Part I

Molecular and cellular
environment of bone





1

Endochondral bone formation and
development in the axial and appendicular
skeleton

A. Robin Poole, Sheila Laverty and Fackson Mwale

Introduction

With the exception of the craniofacial skeleton and the clavicle, bone formation

during development occurs through a process called endochondral ossification,

whereby cartilage is formed as a skeletal tissue, calcified and replaced by bone.

Much of the craniofacial skeleton consists of ‘membrane’ bones that form as a result

of intramembranous ossification and without a cartilaginous intermediate. The

clavicle is the only ‘membrane’ bone in mammals outside the craniofacial skeleton.

The axial and appendicular skeletons and portions of the cranial skeleton (calvaria,

otic capsule) arise from mesoderm.

In the embryo, bone formation occurs following an orderly and carefully orches-

trated differentiation of mesenchymal cells into chondroblasts, perichondrium,

periosteum and osteoblasts (Hall, 1987) (Fig. 1.1). Then growth plates are estab-

lished, first to lengthen bones and then, in the case of long bones, to shape the

forming epiphyses.

As part of this process, there is a complex series of events that involves the for-

mation of chondroblasts and then their maturation into chondrocytes. Only

mature hypertrophic chondrocytes establish a calcified extracellular matrix, which

is then partly resorbed through a process involving angiogenesis. This first occurs

early in development within the diaphysis and then later in the growth plates (Fig.

1.1). The calcified cartilage then acts as a template on which osteoblasts form woven

bone, which is eventually resorbed and replaced with a mature trabecular bone

within the epiphyses and the diaphysis. At the same time, these events are initially

preceded by, but later always accompanied by, cortical bone formation.

The purpose of this chapter is to outline some aspects of these endochondral

developmental processes and then review some of the key events and regulatory

mechanisms which result in the formation of the majority of the skeleton. In line

with the guidelines for these chapters, only selected references will be provided.
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The formation of the cartilage anlage in the embryo

Mesenchymal cells first form condensations, whereby cells in close proximity to

each other and lacking vascularity, differentiate into chondroblasts (Fig. 1.2).

Suppression of the proto-oncogene c-myc (which is upregulated in dividing cells)

favors chondrogenesis. Around these sites where cartilage forms, blood vessels are

present. Here mesenchymal cells differentiate into myogenic elements that form

muscle. Distinctive alterations in fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR) gene

expression in these mesenchymal cells and chondroblasts can be recognized prior

to and during differentiation (Fig. 1.2; Szebenyi et al., 1995). These condensing cells

transiently express the Osf2/Cbfa1 runt family transcription factor which is other-

wise only subsequently expressed in osteoblasts (Ducy et al., 1997). The synthesis

of type II procollagen, which defines the chondroblast/chondrocyte phenotype

more than any other molecule, initially involves expression of type IIA procollagen

4 A. R. Poole, S. Laverty and F. Mwale

Fig. 1.1 The development of mammalian long bones from the cartilage anlage to the mature bone

to show principal steps in cell and tissue differentiation, angiogenesis, growth plate

formations and calcification.



in these condensing mesenchymal cells. As they differentiate, so the expression

switches to the mature type IIB procollagen, characteristic of the chondro-

blast/chondrocyte phenotype.

When cells synthesize type IIB collagen, exon II is not expressed and the amino-

propeptide is consequently shorter. The functional significance of this remains to

be determined.

Abbreviations: GDF, growth differentiation factor; CDMP, cartilage-derived

morphogenetic factor; SHH, Sonic hedgehog; IHH, Indian hedgehog; Ptc, patched;

FGFR, fibroblast growth factor receptor; PTH, PTHrP, parathyroid hormone and

parathyroid hormone-related peptide; GH, growth hormone; IGF-I, insulin-like

growth factor-I; TGF, transforming growth factor; BMP, bone morphogenetic

protein; T4, thyroxine; T3, triiodothyronine.

First bone formation

A recognizable perichondrium is formed (Fig. 1.1(a)) which serves as the principal

site of chondroblast generation and differentiation. This process is called apposi-

tional growth. The perichondrium initially surrounds each forming epiphysis and

newly formed cartilaginous diaphysis. These chondroblasts mature to chondrocy-

tes and synthesize not only type IIB procollagen but also the large proteoglycan

aggrecan link protein and many other specialized matrix molecules, which consti-

tute the extensive extracellular matrix of mature hyaline cartilage.

With continuing development the most peripheral perichondrial tissue envelop-

ing the diaphysis (the shaft of the forming bone) differentiates into the periosteum

from which osteoblasts develop and form cortical bone (Fig. 1.1(b)). In mammals,

capillaries must first invade the perichondrium before it transforms into the peri-

osteum. These osteoblastic cells mature, establish and calcify an osteoid matrix

which contains type I collagen and bone specific molecules, such as bone sialopro-

tein. Alkaline phosphatase, that is always present in increased amounts in mineral-

izing tissue, and is required for this process, is first found in the periosteal collar

where mineralization, following angiogenesis, is first initiated (Fig. 1.1(c)). The

absence of a functional alkaline phosphatase results in hypophosphatasia (see

below). There are clear demarcations between the periosteal cellular layer and its

underlying osteoid (which together constitute the periosteum) and between the

osteoid and the cartilaginous diaphysis.

With maturation, the chondrocytes in the central diaphysis mature and enlarge in

size to become ‘hypertrophic’ (Fig. 1.1(d)): they start to synthesize type X collagen

and then calcify their matrix. This maturational change is dependent upon mole-

cule(s) released from the more peripheral osteoblasts. Deletion of the osteoblast

5 Endochondral bone formation



transcription factor Osf2/Cbfa1 (a runt family member) by homologous recombi-

nation results in impaired maturation of chondrocytes as well as of osteoblasts. This

results in a lack of periosteal ossification and a very restricted and patchy cartilage

calcification following chondrocyte hypertrophy (Fig. 1.1(e); Komori et al., 1997;

Otto et al., 1997). Moreover, the calcified cartilaginous diaphysis is not vascularized

(a feature characteristic of complete hypertrophic maturation) and fails to develop

bone marrow cavities.

In birds, the cartilaginous diaphysis becomes hypertrophic but does not miner-

alize, but in mammals the cartilage starts to calcify following hypertrophy. The

hypertrophy is ordinarily associated with the development of angiogenesis; blood

vessels invade the hypertrophic cartilage from the periosteal collar, which has

already been penetrated by capillaries. This vascular invasion is seen both at this

stage in development and also in the primary and secondary centers of ossification

within the growth plates. Hypertrophic chondrocytes produce angiogenic mole-

cules (Alini et al., 1996b; Carlavaro et al., 1997) which probably also includes vas-

cular–endothelial cell growth factor. These therefore serve to induce vascular

invasion into this tissue.

With increasing osteoblastic activity, a collar of periosteal bone is formed which

expands along the length of the diaphysis, fusing in the mid-diaphysis with the

calcified core of the diaphysis. The primary growth plates are then established (at

the ends of the long and vertebral bones (Fig. 1.1(f )) to provide accelerated growth

in length. It is within these cartilaginous primary growth centers that this enhanced

growth continues, both in the embryo and postnatally.

The growth plates

The proliferative zone

When the primary growth plates are first established, they abut the uncalcified epi-

physeal cartilage and the calcified diaphysis. In these growth centers there is con-

tinuous formation of chondroblasts from a growth center abutting what is usually

called the ‘resting zone’ of the epiphyseal cartilage. Cells become organized in an

axial manner, giving rise to columns of proliferating cells, expressing c-myc. These

cells actively establish an extensive extracellular cartilage matrix (Fig. 1.2). Both c-

jun and c-fos proto-oncogene expression are then elevated later in the proliferative

phase. These proliferating cells have receptors for growth hormone that generates

insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) synthesis that potently drives matrix synthesis

as well as cell division (Poole, 1997). Thyroxine (T4), and more potently, triiodo-

thyronine (T3), ensure the rapid maturation of these immature chondrocytes to

the hypertrophic phenotype as well as regulating cell division. Vitamin D, both

1,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol and/or 24,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol, are required

to ensure complete chondrocyte maturation, matrix calcification and vascular

6 A. R. Poole, S. Laverty and F. Mwale
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Fig. 1.2 A brief summary of the differentiation and maturation of mammalian chondrocytes, the

synthesis of extracellular matrix, its remodeling and calcification and the regulation of

these processes. The stages from chondroblasts to hypertrophic chondrocytes and

vascular invasion of cartilage are represented in early development of the mammalian

diaphysis as well as in the growth plates.



invasion. In the absence of vitamin D, maturation and mineralization is incom-

plete, the hypertrophic zone is extended and angiogenesis is impaired. The condi-

tion resembles hypophosphatasia. Each of these vitamin D metabolites can

stimulate production of an angiogenic molecule from the maturing chondrocytes

(Alini et al., 1996b) explaining the lack of angiogenesis in vitamin D deficiency.

The hypertrophic zone: early changes

In the proliferative zone, chondrocytes continue to synthesize the extracellular

matrix. But then they suddenly upregulate synthesis of type IIB procollagen and

start to synthesize type X collagen. The latter characterizes them as hypertrophic

chondrocytes (Fig. 1.2). Type X collagen is found in both pericellular sites and in

close association with type II collagen fibrils. Although its function is unclear,

mutations that alter the structure of this molecule, such as those that give rise to

Schmid-type metaphyseal dysplasia, reduce the rate of growth when patients are

ambulatory, as compared with those undergoing bed rest. Thus type X collagen

may play a structural role in maintaining collagen fibril organization and the

mechanical properties of the matrix at a time when there is considerable resorption

and remodeling of these type II collagen fibres and a reduction in fibril diameter

(see below). Mutations in type II collagen also create a very marked disorganiza-

tion of the growth plate with a loss of column formation, an irregular hypertrophic

zone and disorganized mineralization. These chondrodysplasias are characterized

by Kniest dysplasia and spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia (Poole, 1997). Mutations in

cartilage oligomeric protein, that produce pseudoachondroplasia, also result in

similar abnormalities in growth plates.

When these chondrocytes synthesize type X collagen, they exhibit a number of

other fundamental changes. They lose functional receptors for basic fibroblast

growth factor-2, which can suppress hypertrophy. Mutations in these receptors,

leading to constitutive activity, produce growth abnormalities characterized by the

most common skeletal dysplasia called achondroplasia. Ordinarily these hyper-

trophic chondrocytes also lose receptors for parathyroid hormone-related peptide

(PTHrP), which is synthesized by the less mature chondrocytes of the proliferative

zone. The loss of this gene, in knockout mice, or the gene for the PTH or

PTH/PTHrP receptor, creates premature hypertrophy and disorganization in the

growth plate (Amizuka et al., 1994). Thus PTHrP also serves to suppress the onset

of hypertrophy.

At the time of early hypertrophy and type X collagen synthesis collagenase-3, a

metalloproteinase (MMP-13) that potently degrades these type II collagen mole-

cules, is also upregulated (Gack et al., 1995). The activity of this proteinase leads to

a rapid and selective degradation of much of the extracellular type II collagen,

resulting in an extensive resorption and remodeling of the extracellular matrix.

This permits cellular enlargement or hypertrophy. Collagenase upregulation occurs

8 A. R. Poole, S. Laverty and F. Mwale



in very close association with enhanced c-fos expression (Gack et al., 1994).

C-fos is a component of the AP-1 transcription factor complex that regulates

collagenase expression. This is a heterodimeric complex that also contains C-jun.

Overexpression of the c-fos transgene causes formation of osteosarcomas and

chondrosarcomas but suppresses hypertrophy. However, during natural develop-

ment c-fos and c-jun expression are required. Increased expression of the latter is

seen in prehypertrophic chondrocytes, and expression is enhanced by PTH which

inhibits expression of the hypertrophic phenotype. Consistent with this, in c-fos-/-

mice, there is premature hypertrophy (Wang et al., 1992). Thus both c-jun and c-fos

are involved in the regulation of maturation. An imbalance in the activities of these

oncogenes clearly impacts negatively on normal chondrocyte maturation.

Transforming growth factor �1 can also upregulate collagenase-3 (but not colla-

genase-1) expression in fibroblasts and chondrocytes (Uría et al., 1998) and may

also be involved in upregulation of collagenase-3 in the growth plate during hyper-

trophy when increased amounts of this growth factor are generated. In contrast,

osteoblast collagenase-3 is upregulated by PTH (Selvamuragan et al., 1998) which

suppresses hypertrophy in chondrocytes (Amizuka et al., 1994). Moreover, overex-

pression of c-fos and c-jun genes is observed in response to PTH activation of these

genes in osteoblasts. It is likely that tissue specificity of collagenase regulation is

achieved via the presence of a runt binding domain as well as an AP-1 site in bone

cells.

Calcification of the hypertrophic zone

Following resorption and remodeling, the residual matrix, which is by now of

minimal volume, then starts to calcify (Fig. 1.2). It is enriched in content in the pro-

teoglycan aggrecan (Poole, 1997). Calcification occurs in focal sites in the long-

itudinal septa where these proteoglycan molecules are concentrated. The

C-propeptide of type II collagen, a calcium-binding protein, accummulates in

these mineralizing sites. Prior to calcification, matrix vesicles are produced by

chondrocytes, starting in the proliferative zone. These apparently serve to generate

local elevated concentrations of calcium and phosphate and ensure nucleation of

mineral formation, that really increases later following hypertrophy. Mice, in which

the gene for matrix Gla protein has been eliminated by homologous recombina-

tion, exhibit premature calcification in the proliferative zone, suggesting that this

molecule restricts mineralization to the hypertrophic zone where expression of this

gene is normally minimal (Luo et al., 1997).

Apoptosis as the end stage of hypertrophic phenotype

The mature hypertrophic cells represent terminally differentiated chondrocytes.

Apoptosis occurs in advanced hypertrophy, when mineralization is maximal. This

leads to the death of these cells in association with reduced expression of Bcl-2 a
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protein which negatively regulates programmed cell death (Amling et al., 1997).

Apoptosis leads to the extracellular release of two transglutaminases, a tissue type

and a plasma (avian factor XIIIA) form (Nurminskaya et al., 1998). The latter is

markedly upregulated in hypertrophic chondrocytes, appears to cross-link matrix

molecules and may contribute, like type X collagen, to matrix stabilization. It could

alternatively enhance degradation since such cross-linked molecules (e.g.,

fibronectin) are more susceptible to proteolysis.

Vascular and chondroclastic erosion of hypertrophic zone

A striking feature of the hypertrophic zone, as in earlier development, is its vascu-

lar invasion. At this stage it is from the primary spongiosa and occurs in close

association with apoptosis of hypertrophic chondrocytes. Following and

accompanying the activity of the eroding multinucleate chondroclasts, capillary

sprouts penetrate the largely uncalcified transverse septa (Fig. 1.2), accompanied

by mononuclear cells rich in cathepsin B called septoclasts. This erosive angiogenic

process leads to the progressive destruction of not only the transverse septa but also

of many of the calcified septa. It involves the activity of extracellular proteases at

the capillary invasion front where there is cleavage of type II collagen by collage-

nase cleavage of the proteoglycan aggrecan. Gelatinase B (MMP-9), a metallopro-

teinase present in these sites (Sakiyama et al., 1994; Vu et al., 1998) and produced

by chondroclasts and osteoclasts, is involved in this process, since its removal by

homologous recombination results in elongation of the hypertrophic zone. This is

a consequence of impairment of apoptosis and of angiogenesis which is presum-

ably dependent upon matrix degradation produced by this proteinase (Vu et al.,

1998).

The formation of woven bone and its replacement with trabecular bone

As a consequence of this resorptive process in the lower hypertrophic zone, calcified

cartilaginous trabeculae remain which extend into the diaphysis. Osteoblasts settle

on these trabeculae, synthesize an extracellular matrix (osteoid) and then calcify it

(Fig. 1.2). Initially bone sialoprotein is produced which acts as a nucleator for

mineral formation. Eventually osteoclasts resorb this woven bone, and it is replaced

by mature trabecular bone. Meanwhile, the periosteal bone collar gives rise to the

mature cortical bone with its characteristic lamellae and Haversian canals. As oste-

oblasts mature, osteocalcin is also generated. This molecule somehow regulates

bone formation since deletion of this gene results in an increase in bone formation

without affecting bone resorption (Ducy et al., 1996). The calcified trabeculae on

which woven bone forms are eventually replaced by a process of active osteoclastic

resorption. This requires the presence of the osteoprotegerin ligand, without which

osteoclasts fail to develop and the woven bone and trabeculae are not resorbed,

causing osteopetrosis (Kong et al., 1999). The absence of the osteoclast proteinase
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cathepsin K also leads to osteopetrosis, revealing its essential role in osteoclast

mediated bone resorption (Saftig et al., 1998).

The secondary center of ossification

The development of the epiphyses involves changes in shape and size. This is made

possible by the formation of a secondary growth centre (Fig. 1.1(g)). The events

that lead to its formation and function are essentially the same as those described

for the primary centers of ossification or growth plates. At the outer edge there are

germinal cells that give rise to proliferative cells which mature and form hyper-

trophic chondrocytes which calcify their extracellular matrix forming calcified tra-

beculae on which woven bone is formed. Subsequent events lead to trabecular bone

formation. This secondary center appears following the development of hyper-

trophic chondrocytes in the uncalcified epiphyses: blood vessels invade towards

these cells from the periosteum as in early development.

The regulation of chondrocyte development and chondrocyte interactions
with the perichondrium and periosteum

Vitamin D 

Vitamin D deficient (rachitic) animals exhibit abnormal development. The most

pronounced changes are characterized by a lengthened hypertrophic zone and

impaired angiogenesis. Nuclear receptors for 1,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol (1,25-

dihydroxyvitamin D3) have been detected in both hypertrophic and proliferative

chondrocytes. Chondrocyte hypertrophy occurs in vitamin D deficiency but

calcification of the extracellular matrix is restricted. Treatment of chondrocytes

with either 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3, or the metabolite 24, 25 dihydroxy vitamin

D3 causes increased production of an angiogenic molecule produced by the chon-

drocytes (Alini et al., 1996b). Both metabolites stimulate extracellular matrix syn-

thesis (type II procollagen) and calcification.

Thyroid hormones

Thyroid hormones also play a key role in development. Untreated hypoparathy-

roidism in children results in marked retardation of growth because of incomplete

skeletal maturation. Growth can be rapidly restored by thyroid hormone adminis-

tration. Both T4 and T3 accelerate chondrocyte maturation and hypertrophy in

vitro: T3 is much more potent than T4 and is considered to be the active metabo-

lite (Alini et al., 1996) acting on the prehypertrophic chondrocytes that express

receptors for thyroid hormones. Thyroid hormones also act directly on bone cells

although this has received relatively little attention. Both osteoblast and osteoclast

activity are stimulated by T3 and receptors have been reported to be present on

both cell types, although this requires confirmation.
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Estrogen 

Estrogen also plays a key role in postnatal growth and during the growth spurt at

puberty. It is required for epiphyseal growth plate fusion. This became obvious

from a study of two male patients, one homozygous for a mutation in the estrogen

receptor (Smith et al., 1994) and a second with aromatase deficiency (Morishima

et al., 1995). Bone growth is also impaired by the lack of the estrogen receptor on

osteocytes and osteoblasts, leading to net excessive resorption of bone.

Growth hormone (GH) and insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I)

These can each act directly to stimulate proliferation of prehypertrophic chondro-

cytes and expression of IGF-I receptor in immature proliferative cell development

(Poole, 1997). GH probably acts to induce IGF-I synthesis and secretion which then

acts in an autocrine and paracrine fashion in the proliferative zone.

Fibroblast growth factor (FGF)

Unlike IGF-I, FGF stimulates resting chondrocytes to proliferate during develop-

ment (Wroblewski & Edwall-Arvidsson, 1995). FGF-2 is also a strong suppressor

of terminal differentiation of the hypertrophic phenotype although it stimulates

chondrocyte proliferation. Mature, hypertrophic chondrocytes fail to respond to

FGF-2 (Iwamoto et al., 1991). This relates to a loss of receptor function. Disruption

of the FGF receptor-3 (FGFR-3) gene (Deng et al., 1996) produces a severe and pro-

gressive bone dysplasia in mice with enhanced and prolonged endochondral

growth, increased proliferation and expansion of the hypertrophic zone. These

effects are observed postnatally and are restricted to bones that arise by endochon-

dral ossification. Human mutations involving the FGFR-3 gene cause dominant

heritable skeletal dysplasias such as achondroplasia, atotrophic dysplasia and hypo-

chondroplasia (Deng et al., 1996; Poole, 1997). Dysplasias that result from a gain

of function of this receptor include achondroplasia.

FGFR-1, 2 and 3 are all expressed during early development although postnatally

FGFR-1 and 2 are not detectable in the growth plate in older mice. In the chick

embryo FGFR-1 is expressed predominantly in undifferentiated proliferating

mesenchyme, FGFR-2 in precartilage mesenchymal cell condensations and FGFR-3

in differentiating cartilage nodules (Szebenyi et al., 1995). FGF-4 can substitute for

the presence of the apical ectodermal ridge in limb morphogenesis, leading to limb

bud formation and limb development. FGF-4 induces a hedgehog gene (see below)

as well as the homeobox gene Hoxd-13 (Reddi, 1994).

Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) 

These belong to a large family, members of which, such as the transforming growth

factors, play key roles in skeletal development and maintenance. They work both

individually and synergistically (Hogan, 1996; Reddi, 1994). Whereas platelet-
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derived growth factors are inhibitory, BMP-2, BMP-3 and BMP-4 can each induce

differentiation of mesenchymal cells into chondrocytes. These BMPs, including

BMP-7, can each promote chondrocyte maturation. In contrast, TGF-�1 and

TGF-�2 can each arrest hypertrophy (Böhme et al., 1995). Maturing chondrocytes

also express both BMP-4 and BMP-7. A mutation in the BMP-5 gene causes a con-

dition observed in the short ear mouse (Kingsley et al., 1992). These mice have skel-

etal abnormalities that involve the long bones and xiphoid process of the sternum.

BMP-5 is also expressed in early condensations of the pinnae and xiphoid processes

and in the perichondria of limb bones.

Another family member, the growth differentiation factor 5 (GDF-5) gene,

which is also known as cartilage-derived morphogenetic protein –CDMP-1, is

involved in joint development. A mutation in this gene causes brachypodism in

mice (Storm et al., 1994). The long bones are short and there are abnormalities in

phalangeal development with lack of the development of some joints and joint

abnormalities. GDF-5 (CDMP-1) is expressed in those sites where cartilage con-

densations occur prior to joint formation. The activity of this protein, and/or the

product of its activity, is regulated (antagonized) by Noggin, another BMP. Mice

lacking Noggin suffer a lack of joint development, although cartilage condensations

form normally and skeletal cartilage maturation proceeds (Brunet et al., 1998).

Evidence for synergism in BMP activity has come from studies of double

mutants of BMP-5 and GDF-5 (CDMP-1), where more severe skeletal defects are

observed compared with those mice with single mutations (Storm & Kingsley,

1996).

The activities of BMPs are mediated by receptors at the cell surface (Hogan, 1996;

Reddi, 1994). These are heterodimers or heterotetramers of the type I and type II

receptors, which each contain intracellular serine/threonine kinase domains for

signaling. Type IA, IB and II receptors are expressed by chondrocytes of the hyper-

trophic lineage. The type IB receptor is required for chondrogenesis and in combi-

nation with the type II receptor, is required for limb development. The type II

receptor is necessary for expression of the chondrocyte phenotype (Iwamoto et al.,

1991).

Hedgehogs, parathyroid hormone (PTH) and PTH related peptide (PTHrP)

The hedgehog gene family 

This is involved in patterning and control of cell differentiation. The family

includes Sonic hedgehog (SHH) and Indian hedgehog (IHH). Both proteins are

synthesized as inactive precursors and require proteolysis for activation. In the case

of Shh this is by an autoproteolytic mechanism producing amino-terminal and car-

boxy-terminal products. The receptor for hedgehog is called patched (Ptc). The

amino-terminal portion of Sonic hedgehog can upregulate Ptc gene expression
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and stimulate maturation of mesenchymal cells to express an osteoblastic pheno-

type.

Ihh is expressed in prehypertrophic chondrocytes, where it is involved in the reg-

ulation of hypertrophic differentiation by PTH/PTHrP (Fig. 1.2). It has been pro-

posed that the direct target of IHH signaling is the perichondrium where the Ptc

receptor for Ihh flanks the cells in cartilage expressing IHH (Lanske et al., 1996).

PTHrP can be induced by the use of Sonic hedgehogs (as a substitute for IHH) in

both prehypertrophic chondrocytes and in the periarticular perichondrium. PTHrP

then signals to a receptor (PTHrPR) in prehypertrophic chondrocytes regulating

hypertrophic differentiation (Lanske et al., 1996). Shh as well as PTHrP, can sup-

press expression of the hypertrophic phenotype in wild-type mice but only PTHrP

can suppress in mice lacking the PTHrP gene. This suggests that SHH (IHH) oper-

ates upstream of PTHrP via induction of PTHrP leading to the suppression of

hypertrophy. In the growth plate, the PTHrP receptor is expressed proximal to IHH

in prehypertrophic cells although IHH expression overlaps with type X collagen

expression in hypertrophic cells. Mice that lack PTHrP (-/-) or the PTHrP receptor

(-/-) exhibit accelerated differentiation of chondrocytes to the hypertrophic pheno-

type and are unresponsive to SHH and PTHrP indicating again that PTHrP acts at

the chondrocyte level to suppress hypertrophy via its receptor (Lanske et al., 1996).

In support of evidence for an interaction of the periosteum/perichondrium with

chondrocytes in the growth cartilage is the observation that removal of these

peripheral tissues leads to increased hypertrophy reflecting the suppressive regula-

tory effects of these tissues on chondrocyte hypertrophy (Long & Linsenmayer,

1998).

Consistent with its proposed function, overexpression of PTHrP causes prena-

tal suppression of bone formation and suppression of chondrocyte hypertrophy. At

birth, the skeleton is cartilaginous. However, by 7 weeks the delay in chondrocyte

differentiation and bone collar formation is largely corrected (Weir et al., 1996)

revealing once again that these regulatory mechanisms change with postnatal

development (as has been observed in other ‘knockouts’). PTHrP overexpression

in transgenic mice is also associated not only with a major arrest in the onset of

hypertrophy but also of apoptosis. Bcl-2, the family of proteins that controls pro-

grammed cell death, shows reduced expression in PTHrP mice (Lee et al., 1996).

Moreover, Bcl-2 gene deletion causes accelerated maturation of chondrocytes and

shortening of long bones since the suppression of apoptosis by Bcl-2 is removed

(Amling et al., 1997). Interestingly, this gene ablation has been shown to result in

greater numbers of osteoblasts and altered morphology, coupled with disorganiza-

tion of collagen deposition by the osteoblast.

Some of these changes, cellular interactions and regulatory molecules are sum-

marized in Fig. 1.2.
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2

The role of osteoblasts

Jane E. Aubin

Introduction

Bone formation takes place in the organism during embryonic development,

growth, remodeling, fracture repair and when induced experimentally, e.g., by the

implantation of decalcified bone matrix or purified or recombinant members of

the bone morphogenetic protein family. This suggests there is a large reservoir of

cells in the body capable of osteogenesis throughout life. The issues addressed in

this chapter are the nature of these cells in younger vs. older animals, the

identification of transitional steps from stem cell to committed osteoprogenitor to

osteoblast, heterogeneity of the mature osteoblast phenotype, and how

differentiation may be regulated in this lineage.

Osteoblast ontogeny

Mesenchymal stem cells and multipotential and restricted progenitors

Osteoprogenitor cells reside in bone marrow stroma and in the periosteal layers of

bone. They arise from multipotential mesenchymal stem cells that give rise to a

number of committed and restricted cell lineages including those for osteoblasts,

chondroblasts, adipocytes and myoblasts (Fig. 2.1). The fact that stem and primi-

tive osteoprogenitors are neither morphologically nor molecularly well character-

ized, coupled to their low frequency, has meant that much of what we know about

either class of cell has been gained through manipulations in culture. Bone marrow

stromal cells grown in vitro form colonies of fibroblastic cells (colony forming unit-

fibroblast, CFU-F; or colony forming cell-fibroblastic, CFC-F) that, when placed in

diffusion chambers and implanted into rodents, give rise to a range of differentiated

cell phenotypes including osteoblasts, chondroblasts, adipocytes and fibroblasts.

Many investigators have now also reported the formation of a range of

differentiated cell phenotypes in vitro in marrow stromal populations and con-

cluded that they arose from a mesenchymal stem cell or stromal stem cell. It is clear,

however, that CFU-F are heterogeneous in size, morphology and potential for
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differentiation, consistent with the view that they belong to a lineage hierarchy in

which only some of the cells are primitive, and perhaps multipotential stem or pro-

genitor cells, while others are more restricted. This is consistent with data that show

that only a proportion of CFU-F are CFU-alkaline phosphatase (CFU-AP) and

further that only a proportion of these are CFU-osteogenic (CFU-O, clonogenic

bone colonies or bone nodules) (Aubin, 1999) (see below). Critical issues remain

in most experiments reported on stromal stem cells, including the identifiable com-

mitment and restriction points in the stromal cell hierarchy, the ratios of stem to

other more restricted progenitors in various stromal populations, the clonality of

progeny, and demonstration that putative stem cells exhibit genuine stem cell

kinetics, i.e., show unlimited self-renewal capacity and ability to recapitulate an
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entire lineage. Such issues may become increasingly important as work on stromal

populations increases in intensity based on their proposed utility for tissue regen-

eration and gene therapy.

More definitive evidence for the existence of stem or multipotential mesenchy-

mal cells has been obtained by analysis of the differentiation outcomes of clonally

derived immortalized (e.g., via large T-antigen expression) or spontaneously

immortalized cell lines in vitro, such as the mouse embryonic fibroblast line

C3H10T1/2, the rat calvaria-derived cell lines RCJ3.1 and ROB-C26, and the mes-

odermally derived C1 line. While none of these lines behaves exactly alike and the

results of experiments with them differ in detail, they do have some common fea-

tures, including the ability of the clonal population to give rise, under appropriate

culture conditions, to multiple differentiated cell phenotypes including osteoblasts,

chondroblasts, myoblasts and adipocytes. Data are consistent with the existence of

a lineage hierarchy in which the multipotential cell gives rise to more restricted bi-

or tripotential cells, and these ultimately give rise to monopotential progenitors.

Both a stochastic process with an expanding hierarchy of increasingly restricted

progeny (e.g., RCJ3.1 cells) and a non-random, single step process in which multi-

potential (i.e., tripotential) progenitors become exclusively restricted to a single

lineage by particular culture conditions and inducers (environment) (e.g., C1 cells)

have been proposed. While there are caveats influencing interpretation of results

on clonal lines, it is interesting to consider that the different cellular systems may

recapitulate different pathways to the same developmental endpoints. In this view,

culture condition restraints may shift markedly the frequency of apparently

random or stochastic commitment/restriction events to favor particular outcomes,

as might also be achieved in vivo under particular environmental conditions or at

particular developmental times (Aubin, 1998).

Committed osteoprogenitors, i.e., progenitor cells restricted to osteoblast devel-

opment (CFU-O), can be identified by functional assays of their proliferation and

differentiation capacity in vitro, i.e., the bone nodule assay (reviewed in Aubin,

1998). At least some evidence suggests that a majority of the osteoprogenitors

present in various bone-derived cell isolates, including calvarial and bone marrow

stromal cell cultures, and measured by the bone nodule assay (Fig. 2.1, see also

below), have only a limited self-renewal capacity in culture. Evidence documented

first in rat calvaria cell populations, and now shown in other bone-derived popu-

lations, including those from bone marrow stroma and vertebra, also suggests the

existence of at least two distinct populations of osteoprogenitors. One popula-

tion appears capable of constitutive differentiation in vitro, i.e., in standard

differentiation conditions will undergo a series of steps leading to the mature phe-

notype, while the other population comprises recruitable or inducible osteopro-

genitors, i.e., will undergo osteoblastic differentiation in vitro only following the
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addition of specific inductive stimuli such as glucocorticoids. In the case of gluco-

corticoids, there are data to suggest that the progenitors requiring glucocorticoids

may be more primitive than those differentiating without added glucocorticoids, a

possibility that may also apply to the progenitors responding to at least some of the

other stimulators. The number and proportion of more primitive vs. more mature

progenitors in different bone-derived populations may vary significantly. For

example, in young adult rat bone marrow stroma, the majority of osteoprogenitors

appear to belong to the glucocorticoid-requiring or more primitive class although

a low number of more mature progenitors is present (Aubin, 1999). Other stimu-

lators in addition to glucocorticoids, including other steroids (e.g., progesterone:

(Ishida & Heersche, 1997) or other factors such as Bone Morphogenetic Proteins

(BMPs, e.g., BMP-6: Boden et al., 1997), increase the number of bone nodules or

bone colonies in culture (see also below). Whether all such progenitors belong to

the same unidirectional lineage pathway (i.e., immature progenitors induced by a

variety of agents to undergo differentiation to mature osteoblasts) or constitute

recruitment from other parallel lineages remains to be explicitly established

(Aubin, 1998). It should also be noted that significant species variations can be

seen, e.g., concentrations of glucocorticoids that are stimulatory to differentiation

and increase bone nodule number in rat calvaria and rat bone marrow stromal cul-

tures have been reported to be inhibitory in mouse stromal cultures, indicating that

some caution is required in extrapolating to the human situation.

In addition to committed osteoprogenitors, several investigators have docu-

mented, in both stromal- and other bone-derived cultures including those from

calvaria, mixed colony types (e.g., individual colonies in which more than one kind

of differentiated cell type is present simultaneously) and/or manipulated cultures

such that apparently committed cells expressed alternative differentiation patterns.

This has been of particular interest for the relationships between adipocytes and

osteoblasts, an issue of significant clinical interest in osteoporosis and the aging or

immobilized skeleton (summarized in Aubin & Heersche, 1997; Gimble et al.,

1996). A number of studies on human bone- and bone marrow-derived cells have

supported observations on rodent marrow stromal populations that a cell exists

that appears to be at least bipotential for adipocytes and osteoblasts and that an

inverse relationship between the osteoblast and adipocytic phenotypes may reflect

the ability of single or combinations of agents to alter the differentiation pathway

these bipotential cells will transit. Dedifferentiation has been posited to account for

observations in some cultures of stroma in which highly differentiated adipocytes

are thought to revert to a less differentiated, more proliferative fibroblastic precur-

sor phenotype and then to an osteogenic phenotype. On the other hand, it was

recently found that osteoblasts, differentiated to the point of already expressing

osteocalcin, were able to undergo rapid alternate differentiation events that led to
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essentially 100% of the formerly osteoblastic cells expressing adipogenesis (Nuttall

et al., 1998). Thus, although osteocalcin is a very late marker of osteoblast mat-

uration (see below), the data are consistent with osteoblasts being able to

transdifferentiate to adipocytes. There is some evidence also to support the occur-

rence of transdifferentiation events or other kinds of interrelationships between

chondroblasts and osteoblasts. Taken together, these data suggest that the role of

plasticity in development of osteoblasts and cells of related lineages must be con-

sidered in more detail (for discussion, see Aubin, 1998).

These observations, together with discrepancies between results in calvaria vs.

stromal and other populations and species differences, emphasize the need for a

greater molecular understanding, for more markers of differentiation stages and

for more rigorous assessment of the functional capacity of individual progenitors

from various sites in bone and in the developing and adult skeleton. In the last

several years, significant strides have been made towards identification of the

molecular mechanisms underlying some aspects of lineage restriction, commit-

ment and/or differentiation within these mesenchymal lineages. The ‘master genes’,

exemplified by the MyoD, myogenin and Myf-5 helix–loop–helix transcription

factors in muscle lineages, are one paradigm in which one transcription factor is

induced and starts a cascade that leads to sequential expression of other transcrip-

tion factors and of phenotype specific genes. A factor of a totally different family,

the nuclear receptor family member peroxisome proliferator activated receptor �2

or PPAR�2, plays a key role in adipocyte differentiation and in conversion of

mature osteoblasts to adipocyte phenotype. Only recently, Cbfa-1, a member of yet

another family of transcription factors, the runt homology domain family, has been

found to play a non-redundant role in osteoblast development during embryogen-

esis (reviewed in Ducy & Karsenty, 1998). While Cbfa-1 has all the characteristics

expected of a transcriptional activator of osteoblast differentiation, and clearly

plays an obligatory role in osteoblast differentiation in mouse and man, critical

questions remain, including, e.g., what genes lie upstream and downstream of

Cbfa1 to regulate the osteoblast differentiation process.

Morphological and histochemical criteria for transitional stages in the
differentiation of osteoblasts

While different bones of the body arise in different ways (i.e., via intramembranous

or endochondral formation) and from different embryonic tissues (i.e., neural crest

(from ectoderm) and mesoderm), the mature osteoblast phenotype is defined by

the ability of these cells to make a mineralized tissue recognizable as bone. By

morphological and histochemical criteria, coupled to analyses of proliferation via
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3H-thymidine or more recently BrdU incorporation, four maturational stages in

osteoblast development have been identified in bone: the preosteoblast, osteoblast,

osteocyte, and bone lining cell. By these definitions, osteoblasts are postprolifera-

tive, cuboidal, highly polarized, strongly alkaline phosphatase-positive cells lining

bone matrix at sites of active matrix production; they are connected by gap junc-

tions and other junctional complexes including the adherens-type, and form a

sheet-like contiguous layer over large areas. Osteoblasts can also now be recognized

by their ability to synthesize a number of phenotype-specific or -associated macro-

molecules, including the collagenous and non-collagenous bone matrix proteins,

certain hormone receptors and cytokines and growth factors, as will be discussed

later. The preosteoblast is considered the immediate precursor of the osteoblast and

is identified in part by its localization in the adjacent one or two cell layers distant

from the osteoblasts lining bone formation surfaces. Although preosteoblasts

resemble osteoblasts histologically and ultrastructurally, and stain for alkaline

phosphatase activity, they have not yet acquired expression of many of the mature

osteoblast markers and, unlike osteoblasts, they are thought to possess a limited

capacity to divide. Some authors have used the term osteoprogenitor to identify a

spindle-shaped cell residing in close proximity to the preosteoblast layer, but further

from bone formation surfaces, in the fibrous periosteal layer of bone; these cells may

be equivalent to the 3H-thymidine-incorporating undifferentiated mesenchymal

cells residing in the stromal tissues of bone marrow and also termed osteoprogeni-

tors. Two recently isolated new markers for these cells, ALCAM, identified by

expression cloning with the monoclonal antibody SB-10 (Bruder et al., 1997) and

HOP-26 (Joyner et al., 1997), together with the STRO-1 antibody which recognizes

these cells amongst others (Gronthos et al., 1994), may help further clarify these

relationships. A small proportion (estimated at 10–20%) of osteoblasts incorporate

themselves within the newly formed extracellular matrix; these embedded cells,

considered the most mature differentiation stage of the osteoblastic lineage, are

osteocytes. Osteocytes are also thought to be postproliferative, are smaller than

osteoblasts, have lost many of their cytoplasmic organelles, have decreased alkaline

phosphatase activity compared to matrix synthesizing osteoblasts, and are often

considered to be relatively inactive metabolically. However, while it is true that syn-

thesis of many bone matrix macromolecules and alkaline phosphatase activity are

reduced in osteocytes compared with levels expressed in osteoblasts (see below), at

least certain markers continue to be highly expressed, e.g., those recognized by other

recently isolated monoclonal antibodies (Fig. 2.2) (Aubin & Turksen, 1996).

Osteocytes have also been reported to alter expression of certain growth factors or

cytokines after mechanical challenge and are now receiving increased attention as

the responders and transducers of mechanical stimulation of bone (Mullender &
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Huiskes, 1997). Some authors have placed another transitory stage between the

osteoblast and osteocyte to depict a cell just becoming embedded in osteoid, the so-

called osteocytic osteoblast. Certain biochemical markers suggest that such a tran-

sitory cell does exist (summarized in Aubin & Turksen, 1996). Finally, in the adult

skeleton, the majority of bone surfaces that are not being remodeled (i.e., undergo-

ing resorption or formation) are covered by flat, thin, elongated, bone-lining cells,

which are thought to represent the inactive (in terms of matrix production) form

of the osteoblast. These are postproliferative cells, although Turner and colleagues

have recently proposed that lining cells can be ‘reactivated’ to synthetically robust

osteoblasts in response to particular stimuli such as challenge with PTH (Dobnig &

Turner, 1995). Together, osteocytes and bone lining cells apparently account for

only a relatively small proportion of the original osteoblasts, raising the question of

what happens to the rest. There is some recent evidence for apoptosis of osteoblasts

formed in vitro (Lynch et al., 1998), and in vivo, a process that may be enhanced by

certain hormones or other regulators of osteoblast activity (e.g., Jilka et al., 1998;

Machwate et al., 1998).

Biochemical and molecular features that characterize differentiation from
osteoprogenitor cell to mature osteoblast phenotype

The mature osteoblast phenotype is characterized by the ability of the cells to syn-

thesize membrane-associated alkaline phosphatase, bone matrix molecules includ-

ing collagen type I (COLL-I) and a variety of non-collagenous proteins such as

osteocalcin, BSP, and osteopontin, proteoglycans, and hormone and growth factor

receptors, in particular PTH/PTHrP1R (Fig. 2.2). As described in detail later,

however, different osteoblasts may express only a subset of molecules from the

potential osteoblast repertoire.

While not specific for osteoblast lineage cells, high expression of the

bone/liver/kidney (also called tissue non-specific, TN-AP) isoform of alkaline

phosphatase is considered an important trait of osteoblastic cells. There is good evi-

dence from experimental manipulations in vitro, and from alkaline phosphatase

mutations leading to hypophosphatasia in man, that alkaline phosphatase is

involved in the mineralization process. However, alkaline phosphatase expression

is already high in preosteoblasts, well before a need for mineralization and prior to

expression of the non-collagenous matrix molecules, including osteocalcin and

BSP (Fig. 2.2). Alkaline phosphatase has also been suggested to play a role in the

regulation of osteoprogenitor/osteoblast adhesion, migration and/or differentia-

tion, functions also ascribed to TN-AP in cell migratory and morphogenetic events

in early mouse embryos.
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While synthesized in many cell types, COLL-I is a primary product of osteoblasts

during bone matrix formation constituting approximately 90% of the total organic

matrix in mature bone; by both in situ hybridization and immunolabeling, mature

osteoblasts express very high levels of COLL-I. COLL-I, however, is also clearly

expressed already by the preosteoblast stage, and indeed, upregulation of COLL-1

occurs prior to upregulation of any of the other current matrix molecules and prior

to upregulation of alkaline phosphatase (Aubin, 1998; Liu et al., 1994). Of the non-

collagenous proteins, osteopontin is a secreted phosphoglycoprotein isolated orig-

inally from the extracellular matrix of bone and synthesized by osteoblastic cells.

Osteopontin, however, is not exclusive to bone since it is expressed by transformed

cells and by many non-skeletal tissues and cells in response to stimulation of pro-

liferation and induction by tumor promoters, growth factors and hormones in

vitro (for review, see Denhardt & Noda, 1998). Most analyses now show that osteo-

pontin is already detectable at relatively early differentiation stages in proliferating

precursor cells, but that it is upregulated in some preosteoblasts and is high in

osteoblasts. Osteopontin shares some structural features with another bone matrix

protein, BSP. In contrast to osteopontin, BSP has a very restricted tissue distribu-

tion and is almost exclusively produced by skeletal cells, including hypertrophic

chondrocytes, osteoblasts, and osteocytes. In bone sections, BSP is highly expressed

by osteoblasts, but is also detectable in preosteoblasts in at least some regions of

bone and may also be expressed transiently in earlier progenitor cells. Finally, osteo-

calcin is a major non-collagenous protein of bone highly expressed in mature

osteoblasts; of osteoblast markers, osteocalcin is currently considered the most

specific and the latest of expressed markers, undetectable in preosteoblasts and

abundantly expressed only in postmitotic osteoblasts, and indeed, only in some

mature osteoblasts in vitro and in vivo as recently reported (for review, see Aubin,

1998; see also below and Fig. 2.2).

Osteoblasts also respond to, and express, receptors for a growing list of hor-

mones and growth factors, including – as one of the most specific for osteoblasts –

PTH/PTHrP1R. They also synthesize and secrete a variety of other proteins into the

bone extracellular matrix, including, e.g., osteonectin, BAG-75, fibronectin, bi-

glycan, decorin, CS-PG-II, galectin-3, and CD44, amongst others. These macro-

molecules are also found in other tissues, but when taken together, their expression

by osteoblasts and deposition into the matrix reflects the extensive biosynthetic

repertoire of the osteoblast (see below). One challenge now is to determine whether

the expression profiles of these and other molecules expressed by osteoblasts

provide landmarks for helping to define stages of osteoblast maturation. In this

regard, there are still many discrepancies reported in different bone cell models,

and in different species (for a recent review, see Aubin et al., 1999).
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Progression from the immature progenitor cell to the mature osteoblast and
osteocyte: cell culture models

Cellular features

Based on the various criteria summarized, osteoblastic cells in vivo are categorized

in a presumed linear sequence progressing from osteoprogenitor to preosteoblasts,

osteoblasts, and lining cells or osteocytes (Fig. 2.1, 2.2). To identify cells earlier than

the preosteoblast remains problematic, although as raised above, tools such as the

STRO-1 antibody, the SB-10 antibody and HOP-26 antibody are beginning to

provide further insight. A variety of studies on cell culture models, including

primary cultures and normal and transformed cell lines, has augmented the obser-

vations on bone tissue in situ. Particularly notable are attempts to correlate progres-

sive changes in osteoblast-associated properties with a progression in the state of

differentiation of the cells. Based upon the profile of expression of osteoblastic

characteristics and morphological features reminiscent of osteoblasts in vivo, the

cell lines MC3T3–E1, UMR201 and RCT1 cells have been described as relatively

immature, UMR 106 as preosteoblastic cells, and ROS 17/2.8 as more differentiated

osteoblasts. However, in at least some of the lines derived from osteosarcoma,

including ROS 17/2.8, the regulation between proliferation and expression of

differentiated phenotype may be aberrant compared to their normal counterparts.

Other examples of marked heterogeneity in a variety of the now numerous

reported clonal lines, both in terms of expressed properties and regulation by hor-

mones and growth factors lend ambiguity to attempts to order these lines in a

lineage hierarchy.

As already raised, an alternative model is primary osteoblastic cell cultures, from

both isolated bone marrow stromal populations and populations derived from fetal

rat calvariae or more recently from a variety of other bones and other species. When

maintained under suitable culture conditions, these cells form three-dimensional

bone-like nodules with the histological, ultrastructural and immunohistochemical

appearance of embryonic/woven bone. Cells virtually identical to the same

morphological stages described in vivo can be identified, and the nodular matrix

contains the major bone matrix proteins summarized above. The nodules repre-

sent the end product of the proliferation and differentiation of relatively rare osteo-

progenitor cells (also called CFU-O) present in the starting cell population.

Estimates of the frequency of these osteoprogenitors by limiting dilution indicated

that such cells are present at a measurable but low frequency (i.e., �1%) in rat cal-

varia populations and rat and mouse bone marrow stromal populations under

standard isolation and culture conditions. However, as raised above, the frequency

of the progenitors differentiating to bone nodules can be regulated (increased or
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decreased) by a variety of hormones, growth factors and cytokines (see also below).

Osteoprogenitors forming bone nodules appear to have a limited capacity for self-

renewal in both calvaria and stromal populations, consistent with their being true

committed progenitors with a finite lifespan (Fig. 2.1). Morphologically recogniz-

able osteoblasts associated with bone nodules appear in long-term bone cell cul-

tures at predictable and reproducible periods after plating (2–3 weeks or longer in

some cases). Analyses of individual progenitors forming colonies in low density

cultures indicated that progenitors undergo approximately eight population dou-

blings prior to overt differentiation, i.e., to achieving cuboidal morphology and

matrix deposition consistent with their having reached a mature osteoblast stage;

inhibition of proliferation inhibits bone nodule formation.

Molecular features

The process of formation of bone nodules has been subdivided into three develop-

mental stages: (i) proliferation, (ii) extracellular matrix development and matura-

tion, and (iii) mineralization, with characteristic changes in genes associated with

proliferative and cell cycling activity and those associated with specific osteoblast

activities (for review, see Aubin, 1998). Genes associated with proliferative stages,

e.g., histones, proto-oncogenes such as c-fos and c-myc, characterize the first phase,

while certain cyclins, e.g., cyclins B and E, are upregulated postproliferatively.

While some variations have been noted which may reflect species or cell model

differences, generally, the expression profiles of osteoblast markers in vitro appear

largely to recapitulate expression profiles seen by both in situ hybridization and

immunocytochemistry on bone sections. Thus, alkaline phosphatase is already

detected in preosteoblasts and increases to high levels in osteoblasts then decreases

when mineralization is well progressed; osteopontin appears prior to certain other

matrix proteins including BSP and osteocalcin; BSP is first detected in some pre-

cursors but is high in differentiated osteoblasts forming bone; and osteocalcin

appears with mineralization. COLL-I, while present from relatively early prolifera-

tive stages, peaks at late matrix maturational stages (Fig. 2.2).

The nodule system is increasingly being used to investigate many aspects of

osteoprogenitor regulation, proliferation and differentiation. The approach has led

to the conclusion that in rat calvaria cultures at least all osteoblast markers sum-

marized above are upregulated prior to the cessation of proliferation except for

osteocalcin (Aubin, 1998). Further studies are ongoing to explore the nature of

transitional stages that characterize osteoblast development. One approach has

combined the use of global amplification poly(A)PCR (which allows entire gene

repertoires to be amplified in sample sizes as small as single cells and colonies),

immunolabeling (which allows visual or positional cues to be used in tandem),

and replica plating (which allows retrospective identification of very early
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osteoprogenitors). Based on the simultaneous expression patterns of osteoblast-

associated genes (COLL-I, alkaline phosphatase, osteopontin, BSP, osteocalcin,

PTH/PTHrP1R), and potential regulatory molecules (PTHrP, and growth factor

receptors, e.g., FGFR-1 and PDGFRa), at least seven transitional stages can be

identified in vitro (Aubin, 1998; Liu & Aubin, 1994], not just the three stages dis-

cussed earlier.

Heterogeneity of the mature osteoblast phenotype

One aspect of the osteoblast phenotype that is becoming increasingly well-

documented in both studies on cell systems in vitro and bone tissue in vivo is inter-

cellular heterogeneity in the osteoblast phenotype, i.e., heterogeneity in gene

expression profiles. This was probably first most clearly evident in vitro, where

reports of characterization of osteoblastic cell lines are notable as much for the

differences amongst lines as for the similarities. More recently, striking hetereogen-

eity in the expressed gene repertoires – at both mRNA and protein levels – in

mature osteoblasts residing in bone nodules formed in vitro have been docu-

mented; the heterogeneity appears not to be related to cell cycle differences and

extends to virtually all osteoblast-associated markers analyzed to date (Liu et al.,

1997). A few reports have suggested that osteoblasts in different skeletal sites may

also be different. For example, differences in expression profiles between younger

vs. older rat osteoblasts (osteoblasts of different secretory lifetimes) have been

reported for osteocalcin and BSP (for original references and other examples, see

Aubin, 1999). In a recent study of osteoblasts in 21-day-old fetal rat calvaria, a bone

characterized by well-demarcated maturational zones, it was found that out of nine

osteoblast markers analyzed simultaneously, only two, alkaline phosphatase and

PTH/PTHrP1R, appeared to be ‘global’ or ‘ubiquitous’ markers expressed by all

osteoblasts in all zones. Other data suggest that COLL-I also belongs to this cate-

gory. However, all other markers analyzed, including such markers as osteopontin,

BSP, osteocalcin, and PTHrP, were differentially expressed at both mRNA and

protein levels in only subsets of osteoblasts, depending on the maturational state of

the bone (e.g., nascent vs. remodeling) and the age of the osteoblast, on the envi-

ronment (endocranium, ectocranium) and on the microenvironment (adjacent

cells in particular zones) in which the osteoblasts reside (Candeliere et al., 1997)

(Fig. 2.2). These results indicate that histologically identical osteoblasts at different

skeletal sites are molecularly heterogeneous and imply that they are also function-

ally heterogeneous, given (a) that matrix molecule expression is different, and (b)

that ligand and hormone receptor expression – and ergo their ability to respond to

regulatory cues – is different. The nature of the signals leading to diversity of oste-

oblast gene expression profiles is not known, although cross-talk between cells of
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different maturational stages or different lineages, variations in the cellular micro-

environment including the degree and nature of the crystal structure of deposited

mineral, and/or heterogeneous expression of combinations of various transcrip-

tion factors in different cohorts of osteoblasts, are all possibilities. The fact that the

heterogeneity is apparently controlled both transcriptionally and posttranscrip-

tionally implies that the regulation is very complex but, once established, feedback

regulatory loops could contribute to maintenance and even amplification of the

phenotypic differences (for further discussion, see Aubin et al., 1999).

The true biological or physiological consequence of the observed differences in

mRNA and protein expression repertoires is not known, but it supports the notion

that not all mature osteoblasts are functionally identical and predicts that the

make-up of different parts of bones may be significantly different, as previously

suggested by the observations that the presence and amounts of extractable non-

collagenous bone proteins are different in trabecular vs. cortical bone and in

different parts of the human skeleton, which may also contribute to the heteroge-

neity in trabecular microarchitecture seen at different sites. The heterogeneous

phenotype of mature osteoblasts at different skeletal sites may contribute to site-

specific differences in disease manifestation such as seen in osteoporosis and to

regional variations in the ability of osteoblasts to respond to therapeutic agents.

The proclivity for some osteoblasts within certain bones and certain sites to

differentially manifest disease may reside, at least in part, in somatic cell mosaicism,

but may also occur, despite the widespread presence of a mutation or environmen-

tal factor, because only certain osteoblasts may be capable of response – patholog-

ical or normal – based on heterogeneous expression profiles of molecules such as

those just summarized. A highly pertinent example of potential site-specific cellu-

lar responses concerns the estrogen receptors (ERs). Recent studies support the

notion that ER� and ER� are differentially expressed in different parts of bones,

e.g., ER� was reported to be highly expressed in the cancellous bone of lumbar

vertebrae and distal femoral metaphysis but expressed at much lower levels in the

cortical bone of the femur (Onoe et al., 1997). These data offer a possible mecha-

nism by which the estrogen deficiency caused by ovariectomy induces bone resorp-

tion preferentially in cancellous bone and in vertebrae. Further analysis of

differential expression profiles for a variety of receptors in different skeletal sites,

and at different maturational age of the cells and skeleton, should provide further

insight into site-specific effects of not only estrogen, but other treatments includ-

ing, e.g., fluoride, calcitonin, PTH, and even calcium.

Osteoprogenitors and osteoblasts in the aging skeleton

Elsewhere in this volume (Chapter 14) the issues of osteoblast number and activ-

ity in the aging skeleton are discussed in detail. Studies in vivo are being aug-
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mented by attempts to isolate the bone cell populations and assess stem cell/osteo-

progenitor/CFU-F number, ability to proliferate and differentiate, and ability to be

regulated by a variety of hormones and growth factors in vitro. The published data

on changes in stem or progenitor cell number or colony-forming ability are

diverse, with data to support increases, decreases or no change in CFU-F, CFU-AP

and/ or CFU-O number. For example, an increase in CFU-F number in aged vs.

younger mice in the SAM-P (senescence-accelerated) mouse model has been

reported (Tsuboi et al., 1991). On the other hand, some investigators (Tsuji et al.,

1990 ) recovered fewer, but comparably sized, CFU-AP and CFU-O from old vs.

younger rats, while others (Oreffo et al., 1998) found that CFU-F number was

unchanged, but that there was a significant decrease in colony size in cells from

aged human control or osteoporotic vs. younger samples. In the latter study, which

suggested a generalized proliferation defect with age, there was a significant

decrease in CFU-AP as a percentage of CFU-F in samples from osteoporotics

compared to controls, suggesting a differentiation defect in these populations.

However, in another study, a proportional decrease in both CFU-F and CFU-AP

(suggesting no differentiation defect), and an increased proliferation rate in

stromal cell cultures from older vs. younger mice, were seen, although the prolifer-

ation response to serum was lower in cells from older animals, suggesting a

reduced ability to respond to growth factors and/or hormonal cues (Bergman et al.,

1996). Consistent with the latter idea, CFU-F from older mice were reported to

produce less TGF-� than those from younger mice, interpreted as the mechanism

underlying the lower number and size of recovered CFU-F colonies (Gazit et al.,

1998). Other examples of putative changes in osteoblastic cell activity or respon-

siveness include reduced osteocalcin production in response to 1,25(OH)2D3

(Battmann et al., 1997) and loss of ER� regulation and diminution of ligand–

receptor signal transduction (Ankrom et al., 1998) in human bone cells of increas-

ing donor age. While it seems likely that differences in the kinds of cells being

recovered from bone samples and differences in experimental approaches and con-

ditions account for some of the discrepancies reported, and potential species

differences must also be considered, such data are consistent overall with other

observations that osteoblasts in the aged skeleton may not be identical to those in

the younger organism, an area that deserves further attention.

Stage-specific regulation of osteoprogenitor cell differentiation 
and bone formation

The patterning of bones, differences in formation of the appendicular vs. axial

skeleton, the ultimate size and shape of bones are now known to be influenced by

a large number of genes, including, for example, hox genes (e.g., Hoxd-13), the runt

family member Cbfa-1, growth factors (e.g., GDF-5), and PTHrP or its receptor,
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PTH/PTHrP1R, amongst others. However, the factors that regulate osteoblast

recruitment, osteoblast number, the rate and the duration of osteoblast activity in

vivo are largely not known. In experimental models, bone marrow injury asso-

ciated with local bleeding, clotting and neovascularization, recapitulates a process

similar to callus formation during fracture repair, with the induction of an envi-

ronment rich in growth factors (e.g., PDGF, FGF, TGF-�, VEGF) followed by a

process of very active bone formation (for review, see Rodan, 1998). To elucidate

the target cells responding (stem cells, mesenchymal precursors, committed pro-

genitors) and the precise nature of the responses in bone and non-bone cells in the

environment, these and a growing list of other systemic or local growth factors,

cytokines and hormones are also being tested in many models in vitro. As outlined

above, because of the now well-established proliferation and differentiation stages

underlying formation of bone nodules in vitro, this model has provided strong

support for several concepts proposed earlier. For example, there is growing evi-

dence that at least some of the actions of growth and differentiation factors are

dependent on the relative stage of differentiation (either more or less mature) of

the target osteogenic cells, with, e.g., stimulatory/mitogenic or inhibitory responses

when test factors are added to proliferative progenitor stages and stimulation or

inhibition of sensitive/differentiation stage-specific precursors when the same

factors are added later (Fig. 2.1). This is true, for example, for the inflammatory

cytokine IL-1, which has potent regulatory activities throughout osteoblast

differentiation, but is stimulatory when osteoblastic cell cultures are exposed tran-

siently during proliferative culture stages and inhibitory when cells are exposed

transiently during differentiation stages; the inhibitory effects dominate when cells

are exposed chronically through proliferation and differentiation stages in culture

(Ellies & Aubin, 1990). Another example of clinical significance is that reported for

PTH, which has been found to increase bone mass when given intermittently, but

decrease it when infused continuously, in various models. In an experiment to

analyze possible underlying cellular mechanisms, rat calvaria cells were treated for

1 hour vs. 6-hour pulses in 48-hour cycles during a 2–3 week culture period.

Inhibition (1-hour pulse; apparently related to cAMP/PKA pathways) or stimula-

tion (6-hour pulse; apparently related to cAMP/PKA, Ca2�/PKC, and IGF-I) in

osteoblast differentiation was seen (Ishizuya et al., 1997); chronic exposure inhib-

its osteoblast differentiation, in an apparently reversible manner at a relatively late

presoteoblast stage. Other factors appear to be without detectable effect during

relatively narrow windows of time during osteoblast development, e.g., the inhib-

itory effects of LIF on late preosteoblastic stages (Malaval et al., 1998). Finally, vir-

tually all agents tested have effects on gene expression in mature osteoblasts that

may or may not correlate with effects on the differentiation process itself and

may be opposite for different osteoblast genes, e.g., dexamethasone stimulates
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osteoprogenitor cell differentiation to mature osteoblasts in vitro, while upregulat-

ing alkaline phosphatase and BSP expression and downregulating COLL-I and

osteocalcin expression, in mature osteoblastic cells. The molecular mechanisms

mediating these complex effects are generally poorly understood; however, ability

to form particular transcription factor complexes, localization and levels of endo-

genous expression of cytokine receptors, and expression of other regulatory ligands

within specific subgroups of osteogenic cells as they progesss from a less to a more

differentiated state may all play roles. For example, changing levels of endogenous

expression of BMP family members has been postulated to initiate a cascade of

cytokines and growth factors that themselves play stage-specific roles in osteoblast

development. Further, it has been suggested that the stimulatory effects of gluco-

corticoids in bone nodule assays in vitro is mediated, at least in part, via their ability

to downregulate endogenous production of inhibitory cytokines such as LIF and

upregulate stimulatory factors such as BMP-6.
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Osteoclasts: characteristics and regulation of
formation and activity

Johan N. M. Heersche and Morris F. Manolson

Introduction

Bone tissue adapts itself continuously to changing demands during development

and growth (modeling) and in response to stress or damage (remodeling). The

modeling and remodeling processes involve degradation of bone tissue by large

multinucleated cells, called osteoclasts, and synthesis and deposition of new bone

by mononuclear cuboidal cells lining bone, called osteoblasts. A close anatomical

and functional relationship exists between resorptive and formative cells at discrete

remodeling sites called ‘basic multicellular units of bone remodeling’ or BMU

(Frost, 1966). This is, in all likelihood, responsible for the phenomenon in which

treatments of metabolic bone disease developed to inhibit resorption often result

in simultaneous inhibition of formation. The mechanism(s) whereby the actions

of the resorbing osteoclasts and the bone forming osteoblasts are co-ordinated are

not yet clear. Nevertheless, striking progress has been made in our understanding

of osteoblast–osteoclast interaction with regard to regulating osteoclast formation.

This chapter focuses on osteoclasts and osteoclastic bone resorption.

Morphological characteristics of osteoclasts, the processes whereby osteoclasts

degrade bone, the origin of osteoclasts and the regulation of osteoclast formation

and activity will be reviewed here.

Morphological characteristics of osteoclasts

Osteoclasts are easily recognized in histological sections of bone tissue as large

multinucleated cells with up to 25 nuclei and are found in close association with

bone surfaces (Fig. 3.1). They are often located in slight ‘indentations’ of the bone

surface called Howship’s lacunae, which result from osteoclasts having dissolved a

small area of bone underneath the cell. Osteoclasts contain large amounts of the

enzyme tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP), and when stained histochem-

ically for this enzyme become quite conspicuous. What also becomes apparent in

histological sections so stained, however, is that not all osteoclasts contain large
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numbers of nuclei: mononuclear TRAP-positive cells can frequently be seen, and

osteoclasts containing from two to four nuclei are not uncommon. Electron micro-

scopic examination of cross-sections through actively resorbing osteoclasts reveal

several more morphological features such as an abundance of mitochondria and

cytoplasmic vesicular structures. The area where the cells closely adhere to bone,

called the clear zone, is characterized by an abundance of microfilaments and the

absence of cellular organelles. The area adjacent to the clear zone where the osteo-

clast plasma membrane exhibits extensive folding is referred to as the ‘ruffled
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Fig. 3.1 (A) Histological section through mineralized cancellous bone from an iliac crest biopsy of

a patient with renal osteodystrophy. Note osteoblasts (arrows), multinucleated osteoclasts

in Howship’s lacunae (arrrowheads), mineralized bone (MB), unmineralized osteoid

(star), and bone marrow stroma (BMS). (B) Scanning electron micrograph of an

osteoclast isolated from rabbit long bone and cultured for 24 hours on a thin slice of

devitalized bovine cortical bone. Insert: low magnification. Note extensive filopodia on the

basolateral surface, the fibroblastic cells (F) in close association with the osteoclast (Oc)

and the collagen fibers of the bone matrix in the area partially resorbed by the osteoclast

(arrowheads).



border’ (Holtrop & King, 1977). When actively resorbing osteoclasts in situ are

fixed, stained immunohistochemically with antibodies against F-actin, and then

viewed under fluorescence microscopy, the clear zone area appears as a ring-like

structure surrounding the ruffled border area (Lakkakorpi & Vaananen, 1991).

This ring of actin-containing filaments delineates the area where the osteoclast

closely adheres to the bone surface, likely via integrin receptors, and forms a sealed-

off extracellular compartment between the ruffled border and the bone surface

where bone resorption takes place. When in situ resorbing osteoclasts are viewed

using scanning electron microscopy, they appear as large, bulging cells with a

surface covered with numerous filopodia (Fig 3.1). In places where the osteoclast

has moved away from an area it has been resorbing previously, exposed collagen

fibres can frequently be seen, representing remains of the organic matrix after the

osteoclast has removed the mineral component of the bone matrix.

The mechanism of osteoclastic bone resorption

Under normal conditions, osteoclasts are solely responsible for removing approxi-

mately 500 mg of calcium per day from the adult human skeleton. The rate of bone

remodeling is determined by the number of BMU which are operative at any given

time. In the normal human skeleton, activation occurs about once every 10

seconds, and the total number of BMU in operation at any one time has been cal-

culated to be about 35 million (Parfitt, 1983). The H� ions required to dissolve the

hydroxyapatite crystals comprising the mineral component of the bone matrix

during the resorption process are generated by the activity of carbonic anhydrase

type II (CAII), an enzyme which uses CO2 and H2O to generate H2CO3, which sub-

sequently dissociates into H� ions and HCO3
– ions. The protons thus generated are

extruded into the extracellular space by a vacuolar-type H�ATPase (V-ATPase)

located on the osteoclast ruffled border membrane and there dissolve the bone

mineral by H�/Ca2� exchange (Blair et al., 1989). It is interesting to note that the

osteoclast appears to be essentially self-sufficient in generating the components

required to complete this part of the resorptive process: protons generated by CAII

activity, using CO2 produced during the oxidative phosphorylation of glucose in

the mitochondria, are extruded by the activity of a V-ATPase requiring ATP, which

is similarly generated by mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation of glucose. The

required glucose enters the osteoclast through a GLUT-2 transporter (Williams et

al., 1997), and all components of the system (mitochondria, the proton pump, the

GLUT-2 transporter and CAII) are abundant in osteoclasts.

Proton extrusion into the extracellular resorption zone is accompanied by Cl�

extrusion via a chloride channel (Schlesinger et al., 1997). The driving force behind

Cl� extrusion is the potential difference that arises from electrogenic proton trans-
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port across the ruffled border membrane. In keeping with the self-sufficiency of the

osteoclast, the required Cl� ions enter the cell through a Cl�/HCO3
� exchanger

located on the basolateral surface of the cell, which is driven by HCO3 accumulated

by CAII activity combined with proton extrusion (Teti et al., 1989).

The degradation of the organic matrix of bone is less well understood, and it is

not known which specific enzymes degrade the diverse components of the organic

matrix. It is clear, however, that two classes of enzymes, matrix metalloproteinases

and cysteine proteinases, play a major role since inhibition of the activity of both

classes of enzymes results in the accumulation of collagen fibres in the extracellu-

lar resorption zone (Everts et al., 1992). Interestingly, osteoclasts in different parts

of the skeleton may differ in terms of the relative importance of matrix metallo-

proteinases and cysteine proteinases in the resorption process: matrix metallopro-

teinases have been shown to be responsible for organic matrix degradation by

osteoclasts in the skull bone, whereas cysteine proteinases appear to be involved in

osteoclastic resorption of both long bones and skull bones (Everts et al., 1999).

How degradation products are removed from the sealed-off resorption space

between ruffled border and bone surface has been the subject of extensive specula-

tion. One possibility is that osteoclasts move away from the resorption area

temporarily thereby allowing accumulated degradation products to diffuse away.

Resorbing osteoclasts have been observed, using time-lapse videomicroscopy, to

move back and forth within a clearly delineated resorption space (Gaillard et al.,

1979). Recent evidence suggests that matrix degradation products can also be

removed from the lacunae by endocytotic vesicles. After endocytosis of degrada-

tion products at the ruffled border area, vesicles translocate to the basolateral

surface and there release their contents by exocytosis (Nesbitt & Horton, 1997; Salo

et al., 1997). Fig. 3.2 summarizes the major pathways involved in the resorptive

process. It is of interest to note that osteoclasts seem to be unable to resorb unmin-

eralized osteoid (see also Fig. 3.1) despite the fact that they possess the necessary

enzymes to digest organic bone matrix during the process of removing mineralized

bone. No satisfactory explanation has been provided thus far for this phenomenon.

The origin of osteoclasts

The origin of cells in bone and other connective tissues has occupied the minds of

investigators ever since it was realized that tissues require an influx of new cells to

repair structure and restore function after wounding. Cohnheim (1867: see

Allgower, 1956, p. 4) was of the opinion that white blood cells are responsible for

all the products of wound exudate, and could ‘transform’ into connective tissue

cells. His contemporary, Virchow, did not agree, and stated that connective tissue

cells, like other cell types, arise exclusively from local division of similar cells (see
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Allgower, 1956). It has taken almost a century to resolve this question. Using 3H-

thymidine labeling of proliferating precursor cells to trace these cells, Gothlin and

Ericsson (1973) found that osteoclasts were derived from a bloodborne precursor

belonging to a hemopoietic cell line, while the osteoblasts were derived from a local

progenitor cell of connective tissue origin. Subsequent experiments by Walker

(1975) made it virtually certain that osteoclasts were cells from the hemopoietic

lineage: he transplanted spleen cells or bone marrow cells from normal mice into

irradiated osteopetrotic littermates and found that this resulted in the formation of

normal osteoclasts. Later experiments by Marks et al. (for review, see Marks, 1989)

demonstrated that some osteopetrotic mutations in mice could be cured by trans-

plantation of hemopoietic cells, while others could not. Thus, while some muta-

tions result in intrinsic defects of the osteoclast lineage cells, other osteopetrotic

mutations affect a different pathway.
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Fig. 3.2 Summary of osteoclastic bone resorption. See text for details. CAII: carbonic anhydrase

type II, CP: cysteine proteinases, GLUT-2: Glucose transporter. MMP: matrix

metalloproteinases, V: V-ATPase.



Regulation of osteoclast activity and osteoclast differentiation

Stimulation or inhibition of osteoclastic bone resorption may involve changes in

activity of existing osteoclasts, changes in the total number of osteoclasts, or

changes in size of the osteoclasts. Previously, most in vitro systems used to evalu-

ate osteoclastic bone resorption used explanted embryonic or newborn rat or

mouse long bones or calvariae. With these in vitro systems, direct or indirect effects

of agonists on osteoclasts or effects on osteoclast differentiation vs. osteoclast activ-

ity could not be distinguished. However, the development by Boyde et al. (1984)

and Chambers et al. (1984) of culture systems in which functional osteoclasts could

be analyzed on their flat-surfaced natural substratum has allowed separation of

effects on osteoclastic resorption from effects on osteoclast formation and direct

effects on osteoclasts from indirect effects mediated by other cell types.

When results obtained from studies of the effects of the bone resorbing hor-

mones, parathyroid hormone (PTH) and 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 (1,25-

(OH)2D3) in bone organ culture systems and in isolated osteoclast cultures were

compared, it became rapidly clear that these hormones did not activate osteoclasts

directly, but that the signals were transmitted by other cell types in bone tissue, pre-

sumably stromal cells or osteoblasts. As a result, elucidation of the mechanisms

whereby osteoblastic cells interact with osteoclast-lineage cells became a major

focus of investigation. The first breakthrough towards solving this problem came

from studies analyzing the cause of bone defects in the osteopetrotic op/op mouse

(Felix et al., 1996). These mice almost completely lack osteoclasts and tissue macro-

phages as a result of a single point mutation in the gene encoding macrophage

colony stimulating factor (M-CSF), while injection of M-CSF partially corrects the

defect. Marrow cells from op/op mice co-cultured with osteoblast-like cells or

stromal cells from normal littermates (or vice versa) revealed that the defect in oste-

oclast differentiation in op/op mice resulted from the failure of osteoblas-

tic/stromal cells to produce M-CSF required for osteoclast differentiation.

In mouse bone marrow cultures, formation of osteoclast-like cells is stimulated

by the addition of osteotropic hormones (e.g., PTH, 1,25 (OH)2D3,PGE2) or cyto-

kines (e.g., IL-1, IL-6, IL-11, oncostatin M and leukocyte inhibitory factor (LIF)

(for review, see Suda et al., 1997). However, since marrow cultures contain both

hemopoietic cells and stromal cells, this system is not suitable to distinguish

between effects mediated through osteoblastic or stromal cells and direct effects on

osteoclast progenitors. This problem was solved by designing a co-culture system

consisting of spleen cells and osteoblastic cells from calvariae (or established

marrow-derived stromal cell lines). Osteoclast formation in such co-cultures

required the presence of 1,25 (OH)2D3, PTH, PGE2 or the cytokines mentioned

above. The effects on osteoclast differentiation were mediated through the osteo-

blastic or stromal cell component of the cultures, and osteoclast differentiation
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required direct cell–cell contact between the activated osteoblastic/stromal cell

population and the hemopoietic cells. The membrane-bound mediator, named

osteoclast differentiation factor (ODF), was subsequently cloned and identified

(Yasuda et al., 1998), and proved to be identical to the previously identified protein

osteoprotegerin ligand (OPGL) (Lacey et al., 1998), which in turn is identical to the

ligand for the receptor activator of NF
�
B (RANKL). Thus it is likely that the recep-

tor on the osteoclast recognizing ODF (�OPGL�RANKL) is the RANK receptor,

and that ligand–receptor interaction induces osteoclast differentiation (Kong et al.,

1999). That RANKL (OPGL) is an absolute requirement for osteoclast formation

was proven conclusively by the generation of OPGL knockout mice. These mice had

severe osteopetrosis due to a complete lack of osteoclasts. The osteoblastic origin of

RANKL (OPGL) was confirmed by setting up co-cultures of spleen cells from

OPGL�/� mice with normal osteoblasts, which generated functional osteoclasts,

and co-cultures of spleen cells from normal mice with osteoblasts from OPGL�/�

mice, which did not form osteoclasts. Thus, lack of RANKL (OPGL) production in

osteoblastic cells of OPGL�/� mice was the cause of the osteoclast deficiency.

It was discovered virtually simultaneously that osteoclast formation could be

inhibited by a soluble receptor for RANKL, osteoprotegerin (OPG), which is secreted

by a large variety of cells and organs, including fibroblasts, osteoblasts, lung, heart,

kidney and intestine (Simonet et al., 1997). OPG-deficient mice are severely osteop-

orotic (Bucay et al., 1998), while mice overexpressing OPG have an osteopetrotic

phenotype. OPG acts by binding RANKL, thereby preventing interaction of RANKL

with its receptor on the osteoclast lineage cells and thus inhibiting osteoclast

differentiation. The consensus view now is that osteoclast formation in the bone

microenvironment is regulated by the interaction of RANKL and OPG, where the

amount of unbound RANKL available to interact with the RANK receptor on osteo-

clasts or osteoclast precursors determines the rate of osteoclast formation.

Knockout or transgenic mice have also been used extensively to study the conse-

quences on osteoclastic resorption resulting from the deletion or overexpression of

other molecules likely involved in osteoclastic activity. One of the molecules tested

this way was TRAP. Surprisingly, the TRAP (acp5�/�) knockout mice were not

osteopetrotic and, besides having some growth plate abnormalities, were virtually

normal (Hayman et al., 1996). This raises the question of what the biological func-

tion of TRAP activity in osteoclasts really is, or what enzyme can take over its func-

tion in the TRAP knockout mice, a question that is not yet answered. Ablation of

NF
�
B1 and NF

�
B2 had the expected results: the mice were osteopetrotic, did not

develop osteoclasts, but had an increased number of macrophages (Iotsova et al.,

1997). A more surprising observation was made, however, in c-fos knockout mice

(Grigoriadis et al., 1994), which had a similar phenotype to the NF
�
B knockouts:

osteopetrotic, no osteoclasts and an increased number of macrophages. These mice
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were not generated with bone studies in mind, and the failure of osteoclast forma-

tion in c-fos�/� mice uncovered an unsuspected role for c-fos in osteoclast forma-

tion. Equally surprising was the observation that the major consequence of ablation

of another almost universal enzyme, c-src, turned out to be osteopetrosis: the mice

have normal numbers of osteoclasts, but they appear to be unable to resorb bone

due to an inability to generate a ruffled border area (Soriano et al., 1991). No other

abnormalities were observed, indicating that the role of c-src in every cell but the

osteoclast can be assumed by other members of the src family of proteins.

In summary, it is now generally accepted that M-CSF produced by stromal cells

is required for the generation of osteoclast precursors. Both hormone-induced

stimulation of osteoclast activity and osteoclast differentiation are also mediated

via effects on stromal or osteoblastic cells, and the predominant factor mediating

these responses appears to be RANKL. Combined addition of M-CSF and a soluble

form of RANKL to spleen cell cultures overcomes the need for stromal cells to

achieve osteoclast formation in this culture system (Lacey et al., 1998). What still

remains unknown is what modulates osteoclast formation and what determines the

sites where osteoclasts initiate resorption.

A final point of interest with regard to osteoclastic activity: mature osteoclasts

with the potential to resorb bone are not always doing so. Individual osteoclasts

cycle through different phases of activity: a rapid migratory phase and a relatively

stationary resorptive phase (Kanehisa & Heersche, 1988). As discussed previously,

a sealed-off resorption zone and a ruffled border area have to be established for

resorption to occur, and it is not clear at the present time what signals initiate this

event. Single osteoclasts can excavate two different resorption lacunae simultane-

ously with resorption progressing at different rates in each zone. Furthermore,

initiation and termination of resorption in the different resorption zones are

independent. This implies that factors in the bone matrix may have a signaling

function in addition to signals reaching the osteoclast from the extracellular fluid

environment.
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Bone matrix proteins

Marc D. McKee and Jaro Sodek

Introduction

Bone represents the largest proportion of the connective tissues in the human body

where it functions in the protection of internal organs, as a framework for muscle

attachment to generate locomotion, and as an ion reservoir for calcium and other

mineral elements. The unique biophysical properties of bone reflect the macromo-

lecular composition and organization of the mineralized extracellular matrix

(ECM), which is largely produced and regulated by specialized cells of the osteoblas-

tic lineage. The ECM is formed from a scaffold of collagen fibrils within and between

which are found uniform-sized crystals of carbonate-substituted hydroxyapatite.

Other proteins, including proteoglycans, sialoproteins and various acidic glycopro-

teins regulate the formation of the collagen fibrils and apatite crystals and mediate

interactions with the osteoblastic cells that generate and maintain the matrix.

Characteristically, bone is remodeled continuously during postnatal growth and

skeletal maintenance, thus permitting continuous adaptivity for changes in size and

structure. Bone mass is maintained through a carefully regulated balance between

synthesis and resorption which can be monitored by analysis of metabolized matrix

components in body fluids – typically in serum and urine. Loss of regulation,

observed in metabolic bone diseases, can lead to increased (osteopetrosis) or

decreased (osteoporosis) bone mass, primarily reflecting changes in the amount of

mineralized ECM. While the basic components of the bone matrix are similar, their

organization can vary quite significantly, generating mineralized tissue with

different attributes that have functional importance. Thus, in newly formed ‘woven’

bone, which is produced rapidly during de novo formation of endochondral and

intramembranous bone and in fracture repair, the collagen fibrils are relatively

loosely packed and somewhat randomly oriented, an organization within which a

significant amount of mineral crystals are formed between the fibrils. The woven

bone is generally replaced by a more mature ‘lamellar’ bone in which the collagen

scaffold is laid down in alternating sheets (lamellae) of more closely packed and

aligned fibrils, within which the mineral crystals are primarily intrafibrillar.
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Collagen

The collagen fibrils in bone are formed from type I collagen molecules (	95%)

with small amounts of type V collagen (�5%) which can form heterotypic fibres

with type I collagen. Some type II, III, IX, X and XIV collagen may also be found

in bone, most notably in specialized attachment structures such as osseous tendon

and ligament insertion sites. By weight, collagen comprises 85–90% of total bone

protein. As shown in Fig. 4.1, type I collagen molecules consist of two �1(I) chains

and an �2(I) chain, which intertwine in a specific manner to form a unique, triple-

helical structure which is characteristically resistant to proteolytic enzymes.

Essentially, all the information required for the formation of the collagen helix, and

also for the subsequent assembly of collagen fibrils from collagen molecules, resides

in the nucleotide sequence of the individual genes encoding the collagen � chains

(Kielty et al., 1992). The gene for the human �1(I) chain is found on chromosome
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Fig. 4.1 Diagram depicting the structure of a collagen molecule and the arrangement of collagen

molecules in a fibril. The type I collagen molecule, as found in bone, consists of two �1(I),

and one �2(I), chains that form a triple-helical structure extending �300 nm in length

with short telopeptides involved in cross-link formation at each end. The molecules pack

in a quarter-stagger array, with successive molecules separated by a gap (hole) which

forms a continuous channel along two dimensions of the fibril. The calcium phosphate

crystals (apatite) found in bone are initially formed in these channels. Figure not drawn to

scale.



17, and for �2(I) on chromosome 7 (Vuorio & de Crombrugghe, 1990). Each �

chain (�160 kDa) is synthesized as a precursor molecule which contains a central

helical region (�100 kDa) flanked at each end by large domains, the extension pep-

tides, required for the assembly of the procollagen molecule within the cell.

Assembly begins by the association and covalent cross-linking of two procollagen

�1 chains and an �2 chain in the rough endoplasmic reticulum through the

carboxy-terminal propeptides (�35 kDa). This is followed by the intertwining of

the chains to form the central helical region and then the association of the amino-

terminal propeptides (�25 kDa). On secretion, the procollagen peptides are pro-

teolytically removed allowing triple-helical collagen molecules, 300 nm long and

1.5 nm thick, to assemble into fibrils. The propeptides become incorporated into

the bone matrix or appear in the serum where they can be measured as a systemic

indicator of bone formation (Parfitt et al., 1987).

The formation of the triple-helical structure of collagen is directed by a repeti-

tive Gly–X–Y sequence of amino acids in the central region of each � chain. The

amino acid proline and its posttranslationally modified form, hydroxyproline,

which together represent �22% of the amino acids in the helical region, are fre-

quently found in the X and Y positions, respectively. Because the ring structure in

the side chain of these amino acids prevents rotation of the peptide bond, twisting

of the � chain into a left-handed polyprolyl (minor helix) structure, with three

amino acids per turn, is favored. However, stabilization of the minor helix requires

all three chains to twist together into a right-handed, triple (major) helix. In turn,

the major helix is stabilized by the presence of the hydroxyprolines which mediate

extensive hydrogen bond formation with peptide bond �NH and C�O groups.

The position of the glycine at every third position in each � chain is crucial for the

formation of the major helix since the side chains at this position occupy the central

core of the cylindrical structure of the triple helix. When the three � chains are

tightly packed together into the triple helix, only the proton of the glycine side

chain can fit into the space available. Substitution of glycine by any other amino

acid will disrupt and destabilize the helical structure, resulting in impaired fibril

formation and mineralization, as observed in many forms of osteogenesis imper-

fecta (Byers, 1992).

The side chains of the amino acids in the X and Y positions provide the surface

characteristics of the collagen molecule and therefore are crucial for the precise

assembly of the molecules into fibrils. The fibrils are thin (10–300 nm diameter)

rope-like structures, many micrometers in length, that display a characteristic

banding pattern when viewed by electron microscopy. This periodicity reflects the

properties of the surface amino acids in combination with the organization of the

collagen molecules into a quarter-stagger (64–67 nm) array in which successive col-

lagen molecules are separated by a gap (hole) which forms a continuous helical
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channel running along the fibril (Fig. 4.1). While hierarchical twisting of the �

chains, and collagen molecules, in alternating directions provides the rope-like

characteristics of the fibril, the high tensile strength that is a characteristic feature

of fibrillar collagens is due to covalent cross-link formation between lysines and

modified lysines within and between the collagen molecules. Lysines and hydroxy-

lysines are modified by lysyl oxidase to aldehydes termed allysines and hydroxy-

allysines, which can form aldimines with unmodified lysines and hydroxylysines.

The modified lysines are present in short, non-helical extensions (telopeptides) at

each end of the collagen molecule. In bone, pairs of allysines can form aldol con-

densation products within the telopeptide region, whereas intermolecular aldi-

mine bonds are formed between hydroxyallysines juxtaposed with hydroxylysines

in the helical region of laterally associated collagen molecules to form the bifunc-

tional hydroxylysino-5-oxo-norleucine cross-link. Maturation of cross-links

involves subsequent interactions with additional lysine-derived side chains to form

the trifunctional cross-links such as pyridinoline, which is used as a diagnostic

marker of bone resorption (Delmas et al., 1991). The precise alignment of collagen

molecules is clearly crucial for cross-link formation and, consequently, for the

tensile strength of the collagen fibrils.

Although the staggered arrangement of collagen molecules in fibrils is well estab-

lished, the higher order arrangement of the molecules within the fibrils to form

larger fibres is less clear and may be different in various connective tissues. Thus,

microfibrils such as the proposed ‘pentafibril’ structure comprising a five-molecule

repeat of staggered collagen molecules could associate laterally either in a contin-

uum of the same staggered alignment of the collagen molecules, or they could align

in register to give an identical banding pattern in the fibril. At this level of struc-

ture, other collagens, such as type V collagen, and non-collagenous proteins

(NCPs) and the proteoglycans, will influence the size of the fibrils and the subse-

quent formation of collagen fibres. The initial orientation of the fibrils, however, is

likely directly regulated by the bone-forming cells, producing either a woven or

lamellar bone structure. In both woven and lamellar bone, mineral crystals within

the collagen fibrils (intrafibrillar) are believed to form initially within the gap

region (Fig. 4.1) such that their c-axes are generally aligned with the long axis of the

collagen fibril (Weiner & Traub, 1986). Further mineral crystal formation and

growth occurs within the channels created by the gap region as well as in the spaces

between the collagen molecules. A critical step in this process is the nucleation of

apatitic mineral, although the mechanism(s) of mineral nucleation and regulation

still have not been clearly resolved. Thus, while fibrillar collagen alone is capable

of heterogeneous nucleation of apatite, the possible involvement of a collagen-

binding, mineral-nucleating macromolecule (presumably located in the gap region

or at the surface of the fibrils) must also be considered. The involvement of other
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macromolecules in nucleation is indicated by the formation of crystals between the

collagen fibrils (interfibrillar), as typically observed in woven bone. It is likely that

multiple mechanisms for nucleation and regulation of crystal growth are involved.

Non-collagenous extracellular matrix proteins

Whereas collagen fibrils in all connective tissues are constructed and organized by

cells to provide a flexible and porous, fibrillar scaffolding necessary for cell adhe-

sion, cell signaling and tissue compartmentalization, specialized connective tissues

like bone, tooth (dentin and cementum), and sometimes cartilage, must also

accommodate a solid, inorganic mineral phase. This unique and intriguing prop-

erty is generally viewed as requiring a specialized class of proteins rather broadly

referred to as the non-collagenous, ECM proteins. Given the importance of the bio-

mineralization process in creating a rigid, supporting skeleton that serves multiple,

critical functions in vertebrates, it is evident that this process must be exquisitely

controlled. The regulation of the precipitation and growth of something as remark-

able as mineral salts within biological tissues is a feature maintained by evolution

in many invertebrates as well as in vertebrates, and reflects a wonderful ‘symbiosis’

between geochemical and geophysical substances and laws, and their ‘intelligent’

use by biological systems. Whereas calcium and phosphorus are incredibly abun-

dant elements found across the continents and oceans of our planet, it is precisely

the use of ionic forms of these elements by cells that remarkably distinguishes many

biological systems in their ability to ‘sense’ and respond to local environmental

stimuli. Hard vertebrate tissues have additionally acquired the ability to direct the

incorporation of mineral salts into their structure – a process that must be harmo-

nious with all other simultaneously ongoing physiological processes likewise using

these same mineral ions, of which there are many. Such a complex system of over-

lapping pathways involving translocation of soluble mineral ions used in cell sig-

naling and protein modification, vs. the precipitation of an inorganic, solid mineral

phase within a pre-established organic framework, requires careful and reliable

mineral ion processing. This regulation, at least for calcium handling within the

milieu of the ECM, is thought to reside within a class of posttranslationally

modified proteins typically being acidic in nature and containing covalently

attached phosphate and carbohydrate side chains. There is a general consensus,

based on a variety of protein data both from invertebrate and vertebrate experi-

mental studies in vivo and in vitro, that such phosphorylated, acidic glycoproteins

first initiate (nucleate), and then regulate (inhibit), the formation and growth of

crystals in hard tissues (Gorski, 1992; Hunter, 1996). This process appears not to be

a passive one, driven solely by physicochemical forces acting upon the mineral ions,
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but rather is a genetically controlled, active phenomenon guided by the chemistry

of the resident proteins themselves (Schinke et al., 1999).

Most of the major (in terms of abundance) non-collagenous matrix proteins

have been isolated from bone over the past several decades (Gehron Robey, 1996;

Young et al., 1993), and typically a large percentage of these can be recovered only

after exhaustive decalcification of the bone, thus indicating their affinity for

mineral and their classification as mineral-binding proteins (Termine et al., 1981).

While collectively, NCPs occupy roughly only 10% of the organic matrix by weight

(Fig. 4.2), on a molar basis, they are commonly found in similar proportions to col-

lagen, with some variation among tissues and species. However, until recently, the

precise function of most proteins in the ECM of bone, except possibly for type I

collagen, has generally been unknown. This is, in large part, attributable to the

difficulty of isolating these macromolecules and studying their involvement in

complex osteogenic events in vitro. However, recent studies (both in vitro and in

vivo) have provided substantial insight into the potential roles of the structural,

mineral-regulating, and cell-adhesive proteins of the bone ECM – the major ones

of which, and those which have been best characterized and/or are unique, are dis-

cussed briefly below.

Bone sialoprotein

Bone sialoprotein (BSP) comprises about 10% of the NCPs found in the ECM of

bone, and its isolation from bone generally requires extensive, dissociative extrac-

tion and decalcifying techniques, thus characterizing it as a mineral-binding

protein (Ganss et al., 1999). The primary sequence of the nascent protein comprises

approximately 327 amino acids including a 16-residue leader sequence (Chenu et

al., 1994). Glu and Gly residues constitute about one-third of the total amino acids,

and there are two–three stretches of polyGlu located in the N-terminal half of the

protein, which appear to be involved in binding to apatite crystals that form the

mineral phase of bone. BSP also contains an Arg–Gly–Asp (RGD) motif near the

carboxy-terminus which can mediate cell binding and signaling via integrin recep-

tors. Conservation of the primary sequence is high among mammals, with 45%

identity, and a further 10–23% conservative replacements. Structure predictions

indicate an open, flexible structure with significant �-helix and some �-sheet

regions. However, BSP is extensively modified by posttranslational events that

almost double the mass of the protein and which can influence protein structure.

Posttranslational modifications include both N-linked and O-linked glycosylation

that introduce substantial amounts of glucosamine and galactosamine, and also

sialic acid – hence, the term sialoprotein. Phosphorylation occurs mostly at Ser res-

idues within the amino-terminal half of the protein, most likely from the activity
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Fig. 4.2 Temporal sequence of extracellular matrix deposition in bone by osteoblast lineage cells

and its assembly into discrete structural features of the bone matrix. Based on

biochemical analyses from a variety of in vitro and in vivo studies, and on

immunocytochemical and in situ hybridization observations, the following interpretation

has evolved for the sequential accumulation and organization of bone proteins into an

extracellular matrix. Whereas the bulk of the bone matrix consists primarily of type I

collagen fibrils (�90% by weight) produced by fully differentiated osteoblasts, secretion

of non-collagenous proteins (primarily OPN) both early (by preosteoblasts) and late (by

bone-lining cells) during osteoblast differentiation results in the formation of a collagen-

deficient cement line and a lamina limitans, respectively. This unique architectural design

allows for intimate apposition, and potentially bonding, of newer bone to the older bone

in the case of a cement line, and in the case of the surface-located lamina limitans,

provides a proteinaceous substratum ‘primed’ for future cell adhesion and signaling

events. Collectively, these and other elements, together with minerals, constitute the

extracellular matrix of bone.



of casein kinase II. Whereas the phosphate groups found within this class of pro-

teins are generally thought to sequester calcium ions and to participate in

influencing crystal nucleation and growth, experimental removal of the phosphates

in vitro does not affect the ability of BSP to promote crystal formation, thus empha-

sizing the putative importance of the acidic polyGlu stretch in BSP for crystal

nucleating activity (Hunter & Goldberg, 1994). BSP occurs in a sulfated form, with

sulfation occurring on Tyr residues. However, the significance of the sulfation,

which flanks the RGD sequence and can bind calcium ions, is not known.

The human BSP gene is found on chromosome 4 (in mouse, on chromosome 5),

at a locus together with a number of other genes for bone and tooth ECM proteins,

and consists of seven exons and six introns. The BSP gene proximal promoter

sequence contains a highly conserved ‘BSP box’, within which inverted TATA and

CCAAT sequences, consensus sites for binding AP-1, cAMP (CRE), NF
�
B,

Osf2/Cbfa1 (OSE2) and the homeobox genes ftz and en (Ganss et al., 1999).

Expression of BSP is induced by glucocorticoids and transforming growth factor-

�1 (TGF-�1), and suppressed by vitamin D metabolites and phorbol esters.

BSP has a tissue distribution that is generally restricted to bones and teeth. In

these tissues, BSP is secreted by the resident matrix-forming cells, and it accumu-

lates in the ECM where mineralization is occurring – a distribution presumably

reflecting its participation in the calcification process and its binding to mineral. Its

appearance in bone tissue either just prior to, or coincident with, the first indica-

tions of mineral deposition, and its ultrastructural co-localization with the initial

crystals observed in the osteoid of forming bone (Chen et al., 1994), support the

role of BSP in the regulation (possibly nucleation) of calcification. In vitro studies

of crystal nucleation and growth in the presence of BSP also support this concept

(Hunter and Goldberg, 1994). While a mineral-regulating role may be the major

activity of BSP, the presence of the conserved RGD motif suggests that this protein

might also be involved in cell adhesion and signaling in bone, and both osteoblast-

like cells and osteoclasts have been shown to adhere to BSP in vitro.

Osteopontin

Osteopontin (OPN), like BSP, is a phosphorylated, sialic acid-rich, acidic glycopro-

tein found not only in the ECM of bones and teeth (Butler et al., 1996), but as a

soluble protein in a variety of other soft tissues and biological fluids, most notably

urine and milk. It is also typically found at sites of pathologic calcification includ-

ing kidney stones, atherosclerotic plaques and breast cancer microcalcifications.

OPN binds calcium at high capacity (�50 Ca2�) but with low affinity (mM)(Chen

et al., 1992). In mammals, OPN is a single-chain protein of 264–301 amino acids

which shows approximately 40% identity across species. The protein is rich in the

amino acids Asp, Glu and Ser (the most highly conserved), and contains an acidic
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‘polyAsp’ (9–10 amino acids) region in the amino-terminal half of the molecule

that binds to mineral. An Arg–Gly–Asp (RGD) integrin-binding motif is present

roughly halfway along the molecule near a thrombin cleavage site. Beyond the

thrombin cleavage site, there is little conservation of primary sequence except for

the immediate carboxy-terminus. A hydrophobic leader sequence of 16 amino

acids is well conserved among species. Secondary structure predictions identify

numerous regions of putative �-helix and �-sheet, although the paucity of

hydrophobic amino acids indicates an open flexible structure similar to BSP.

Posttranslational modifications include extensive phosphorylation at serines and a

threonine having consensus sequences for casein kinase II activity, with phosphor-

ylation varying significantly among tissue sources of the protein (Sorensen et al.,

1995). O-linked glycosylation of OPN is extensive, and N-linked glycosylation may

also occur. OPN is also a substrate for the cross-linking activity of transglutami-

nases, including factor XIIIa, which can covalently link OPN to other NCPs, and to

itself, producing high molecular-weight aggregates of OPN which can be extracted

from bone (Prince et al., 1991).

OPN is encoded by a single-copy gene that maps in humans to chromosome 4

(chromosome 5 in the mouse). Of note, the mouse OPN gene maps to the ricr

locus, suggesting a possible involvement in resistance to infection associated with

rickettsial immunity and other microbial infections (Patarca et al., 1993). The OPN

gene consists of seven exons, although variant forms of OPN may arise from

differential RNA splicing. Upstream regulatory sequence in the promoter region

includes, among others, a TATA, an inverted CCAAT, and a GC box, AP (PEA/TPA)

and Osf2/Cbfa1 (OSE2) binding sites, a vitamin D response element (VDRE) and

a Ras activation element (RAE). Expression of OPN is positively regulated at the

transcriptional level by TGF-�, vitamin D3, PDGF, EGF, BMPs and retinoic acid,

and negatively regulated by PTH.

Based on the widespread distribution of OPN in various hard (Butler et al., 1996;

McKee & Nanci, 1996) and soft tissues (Brown et al., 1992), and its diverse struc-

tural motifs, OPN most likely serves as a multifunctional protein in different

tissues. In both normal and pathological calcified tissues, OPN typically is inti-

mately associated with the mineral phase. In bone, this consists of small

calcification foci in the osteoid, with the highest levels appearing at the so-called

‘mineralization front’ where calcification becomes pervasive throughout the ECM.

Moreover, OPN is typically concentrated in structures termed laminae limitantes –

sites where calcification has been temporarily or permanently terminated (McKee

& Nanci, 1996). Cement lines deep within the bone – representing interfacial sites

where bone formation has occurred following resorptive activity by osteoclasts

(i.e., bone remodeling) – also show a substantial accumulation of OPN, possibly

reflecting regulation of early calcification events during the deposition of nascent
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bone subsequent to bone resorption (the reversal phase) (McKee & Nanci, 1995).

Extensive in vitro data indicate that bone OPN (and the urinary form) is an

extremely potent inhibitor of calcification, and that the phosphate and carboxylate

side chains are important in this inhibition activity (Hunter et al., 1994). Following

nucleation of mineral by one or more other factors, OPN may serve to inhibit

crystal growth over time such that this process occurs in a precisely controlled

manner. Such fine control over bone calcification is to be expected considering the

vital importance of the skeleton, the complexity of the ECM that must eventually

become impregnated with mineral, and the fact that the most abundant bone cells

– the osteocytes – are entombed within calcified bone and must maintain viable

‘living’ quarters by halting the advance of mineral that might otherwise obliterate

their lacunae. Equally important is the observation that OPN is concentrated at

practically all cell–matrix interfaces in bone (McKee & Nanci, 1996), and it is

expected that in these circumstances, integrin binding to the RGD sequence of

mineral-bound OPN may be important in cell adhesion and signaling, events that

have been demonstrated in vitro. Importantly, soluble OPN has also been shown

to act as a cytokine, thereby modulating a wide variety of activities pertaining to

the various bone cell lineages (Gerstenfeld, 1999).

Osteonectin/SPARC

One of the first acidic NCPs to be isolated from bone using dissociative extraction

techniques and decalcification, osteonectin was obtained primarily from the

mineral-binding fraction of bone, comprising roughly 10–15% of the NCPs of

bone from large mammals (Termine et al., 1981). However, only low levels of osteo-

nectin are found in the bone of rodents. Osteonectin is a highly conserved protein

(�90%) that is found in many soft tissues as well (Lane & Sage, 1994), and it is also

known to bind to collagen and thrombospondin 1. Osteonectin is transcribed from

a single gene on human chromosome 5 (mouse chromosome 11), having 10 exons

coding for a mature protein of approximately 300 amino acid residues and a 17-

residue signal peptide found in exon 2. The amino-terminal domain I of the protein

is rich in glutamic and aspartic acid and binds calcium to low affinity sites such that

a conformational transition to �-helix occurs. Domain II is rich in cysteines that

participate in disulfide bonds. Domain III contains an �-helical region susceptible

to cleavage by trypsin-like proteases, and, an EF-hand-type calcium-binding site.

Domain IV contains a high-affinity, EF-hand calcium-binding site. The protein

also contains significant �-pleated sheet structure. Posttranslational modifications

of osteonectin include approximately 4–5% glycosylation (mostly sialic acid and

some fucose) with two potential N-glycosylation sites.

The promoter region of osteonectin contains a purine-rich region with GA

repeats (for binding GGA protein) and multiple CCTG repeats. Also included are
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multiple binding sites for SP1, AP1, cAMP(CRE), growth hormone (GHE), heat

shock proteins (HSE) and metal ions (MRE). Factors influencing the expression of

osteonectin in bone are not well understood. Although biosynthesis of osteonectin

has been studied in a number of in vitro systems, responses to different factors have

been variable and often modest in extent depending on the animal species and the

culture conditions. In cultured human bone cells, relatively little change in expres-

sion is seen after most treatments.

Osteonectin is either transiently or constitutively expressed in a number of

tissues during development, maturation and repair (Reed & Sage, 1996), and it is

expressed by many cell types in vitro – possibly indicating deregulation by culture

conditions and thus its designation as a culture-shock protein. As a mineral-

binding protein, osteonectin accumulates in the calcified ECM of bone and may

play some as yet undetermined role in this process. While the role of this protein in

hard tissues is not yet clear, based on its domain structure and observed activities

in vitro, it is likely that it functions in modulating various cell-matrix interactions

during osteogenesis.

Bone acidic glycoprotein-75

Bone acidic glycoprotein-75 (BAG-75) is an acidic, �75 kDa glycoprotein of rat

bone ECM (Gorski et al., 1990) that has not yet been cloned. While similar in many

ways to other ECM proteins in the various hard tissues, a partial cDNA sequence

for BAG-75 indicates that certain homologous regions are non-identical and

unique. Interestingly, whereas most other NCPs found in bone matrix are also

found in tooth cementum, a hard tissue very similar to bone, BAG-75 immuno-

reactivity is absent from cementum, and appears to be primarily abundant in

woven bone (compared to mature, lamellar bone). BAG-75 contains elevated levels

of sialic acid (�8% by weight) and a substantial number of phosphate groups (�44

residues/mole). Like osteopontin and bone sialoprotein, BAG-75 binds calcium

electrostatically with high capacity, but low affinity, and contains a polyacidic

amino acid stretch consisting of both Glu and Asp.

Several observations indicate that BAG-75 self-associates to form multimeric

complexes in vitro and in vivo (Gorski et al., 1997). In vitro, macromolecular

assemblies of BAG-75 form spherical meshworks of 10 nm microfibrils that have

the capacity to sequester large amounts of phosphate ions. Accordingly, it has been

proposed that this feature may be used to compartmentalize mineral ions within

the ECM in vivo by acting as an ion barrier, restricting the local diffusion of phos-

phate ions and thus influencing mineralization. In another direct comparison of

acidic phosphoproteins, BAG-75 was found to be a relatively potent inhibitor of

bone resorption by rat and chicken osteoclasts in vitro (Sato et al., 1992), and that

the recognition of the substratum surface by osteoclasts might require degradation

of BAG-75-containing complexes at the surface of, and within, the bone.
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Osteocalcin

Osteocalcin (also known as bone Gla protein; BGP) is a member of a family of pro-

teins that includes the blood coagulation factors and which are distinguished by

their ability to be posttranslationally modified by vitamin K-dependent enzymes

(Ducy & Karsenty, 1996). The action of vitamin K-dependent �-carboxylase on con-

served stretches of sequence creates two Gla residues from glutamic acid (three in

mouse osteocalcin) that are required for the protein to be functional and to bind

calcium. Osteocalcin production is essentially specific to cells of bone and teeth, and

by weight, comprises roughly 15% of the NCPs found in bone. Its plasma concen-

tration has become an important marker for a variety of metabolic bone diseases

where its presence in serum generally correlates with the rate of bone turnover

(Calvo et al., 1996). The mature, intact osteocalcin molecule is relatively small (6

kDa), having 49 amino acids, and it is neither phosphorylated nor glycosylated,

although it does have a single disulfide bond. It is susceptible to tryptic proteolysis

at two Arg–Arg sites within its primary structure. The human gene is on chromo-

some 1 (in mouse, on chromosome 3), having four exons encoding 125 amino acids

(prepro-osteocalcin) that includes a signal peptide of 26 residues. The pro-osteo-

calcin is �-carboxylated, and then processed to the 6 kDa mature form. Interestingly,

in the mouse and rat, three genes with nearly identical coding sequences have been

identified, two of which are expressed only in bone and tooth (OG1 and OG2), with

the third gene of the cluster, osteocalcin-related gene (ORG), expressed at 100-fold

lower levels in the kidney (Desbois et al., 1994).

The promoter region of all osteocalcin genes has a TATA box, but only some

species have a CCAAT box (Lian et al., 1998). A group of numerous and overlap-

ping regulatory elements has been referred to as the ‘osteocalcin box’, a region con-

taining binding sites for AP1, AP2, NF1, viral core enhancer (VCE), vitamin D

receptor (VDRE), vitamin A (VA), cAMP (CRE), glucocorticoids (GRE), TNF-�

(TNFRE), and MSX (a homeobox gene). The osteocalcin promoter also contains

several copies of an osteoblast-specific, cis-acting element termed OSE2. OSE2 is

the binding site of the only transcriptional activator of osteoblast differentiation

identified to date and termed Osf2/Cbfa1 (Ducy et al., 1997). The mouse osteocal-

cin promoter contains another osteoblast cis-acting element named OSE1, and the

human and rat osteocalcin promoter contains a vitamin D responsive element that

upregulates osteocalcin synthesis, but which is altered and non-functional in the

mouse gene.

Immunolocalization studies of osteocalcin indicate that the majority of this

protein co-localizes with the mineralized compartments of the bone matrix. Based

on secondary structure predictions, on data from circular dichroism, and on

knowledge of the �-carboxylation sites within the protein, it was proposed that

osteocalcin contained two antiparallel �-helical domains – one rich in acidic amino

acids, and the other containing the Gla residues. Interestingly, calculation of the
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spacing between Gla residues in the ‘Gla helix’ was similar to the interatomic

spacing of calcium ions in the apatite lattice, and it was suggested that this domain

could bind to crystal surfaces and regulate their growth (Hauschka & Wians, 1989).

Indeed, in vitro assays for crystal growth have shown that osteocalcin functions as

an inhibitor of mineralization. More definitive genetic studies in vivo have recently

been performed using transgenic, ‘knockout’ mice where the osteocalcin genes

(OG1 and OG2) have been deleted (Ducy et al., 1996). While the bone mineral in

these animals does indeed show some differences from control wild-type mice, the

most pronounced phenotypic observation is an increase in bone mass resulting

from increased bone formation rates by osteoblasts. Thus, osteocalcin appears to

generally function as a regulator of bone formation.

Fibronectin

Fibronectin is one of the most abundant ECM proteins found in connective tissues

(Mosher, 1993). It is also a major circulating protein in serum, and thus a

significant proportion of this protein extracted from bone could have an extraskel-

etal origin. Relatively little is known regarding the skeletal form of fibronectin.

Virtually all connective tissue cells produce fibronectin, where it is found at the cell

surface or is released into the ECM. In bone, it appears to be present in both cellu-

lar and ECM compartments, and is most likely involved in specific cell–matrix

interactions mediated by integrin (�4�1) binding that occur prior to matrix

calcification. Its role in mineralized matrix is less evident, where it is somewhat

homogeneously distributed throughout the bone, with no obvious preferential

accumulation at specific sites indicative of any particular function. The gene encod-

ing fibronectin is located on human chromosome 7 and is very complex, possess-

ing up to 50 exons that produce a large, dimeric protein composed of two

highly homologous subunits joined by disulfide bonds (Potts & Campbell, 1996).

Alternative splicing of the mRNA is prevalent and produces multiple variants

depending on the tissue, stage of development and species. Each of the subunits has

multiple, well-characterized domains with specific functions. The gene and protein

domain structure of fibronectin have been extensively studied, and the reader is

directed toward several thorough reviews on this molecule (Potts & Campbell,

1994).

Small proteoglycans

Biglycan (BGN) and decorin (DCN) are widely distributed and relatively small pro-

teoglycans found in bone (Bianco et al., 1990). They consist of a protein core and

one (DCN) or two (BGN) glycosaminoglycan (GAG) side chains. In soft connec-

tive tissues, the GAGs are dermatan sulfate, whereas in bone they are chondroitin-

4-sulfate. A third, small chondroitin sulfate-containing proteoglycan, CS-PG-III,
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which binds to the mineral phase of bone (Nagata et al., 1991), has been isolated

from porcine bone, but its core protein is less well characterized to date. Although

the core proteins of DCN and BGN are distinct entities, they nevertheless show

strong structural homology, with �55% amino acid identity, with the rest being

conservative replacements – a feature indicative of gene duplication. The genes are

found on human chromosomes X (BGN)(Geerkens et al., 1995) and 12 (DCN;

mouse chromosome 10)(Vetter et al., 1993) and produce proteins each having four

readily identifiable domains. The N-terminal domain I contains the GAG binding

sites to Ser. Domain II contains 4 cysteines that form disulfide bonds. Domain III

contains 10 repeats of similar leucine-rich motifs of 14 amino acids that might be

involved in binding to other proteins, and N-linked glycosylation sites. Domain IV

has relatively greater sequence divergence, but contains two cysteines for disulfide

bonds.

In bone, these PGs may account for up to 10% of the NCPs, but decrease with

age of the bone. BGN and DCN are mostly present in uncalcified portions of bone

tissue. Whereas DCN intimately associates with (‘decorates’) the surface of colla-

gen fibrils in the ECM and regulates fibril formation, stability and growth, BGN

appears to be preferentially associated with several cell types. BGN is also a prom-

inent component of articular cartilage, and binds to type V collagen – a major col-

lagen in blood vessels. Given the domain structures of these two PGs, it is likely that

each does not act alone, but binds to other matrix components to exert their func-

tion (Roughley & Lee, 1994). For example, the core protein of DCN binds collagen,

fibronectin and TGF-�.

Another small, keratan sulfate-containing proteoglycan expressed by osteo-

blasts, osteoadherin, has recently been isolated from bone and cloned (Sommarin

et al., 1998). Dominant features of the primary structure are the presence of 11

leucine-rich repeats, multiple cysteines for disulfide bonding, six potential sites for

N-linked glycosylation, and four putative tyrosine sulfating sites. A characteristic

distinguishing property of osteoadherin is a large, acidic C-terminal domain that

is not found in other members of the leucine-rich repeat family of proteins and

which most likely binds to bone mineral. Despite not having a cell-binding RGD

motif, osteoadherin does bind to primary osteoblasts in culture – a binding that

can be inhibited by RGD (but not RGE) peptides, and appears to involve the �v�3

integrin receptor possibly utilizing an RID mimic of the classical RGD binding site.

Other proteins found in bone matrix

While the major structural elements that collectively define the ECM of bone have

been briefly described above, there exist many additional, extracellular organic

constituents too numerous to expound upon here in any great detail. To emphasize
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this, a partial list of organic molecules is given below – some of which are more

completely described in excellent reviews that are available in the literature on each

class of molecules, or on the individual molecules themselves (Boskey, 1996;

Gehron Robey, 1996; Heinegård et al., 1989; Young et al., 1993). As a word of

caution, because many published biochemical studies used whole, intact long

bones without a dissection procedure to first separate the cartilaginous component

from the true bone matrix, in some cases it is not altogether clear whether a partic-

ular molecule is a bona fide constituent of the bone matrix itself, or whether in fact

it derives from the ECM of cartilage.

Considering the dimensions and mass of the axial and appendicular vertebrate

skeleton, and given its extensive ramifications and associations with virtually every

tissue and organ system of the body, and particularly the vascular system, site-

specific variation in matrix composition is not surprising. In addition to the local

cellular production of secreted organic constituents, bone has long been known to

act as a repository for circulating plasma proteins and for heavy-metal ions (e.g.,

lead) and other substances derived from the diet (e.g., fluoride) or after inadvertent

ingestion of toxic substances (Bronner, 1996; Kleerekoper, 1996).

Other non-collagenous, organic molecules reported to exist in the ECM of bone

and not described here include: matrix metalloproteinases, cysteine proteinases,

serine proteinases, proteinase inhibitors, plasminogen activator, plasminogen acti-

vator inhibitor, matrix phosphoprotein kinases, growth factors, TGF, IGFs, FGFs,

PDGFs, CSFs, TNF, interleukins, bone morphogenetic proteins, growth factor

binding proteins, tetranectin, thrombospondins, fibromodulin, alkaline phospha-

tase, osteoglycin, protein S, proteolipids, lipids, albumin, �2HS-glycoprotein

(fetuin), immunoglobulin, transferrin, hemoglobin, �1-antitrypsin, Apo A1 lipo-

protein, vitronectin, lysyl oxidase, TRAMP and propeptides of type I and V

collagens.
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Local regulators of bone turnover

Lawrence J. Fraher and Patricia H. Watson 

Introduction

To attempt to understand a disease such as osteoporosis, we must come to a com-

plete elucidation of the nature or pathology of the disorder, the cellular mecha-

nisms whereby the pathology develops and, lastly, what caused the cellular

machinery to go awry in the first place (e.g., control by genes, hormones, growth

factors, vitamins, minerals, etc.). While many investigators may still disagree on a

unified definition of osteoporosis which fully describes its pathology, for a number

of years now we have fairly well understood the nature of the disease, and to

describe the gross cellular mechanisms which do go awry. That is to say that we can

all agree that the end result of undermineralized bone is due to a chronic imbalance

of skeletal turnover whereby more mineral is removed than is incorporated into the

matrix. It is only recently, however, that we have been able to tackle why the cellu-

lar machinery goes wrong, and that has resulted from a clearer understanding of

the role(s) of growth factors and cytokines in the skeletal microenvironment. Both

bone itself and the bone marrow compartment produce, store, and are influenced

by a plethora of cytokines, stem factors and growth factors. However, in this brief

chapter we will concentrate on those factors which are known to be both produced

and stored within the matrix of bone itself; these are the insulin-like growth factors

(IGFs), fibroblast growth factors (FGFs), transforming growth factor-� (TGF-�),

and the bone morphogenic proteins (BMPs). These factors appear to have clear

functions in regulation of bone modeling/remodeling, and their actions on bone

formation have been extensively studied both in vitro and in vivo (Bikfalfi et al.,

1997; Canalis et al., 1993; Mohan & Baylink, 1991; Mundy, 1993; Linkhart et al.,

1996). A major endocrine/paracrine growth factor in bone, namely parathyroid

hormone related peptide (PTHrP) is the subject of another chapter within this

volume.
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Insulin-like growth factors

The insulin-like growth factor regulatory system comprises; (i) two growth factors

(IGF-I and IGF-II); (ii) two receptors, the type I recognizing IGF-I, IGF-II and

insulin and the type II receptor being a high affinity receptor for IGF-II preferen-

tially; (iii) six binding proteins which can act as carrier proteins (circulating

factors), delivery systems to the receptors (modulators of biological activity) and

shields from proteolytic enzymes (enhancing bioavailability); and (iv) IGF binding

protein specific proteases (which release free IGFs for target cell association

(Hodsman et al., 1999)). Many studies using a variety of model systems have clearly

shown that both IGF-I and IGF-II stimulate osteoblastic cell proliferation and

differentiated functions such as the production of type I collagen (Dequeker et al.,

1993; Johansson & Rosen, 1998; Mohan et al., 1995; Rosen et al., 1994a). Testing

the reverse situation, where IGF activities are inhibited by utilizing either neutral-

izing antibodies, receptor antibodies or exogenous IGF binding proteins, osteoblast

proliferation and collagen synthesis are inhibited (Mohan et al., 1995).

The expression of IGF is high in cells of developing periosteum and growth plate,

healing fracture callus and developing ectopic bone (Andrew et al., 1993; Lazowski

et al., 1994; Prisell et al., 1993). Shown in Fig. 5.1 is the proximal end of the tibia of

a 3-month-old female rat visualized by in situ hybridization for the mRNA of IGF-

I. In this image the intensity of the signal is related to areas of active growth on both

the endosteal and periosteal bone surfaces. IGFs are also important in mediating

the effects of systemic hormones on bone formation such as the inhibitory effects

of glucocorticoids (Chevally et al., 1996), the stimulatory effect of growth hormone

(Ernst & Rodan, 1990) and the potent anabolic effects of parathyroid hormone

(Watson et al., 1995).

IGF-I has also been reported to be detectable in osteoclasts (Lazowski et al.,

1994) and in in vitro experiments, IGF-I can both increase the formation of mature

osteoclasts from marrow stem cell precursors (Mochizuki et al., 1992) and prolong

the survival of osteoclasts in mixed rabbit osteoclast and stromal cell cultures

(Takada et al., 1994). These studies, taken together, might suggest that the IGFs may

not only promote bone formation by the proliferation and function of osteoblasts,

but may also stimulate cells of the osteoclastic lineage and promote bone resorp-

tion.

The IGFs are not only produced and act on bone cells in a paracrine/autocrine

fashion, but also become incorporated into the collagen matrix during the forma-

tion phase of bone turnover. In fact IGF-I and IGF-II are the most abundant growth

factors stored in bone collagen and the activity associated with IGF-II was once

termed ‘skeletal growth factor’ (Mohan et al., 1988). Baylink et al. have proposed
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that this pool of IGFs incorporated in the matrix acts as a reservoir of growth factor

which will be released from bone during the osteoclastic resorptive phase of bone

turnover and will act to both recruit and stimulate a new population of osteoblasts.

This mechanism suggests that we can have a ‘bank account’ of growth factors which

either determine or strongly influence the restoration of the bone that was removed

by resorption, thus completing the bone remodeling cycle (Linkhart et al., 1996).

From this reasoning it is then but a short leap to suggest that, if our initial ‘deposit’
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Fig. 5.1 Proximal end of the female rat tibia (at 12 weeks of age) visualized by in situ hybridization

for the IGF-I messenger RNA.



into the account is small, or that we get into a situation of deficit accounting, we

will be doomed to ultimate bone mineral loss.

Fibroblast growth factors

The fibroblast growth factors (FGFs) are a large family (
17 members at the

present time) of heparin-binding polypeptides that are involved in the promotion

of proliferation, migration, differentiation and survival of a wide variety of cell

types (Burgess & Maciag, 1989). The prototypic members of this family, namely

acidic fibroblast growth factor (aFGF) and basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF)

are now referred to as FGF-1 and FGF-2, respectively. Prior to specific receptor

binding, both molecules associate with low affinity heparan sulphate proteogly-

cans, which are presumed to facilitate binding to the high affinity target cell surface

receptor. Bound receptors then dimerize which leads to intrinsic activation of tyro-

sine phosphorylation and activation of kinase cascades which ultimately trigger

altered gene expression (Klagsbrun & Baird, 1991). A second activation mechanism

has also been proposed whereby FGF-2 can be directly translocated to the nucleus

where it activates gene transcription (Baldin et al., 1990).

FGF-2 has been described as a potent agent promoting the development of mes-

oderm during embryogenesis (Kimelman & Kirschner, 1987) and mRNAs for the

FGF receptors are highly expressed in developing bones (Wanaka et al., 1991; Peters

et al., 1993). Cultured bovine calvarial osteoblasts were the first bone cells shown

to produce, secrete and store FGF-2 in bone matrix (Globus et al., 1989). FGF-2

appears to act on cultured bone cells in a different way from the IGFs in as much

that, while FGF-2 promotes proliferation of the cells, it also inhibits alkaline phos-

phatase activity and reduces the expression of the collagen type I and osteocalcin

genes (Debiais et al., 1998). The results of a large of number of studies of the effects

of FGFs on osteoblastic cells in vitro have been conflicting as both positive and neg-

ative effects have been reported in about equal amounts. Most recent studies have

drawn the conclusion that the FGFs can have markedly differing effects on bone

cells depending upon the distinct stage of differentiation of the target cell (Debiais

et al., 1998). Some studies have also suggested that the effects of FGF-2 may be via

its effects on the expression of transforming growth factor-� in osteoblastic cells

both in vitro and in vivo (Nakamura et al., 1995; Noda & Vogel, 1989).

An important role for FGF-2 that is now well described is in endochondral devel-

opment at the stage of chondrocyte hypertrophy. FGF-2, which acts as an inhibitor

of chondrocyte maturation to hypertrophy, does so via induction of expression of

PTHrP, and in doing so abrogates the action of the bone morphogenic proteins

present at the same site which tend to inhibit PTHrP (Terkeltaub et al., 1998).

Opposing effects of FGF-2 ( inhibits) and the stimulatory BMPs are also exerted on
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the elaboration of inorganic pyrophosphatase (PPI), which regulates the ability of

hypertrophic chondrocytes to mineralize the matrix (Terkeltamb et al., 1998).

Transforming growth factor-�

Transforming growth factor-� (TGF-�) belongs to a large family of polypeptide

molecules that share a number of structural and functional properties (Massague,

1996). Other members of the family include the bone morphogenic proteins

(BMPs), the activins, the inhibins, Mullerian inhibiting substance (MIS) and the

Drosophila decapentaplegic gene product (DPP-C). To date, there have been some

nine different isoforms of TGF-� described and five different receptors. Of the

receptors, the type II is expressed on most target cells and is a transmembrane

serine/threonine kinase that, upon occupation, phosphorylates a second trans-

membrane kinase the TGF-� type I receptor, and this is an absolute requirement

for signal transduction (Massague, 1996; Wieser et al., 1995).

The TGF-� isoforms are involved in a variety of cellular events which regulate

bone growth and turnover (Bonewald & Dallas, 1994; Hill & Logan, 1992). A large

amount of latent TGF-� is incorporated into the bone matrix during formation

and is stored for future release and activation during osteoclastic bone resorption,

when it may well act as a stimulatory factor for osteoblast recruitment, thus becom-

ing a coupling factor (Maiti & Singh, 1996; Mundy, 1991). Results of the effects of

TGF-� on osteoblasts in vitro have been conflicting for the most part, due to the

use of many different heterologous assay systems. In general, exposure to TGF-�

leads to the induction of matrix synthesis by osteoblasts, while it tends to inhibit

mineralization of the matrix and also inhibits osteoclast recruitment and

differentiation thus restricting bone resorption (Dieudonne et al., 1994; Massague,

1996; Tashjian et al., 1985). When exogenous TGF-� was administered to experi-

mental animals, it was generally stimulatory for bone growth, it could also ameli-

orate the bone loss due to estrogen deficiency, and has been implicated in the

stimulation of bone formation due to mechanical loading (Beaudreuil et al., 1995;

Klein-Nulend et al., 1995; Rosen et al., 1994b).

In recent studies the skeletal system has been investigated in mice lacking the

TGF-�1 gene (Geiser et al., 1998). In these animals, tibial metaphyses showed a

significant decrease in bone mineral content, but not bone mineral density, when

compared with normal animals or their heterozygous littermates. No differences in

cortical bone were found. By histomorphometric analysis there was no apparent

detriment in either trabecular bone volume, number, thickness or connectivity.

However, the width of the tibial growth plate and the longitudinal growth were

both significantly decreased in the knockout mice. Acoustic velocity measurements

made on demineralized bone suggested that the elastic properties of the bone
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matrix were compromised, suggesting that TGF-� contributes to the relative

stiffness of bone.

Bone morphogenic proteins

The bone morphogenic proteins (BMPs) are members of the transforming growth

factor superfamily. Like the transforming growth factors, they are normally present

as homodimers of approximately 100 to 140 amino acids, although heterodimers

with equal, if not greater, biological activity have been noted (Mehler et al., 1997).

Unlike TGF-�, latent forms ( proforms complexed to mature counterparts which

require proteolytic cleavage for activation) are not normally present. The biologi-

cal activity of the BMPs have been noted for many years with the observation that

ectopic bone formation occurs in certain transplanted connective tissues. This

‘osteoinductive’ activity was termed osteogenic protein in the 1960s, and it could

be isolated from a number of connective tissues (Urist, 1965). There are now some

20 or so members of the BMP family and, while they are potent inducers of bone

formation, the name is somewhat misleading as they also play vital roles in verte-

brate embryogenesis and the development of the CNS, kidney, heart, tooth bud,

prostate oocytes, hair follicles and the eye, as well as the skeletal system through

effects on both patterning and chondrogenesis (Dudley et al., 1995; Linkhart et al.,

1996; Mehler et al., 1997). In a manner parallel to that of the TGFs, the BMPs signal

target cells via association with heterodimeric receptors consisting of specific type

I and type II proteins.

While the BMPs induce bone formation in both in vivo and in vitro systems, the

most abundant member of the family, osteogenic protein-1/BMP-7, stimulates

a number of biochemical markers which are characteristic of osteoblastic

differentiation. These effects are likely to be due to positive regulation of the IGF

system by the BMPs in osteoblasts (Knutsen et al., 1995; Yeh et al., 1996). Thus OP-

1/BMP-7 increases IGF type II receptors, increases the expression of IGFBP-3 and

IGFBP-5, while decreasing IGFBP-4 in human osteoblasts (Linkhart et al., 1996).

BMP-7 also promotes the growth of chondrocytes, is chemotactic and induces

adhesion molecule synthesis in nerve cells (Perides et al., 1993). Of other members

of the family, BMP-2 increases rat osteoblast IGF-I and IGF-II expression, and can

also increase TGF-� and interleukin-6 (IL-6) expression in human osteoblasts

(HOBIT cells), while BMP-4 can upregulate TGF-� expression in monocytes

(Linkhart et al., 1996).

As noted above under discussion of the FGFs, the BMPs have a vital role to play

in regulating chondrogenesis and the transition from proliferating to hypertrophic

chondrocytes, and plays an opposing and balancing role with FGF-2 on the expres-

sion of the PTHrP system (Terkeltaub et al., 1998).
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6

The PTH/PTHrP system and calcium
homeostasis

Geoffrey N. Hendy

Introduction

The genetic and physiological relationships between the two calciotropic hor-

mones, parathyroid hormone (PTH) and parathyroid hormone-related protein

(PTHrP), and their roles in bone growth and calcium homeostasis will be reviewed.

Present understanding of the regulation of calcium homeostasis and skeletal devel-

opment at the molecular level has been derived in part from an analysis of the

effects of disruption or overexpression of particular genes in humans or animals.

Such loss of function or gain of function may be either naturally occurring or

experimentally induced. The ongoing elucidation of the roles of the calcium-

sensing receptor (CaSR) in calcium homeostasis and of PTHrP and the

PTH/PTHrP receptor in skeletogenesis provides a good example of this.

Overview of calcium homeostasis

Keeping the concentration of the extracellular fluid calcium concentration within

a narrow normal range is critical for many physiological processes, including

neuromuscular activity, and normal skeletal development and maintenance. The

parathyroid gland plays a central role in calcium homeostasis by sensing a decrease

in the blood calcium concentration and responding by synthesizing and secreting

more PTH (Fig. 6.1). PTH acts on the kidney to enhance renal calcium reabsorp-

tion and to promote the conversion of 25-hydroxyvitamin D to 1,25-dihydroxyvi-

tamin D [1,25-(OH)2D]. This hormonally active metabolite of vitamin D

increases gastrointestinal absorption of calcium and, with PTH, induces skeletal

resorption, causing an increase in the circulating calcium concentration. The para-

thyroid gland senses the restoration of the ambient calcium concentration to

normal and reduces PTH release. Alterations in extracellular fluid calcium levels

are transmitted through a parathyroid plasma membrane CaSR (Brown & Hebert,

1997) that couples through a G-protein complex to phospholipase C. Increases in

extracellular calcium lead to increases in inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) and

mobilization of intracellular calcium stores. The manner in which this inhibits
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hormone secretion is not understood. PTH also modulates the extracellular con-

centration of the phosphate ion. PTH-induced skeletal lysis increases extracellular

phosphate as well as calcium levels. A compensatory decrease in blood phosphate

levels occurs by the inhibitory action of PTH on renal phosphate reabsorption,

thereby producing phosphaturia.

Inherited abnormalities of the CaSR gene located on chromosome 3p13.3–21

can lead to either hypercalcemia or hypocalcemia depending upon whether they

are inactivating or activating, respectively. Heterozygous loss-of-function muta-

tions give rise to familial (benign) hypocalciuric hypercalcemia (FHH) in which the

lifelong hypercalcemia is asymptomatic. The homozygous condition manifests

itself as neonatal severe hyperparathyroidism (NSHPT), a rare disorder character-

ized by extreme hypercalcemia and the bony changes of hyperparathyroidism

which occur in infancy. The disorder autosomal dominant hypocalcemia (ADH) is

due to gain-of-function mutations in the CaSR gene. ADH may be asymptomatic
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Fig. 6.1 Parathyroid hormone (PTH) and vitamin D control calcium and phosphate homeostasis. A

fall in extracellular fluid (ECF) calcium concentration triggers PTH secretion. PTH directly

acts on the kidney to promote renal calcium reabsorption and conversion of 25-

hydroxyvitamin D [25(OH)D] to 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D [1,25(OH)2D]. 1,25(OH)2D

increases intestinal absorption of calcium (and phosphate) and, with PTH, mobilizes

calcium (and phosphate) from bone. Thus extracellular fluid (ECF) calcium is restored to

normal neutralizing the signal initiating PTH release. PTH inhibits renal phosphate

reabsorption promoting phosphaturia. Reproduced with permission from Brown, E.M.

(1995).



or present with neonatal or childhood seizures. Because of the overactive CaSR in

the nephron, these patients are at greater risk of developing renal complications

during vitamin D therapy than patients with idiopathic hypoparathyroidism. A

common polymorphism in the intracellular tail of the CaSR, Ala to Ser at position

986, has a modest effect on the serum calcium concentration in healthy individu-

als (Cole et al., 1999). The CaSR is a target for phenylalkylamine compounds – so-

called calcimimetics – which are allosteric stimulators of the CaSR’s affinity for

cations (Nemeth et al., 1998). These orally active compounds are presently being

evaluated for treatment of primary and secondary hyperparathyroidism and para-

thyroid carcinoma (Silverberg et al., 1997).

Parathyroid hormone

PTH is the product of a single-copy gene located on chromosome 11p15 and, in

mammals, has 84 amino acids. The gene, which encodes a larger precursor mole-

cule of 115 amino acids, preproPTH, is organized into three exons. Exon 1 encodes

the 5´-untranslated region of the messenger RNA, exon 2 encodes the NH2-termi-

nal pre- or signal peptide and part of the short propeptide, and exon III encodes

the Lys�2–Arg�1 of the prohormone cleavage site, the 84 amino acids of the mature

hormone, and the 3´-untranslated region of the mRNA.

Transcription of the PTH gene occurs almost exclusively in the endocrine cells

of the parathyroid gland, and is subject to strong repressor activity in all other cells.

Activation of genes in a particular tissue is often related to demethylation of cyto-

sine residues, and the PTH gene in parathyroid cells is hypomethylated at CpG res-

idues relative to other tissues. The human PTH gene has two functional TATA

box-controlled transcriptional start sites, a cyclic AMP response element (CRE),

and a vitamin D response element (VDRE) in its proximal promoter. Distally,

several kilobase pairs upstream of the transcription start site a calcium response

element (CaRE), and the sequences that function to repress transcription in non-

parathyroid cells are present. PTH gene transcription is negatively regulated by

both extracellular calcium and the hormonally active metabolite of vitamin D,

1,25(OH)2D.

The primary structure of the major glandular form of PTH, PTH (1–84), has

been determined in several mammalian species, including human, bovine, porcine,

canine, mouse and rat (Fig. 6.2). In the chicken, the PTH polypeptide contains 88

rather than 84 amino acids. The NH2-terminal 34 amino acids are the most well-

conserved portion of the molecule, and structure and function studies have

emphasized the importance of the NH2-terminal region to bioactivity in all

species. Considerable deletion of the middle and COOH-terminal region of the

intact polypeptide can be tolerated without apparent loss of biological activity.

Humans have two pairs of parathyroid glands lying in the anterior cervical
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region, which are derived from the third and fourth pharyngeal pouches. Rats have

a single pair of glands embedded in the cranial part of the thyroid. The chief cell is

the predominant cell type in human with some oxyphil cells, which have an acid-

ophilic cytoplasm and mitochondria, also present. Parathyroid cells normally

divide at an extremely slow rate – mitoses are rarely observed. Parathyroid cells have

limited numbers of secretory granules containing PTH, indicating that relatively

little hormone is stored in the gland.
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Fig. 6.2 Primary structure of PTH. The backbone sequence is that of the human with substitutions

in the rat hormone shown at specific sites. The solid circles show identical amino acids in

the human and rat PTH and PTHrP molecules.



Hyperparathyroidism and hypoparathyroidism

Primary hyperparathyroidism is one of the most common causes of hypercalcemia.

The approximate incidence is 1 in 1000, and it is now usually diagnosed in non-

symptomatic patients found to be hypercalcemic by multichannel screening

(Silverberg & Bilezikian, 1997). However, the classical manifestations of primary

hyperparathyroidism still appear. Hypercalciuria and nephrolithiasis occur in

about 15% of patients. Skeletal manifestations are relatively mild in the present-day

patient, with osteitis fibrosa cystica, brown tumors, cystic lesions, and symptomatic

fractures, being rare. However, increased bone turnover can be inferred by

increased markers of bone formation and bone resorption. For the underlying eti-

ology of the parathyroid neoplasia the reader is referred elsewhere (Hendy &

Arnold, 1996).

Secondary hyperparathyroidism as occurs in chronic renal failure is caused

directly or indirectly by decreased 1,25(OH)2D production by the kidney and

increased serum phosphate. This leads to hypocalcemia. Thus, the parathyroid

gland is subjected to a combination of proliferative signals resulting in hyperplasia.

The subsequent renal osteodystrophy is a complex skeletal disorder having several

components. There is osteitis fibrosa cystica due to the PTH excess, osteomalacia

due to the vitamin D deficiency, extraskeletal calcification due to elevated circulat-

ing phosphate levels and adynamic bone disease which is brought on by skeletal

resistance to PTH action. For further details of the manner in which primary and

secondary hyperparathyroidism influence bone and mineral metabolism (and

their relationship to osteoporosis) (see Chapter 15, this volume).

There are several causes of hypoparathyroidism presenting as hypocalcemia and

hyperphosphatemia, with removal or damage to the parathyroid glands during

neck surgery being the most common. The reader is referred elsewhere (Hendy &

Goltzman, 2000) for a fuller description of this and other causes of hypoparathyr-

oidism and its treatment.

Effect of PTH on bone

The best-documented effect of PTH on bone is a catabolic one, which results in the

breakdown of mineral constituents and bone matrix, as manifested by the release

of calcium and phosphate, by increases in plasma and urinary hydroxyproline, and

other indices of bone resorption. This process is mediated by osteoclastic osteoly-

sis, but the mechanism is indirect, since PTH does not bind directly to multinucle-

ated osteclasts. However, the PTH/PTHrP receptor is expressed on osteoblasts,

and osteoblast precursors (so-called parathyroid hormone target or ‘PT’ cells)

(Rouleau et al., 1988) and PTH stimulates second messenger accumulation in
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osteoblast-enriched populations of cells from skeletal tissues and in osteosarcoma

cells of the osteoblast lineage. It is suggested that PTH-induced stimulation of

multinucleated osteoclasts occurs through the action of PTH-stimulated osteoblast

activity via intermediary factors.

One of these intermediary factors is osteoclast differentiation factor (ODF), also

known as osteoprotegerin ligand (OPGL) (Lacey et al., 1998), which is expressed

in the bone lining cells or osteoblast precursors which support osteoclast recruit-

ment. ODF/OPGL, which is a member of the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) family,

is identical to the molecule TRANCE/RANKL which is expressed in T-cells and pre-

viously identified as a dendritic cell survival factor in vitro. Several bone resorbing

factors such as PTH, PTHrP, PGE2, some of the interleukins, and 1,25(OH)2D3

upregulate ODF/OPGL gene expression in osteoblasts and bone stromal cells.

Interaction of ODF/OPGL with its receptor on osteoclast progenitors and osteo-

clasts then stimulates their recruitment and activation and delays their degrada-

tion. The ablation of the ODF/OPGL gene in mice has confirmed it to be a key

regulator of osteoclastogenesis, as well as lymphocyte development and lymph-

node organogenesis (Kong et al., 1999). Osteoprotegerin (OPG)/osteoclastogene-

sis inhibitory factor (OCIF) (Simonet et al., 1997) inhibits osteoclastic bone

resorption. OPG/OCIF, although a soluble factor, is a member of the TNF recep-

tor family and it inhibits recruitment, activation and survival of osteoclasts.

OPG/OCIF acts as a natural decoy receptor that disrupts the interaction of

ODF/OPGL, released by osteoblast-related cells, and its receptor on osteoclast pro-

genitors. OPG/OCIF has therapeutic potential for the treatment of osteoporosis

and hypercalcemic conditions such as malignancy-associated hypercalcemia.

The consequences of the effects of PTH on osteoblast activity are complex. The

examination of bone after in vivo PTH administration has demonstrated an increase

in osteoblasts and new formation, indicating that PTH may also play an anabolic

role under some circumstances. This might occur by PTH’s ability to stimulate IGF-

I production by osteoblasts. PTH (and PTHrP) regulate cellular differentiation, pro-

liferation, and development, and are now considered to be anabolic skeletal agents

when made available periodically rather than continuously in vivo. Low and inter-

mittent doses of PTH(1–34) – and PTHrP(1–34) and related analogues – promote

bone formation. In clinical studies, daily PTH(1–34) injections increased hip and

spine bone mineral density (BMD) (see Chapter 24, this volume).

PTH’s bone forming activity may depend more on promoting differentiation of

precursor cells into secretory osteoblasts than on an action on mature osteoblasts

(Corral et al., 1998). It may suppress osteogenic activity of mature osteoblasts. The

anabolic and catabolic effects of PTH on osteoblasts may represent a combination

of direct and indirect effects, effects of different domains of the PTH molecule, dis-

crete functions of morphologically similar, but functionally distinct osteoblasts, or
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differences in hormonal effects based on different times of exposure or different

hormone concentrations.

Parathyroid hormone-related protein

In 1941, Fuller Albright reviewed a patient with renal carcinoma (and a single skel-

etal metastasis) with hypercalcemia accompanied by hypophosphatemia. He spec-

ulated that the tumor was secreting a circulating factor that was identical or similar

to PTH. It is now appreciated that PTHrP is the responsible causal factor in the

majority of cases of hypercalcemia associated with malignancy (Goltzman &

Henderson, 1996; Philbrick et al., 1996). In only a handful of cases has the rare

occurrence of ectopic PTH synthesis in such tumors been documented. The PTHrP

polypeptide shares significant homology with PTH at the NH2-terminus, and

thereby these two distinct ligands can bind and activate the PTH/PTHrP receptor.

The PTHrP gene has the same general organization as the PTH gene in which

the same functional domains – the 5´-untranslated region, prepro-sequence of the

precursor peptide, and the prohormone cleavage site and most or all of the mature

peptide – are encoded by single exons. However, it is a more complex transcrip-

tional unit with additional exons encoding alternative 5´-untranslated regions, car-

boxyl-terminal peptides, and 3´-untranslated regions being present in some

species. The human PTHrP gene maps to chromosome 12p12.1–11.2, whereas the

PTH gene is on the short arm of chromosome 11. These two human chromosomes

are thought to have been derived by an ancient duplication of a single chromosome,

and the PTH and PTHrP genes and their respective gene clusters have been main-

tained as syntenic groups in the human, rat and mouse genomes. Because of the

similarity in NH2-terminal sequence of their mature peptides, their gene organiza-

tion, and chromosomal locations, it is likely that the PTH and PTHrP genes evolved

from a single ancestral gene and form part of a single gene family. The PTHrP gene

is considered to be the more ancient member, phylogenetically.

In contrast to the very limited expression of the PTH gene, the PTHrP gene is

widely expressed in both endocrine and non-endocrine tissues. Although initially

discovered in malignancies, mRNA encoding PTHrP has been identified in both

normal (fetal and adult) and adenomatous tissue as well as in cancers of several

species. The list of normal tissues includes adrenal gland, amnion, bone, brain,

endothelium, epidermis, heart, kidney, lung, mammary gland, ovary, pancreatic

islets, parathyroid gland, pituitary, placenta, prostate, skeletal muscle, small intes-

tine, smooth muscle, spleen, stomach mucosa, testis, thyroid, thymus, urothelium,

and uterus. High concentrations of PTHrP are also found in milk. Several fetal

tissues express PTHrP, including brain, chorioallantoic membrane, heart, intestine,

liver, lung, parathyroid gland, skeletal muscle, skeleton, and yolk sac. Localization
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has also been demonstrated in adenomatous islet cell tumors, pituitary and para-

thyroid tumors. The widespread expression of PTHrP in many tissues during

development, with or without continued expression in the adult, suggests that

PTHrP expression in tumors need not be viewed as ‘ectopic’. Despite the wide-

spread expression of PTHrP, circulating levels in healthy individuals are low or

undetectable, and passive immunization studies have provided no evidence for it

playing any role in normal calcium homeostasis.

PTHrP synthesis and secretion are regulated in a variety of cells by several

different agents, including calcium, cyclic AMP, phorbol esters, growth factors (like

epidermal growth factor (EGF) and transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-�)),

peptide hormones (such as angiotensin II, prolactin and calcitonin) and members

of the steroid hormone/nuclear receptor family, such as glucocorticoids, estrogen,

retinoic acid, testosterone and 1,25(OH)2D. Tumor cells like adult T-cell leukemia

(ATL) cells transformed with human T-cell lymphotrophic virus I (HTLV-1)

increase PTHrP expression via the HTLV-1-derived transcription factor Tax1. Cells

transformed by EJ-Ha-ras and v-src oncogenes have markedly elevated PTHrP

expression. In several human and rat cell lines, inhibition of protein synthesis, for

example, by cycloheximide, leads to the superinduction of PTHrP mRNA levels.

This is the result of both an increase in the gene transcription rate and stabilization

of the mRNA. It is suggested that a labile repressor protein regulates transcription

and that in the human gene this occurs preferentially at the downstream or proxi-

mal promoter.

The complete primary structure of the PTHrP polypeptide is known for several

species, including human, rat, and mouse. In each case the PTHrP mRNA encodes

a precursor with a 36-amino-acid prepro-sequence at the NH2-terminus. The

human PTHrP gene encodes three mature polypeptide isoforms of 139, 141 and

173 amino acids, whereas in rat and mouse single forms of 141 and 139 amino

acids, respectively, are found (Fig. 6.3). Strict homology with the corresponding

PTH molecules is only found within the first 13 amino acids, thereafter the PTHrP

and PTH sequences diverge, although a functional homology in terms of receptor

binding extends up to residue 34. Several biologically active peptides can poten-

tially be released from PTHrP(1–141). These peptide have distinct activities, sug-

gesting they act through different receptors. PTHrP(1–36) mediates hypercalcemia

and growth-regulating effects. PTHrP(38–94) promotes placental calcium transfer,

and peptides within PTHrP(109–141) inhibit osteoclast function. PTHrP has a

bipartite nuclear targeting sequence (NTS) at residues 87–107 and within this

domain a nucleolar localizing sequence (NLS) (Henderson et al., 1995). PTHrP

localizes to the nucleolus at the G1 phase of the cell cycle, and is translocated to the

cytoplasm as cells begin DNA synthesis (Lam et al., 1997). The function of PTHrP’s

nucleolar localization remains unclear.
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PTH/PTHrP receptor

Like other peptide hormones, PTH and PTHrP bind receptors on the plasma mem-

brane of target cells. A related receptor, PTH2R, which also binds PTH weakly but

not PTHrP has been identified (Usdin et al., 1995). In contrast to the PTH/PTHrP

receptor PTH2R has a very limited tissue expression profile, and its involvement in

any disease is unknown. Binding of ligand by these receptors results in stimulation

of the enzyme adenylate cyclase on the inner surface of the plasma membrane, and

the same receptors can couple to phosphatidylinositol turnover as well. Increased

adenylate cyclase activity stimulates cyclic AMP production which activates protein

kinase A (PKA) and the products of phospholipase C activity, inositol-(1,4,5)-

trisphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG), mobilize intracellular calcium,

[Ca2�]i, stores and activate protein kinase C (PKC) activity, respectively. The

cascade of events thus initiated lead to the final cellular response to PTH and

PTHrP. For these two ligands, whereas the first two NH2-terminal amino acids are

critical for signaling the PKA pathway, amino acids 28–34 mediate signaling

through the PKC pathway.

PTHrP and PTH/PTHrP receptor in skeletal development

Vertebrate limb development occurs through endochondral bone formation.

Proper morphogenesis requires growth plate chondrocytes to undergo temporally

and spatially coordinated differentiation. Endochondral bone formation initiates

with mesenchymal cell condensation; these core cells differentiate into chondro-

cytes and peripheral cells become the perichondrium. The central chondrocytes

undergo several rounds of proliferation, differentiate into prehypertrophic and then

hypertrophic chondrocytes which mineralize the surrounding matrix, and undergo

apoptosis. The perichondrium neighboring the prehypertrophic and hypertrophic

chondrocytes forms a bone collar and blood vessels invade the mineralized cartil-

age. Osteoblasts and hematopoietic cells replace the mineralized cartilage with bone

and bone marrow.

Mice homozygous for PTHrP gene deletion exhibit a form of chondrodysplasia

and die at or soon after birth (Karaplis et al., 1994). The mice display domed and

foreshortened cranium, a narrowed thorax and shortened limbs (Fig. 6.4). The

long bone epiphyses are shortened because of a reduced number of resting and pro-

liferating chondrocytes and in the normally homogeneous hypertrophic zone clus-

ters of non-hypertrophic chondrocytes persist (Amizuka et al., 1994) . This then

distorts the longitudinal columns of hypertrophic chondrocytes resulting in less

developed metaphyseal bony spicules. A mouse model in which the PTH/PTHrP

receptor gene was deleted has a similar phenotype to that of the PTHrP-deficient

mice (Lanske et al., 1996). Thus deletion of either ligand or receptor results in the
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same abnormalities in epiphyseal cartilage organization and endochondral bone

formation.

In these mouse models the basic defect was one of inappropriately rapid

ossification of the cartilage template. Not only was there acceleration of the normal

ossification process, but there was ossification of the hyaline rib cartilage that nor-

mally does not ossify. This led to the rigidity of the thorax most likely accounting

for respiratory failure with death occurring immediately after birth.

Haploinsufficient PTHrP mice have skeletal abnormalities

Mice heterozygous for PTHrP gene ablation display no obvious abnormalities at

birth. However, at 3 months of age skeletal alterations are evident (Amizuka et al.,

1996). The heterozygous mice have shorter blunter snouts relative to their wild-

type littermates and exhibit incisal malocclusion due to reduced protrusion of the
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Fig. 6.4 A wild-type 18.5-day-old mouse fetus (normal, left) and a littermate (right) homozygous

for PTHrP gene deletion. The characteristic abnormalities of the homozygote include a

domed and foreshortened calvarium as demonstrated by the protruding tongue, and

shortened limbs. Insets show alizarin red staining of femur (F) and tibia (T) and

demonstrate the less developed epiphyseal cartilage of the homozygote. Adapted and

reproduced with permission from Karaplis, A.C. et al. (1994).



maxilla. In the epiphyseal growth plate, the normally well-formed longitudinal car-

tilaginous columns are poorly developed. There are fewer metaphyseal bony spic-

ules and they are abnormally orientated. However, in the diaphysis the cortical

bone is normal, as are the serum calcium and PTH concentrations. Therefore,

haploinsufficiency of the PTHrP gene leads to some skeletal abnormalities showing

that the relative expression of PTHrP clearly plays an important role in osteoblast

biology in the adult. Altered expression of PTHrP in osteogenic precursor cells may

contribute to the osteopenia in those forms of osteoporosis in which there is

reduced bone formation relative to bone resorption. This can be studied further in

the haploinsufficient mouse model system.

Targeted overexpression of PTHrP in chondrocytes

Mice with targeted overexpression of PTHrP in chondrocytes exhibit skeletal dys-

plasia and delayed osteogenesis (Weir et al., 1996). The transgenic animals have

markedly shortened limbs and tail. There is enhanced chondrocyte proliferation,

delayed maturation of chondrocytes, and inhibition of endochondral bone forma-

tion. Thus, the histological abnormalities are the reverse of those in the PTHrP-

deficient animals. Therefore, the combined data from these transgenic models of

underexpression or overexpression of PTHrP and its receptor indicate that PTHrP

by acting at the PTH/PTHrP receptor in chondrocytes plays a critical role in orches-

trating endochondral bone formation and ensuring that it takes place at the appro-

priate rate.

Like PTHrP, Indian hedgehog (IHH) a member of a conserved family of secreted

molecules that are critical for embryonic patterning in many organisms, slows the

rate of chondrocyte differentiation. IHH is expressed in a layer of maturing pre-

hypertrophic chondrocytes lying immediately distal to the layer of proliferating

chondrocytes expressing the PTH/PTHrP receptor. IHH is thought to signal peri-

chondral cells surrounding the prehypertrophic chondrocytes and which will form

the bone collar, and also acts either directly or indirectly on proliferating chondroc-

ytes, to upregulate PTHrP in the periarticular region and in proliferating chondroc-

ytes. This then activates PTH/PTHrP receptors in the layer of proliferating

chondrocytes slowing their differentation. The exact details of this pathway remain

to be worked out. Thus, PTHrP normally maintains chondrocytic cells in a

differentiated state and protects them from apoptosis. The latter property may be

the result in part of PTHrP’s ability to localize to the nucleolus, which is mediated

by the functional nucleolar targeting signal sequence located in the midregion of the

molecule. Also, PTHrP stimulates expression of Bcl-2, which retards programmed

cell death, in chondrocytes, and ablation of the Bcl-2 gene leads to accelerated mat-

uration of chondrocytes and shortening of the long bones (Amling et al., 1997).
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Human chondrodysplasias and PTH/PTHrP receptor mutations

Direct evidence that the PTH/PTHrP receptor mediates the calcium homeostatic

actions of PTH and the growth plate actions of PTHrP in humans has come from

the study of rare genetic disorders. Jansen’s metaphyseal chondrodysplasia (JMC)

is inherited in an autosomal dominant fashion although most reported cases are

sporadic. The disorder comprises short-limbed dwarfism secondary to severe

growth plate abnormalities, asymptomatic hypercalcemia and hypophosphatemia.

There is increased bone resorption similar to that in primary hyperparathyroidism

and urinary cyclic AMP levels are elevated, but circulating PTH and PTHrP levels

are low or undetectable. Although the PTH/PTHrP receptor is found widely in fetal

and adult tissues, it is most abundant in three major organs, the kidney, bone and

metaphyseal growth plate. It has now been shown that the changes in mineral ion

homeostasis and the growth plate in JMC are caused by heterozygous gain-of-func-

tion mutations in the PTH/PTHrP receptor gene giving rise to constitutively active

receptors (Schipani et al., 1996).

Recently, inactivating or loss-of-function mutations in the PTH/PTHrP recep-

tor have been implicated in the molecular pathogenesis of Blomstrand lethal chon-

drodysplasia which was first described as a disease entity just under 15 years ago.

This rare disease is characterized by advanced endochondral bone maturation,

short-limbed dwarfism, and fetal death, thus mimicking the phenotype of

PTH/PTHrP receptor-less mice. The majority of BLC cases were born to phenotyp-

ically normal, consanguineous parents, suggesting an autosomal recessive mode of

inheritance. Mutant PTH/PTHrP receptors identified in BLC fetuses fail to bind

ligand or stimulate cAMP or inositol phosphate production (Jobert et al., 1998;

Zhang et al., 1998).
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7

Vitamin D metabolism

Marielle Gascon-Barré

Introduction

Although rickets and osteomalacia were described in England as early as the middle

of the seventeenth century, it is only at the beginning of the twentieth century that

vitamin D (D) (D refers to both D3 or cholecalciferol and D2 or ergocalciferol) was

discovered by Mellanby and McCollum who, in their studies on experimental

rickets, were able to show that cod liver oil contained antirickets activity. Although

genetically determined forms of the disease still exist, nutritionally induced rickets

has largely disappeared in North America due to the enrichment of several foods

in D2 or D3. However, studies in institutionalized and elderly populations indicate

that depletion is still quite prevalent in these groups.

Normal vitamin D physiology

Vitamin D metabolism

D3 is an endogenous secosteroid synthesized in the skin plasma membrane where

the ultraviolet B rays of the sun induce a photochemical reaction and a rearrange-

ment of 7-dehydrocholesterol or provitamin D3 to give rise to the secosteroid pre-

vitamin D3 structure. Under the influence of body heat, previtamin D3 undergoes

a slow and reversible isomerization accompanied by a change in the structure

configuration of the molecule leading to the production of vitamin D3 of endoge-

nous origin. D3 is then exported to the systemic circulation where, with D of dietary

sources, it circulates in serum bound to the vitamin D binding protein (DBP), or

is stocked in fat or muscle. In human, 80% of the antirickets activity is stocked in

adipose tissue (40%) and muscle (40%), and blood contains only 10% of the anti-

rickets activity (Mawer et al., 1972). D is not active, however, and must be hydrox-

ylated at positions C-25 in the liver, and C-1� in the kidney to acquire its full

biological properties (Fig. 7.1).

Kodicek and his group were the first to put forward the hypothesis that D3 had

to be metabolized to be activated. DeLuca’s group was the first to demonstrate that
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D3 was indeed metabolized into an active metabolite, which was identified as 25-

hydroxyvitamin D3 (25OHD3 or calcidiol). 25OHD3 is almost exclusively produced

in liver by a mitochondrial and/or a microsomal mixed-function oxidase system.

The mitochondrial D3 25-hydroxylase has been cloned and found to be a non-selec-

tive cytochrome P450 (CYP27) involved mainly in the C-27 hydroxylation of bile

acids. 25OHD3 is not stocked in liver but is rapidly exported into the systemic cir-

culation where it circulates bound to DBP (with only 0.04% found in the free form)

at concentrations ranging from 38–125 nmol/l in normal individuals. However, the

25-hydroxylase is not a tightly regulated enzyme and the serum 25OHD concen-

trations are markedly elevated in hypervitaminosis D. In circulation, it has a long

half-life which is estimated in human to be in the order of 3–4 weeks. Circulating

25OHD concentrations are considered one of the best indicators of the vitamin D

nutritional status (Gascon-Barré, 1997).

In 1970, Fraser and Kodicek reported the exclusive production by the kidney of

a metabolite more polar than 25OHD3. A year later, DeLuca’s group as well as

Kodicek’s group independently identified this new metabolite as 1�,25-dihydrox-

yvitamin D3 (1,25(OH)2D3 or calcitriol), the hormone of the vitamin D endocrine

system. The enzyme 1�-hydroxylase is located in the mitochondrial inner mem-

brane of the nephron proximal tubule. It is tightly regulated and the renal produc-

tion of 1,25(OH)2D3 depends on the need for calcium and phosphorus. The best

characterized regulators of the renal 1�-hydroxylase are: PTH (⇑), calcium restric-

tion (⇑)/supplementation (⇓), phosphorus restriction (⇑)/supplementation (⇓),

growth hormone (⇑), and IGF (⇑). It is also known that the enzyme is under a neg-

ative feedback by 1,25(OH)2D3 itself (Henry, 1997). The 1�-hydroxylase gene has

been cloned and identified as a member of the cytochrome P450 family (P450VD1�
)

(Takeyama et al., 1997) and its chromosomal location has been mapped to region

12q13.1–q13.3. Using mice null for the nuclear vitamin D receptor (VDRn) gene

(VDRn
�/�), it was shown that regulation of the P450VD1 � was dependent on the

presence of a functional VDRn (Takeyama et al., 1997). It is also known that extrar-

enal (monocytes/macrophages, intestine, bone, decidua, placenta, melanoma and

vascular endothelial cells) synthesis of 1,25(OH)2D3 is present in several physio-

pathological situations (Adams, 1997). However, regulation of the extrarenal 1�-

hydroxylase, most particularly in macrophages, has been reported to be under the

influence of second messengers, cytokines, hormones, or drugs such as NO, INF�,

dexamethasone or chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine. In normal human,

1,25(OH)2D3 circulates at concentrations of 72 to 120 pmol/l while concentrations

below 30 pmol/l are usually observed in chronic renal failure.

Vitamin D dependency rickets type I is an autosomal recessive disorder asso-

ciated with a dysfunctional 1�-hydroxylase. The disease locus also maps to the

chromosomal region containing the 1�-hydroxylase gene (St-Arnaud et al.,
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1997b). As expected, D3 or 25OHD3 supplementation is not effective in the treat-

ment of the disorder whereas physiological doses of 1,25(OH)2D3 are associated

with a cure of the disease.

The C-24-hydroxylase is a mitochondrial mixed-function oxidase (CYP24)

which, in human, is located on chromosome 20q13.2. The enzyme is largely

expressed in 1,25(OH)2D-responsive cells. The C-24 hydroxylation of either

25OHD3 or 1,25(OH)2D3 seems to be the initial and most important pathway for

D metabolite elimination, although some 24-hydroxylated D metabolites are now

suspected to harbor important biological properties. The 24-hydroxylase is highly

enhanced by 1,25(OH)2D3 through a VDRn-dependent mechanism. Extremely low

levels of 24-hydroxylated metabolites are found in VDRn-null mice. In addition,

reduced 1,25(OH)2D3 clearance accompanied by signs of D intoxication and

abnormal intramembranous ossification are observed in these animals as well as in

those null for the 24-hydroxylase gene (St-Arnaud et al., 1997a).

Vitamin D action

1,25(OH)2D3, like other steroid hormones, exerts most of its actions through a

specific nuclear receptor. VDRn is a member of the steroid superfamily of receptors

belonging to the subfamily shared by the thyroid hormone and retinoic acid recep-

tors (DeLuca & Zierold, 1998). The gene encoding hVDRn has been shown to be

localized to chromosome 12q13–q14 (Haussler et al., 1998). Lately, however, it has

become increasingly evident that some actions of the vitamin can also be attributed

to a non-genomic mechanism, presumably through a putative membrane receptor

(VDRm) although cloning of the VDRm has not yet been achieved (Nemere et al.,

1998).

Action mediated by the nuclear receptor

The classical actions of the hormone are mediated by the nuclear receptor. VDRn

mediates its action by specifically binding to a nuclear binding site of target genes,

the vitamin D response elements (VDRE), following heterodimerization with the

retinoid X receptor (RXR). When the two receptors are bound to VDRE, only the

VDR binds its ligand and RXR, thus serves as a cofactor in the transcription

complex. TFIIB also appears to be required for formation of the transcription

complex. VDRE can be described by two direct repeats of GGTTCA (consensus)

separated by three non-specific nucleotides (DR-3) (DeLuca & Zierold, 1998).

The action of the 1,25(OH)2D3-VDRn complex results in an increased intestinal

absorption of calcium and phosphorus which, in turn, influences bone formation,

mineralization and remodeling (Fig. 7.2). The 1,25(OH)2D3-VDRn complex is also

known to elicit biological effects in several cell systems other than the classical

organs involved in calcium and phosphorus metabolism. Indeed, VDRn is also
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found in the parathyroid glands, islet cells of the pancreas, hematopoietic cells, pro-

myelocytes, activated lymphocytes, T-cells of the thymus, keratinocytes of skin and

reproductive organs, and in the central nervous system (DeLuca & Zierold, 1998).

In target cells, VDRn is able to mediate both transactivation (rat and human osteo-

calcin, mouse osteopontin, avian �3 integrin, rat 24-hydroxylase, mouse CaBP28K,

NPT2, p21) and transrepression (avian and human PTH, rat osteocalcin, rat bone

sialoprotein, PKA inhibitor, rat PTHrP- proximal and distal) (Haussler et al., 1998).

Amongst the 1,25(OH)2D3-responsive genes, the most tightly regulated is the

24-hydroxylase as its promoter region contains two separate VDRn binding sites.

VDRn, at both the protein and gene level, has been shown to be regulated in an

homologous as well as in an heterologous manner. In non-classical targets,

1,25(OH)2D3 has been shown to influence cell growth and differentiation in

normal and malignant tissues, act as an immunosuppressor, and play a role in

reproduction and lactation (Feldman et al., 1996).

The disease known as vitamin D-dependency rickets type II is an autosomal

recessive disorder, characterized by high circulating concentrations of

1,25(OH)2D3. The disease is associated with a defective VDRn which prevents its

normal transactivating/transrepressing function. Children suffering from type II

rickets seem to develop normally until approximately 9 months of age, at which

time they develop severe rickets, alopecia and, in subsequent months, a large

variety of disorders including dysfunction of the immune system (DeLuca &

Zierold, 1998). VDRn null mice are also born phenotypically normal and exhibit

symptoms of rickets/osteomalacia and secondary hyperparathyroidism primarily

after weaning (Haussler et al., 1998). Both type II rickets and the VDRn
�/� mouse

model illustrate that VDRn is essential for the normal function of the D3 endocrine

system.
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VDRn polymorphisms

The hVDRn gene locus is composed of 11 exons (1a, 1b, 1c and 2 to 9) spanning

approximately 70–75 kb of DNA. The mRNA transcript contains approximately

4800 nucleotides encoding a protein of 427 amino acids, the so-called M1 isoform

of the receptor. The 5´ end of the hVDRn exhibits, however, alternate splice and/or

translation start sites. In exon 2, the absence of a Fok-1 restriction site (F) results

in the initiation of translation at a site 3 amino acids downstream and in the pro-

duction of a gene product 3 amino acids shorter thus giving rise to a neomorph

hVDRn of 424 amino acids or M4 isoform (for initiation of translation at the

fourth codon). Haussler et al. (1998) report that the M4 neomorph contributes

approximately 65% of hVDRn alleles intimating an evolutionary advantage in

humans. They also report that the M4 isoform is transcriptionally more active

than the M1 isoform in a VDRE reporter construct. Moreover, it has now become

apparent in the last few years, that VDRn exhibits several other allelic variations

which have been reported in population studies to be linked to diseases such as

osteoporosis (see p. 97), breast and prostate cancer, as well as primary hyper-

parathyroidism.

Markers of the hVDRn gene locus are characterized by single diallelic restriction

fragment polymorphisms (RFLP). The Bsm-1 and Apa-1 restriction endonuclease

sites are located in the last intron, whereas a Taq-1 RFLP in the form of a silent

mutation is present within codon 352 of the ninth exon. A strong linkage disequi-

librium has been observed between Bsm-1 and Taq-1. Thus, the B allele (BB geno-

type represents homozygous absence of the Bsm-1 restriction site) is mostly

associated with the Taq-1 t allele (tt represents homozygous presence of the Taq-1

restriction site). In nearly all studies reported to date, the BB genotype seems to be

equivalent to the tt genotype so that, in homozygous form, genotypes for these

markers present as either BBtt or bbTT.

Recently, an additional genetic variation in the hVDRn gene was found in the

form of a microsatellite poly(A) repeat in the 3´UTR, approximately 1kb upstream

of the poly(A) tail. Multiple allelic variants of this microsatellite were detected and

classified into two groupings, long (L) and short (S), based on the length of the

repeat. It has not been established, however, whether this poly (A) microsatellite is

a functionally related locus (Haussler et al., 1998).

Interestingly, none of the observed polymorphisms reported to date are located

in regions of the gene that affect the structure of the hVDRn protein.

Non-genomic action of 1,25(OH)2D3

1,25(OH)2D3 also mediates rapid non-genomic actions associated with a putative

VDRm (Norman, 1998). A candidate 66 kDa 1,25(OH)2D3-binding protein has

been partially purified from basal–lateral membrane preparations of chick intes-

tine and also shown to be present and to be linked to biological activities in rat
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chondrocytes (Nemere et al., 1998). The non-genomic effects of 1,25(OH)2D3 are

thought to be mediated by a direct action of the hormone on target cell membranes

to stimulate signal transduction pathways involving a rapid cellular response. It has

been linked to the rapid translocation of calcium in the intestine (transcalthacia),

elevation of intracellular calcium, opening of voltage-sensitive Ca2� channels, the

production of second messengers, alteration in phospholipid metabolism, phos-

phate transport, changes in alkaline phosphatase, adenylate cyclase activity, activa-

tion of protein kinase C and MAP kinase (Norman, 1998). Interestingly, it has also

been shown that the effect of 1,25(OH)2D3 on transcalthacia occurs in D replete

but not in D-deficient animals. This observation, therefore, raises the hypothesis

that a pre-existing condition to transcalthacia may be dependent on a VDRn-medi-

ated mechanism.

Effect of aging on vitamin D status, metabolism and action

Aging is suspected to harbor progressive abnormalities in the D endocrine system

which are often compounded by a lifestyle where sun exposure is suboptimal and

food intake below the recommended dietary allowances for several nutrients

including D and calcium. Vitamin D and/or calcium deficiency, abnormal produc-

tion of active D metabolites, or altered D responsiveness are key factors in the

induction of a negative calcium balance. They, therefore, stand to significantly

increase the risk of an imbalance in the dynamic interplay between bone formation

and bone resorption due to the resulting alterations in calcium homeostasis which

will trigger compensatory adaptation mechanisms in the calcium endocrine system

most particularly in the calcium-D-PTH axis. Loss of bone mass could, therefore,

result if these adaptive responses are inadequate or if they themselves promote an

increase in the number of remodeling foci across the surface of trabecular bone

(Silverberg et al., 1996).

Nutritional and hormonal status

Vitamin D

Several studies have reported that D depletion is quite prevalent in elderly subjects

including postmenopausal women (Gloth et al., 1995; Thomas et al., 1998; Reid,

1996). Several investigators have reported that the cutaneous production of D3

decreases with aging. Holick et al. (1989) have reported close to a 75% reduction

in whole body production of D3 in the elderly with synthesis of 20.8 nmol/l com-

pared with 78.1 nmol/l in young individuals following whole body exposition to a

single minimal erythemal dose of ultraviolet B radiation. This is compounded by

changes in lifestyle in elderly subjects who, as mentioned above, often spend

little time outdoors most particularly in the winter-time. In addition, sunscreen
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products which are now highly recommended as protective agents against skin

cancer also decrease the cutaneous production of D3 (Matsuoka et al., 1988).

Numerous studies have also reported decreases in calcium as well as in D intake

despite the enrichment of food products such as milk with D. Others, on the other

hand, have stressed that D intake does not change with aging if one considers avail-

ability of the vitamin through supplementation (Halloran & Portale, 1997). In

addition, it has been reported that, in the absence of gastrointestinal diseases, there

seems to be no significant change in D absorption with age until the eighth or ninth

decade, a notion which is important when considering the efficacy of D supple-

mentation regimens.

25OHD

Considering the reported prevalence of a suboptimal D nutritional status of both

dietary and endogenous origin in aging subjects, it is not surprising to observe an

accompanying decrease in the circulating 25OHD concentrations in this popula-

tion. The observed decline in the serum concentrations of 25OHD seems to be due

to the combined effect of decreased sun exposure and reduced dietary D intake as

it has been observed that, in elderly subjects, 25OHD is positively influenced by

wintertime travel, D intake and time spent outdoors and negatively related to

weight and age. In addition, in elderly subjects, serum 25OHD concentrations have

been reported to be inversely correlated with both serum PTH and markers of bone

turnover (Halloran & Portale, 1997). In fact, serum PTH has been shown to rise

slowly as the 25OHD concentrations declined below 110 nmol/l (with one study

indicating that more than 90% of their cohort exhibited values below 110 nmol/l

25OHD in winter-time (Dawson-Hughes et al., 1997) although Chapuy and

Meunier (1997) report that the lower limits of circulating 25OHD which initiate a

frank PTH response range between 30 and 50 nmol/l. It is thus postulated that the

high prevalence of low winter-time 25OHD may increase the risk of bone loss in

elderly men and women. In most cases, D supplementation has been reported to

increase serum 25OHD, decrease serum PTH, and also to normalize bone turnover

(Halloran & Portale, 1997).

The decrease in circulating 25OHD concentrations observed in elderly subjects

does not seem to be due to a decrease in the activity of the D 25-hydroxylase as there

does not seem to be a decrease in CYP27 with aging in the absence of liver disease.

In support of this observation, assessment of the serum 25OHD3 in response to

ultraviolet irradiation has shown that there is no difference between young and old

subjects including those suffering from osteoporosis. When plasma volume was

taken into consideration, it was calculated that the increase in the circulating

25OHD3 following UV B irradiation was 0.024 nmol/cm2 skin irradiated with no

age or sex differences over a 17-day irradiation period (Davie & Lawson, 1980).
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1,25(OH)2D

It is still not clear whether the serum 1,25(OH)2D concentrations significantly

change with advancing age. In men and women, both decreased, unchanged or

increased values have been reported. The majority of data reported in women,

however, suggest that serum 1,25(OH)2D concentrations in healthy women remain

stable or tend to gradually increase through the eighth decade and that menopause

has little effect on serum 1,25(OH)2D concentrations. In contrast, others have

shown that estrogen deficiency leads to a decreased serum 1,25(OH)2D regardless

of age, and that estrogen replacement in postmenopausal women increases both

total and free 1,25(OH)2D (Halloran & Portale, 1997).

Animal studies have revealed that, when comparing animals of similar renal

function (normal or near normal glomerular filtration rate (GFR)), the levels of

1,25(OH)2D do not seem to decrease with aging and the reported low serum

1,25(OH)2D reflects in large part the age-related fall in GFR (Halloran & Portale,

1997). It is postulated that this observation may well be relevant to the pathogene-

sis of senile (type 2) osteoporosis (Reid, 1996). In addition, despite increased PTH

concentrations with advancing age and a normal response to exogenous PTH

(implying a normal 1�-hydroxylase activity), it has been proposed that the serum

1,25(OH)2D concentrations do not change because the levels of GH and IGF-I

decrease with aging, an observation which is well illustrated by the fact that serum

1,25(OH)2D concentrations have been reported to increase in elderly subjects

treated with GH (Halloran & Portale, 1997). In younger groups of patients with

vertebral (type 1) osteoporosis, however, a tendency for 1,25(OH)2D concentra-

tions to be lower has been reported quite often in association with a decrease in

serum PTH. This observation supports the hypothesis that circulating PTH tends

to be lower in subjects with type 1 osteoporosis than in age-matched subjects due

to an increase in the rate of bone resorption. These findings suggest that the

changes in 1,25(OH)2D synthesis found in type 1 osteoporosis may represent an

appropriate physiological response to increased bone resorption rather than a

primary contributor to the osteoporotic process (Reid, 1996).

Vitamin D action

End-organ responsiveness

It has been suggested that the decrease in calcium absorption with age may be

related to a decreased intestinal responsiveness to 1,25(OH)2D3 although contro-

versy still exists on that subject. Animal studies have tended to show a decline with

age in intestinal calcium uptake, the number of intestinal VDRn, the calbindin

response, and the effect of 1,25(OH)2D3 administration on calcium absorption. In

a human study, direct measurements of duodenal VDRn content have shown an

age- related decrease of about 30% between the ages of 20 and 80 (Eastell & Riggs,
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1997). However, another study has shown that the calcium absorption response to

a low calcium diet-induced increase in endogenous 1,25(OH)2D3 was not affected

by age. In addition, the reported reduced intestinal calcium absorption observed

in some osteoporotic subjects may be related to a physiologically relevant lowering

of the 1,25(OH)2D3 concentrations rather than to an altered intestinal responsive-

ness particularly in type 1 osteoporosis where bone resorption is increased (Reid,

1996).

hVDRn polymorphisms and bone

Bone mineral density, size and turnover have been proposed to be under genetic

regulation. In fact, allelic variations in the hVDRn have been reported in several

studies to correlate with bone mineral density (BMD) as well as with body size in

early childhood (Eisman, 1998). Other genetic, hormonal and/or environmental

factors are also suspected to interact in the determination of peak bone mass and

its subsequent age-related decline. However, the effect of the presently identified

hVDRn polymorphisms on BMD has not been reported in all ethnic groups and the

intensity of the effect of certain allelic patterns also varies considerably between

studies.

In 1994, Morrison et al. (1994) presented data indicating that hVDRn alleles

could predict BMD. The authors reported that the bb genotype was associated with

enhanced lumbar spine BMD while the BB genotype was correlated with low BMD.

However, subsequent studies in other populations have found either modest or no

association between the B or the b alleles and BMD. Lately, Cooper & Umbach

(1996) in a meta-analysis compiling 16 hVDRn polymorphic studies revealed the

presence of only a 1.5–2.5% decrease in BMD associated with the BB genotype

compared with the 12% effect proposed in the original Australian study (Morrison

et al., 1994). It has now become clear that other confounding factors such as allelic

differences in the estrogen receptor, the TGF� and collagen II� genes, age, estrogen

status, ethnicity, lifestyle, and D and calcium intake must be accounted for to reveal

the true impact of the VDRn polymorphisms on body size, bone size, BMD and the

subsequent development of osteoporosis (Eisman, 1998).

As mentioned by Haussler et al. (1998), the importance of the poly(A) microsat-

ellite as a functionally related locus in the determination of BMD has not yet been

established, although by analogy to short tandem repeats in other genes, the length

of the repeat may affect crucial parameters, such as mRNA stability. Alternatively,

the poly(A) microsatellite may also be tightly linked to another (still unidentified)

site which is the true functional locus. In addition, despite its reported increase in

in vitro transcriptional activity (Haussler et al., 1998), the importance of the M4

VDRn isoform as a potential protective variable against an accelerated loss of bone

mass has not either yet been established.
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Therapeutic intervention

As mentioned above, D deficiency is quite prevalent in the elderly population.

Moreover, D deficiency has been reported by several investigators to be correlated

with BMD in both the lumbar spine and, in older women, in the femur as well. D

depletion is, therefore, of particular concern because it is known to lead to com-

pensatory hyperparathyroidism with its accompanying increased bone turnover

which increases the risk of accelerated loss of BMD and of subsequent fractures in

this vulnerable population (Chapuy & Meunier, 1997).

However, D supplementation or D metabolite therapy in normal elderly subjects

and in those suffering from osteoporosis is still an area of substantial controversy.

Supplementation with D3

Most studies to date indicate beneficial effects of D supplementation on mineral

balance and bone mass in elderly presenting a subnormal D status, but not in those

receiving an adequate supply of calcium and D.

In institutionalized or marginally deficient elderly individuals living in the com-

munity, daily supplementation regimens with 500 to 800 IU D3 in association with

500 to 1200 mg of calcium have been shown to maintain normal circulating

25OHD and PTH concentrations. It has also been shown to lead to positive changes

in biochemical markers of bone turnover, to reduce bone loss at several sites, and

to significantly reduce the incidence of non-vertebral fracture in subjects receiving

the intervention than in those receiving a placebo regimen (Chapuy & Meunier,

1997; O’Brien, 1998; Reid, 1998). In fact, Chapuy et al. (1992, 1994) estimated that

D3 and calcium supplementation in elderly women significantly reduced the prob-

ability of non-vertebral and hip fractures after 18 to 36 months of treatment. These

observations suggest that an optimal intake of both calcium and D may be an easy,

cost-effective and safe strategy to implement in order to maintain existing bone

mass and reduce the risk of fractures in older men and women (Chapuy & Meunier,

1997; O’Brien, 1998). Supplementation with pharmacological doses of D is not,

however, considered beneficial and may lead to serious side effects such as hyper-

calcemia, calcification of vascular atheromatous plaques, as well as hypercalciuria

(Reid, 1998).

1,25(OH)2D3 or 1�OHD3 therapy

There seems to be a consensus on an absence of beneficial effects of 1,25(OH)2D3

administration in normal postmenopausal women between the ages of 50 and 79

(Reid, 1996). However, 1�OHD3 has been reported to be beneficial in women

whose habitual diet is low in calcium. It is hypothesized that 1�OHD3 (which is
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readily converted to 1,25(OH)2D3 by the hepatic 25-hydroxylase) most likely

improves calcium absorption and hence protects against the loss of BMD.

In osteoporotic women receiving the higher calcium intake, 1,25(OH)2D3 in

doses 0.5 �g/d or above has also been reported to exhibit beneficial effects on bone

density. The hormone seems to achieve this end by increasing intestinal calcium

absorption and suppressing PTH stimulation of bone turnover, thus, acting as an

antiresorptive agent. However, estrogen replacement therapy and second and third

generation bisphosphonates produce severalfold greater increases in spinal bone

density than the D hormone. Thus, the use of 1,25(OH)2D3 or of D3 analogs is an

attractive adjunctive therapy rather than a first or second line therapy in situations

where intestinal calcium absorption seems to be a factor limiting the overall efficacy

of an osteoporosis treatment regimen (Reid, 1996).

In conclusion, in elderly men and women at risk for D deficiency, the evidence

suggests significant reductions in non-vertebral fracture rates with physiological

replacement regimen particularly when D is combined with calcium supplementa-

tion. As mentioned by Reid (1998), it is not yet clear, however, which compound is

the principal active agent as calcium monotherapy has also been shown to exhibit

beneficial effects at several skeletal sites as well as on fracture incidence (particu-

larly in the first year of treatment in subjects with low calcium intake), or whether

the D-calcium combination therapy is necessary for optimal antifracture efficacy.

Note added in proof

P450VD1�
has now been named cyp27B1.
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Sodium-dependent phosphate transport in
kidney, bone and intestine

Harriet S. Tenenhouse

Introduction

Inorganic phosphate (Pi) is a nutrient that is essential for cell function and skeletal

mineralization. To accommodate these needs, transport systems have evolved to

permit the efficient transfer of Pi anions across hydrophobic membrane barriers.

Dietary Pi intake in North America is generally above the RDA and, except for the

elderly where low Pi intakes are relatively common, Pi deficiency is unlikely to

occur. The major proportion of ingested Pi is absorbed in the small intestine.

Hormonal regulation of this process plays only a minor role in the maintenance of

Pi homeostasis. Absorbed Pi is either incorporated into organic forms in cells,

deposited into bone, or filtered by the kidney. Under normal conditions, only a

small percentage of ingested Pi is retained and most of the absorbed Pi is excreted

in the urine. The kidney is a major determinant of Pi homeostasis and tubular hand-

ling of Pi is subject to regulation by Pi intake and metabolic requirement. The

molecular mechanisms involved in these processes are complex and are currently

being investigated.

The present chapter will summarize our current knowledge of the cellular and

molecular mechanisms involved in the transport of Pi by kidney, bone and intes-

tine. Citations to review articles will be provided where possible.

Renal phosphate transport

Pi transport in the kidney has been the subject of intense investigation and much

of the material discussed below is covered in more detail in review articles (see

Berndt & Knox, 1992; Gmaj & Murer, 1986; Levi et al., 1997; Mizgala & Quamme,

1985; Murer, 1992; Murer & Biber, 1996a, 1996b, 1997; Murer et al., 1991, 1998;

Tenenhouse, 1997, 1999; Wehrle & Pedersen, 1989).

The proximal tubule is the major site of Pi reabsorption, with approximately

60% of the filtered load reclaimed in the proximal convoluted tubule and 15–20%

in the proximal straight tubule. In addition, a small but variable portion (�10%)
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of filtered Pi is reabsorbed in more distal segments of the nephron. A wide variety

of experimental approaches have been used to characterize renal Pi transport

systems and to elucidate the mechanisms involved in their regulation. These range

from in vivo studies in intact animal models to in vitro studies using purified mem-

brane preparations.

Transepithelial Pi transport is essentially unidirectional and involves uptake

across the brush border membrane (BBM), translocation across the cell and efflux

at the basolateral membrane (Fig. 8.1). Pi uptake at the apical cell surface is the rate-

limiting step in the overall Pi reabsorptive process and the major site of its regula-

tion. It is mediated by Na�-dependent Pi transporters that reside in the BBM and

depends on the basolateral membrane-associated Na�,K�-ATPase to maintain the

Na� gradient (outside	inside) that drives the transport process (Fig. 8.1). Na�/Pi

stoichiometries of both 2:1 and 3:1 have been documented and, given that at

physiological pH both divalent and monovalent anions are present (HPO4
2�/

H2PO4
1��4/1 at pH 7.4), the transport is both electroneutral and electrogenic.
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Fig. 8.1 Renal proximal tubular transepithelial Pi transport. Pi entry across the brush border

membrane (BBM) occurs against an electrochemical gradient. The driving force is the Na�

gradient (outside	inside) maintained by the Na�,K�-ATPase at the basolateral membrane

(BLM). It is postulated that Pi is transported out of the cell at the BLM via an anion (A�)

exchange system.



Na�–Pi co-transport across the BBM is sensitive to changes in pH and is increased

10- to 20-fold when the pH is raised from 6 to 8.5.

Two kinetically distinct Na�-Pi cotransport systems have been identified in the

BBM: (i) a high capacity, low affinity system in the proximal convoluted tubule in

a position to reabsorb the bulk of filtered Pi, and (ii) a low capacity, high affinity

system in the proximal convoluted and straight tubules in a position to reclaim

residual Pi (Walker et al., 1987). This topological arrangement of Na�–Pi co-trans-

port systems in series permits highly efficient reabsorption of Pi in the proximal

tubule.

Little is known about the translocation of Pi across the cell except that Pi anions

rapidly equilibrate with intracellular inorganic and organic phosphate pools. There

is also a paucity of data regarding the mechanisms involved in the efflux of Pi at the

basolateral cell surface. The latter appears to be a passive process that is driven by

the electrical gradient existing across the membrane and occurs via an anion

exchange mechanism (Fig. 8.1).

Structural identification of renal Na+-phosphate cotransport systems

cDNAs encoding renal-specific Na�-Pi co-transporters have been identified in

several species, first by expression cloning in Xenopus laevis oocytes and then by

homology screening. The cDNAs, designated NPT1 (type I) and NPT2 (type II),

encode two classes of Na�–Pi co-transporters that share only 20% identity. The

NPT1 transporters are approximately 465 amino acids in length with seven to nine

membrane spanning segments whereas the NPT2 transporters are composed of

approximately 635 amino acids and are predicted to span the membrane eight

times. The NPT1 and NPT2 genes have been mapped to human chromosomes

6p22 (Chong et al., 1993) and 5q35 (Kos et al., 1994), respectively, by fluorescence

in situ hybridization. The human and murine NPT2/Npt2 genes have recently been

cloned and characterized (Hartmann et al., 1996).

NPT1 and NPT2 transcripts have been localized to the proximal tubule and

NPT1 and NPT2 immunoreactive proteins to the BBM of proximal tubular cells.

While NPT1 is uniformly expressed in all segments of the proximal nephron, NPT2

expression is highest in the S1 segments of the proximal tubule.

Functional studies of NPT1 and NPT2 have been conducted in cRNA-injected

oocytes and in cDNA-transfected renal cell lines. Both NPT1 and NPT2 mediate

high affinity Na�–Pi co-transport. However, their pH profiles differ significantly,

with that of NPT2 bearing closer resemblance to the pH-dependence of Na�–Pi co-

transport in renal BBM vesicles. Moreover, NPT1 appears to exhibit a broader sub-

strate specificity than NPT2. For example, NPT1 can induce a Cl� conductance that

is inhibited by Cl� channel blockers and organic anions. On the basis of these

findings it was suggested that NPT1 not only mediates BBM Na�-dependent Pi
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transport but also serves as an apical channel for Cl� transport and the excretion

of anionic xenobiotics. The precise physiological role of NPT1 will thus require

further study.

Two novel Pi transporters have been identified in the kidney. Both are cell surface

viral receptors (gibbon ape leukemia virus (Glvr-1) and murine amphotropic virus

(Ram-1)) that mediate high affinity, electrogenic Na�-dependent Pi transport

when expressed in oocytes and in mammalian cells (Kavanaugh et al., 1994).

Although Glvr-1 and Ram-1 show no sequence similarity to NPT1 or NPT2, they

share 60% sequence identity with a putative Pi permease of Neurospora crassa. Glvr-

1 and Ram-1 are widely expressed in mammalian tissues and may serve as ‘house-

keeping’ Na�–Pi co-transporters. Additional studies are necessary to define the

localization of Glvr-1 and Ram-1 in the kidney and determine whether they play a

significant role in renal Pi reabsorption.

Hormonal regulation

PTH is the major hormonal regulator of renal Pi reabsorption. PTH acts directly

on proximal tubular cells and inhibits Na�-dependent Pi transport by mechanisms

which are dependent on both the cAMP-protein kinase A and protein kinase C

(PKC)-phosphoinositide signaling pathways (Cole et al., 1987). PTH decreases the

Vmax of both high capacity, low affinity and low capacity, high affinity BBM Na�–Pi

co-transport systems. Direct evidence for internalization of cell surface NPT2

protein in response to PTH was obtained by immunohistochemistry (Kempson et

al., 1995) and, furthermore, agents that interfere with the endocytic pathway

disrupt the action of PTH on Na�–Pi co-transport. Additionally, a recent study

provided evidence for PTH-mediated degradation of NPT2 protein in the lysoso-

mal/endosomal fraction of proximal tubular cells (Pfister et al., 1998b). 

Other hormones also contribute to the regulation of proximal tubular Pi trans-

port. Growth hormone, insulin-like growth factor-I, insulin, thyroid hormone and

1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 all stimulate Pi reabsorption, whereas PTH-related

peptide, calcitonin, atrial natriuretic factor, epidermal growth factor, transforming

growth factor-� and glucocorticoids inhibit Pi reclamation. The increase in BBM

Na�–Pi co-transport by thyroid hormone is associated with an increase in NPT2

mRNA, whereas both dexamethasone and epidermal growth factor decreased

NPT2 mRNA abundance. Because thyroid hormone and glucocorticoids exert their

effects on gene transcription, via ligand activated receptors that bind to response

elements in the promoter region of target genes, it was suggested that these hor-

mones exert their effects by modulating NPT2 gene transcription. However,

neither thyroid hormone nor dexamethasone have an effect on NPT2 pro-

moter–reporter gene expression (see Hilfiker et al., 1998), suggesting that

transcriptional mechanisms are not involved. Moreover, recent studies have been
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unable to detect a thyroid hormone-mediated increase in NPT2 mRNA (see

Hilfiker et al., 1998).

Stanniocalcin, a peptide hormone that counteracts hypercalcemia and stimu-

lates Pi reabsorption in bony fish, is also produced by humans. The infusion of

human stanniocalcin in rats elicits a stimulation in renal Pi reabsorption which is

associated with an increase in BBM Na�–Pi co-transport (Wagner et al., 1997).

These findings suggest that stanniocalcin may contribute to the overall mainte-

nance of Pi homeostasis in mammals as well as in fish.

5-Hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) is synthesized in the kidney and locally generated

5-HT was shown to interfere with PTH-mediated inhibition of renal Na�–Pi co-

transport (Hafdi et al., 1996). On the basis of these findings, it was suggested that

5-HT is a paracrine modulator of renal Pi transport.

Regulation by dietary phosphate

Dietary Pi intake is a major regulator of renal Pi handling. Pi deprivation elicits an

increase in Pi reabsorption which is attributable to an adaptive increase in BBM

Na�–Pi co-transport. Both acute and chronic exposure to low Pi elicit an increase

in transport Vmax that is associated with an increase in NPT2 protein but not NPT2

mRNA (Pfister et al., 1998a). This finding is consistent with recent data demon-

strating that low Pi has no effect on NPT2 promoter activity (Hilfiker et al., 1998).

The acute response to low Pi is mediated by microtubule-dependent recruitment

of existing Na�–Pi co-transporter protein to the apical membrane (Lotscher et al.,

1997). In contrast, exposure to high Pi leads to the internalization of cell surface

NPT2 protein into the endosomal compartment by a microtubule-independent

mechanism (Lotscher et al., 1997). Internalized NPT2 protein is then subject to

lysosomal degradation (Pfister et al., 1998a).

While NPT1 gene expression is not markedly increased by Pi restriction, Glvr-1

and Ram-1 are regulated by extracellular Pi at both the mRNA and functional level

(Kavanaugh et al., 1994). The signal for the adaptive response to Pi deprivation is

not known. However, it has been suggested that a fall in the cellular Pi concentra-

tion plays a role in initiating the Pi transport response.

A new gene product, diphor-1, which is upregulated by dietary Pi restriction was

recently identified in kidney by differential display–polymerase chain reaction

(Custer et al., 1997). It is a 52-kDa protein that exhibits a high degree of identity

with the Na/H exchanger regulatory protein and a tyrosine kinase activating

protein. It is highly expressed in the proximal tubule and intestine and specifically

increases Na�–Pi co-transport in oocytes co-injected with NPT2 cRNA. Further

work is necessary to determine the precise role of diphor-1 in the renal adaptive

response to low Pi.
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Inherited disorders of renal phosphate handling

Three Mendelian disorders of Pi homeostasis, X-linked hypophosphatemia (XLH)

(Rasmussen & Tenenhouse, 1995), autosomal dominant hypophosphatemic

rickets (ADHR) (Econs et al., 1997) and hereditary hypophosphatemic rickets with

hypercalciuria (HHRH) (Rasmussen & Tenenhouse, 1995), have received consid-

erable attention. All are characterized by rachitic bone disease, decreased growth

rate and short stature, hypophosphatemia and impaired renal Pi reabsorption.

Features that distinguish XLH, ADHR and HHRH are their mode of inheritance

(X-linked for XLH and autosomal for ADHR and HHRH), and the presence of an

associated defect in renal vitamin D metabolism in XLH and ADHR but not in

HHRH.

The mutant gene in patients with XLH was identified by positional cloning and

designated PHEX (formerly PEX) to signify a Pi-regulating gene with homology to

endopeptidases that maps to the X chromosome (The HYP Consortium, 1995).

Furthermore, 5´ and 3´ deletions in the Phex gene have been demonstrated in the

Hyp and Gy murine homologues of XLH (Beck et al., 1997; Strom et al., 1997).

ADHR was recently mapped to human chromosome 12q13 by linkage analysis

(Econs et al., 1997), and efforts to identify the gene by positional cloning are in

progress. The gene responsible for HHRH has not yet been identified. However, the

similarity of the biochemical phenotype in HHRH patients and mice homozygous

for the disrupted NPt2 gene (Beck et al., 1998) suggests that NPT2 may be a candi-

date gene for HHRH. However, linkage analysis with polymorphic markers that

flank the NPT2 on human chromosome 5q35, as well as sequence analysis of NPT2

exons in HHRH patients have established that mutations in NPT2 are not respon-

sible for HHRH (Jones et al., 1999).

Phosphate transport in bone

Osteoblasts and matrix vesicles

Because Pi is essential for the mineralization of extracellular matrix and is a vital

element for osteogenic cell function, a considerable effort has been devoted to the

characterization of Pi transport in osteoblasts (see Caverzasio and Bonjour, 1996).

These studies have relied primarily on osteoblast cell lines such as human osteosar-

coma-derived SaOS-2 cells, rat osteosarcoma-derived UMR-106 and ROS 17/2.8

cells, and murine- and rat-calvarial-derived MC3T3–E1 and PyMS cells, respec-

tively. To what extent data generated from these in vitro studies reflect the in vivo

situation remains to be determined.

Pi transport in osteoblast cell cultures, like that in many other cell types, is Na�-

dependent and regulated by extracellular Pi concentration, with transport activity
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increasing as the Pi concentration in the culture medium is decreased. Regulation

of Na�-dependent Pi transport in osteoblasts is also achieved by a variety of hor-

mones and other agents, all of which are of interest because of their potential thera-

peutic applications. PTH and PTHrP stimulate Na�-dependent Pi uptake by a

mechanism that is cAMP dependent. The basis for the differential PTH and PTHrP

effects on Na�–Pi co-transport in osteoblasts and renal proximal tubular cells,

where an inhibition in Pi transport is elicited, is not clear. IGF-I, PDGF (platelet-

derived growth factor), and fluoride increase Na�–Pi co-transport by mechanisms

that depend on tyrosine phosphorylation. Prostaglandin E2 also stimulates Na�–Pi

co-transport but, in this case, protein kinase C plays a crucial role in mediating the

response (Veldman et al., 1998).

Recently, it was demonstrated that Glvr-1, the ubiquitously expressed cell surface

gibbon ape leukemia viral receptor that mediates high affinity, Na�-dependent Pi

transport, is expressed in SaOS-2 cells (Palmer et al., 1997). Moreover, it was dem-

onstrated that the increase in Na�–Pi co-transport elicited by IGF-I in SaOS-2 cells

is associated with a comparable increase in the relative abundance of Glvr-1 mRNA.

Further studies are necessary to determine the relative contribution of Glvr-1 to Pi

transport in osteoblasts and to identify other Na�–Pi co-transporters that partici-

pate in this process.

Pi transport has also been examined in matrix vesicles, structures derived from

osteoblasts, by budding from elongated tubular extensions that project from the

plasma membrane of these cells (Caverzasio & Bonjour, 1996). Pi transport in

matrix vesicles is Na�-dependent and reflects the transport activity of the cells from

which they originated. It has been proposed that Pi accumulation inside the matrix

vesicles is involved in the formation of nucleation sites that are necessary for initi-

ation of the calcification process.

Osteoclasts

Osteoclasts are polarized cells that are involved in bone resorption. They exhibit

Na�-dependent Pi transport which is believed to mediate the transcellular move-

ment of Pi that is released from bone into the resorption cavity (Gupta et al., 1996). 

Na�–Pi co-transport in enriched osteoclast preparations is stimulated by the addi-

tion of bone particles and is inhibited by the RGDS (arg–gly–asp–ser) motif, sug-

gesting that integrins and cell–matrix interactions are involved in the regulation of

the transport process (Gupta et al., 1996). Recent evidence suggests that an NPT2-

like Na�–Pi co-transporter is expressed in osteoclasts. The transporter is localized

to discrete vesicles in unpolarized osteoclasts whereas in actively resorbing cells it

is associated with the basolateral membrane (Gupta et al., 1997). These data

suggest that an NPT2-related Na�–Pi co-transporter in osteoclasts functions to
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clear Pi from the resorption cavity. Furthermore, since agents that inhibit Na�–Pi

co-transport also inhibit bone resorption, it has been suggested that Pi transport in

the osteoclast plays a key role in the bone resorptive process.

Intestinal phosphate transport

Pi absorption by the small intestine has been investigated by a variety of

approaches, ranging from in vivo methods, where the appearance of labeled Pi in

the blood is monitored as a function of time after its oral administration, to in vitro

studies where the measurement of Pi fluxes across purified mucosal or serosal

membrane vesicle preparations are assayed. The studies demonstrate that there are

numerous similarities between intestinal and renal transepithelial Pi transport (see

Danisi & Murer, 1991). Pi ingested in the diet is transported from the small intes-

tinal lumen across the mucosal brush border membrane against an electrochemi-

cal gradient. Mucosal Pi transport is saturable, Na�-dependent, and is driven by a

Na�–gradient (outside	inside), that is maintained by the basolateral membrane-

associated Na�,K�-ATPase, as described for the renal proximal tubule (Fig. 8.1).

The exit of Pi at the serosal surface occurs down an electrochemical gradient and

has not been well characterized. However, evidence suggests that the process is

carrier mediated, Na� independent and electrogenic.

Mucosal Na�–Pi co-transport is pH-dependent, but unlike the kidney, transport

activity is stimulated by lowering the pH from 7.4 to 6. Pi transport across the

mucosal membrane is regulated by 1,25(OH)2D and dietary intake of Pi (Cross et

al., 1990; Danisi & Murer, 1991). Administration of the vitamin D hormone to

either vitamin D deficient or replete animals results in a significant increase in net

Pi absorption which is asscoiated with a corresponding increase in Na�–Pi co-

transport Vmax across the mucosal brush border membrane. These findings, com-

bined with the demonstration that Na�-dependent Pi transport across the mucosal

brush border membrane correlates with intestinal transepithelial Pi transport,

uphold the notion that apical Pi uptake is the rate limiting step in Pi absorption by

the instestine.

The response of intestinal Pi transport to 1,25(OH)2D is dependent on protein

synthesis and occurs several hours after administration. Moreover, it is only appar-

ent after weaning. Recent studies in a pig model with defective renal synthesis of

1,25(OH)2D demonstrated that intestinal brush border membrane Na�–Pi co-

transport Vmax is similar in mutant and wild-type newborns, but is significantly

reduced in mutant weanlings relative to normal weanlings (Schroder et al., 1998).

Moreover, while 1,25(OH)2D had no effect on apical Pi transport in mutant new-

borns, correction of the Pi transport in mutant weanlings was achieved by the
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administration of 1,25(OH)2D. The same study also showed that intestinal Na�-

dependent Pi transport is highly age dependent and decreases significantly in the

first 7 days postpartum in both normal and mutant piglets.

Low Pi diet also elicits an increase in mucosal Na�-dependent Pi transport.

However, the response to Pi restriction is likely mediated by 1,25(OH)2D. It is well

known that the renal synthesis of the vitamin D hormone is stimulated by hypo-

phosphatemic states (Gray & Napoli, 1983) and that the adaptive intestinal

response to Pi restriction is blunted in vitamin D deficient animals (Danisi &

Murer, 1991).

In an effort to identify intestinal Na�–Pi co-transporters by expression cloning,

a 2 to 3 kv mRNA fraction, isolated from intestine of 1,25(OH)2D-treated rabbits,

was shown to stimulate Na�–Pi co-transport in Xenopus oocytes (Yagci et al.,

1992). More recently, a Pi uptake stimulator (PiUS) that increases Na�–Pi co-

transport in Xenopus oocytes was cloned from rabbit intestine (Norbis et al., 1997).

However, since hydropathy analysis of the 425-amino acid PiUS protein suggested

that it lacks transmembrane segments, it is likely that PiUS is not a Pi transporter

itself. Moreover, because PiUS is also expressed in kidney, liver and heart and also

stimulated Na�-independent Pi transport when injected in oocytes, it was sug-

gested that PiUS may not be a specific activator of intrinsic Na�–Pi co-transport

but rather that it may function as a regulator of cellular Pi metabolism (Norbis et

al., 1997). A Na�–Pi co-transporter exhibiting considerable amino acid homology

with NPT2 was recently cloned from mouse small intestine and designated type IIb

(Hilfiker et al., 1998). The transporter was expressed predominantly in the intes-

tine and was localized to the BBM. Functional studies in cRNA-injected oocytes

demonstrated that type IIb-mediated transport has all the features of intestinal

Na�-dependent Pi transport. This work represents a significant advance in our

understanding of intestinal Pi transport and has provided tools to investigate the

molecular mechanisms involved in its regulation.
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Molecular genetic analysis of growth factor
signaling in bone

Janet E. Henderson and David Goltzman

Introduction

Disorders of bone and cartilage metabolism, including osteoporosis and osteoar-

thritis, are amongst the leading causes of morbidity and mortality in our aging

population. These disorders account not only for a tremendous outlay in health

care costs, but also compromise the quality of life of a large percentage of the

world’s population. Recent advances in human and murine molecular genetics

have identified many of the phylogenetically conserved proteins that regulate the

related processes of bone development, fracture repair and bone remodeling. They

include multifunctional growth factors and morphogens, their high affinity recep-

tors, transcription factors, and target genes including the bone morphogenetic

proteins. In the mouse, these signaling components are expressed in a time-

dependent manner, and in spatially restricted patterns, in developing bones, in

fracture callus and in adult bone, where they co-ordinate the passage of skeletal

cells through stages of replication, maturation and apoptotic cell death. Despite

recent advances, little is known about the way in which individual components

interact with one another to co-ordinate bone growth and bone remodeling. One

particularly powerful approach to this problem is to analyze mice with a congen-

ital deficiency of one or more of the regulatory genes, to determine if their protein

products are redundant or complementary in their effect on cartilage and bone

cells. The signaling pathways can be investigated at the molecular biochemical

level in vivo, in the limbs of wild-type and mutant mice, and in vitro in skeletal

cells released from the developing bones. In this manner, we can identify the

abnormal patterns of cell growth and maturation associated with the absence of

specific genes and determine if we can correct the abnormality by treating the cells

with specific agents. This combined in vivo and in vitro approach to disorders of

bone and mineral metabolism, including osteoporosis, will identify key compo-

nents of the regulatory pathways that co-ordinate bone development, fracture

repair and skeletal homeostasis. These components then represent potential

targets for the development of genetic screening tools and to assist in the design
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of effective therapeutic interventions to prevent or treat age-related bone and car-

tilage degradation.

As described in the preceding chapters, many hormones, growth factors,

enzymes and matrix proteins have been implicated in the signaling pathways that

co-ordinate bone growth and bone remodeling. In some instances, growth factors

appear to mediate similar effects on cell proliferation and maturation and in others

they appear to be quite different. For example, parathyroid hormone-related

protein (PTHrP) enhances proliferation of skeletal cells and impedes progression

to a differentiated phenotype. Conversely, signaling through fibroblast growth

factor receptor 3 (FGFR3), inhibits the replication of chondrocytes and enhances

their terminal differentiation. This chapter will describe the way that a molecular

genetic approach can be used to define the potential interactive roles of signaling

by PTHrP and FGFs in bone, using largely developmental processes as a paradigm.

Overview of skeletal development and bone remodeling

Bone formation 

This occurs via two distinct, yet related, processes. The flat bones of the skull and

the outer surfaces of bones of the appendicular skeleton are formed by intramem-

branous ossification, whereby mesenchymal precursors differentiate directly into

bone forming osteoblasts (Erlebacher et al., 1995). The remaining skeletal elements

are produced by endochondral bone formation, during which mesenchymal cells

differentiate into chondrocytes that build a cartilage anlage, which is subsequently

replaced by bone (Chapter 1, this volume). It is becoming increasingly evident that

these processes, as well as those involved in fracture repair and bone remodeling,

are regulated through signaling pathways that include a few phylogenetically con-

served molecules (Lanske et al., 1996; Naski & Ornitz, 1998; Vortkamp et al., 1998;

Schmitt et al., 1999). These include morphogens like hedgehog (HH), multifunc-

tional growth factors, like PTHrP and FGFs, the Gli family of transcription factors

and their putative target genes, the bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs). These

interdependent signaling pathways co-ordinate the orderly progression of commit-

ted chondroprogenitor and osteoprogenitor cells through stages of proliferation,

differentiation and programmed cell death during bone formation. All of these

molecules are expressed in a time-dependent manner and in spatially restricted

patterns in the growth plates of developing mouse bones and, by virtue of targeted

disruption or targeted over-expression they have also been shown to play critical,

and sometimes complementary, regulatory roles in cartilage and bone develop-

ment. During skeletogenesis (Fig. 9.1(a)), FGFR3, Indian hedgehog (IHH), Gli-1

and BMP6 have been identified within areas of condensed mesenchyme, which are
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Fig 9.1 Skeletogenesis, endochondral bone formation and bone remodeling. The digits of the

hands and feet originate as condensations of mesenchymal cells that differentiate into

chondrocytes. Under the influence of different members of the HH/Gli/BMP families of

proteins, chondrocytes undergo further differentiation and build the cartilage template on

which bone is formed, whereas cells in the interdigital mesenchyme undergo apoptosis

(Fig 9.1(a)). After invasion of the cartilage anlage by blood vessels, longitudinal bone

growth is co-ordinated by conserved signaling pathways that regulate the progression of

growth plate chondrocytes through stages of differentiation during the process of

endochondral ossification (ZVI�zone of vascular invasion) (Fig 9.1(b)). In the adult

skeleton, similar signaling pathways regulate the co-ordinated activity of multinucleated

osteoclasts, which erode mineralized bone tissue, and of mononuclear osteoblasts, which

deposit and mineralize new bone (Fig 9.1(c)).



destined to become the bones. FGF-9, Gli-2 and BMP-9, on the other hand, are

expressed in undifferentiated mesenchyme in the interdigital space destined for

apoptosis. To date, PTHrP expression has not been evaluated at this early stage of

development. During endochondral bone development (Fig. 9.1(b)), PTHrP

enhances the proliferation and delays maturation of growth plate chondrocytes,

whereas signaling through FGFR3 inhibits mitosis and enhances endochondral

ossification. Furthermore, the biological activity of both PTHrP and FGFR has

been linked to signaling through the conserved HH/Gli/BMP pathway during bone

development.

Bone remodeling

Bone remodeling during adult life (Fig. 9.1(c)) takes place under the combined

influence of local regulatory pathways, such as the one described above, and of

many systemic factors, whose activity in bone is described in more detail elsewhere.

In this context it is important to reiterate that the calciotropic hormone, PTH, and

the locally derived growth factor, PTHrP, compete for binding to the same cell

surface receptor on skeletal cells, as a consequence of 65% sequence homology at

their amino termini. PTHrP is expressed at a much earlier stage than PTH, which

makes it the predominant ligand in developing bone. PTH, on the other hand, reg-

ulates calcium homeostasis in the postnatal period. As such, it most probably has

a greater influence on bone remodeling than does PTHrP, although both peptides

have been shown to have anabolic effects in bone (Fraher et al., 1992, 1999). The

major systemic factors that regulate bone metabolism are the calciotropic hor-

mones, which include PTH (Chapters 6, 15 and 24, this volume) and vitamin D

(Chapters 7 and 25, this volume), and steroid hormones like estrogen (Chapters 14

and 21, this volume) and testosterone (Chapter 16, this volume). At the local level,

IGF-I and its binding proteins (Chapter 5) are important modulators of bone

growth and remodeling, as are members of the transforming growth factor-ß

(TGFß) superfamily, including the BMPs. More recently, PTHrP (Amizuka et al.,

1994, 1995, 1996) and FGFs, through FGFR3 (Colvin et al., 1996; Naski & Ornitz,

1998) have been added to the list of agents that play a dual role in developmental

and postnatal bone metabolism. Under physiologic circumstances, these hormones

and growth factors regulate endochondral bone development during prenatal and

early postnatal life (Chapter 1, this volume) and co-ordinate the coupled anabolic

and catabolic activity of cells of the osteoblast (Chapter 2, this volume) and osteo-

clast (Chapter 3, this volume) lineages during bone remodeling. Thus, similar sig-

naling pathways co-ordinate the development and maintenance of bones of the

appendicular skeleton. The congenital absence, or acquired deficiency, of any one

of the components of these pathways in bone can result in the loss of structural and

functional integrity and the development of osteopenia and osteoporosis.
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Conserved signaling pathways in bone

PTHrP 

PTHrP is a growth factor, which was discovered as a tumor-derived peptide that

elicits a common paraneoplastic syndrome called humoral hypercalcemia of malig-

nancy (Goltzman & Henderson, 1996, 1997). PTHrP and PTH activate the same

G-protein-coupled cell surface receptor (PTH1R) through which they elicit a

similar spectrum of biological activity (Henderson & Goltzman, 1998). PTHrP also

influences cell function directly in the nucleus of chondrocytes and bone forming

osteoblasts (Henderson et al., 1995, 1996; Aarts et al., 1999a, b) (Fig. 9.2(a)).

PTHrP is expressed in a wide variety of embryonic, fetal and adult tissues (Broadus

& Stewart, 1994) where it acts primarily at the local level to regulate cell prolifera-
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Fig 9.2(a) Molecular mechanisms of PTHrP and FGFR3 action in bone. PTHrP is manufactured with a

signal peptide that is co-translationally cleaved as the nascent protein enters the secretory

pathway. Once PTHrP is released from the cell, it can bind to the G-protein-linked receptor

that it shares with PTH, and activate signal transduction through protein kinase A (PKA) or

C (PKC) pathways. Alternatively, PTHrP binds to an unidentified cell-surface protein and is

endocytosed and released into the intracellular compartment to be translocated to the

nuclear compartment.



tion and differentiation. In developing bone, PTHrP is expressed primarily by

undifferentiated chondrocytes and osteoblasts, whereas PTH1R is expressed pre-

dominantly on more differentiated cells (Amizuka et al., 1994, 1995, 1996).

Signaling by PTHrP in bone has been linked to the conserved HH/Gli/BMP

pathway (Vortkamp et al., 1996).

FGFR3 

FGFR3 is a receptor tyrosine kinase and is one of four high affinity receptors for

the FGF family of ligands (Basilico and Moscatelli, 1992) (Fig. 9.2(b)). Alterna-

tive splicing generates variants of the IgG-like extracellular domain with differ-

ent ligand-binding specificites (Ornitz et al., 1996). Ligand binding to FGFRs is
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Fig 9.2(b) FGFR3 is one of four high affinity receptors for the FGF ligands. Ligand binding, which is

assisted by heparan sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG) causes dimerization and initiates

signaling through phospholipase C �, Ras or STAT to mediate changes in cell cycle

progression. Point mutations in the extracellualr, transmembrane and intracellular kinase

domain result in amino acid substitutions which render the receptor ligand independent.

The mutations result in the human chondrodysplasias, thanatophoric dysplasia (TD) and

achondroplasia (Ach).



facilitated by heparan sulfate proteoglycan and results in receptor dimerization,

autophosphorylation and signal transduction through the ras-raf-MAPK, phos-

pholipase-C� or STAT signal transduction pathways (Mohammadi et al., 1992; Su

et al., 1997). FGFR-3 is expressed predominantly in resting and proliferating chon-

drocytes and has been linked to signaling through the same IHH/Gli/BMP pathway

as PTHrP (Naski & Ornitz, 1998). Point mutations that result in amino acid sub-

stitutions throughout FGFR-3 result in lethal (thanatophoric) and non-lethal

(achondroplasia) forms of chondrodysplasia and abnormal bone development.

Although in vitro studies have identified FGF-1 and FGF-9 as preferred ligands for

FGFR3, its endogenous ligand/s in developing bone remain unidentified.

Gli

Gli proteins are transcription factors that have been identified as components of

the signaling pathways used by PTHrP and FGFR3 in skeletal cells. The Gli-1 gene

was originally isolated from a glioblastoma, while Gli-2 and Gli-3 were cloned on

the basis of homology with Gli-1 in the zinc finger domain (Kinzler et al., 1988).

These DNA binding proteins have been associated with both neoplastic and devel-

opmental disorders and are believed to represent mammalian homologues of the

Drosophila gene cubitis interruptus, which lies downstream of the HH morphogens

(Fig. 9.3(a) and (b)). In developing bone, Gli-1 appears to be restricted to chon-

drogenic cells whereas Gli-2 and Gli-3 share overlapping fields of expression in

regions of non-chondrogenic mesenchyme that is destined for apoptosis (Fig.

9.1(a)) (Buscher et al., 1997; Mo et al., 1997). Mice homozygous-null for targeted

disruption of Gli-2 exhibit defects in bone formation associated with an apparent

increase in chondrocyte proliferation and defective mineralization (unpublished

observations). A spontaneous intragenic deletion in the Gli-3 gene is responsible

for Greig cephalopolysyndactyly syndrome in humans and the Xtra toes (Xt) muta-

tion in mice (Hui & Joyner, 1993; Johnson, 1967). Given that PTHrP, Gli-2 and

Gli-3 are associated with apoptosis in developing bone, the presence of a Gli con-

sensus sequence (Yoon et al., 1998) in the 5´ regulatory region of PTHrP suggests

that it may represent a downstream target for one or more of the Gli proteins.

BMPs

BMPs are growth factors that were discovered by virtue of their capacity to induce

exogenous, de novo, bone formation at the site of implantation of demineralized

bone fragments (Urist, 1965). Subsequently their potential use as anabolic agents

in bone, both in fracture repair and in the treatment of osteopenic disorders, has

been the subject of intensive investigation (Schmitt et al., 1999). Like PTHrP and

FGFs, BMPs appear to influence both the replication and maturation of skeletal
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Fig 9.3 Conserved signaling pathways in bone development. The HH/Gli/BMP signaling pathway

represents the mammalian homologue of the hh/ci/dpp pathway that regulates

Drosophila development (Fig 9.3(a)). Binding of the morphogen HH to Ptc releases

inhibition on Smo, which transduces the signal through Gli to BMP (Fig 9.3(b)). Signaling

through FGFR3 and PTHrP have both been linked to the HH/Gli/BMP pathway to regulate

the passage of growth plate chondrocytes through stages of replication and differentiation

during endochondral bone formation (Fig 9.3(c)). In the tibial epiphysis, IHH expression is

correlated with expression of type X collagen and chondrocyte maturation. PTHrP is

believed to inhibit production of IHH through BMP-6 (Fig 9.3(d)). HH�hedgehog;

Ptc�patched; Smo�smothen; ci�cubitis interruptis; dpp�decapentaplegic; gli�glioma;

BMP�bone morphogenetic protein.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)



cells, perhaps in a ligand concentration-dependent manner. For instance, low con-

centrations might stimulate proliferation whereas higher concentrations could

promote differentiation. These effects could also be dependent on expression of

specific receptor subunits on target cells, or on the presence of BMP binding pro-

teins in the bone microenvironment (Hogan, 1996). BMPs 4 and 6 have been impli-

cated as downstream effectors of signaling through PTH1R and through FGFR-3.

BMP-6 is thought to be involved in a long-range feedback loop that involves PTHrP,

which inhibits cartilage maturation and endochondral bone formation (Fig.

9.3(c)). It has been proposed that binding of the morphogen, IHH, to its receptor

patched (Ptc) allows signaling to proceed through the co-receptor smothen (Smo)

to increase PTHrP production. PTHrP then inhibits IHH expression indirectly

through BMP-6. Transgenic expression of a constitutively active FGFR-3 in cartil-

age also inhibits IHH as well as BMP-4 expression, which may co-ordinate endo-

chondral (trabecular) and intramembranous (cortical) bone formation. It is

therefore possible that although the signaling pathways downstream of PTHrP and

FGFR-3 mediate complementary effects in bone development, they might share

common components, such as IHH and BMPs (Fig. 9.3(d)).

Murine models of disorders of bone metabolism

History of gene targeting

Until 1985 murine models of human disease were restricted to those that arose

from naturally occurring mutations, which were carried in the mouse germline.

One of the first successful attempts at targeted disruption of the mouse genome was

published by Smithies et al. who replaced the endogenous �-globin gene with the

gene encoding a selectable marker (Smithies et al., 1985). Since that time, gene tar-

geting technology has advanced to the extent that investigators can now target

murine genes for removal (knockout), for replacement with an altered copy

(knockin) and for conditional expression in restricted tissues, or at a specific devel-

opmental stage (cre-recombinase technology). The extensive training required to

acquire such expertise, combined with the high cost of maintenance for the colo-

nies required for generating mutant mice, has led many investigators to use com-

mercial laboratories, or academic institutions, on a fee for service basis to generate

mice with a mutation of interest.

The mouse knockout and mutation database

This comprehensive index of mutations in the murine germline is edited by

Ian Jackson and published online at http://biomednet.com/db/mkmd. There are

currently more than 2000 entries, which characterize targeted and spontaneous
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mutations in the mouse genome. Additional unlisted mutant phenotypes are avail-

able through collaboration with the individuals who generated the mutant strain.

Mice hemizygous or homozygous null for many of these mutations exhibit a skel-

etal phenotype of largely unknown etiology. Given the restricted number of phy-

logenetically conserved proteins that regulate bone development and bone

remodeling, these animals represent a rich source of potential models in which to

study bone disease at the molecular genetic level. Two of the more striking skeletal

phenotypes that have been documented recently are exhibited by mice with tar-

geted disruption of the genes encoding PTHrP and FGFR-3.

Targeted disruption of PTHrP and FGFR-3 in mice

The congenital absence of PTHrP in mice results in a lethal phenotype (Amizuka et

al., 1994; Karaplis et al., 1994; Tucci et al., 1996), which is characterized by decreased

chondrocyte proliferation and premature bone formation, and resembles that of

humans with Blomstrand dysplasia. Forced expression of PTHrP in cultured chon-

drocytes leads to increased proliferation of chondrocytes, inhibits their maturation

and rescues serum-deprived cells from apoptosis (Henderson et al., 1995, 1996).

Transgenic over-expression of PTHrP in cartilage in vivo has similar effects (Weir et

al., 1996). Targeted disruption of FGFR-3 in mice results in continued elongation of

the limbs in the postnatal period, as a result of increased proliferation of growth

plate chondrocytes and delayed bone formation (Colvin et al., 1996). Conversely,

transgenic expression of a constitutively active FGFR-3, carrying the achondropla-

sia mutation (FGFR-3Ach), in the growth plates of mice (Naski & Ornitz, 1998)

results in a short-limbed phenotype similar to that seen in humans with achondro-

plasia. Expression of the same mutant FGFR-3Ach in cultured chondrocytes leads to

profound inhibition of cell proliferation and differentiation, which is associated

with altered cell matrix interactions (Henderson et al., 2000). In total, these obser-

vations suggest that PTHrP mediates a positive influence on bone growth, whereas

FGFR-3 is a negative regulator of endochondral bone development.

Targeted disruption of the genes encoding PTHrP and FGFR-3 has, therefore,

revealed critical and apparently complementary roles for the proteins during

bone development. Further investigation of adult mice hemizygous for PTHrP

(Amizuka et al., 1995) revealed osteopenic lesions in the proximal tibia and dys-

morphic features, similar to those seen in newborn homozygous-null animals.

Conversely, the epiphyseal growth plates of adult FGFR-3-null mice (Colvin et al.,

1996) showed hypercellularity of the proliferative zone and an extended region of

hypertrophic cells, compared with wild-type littermates, in whom the epiphyses

had effectively fused. Furthermore, the tibia and femur became bowed and the

mice developed severe kyphosis due to continued longitudinal growth of bones
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undergoing endochondral ossification. In the case of PTHrP, osteopenia may have

been a consequence of developmental abnormalities in chondrogenic and osteo-

genic cells, or may have developed due to PTHrP haploinsufficiency in the post-

natal period. Conversely, the congenital deficiency of FGFR-3 is manifested in the

postnatal period by the continued presence of growth cartilage capable of under-

going endochondral ossification. Given their seemingly overlapping signaling

pathways, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the congenital absence of FGFR-3

could compensate for PTHrP deficiency during bone development, and that

reconstitution of the haploinsufficient neonate with PTHrP might prevent prema-

ture osteopenia. The first hypothesis is being addressed by generating compound

PTHrP�/� FGFR-3�/� mutant mice, and the second by using gene therapy in neo-

natal PTHrP�/� mice.

Analysis of compound mutant mouse bones

Single and compound mutant mice, and their wild-type littermates can be

identified at birth by analysis of genomic DNA harvested from an ear or tail clip-

ping. Informative progeny are then sacrificed at monthly intervals after adminis-

tration of agents to label proliferating cells and to identify regions of the bone that

are undergoing active mineral deposition.

The skeletons of representative mice are differentially stained to identify carti-

laginous and mineralized components, while the leg bones of other animals are

embedded and sectioned for microscopic analysis. Many of the signaling mole-

cules, such as PTHrP, FGFR-3, Gli, IHH and its putative co-receptors patched (Ptc)

and smothen (Smo), are in low abundance and lack high affinity antibodies with

which to identify their presence. In such cases, the mRNA encoding the protein,

rather than the protein itself, is identified by in situ hybridization with an antisense

riboprobe. In contrast, matrix proteins like collagens, osteopontin, osteocalcin and

matrix Gla protein, are in relatively high abundance and easily identified by immu-

nocytochemistry using monoclonal antibodies or polyclonal antisera (Chapter 4).

The combined use of in situ hybridization and immunocytochemistry provides a

comprehensive picture of functional and developmental alterations in the bones of

compound mutant mice. These molecular analyses are then correlated with tetra-

cycline labeling, to monitor the rate of bone apposition, enzyme histochemistry to

identify anabolic (osteoblastic) and catabolic (osteoclastic) activity, and scanning

electron microscopy, to reveal the overall trabecular architecture of the bone. If the

increase in cellular proliferation and delayed maturation observed in the bones of

FGFR�/� mice can compensate for the defects, which lead to osteopenia in

PTHrP�/� mice, the bones of the compound mutant animals should closely resem-

ble those of wild-type mice by 3 months of age.
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Gene therapy in PTHrP��� neonatal mice

An alternative approach to investigate the pathogenesis of premature osteopenia in

PTHrP�/� mice is to reconstitute the haploinsufficient animal at birth with recom-

binant PTHrP, secreted into the bone microenvironment by transduced bone

marrow stromal cells. Bone marrow transplantation is gaining popularity amongst

investigators as a form of ‘gene therapy’ to deliver osteogenic compounds to correct

congenital and acquired disorders of bone metabolism (Musgrave et al., 1999;

Pereira et al., 1998; Vu et al., 1998). To achieve high levels of PTHrP expression, and

to trace the PTHrP-producing cells in vivo, PTHrP can be expressed from a retrovi-

ral vector (Galipeau et al., 1999), as a fusion protein with green fluorescent protein

(GFP), which is normally expressed in jellyfish. Retroviral-mediated gene transfer

is preferred for its extremely high efficiency (virtually 100%) compared with more

conventional methods, in which the foreign DNA is transferred in liposomes or

attached to calcium phosphate precipitates, and enters only 25% to 50% of the

target cells. Bone marrow stromal cells are harvested from donor mice by conven-

tional methods and grown in tissue culture dishes where they are treated with virus

carrying the DNA encoding the PTHrP-GFP fusion protein. The presence of

recombinant protein in the transduced cells is verified by immunochemical means,

using antisera directed against PTHrP, and by fluorescence microscopy in live cells,

to identify GFP. Three to four weeks after transplantation of the stromal cells into

the recipient PTHrP�/� mice, green fluorescent cells are identified in the long

bones. Their concentration will indicate the seeding efficiency of the transplanted

cells and their location will verify the identity of cells derived from the GFP-

expressing progenitors. An alternative mechanism for determining transplantation

and seeding efficiency is to use male donor mice and female recipient mice, and

perform in situ hybridization with a male-specific probe like Sry, which is expressed

exclusively in male germ cells. To improve the efficiency of exogenous gene expres-

sion the recipient mice are subjected to a sublethal dose of radiation prior to trans-

plantation, which results in partial immunosuppression and improved survival of

the transplanted stromal cells. As PTHrP has been shown to be an anabolic agent

in adult bone, the haploinsufficient mice should demonstrate an increase in trabec-

ular bone and an improvement in overall bone density.
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Genetic determinants of osteoporosis

Millan S. Patel, Laurence A. Rubin and David E. C. Cole

Introduction

Osteoporosis may be defined as a reduction in bone mineral density (BMD) of at

least 2.5 standard deviations (SD) accompanied by microarchitectural changes

and increased bone fragility (Schapira & Schapira, 1992). Genetic studies of oste-

oporosis have principally focused on the first part of this definition, BMD herit-

ability, due to the large patient populations required for genetic analyses and the

relative ease with which BMD measurements can now be obtained. From a public

health perspective, however, bone fragility is of critical importance and thus

increasing attention is being devoted to the genetics of fracture risk. Integral to any

discussion of BMD and bone strength is the issue of bone loss. It is the genetics of

these key determinants of progression to osteoporosis, the genetics of bone mass,

bone loss and bone fragility, that form the subject matter for this chapter (Fig.

10.1).

Genetics of BMD – a quantitative trait

Like serum sodium or arterial blood pressure, bone mineral density values lie along

a continuum; thus BMD is termed a quantitative trait. Genetic studies of quantita-

tive traits are difficult to perform since family members cannot be neatly divided

into affected and unaffected categories, as can be done with Mendelian (single

gene) disorders. As well, collection of large pedigrees of affecteds is much more

difficult with late age-onset disorders such as osteoporosis. Finally, many quantita-

tive traits are specified by more than one gene (polygenic inheritance) resulting in

the failure of traditional linkage analysis to detect the effects of any single locus

without prohibitively large sample collection.

Human geneticists use two other methods in addition to linkage analysis to

detect genes or loci involved in the specification of quantitative traits (Lander &

Schork, 1994). The first, sib pair mapping, is an approach to locating chromosome

regions shared between affected sibs that is independent of the underlying method
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of inheritance. The power of this method is limited when the trait under study is

controlled by a large number of genes. The second method, the genetic association

study, occupies a central place in the genetic analysis of quantitative traits.

Association studies test for whether a candidate allele has a higher frequency in the

case vs. the control group. There are two types of genetic association studies,

depending on the nature of the control group (Spielman & Ewens, 1996). The first

uses population-based controls and has been the method of convenience for much

of the work to date in osteoporosis genetics. A given allele of a gene is said to be

associated with a trait if it occurs at higher frequency in a group of unrelated,

affected individuals than in a race-matched control group of unrelated, unaffected

individuals.

Such a study methodology can be compromised by several mechanisms (Econs

& Speer, 1996), the most germane of which is called population stratification. For

example, imagine studying the genetics of BMD in a case population of whites who

have a background admixture of 30% non-white-derived alleles and comparing the

allele frequency at a given locus to a control population of whites who have a back-

ground admixture of 15% non-white-derived alleles. The allele under study may

show a higher frequency in the case population, not because it predisposes to low

BMD, but because its frequency simply reflects stratification of the case and control

groups by degree of non-white ancestry. The effects of population stratification are

notoriously difficult to control for and have prompted the development of a second

type of genetic association study which utilizes family-based controls instead. Since

family members serve as the controls for a population of affected individuals in
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such studies, ethnicity is automatically controlled for (assuming paternity is unam-

biguously determined).

The transmission – disequilibrium test (TDT)

The most powerful family-based association study currently available is the trans-

mission–disequilibrium test (TDT) (Allison, 1997; Schaid, 1998; Spielman &

Ewens, 1996). The TDT relies on the random segregation of alleles: the prior prob-

ability of allele transmission from heterozygous parent to their offspring is 0.5 for

each allele. This rule holds if the child is affected and the locus under study is not

involved in trait determination. However, if the allele under study is involved in

trait determination, it will more likely be transmitted to an affected child. Even

small deviations from the expected 50:50 ratio of allele transmission can be

detected in a robust manner. This study design has several strengths. Family collec-

tion is less arduous since only singleton affecteds and their parents need be ascer-

tained and the clinical status of the parents need not be determined. The sample

size required to detect a given allele effect is considerably lower than that required

for other study designs (Risch & Merikangas, 1996). Most importantly, the TDT

tests for linkage or association and can therefore be used to prove causation

(linkage) when association has previously been shown (Spielman & Ewens, 1996).

This latter feature will be crucial for the success of genome-wide high density scans

in mapping novel loci involved in osteoporosis genetics (Risch & Merikangas,

1996).

The TDT is limited, especially in late-onset disorders, by the need to sample

parental DNA. This limitation may be partly circumvented by sampling DNA from

multiple sibs and inferring parental genotypes from those data (Schaid & Li, 1997).

The power of the TDT also depends on the underlying model of inheritance. Weak,

recessive alleles require exceedingly large sample sizes for an effect to be demon-

strated. The statistical foundations of the TDT continue to be actively refined and,

despite the limitations of this method, it holds great promise for the future.

BMD heritability

The broadest indicator of a genetic contribution to osteoporosis comes from obser-

vations of marked ethnic differences in BMD and fracture rates (Melton, 1993).

Such differences were recognized as early as 430  by the Greek historian

Herodotus when he surveyed the ground 40 years after the battle of Pelusium. He

wrote that ‘. . . if you strike the Persian skulls, even with a pebble, they are so weak

that you break a hole in them; but the Egyptian skulls are so strong that you may

smite them with a stone and you will scarcely break them in’ (Smith et al., 1973).

The genetic contribution to BMD is further supported by the finding that

daughters (Seeman et al., 1989) and relatives (Evans et al., 1988) of women with
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osteoporosis have lower BMD, on average, than age- and gender-matched controls.

An autosomal dominant high bone density phenotype (greater than 3 SD above the

mean) has been mapped in one family to chromosome 11q12–13 (Johnson et al.,

1997). The magnitude of the genetic contribution to BMD variance is termed herit-

ability and has been quantitatively estimated in several twin and family studies.

Twin studies involve comparison of the intrapair differences in BMD of mono-

zygotic (MZ) twins with the intrapair differences of dizygotic (DZ) twins. Since

identical twins share 100% of their genetic material, all intrapair differences are

assumed to arise as a result of environmental factors. In DZ twins, intrapair

differences may arise from both genetic and environmental factors. Therefore,

demonstration of less intrapair variation in MZ twins allows the inference that

genetic factors are responsible for the observed differences.

Twin studies examining the heritability of BMD at the femoral neck and lumbar

spine have indicated that 50–80% of the variance in Caucasian female BMD at these

sites is due to shared genetic factors. When older twins are compared with younger

twins, the heritability of BMD is modestly decreased, suggesting that an accumu-

lation of environmental influences with aging dilutes the genetic effect (Slemenda

et al., 1991; Smith et al., 1973). An elegant study on peak bone mass accumulation

by Hopper et al. (1998) further illustrates the point that genetic effects on BMD

vary with age. Studying 215 Australian Caucasian female twin pairs aged 10–26

years, they showed that genetic effects on spinal and femoral BMD predominated

in the 10–13-year-old and 18–26-year-old age groups while environmental effects

predominated in the 14–17-year-old age group. After age 17, as an increasing pro-

portion of the twin pairs began to live apart, the evidence for shared environmen-

tal effects on BMD decreased to non-detectable levels while the strength of the

genetic effects steadily increased (Hopper et al., 1998). These data are in broad

agreement with a study involving 129 French Caucasian nuclear families (Gueguen

et al., 1995). These authors showed that, while genetic effects on total body BMD

were independent of age, an individual-specific residual factor varied with age in a

non-linear fashion, reaching a minimum at age 26. This corresponded to a

maximum value for heritability at this age of 84%.

Twin studies provide a powerful methodology for estimating the genetic contri-

bution to a trait, but are limited by their assumptions. One assumption is that MZ

twin pairs experience no less environmental diversity than DZ twin pairs. A second

assumption is that there are no gene interactions (e.g., dominance or epistasis)

involved in trait determination. These assumptions were tested for BMD at the

lumbar spine and femoral neck by Slemenda et al. (1991) and found to be violated.

These authors noted that MZ twins tended to be much more alike than DZ twins

for confounding traits such as cigarette smoking, and calcium and caffeine intake.

Evidence for gene interactions was also found. Their data suggest that current esti-
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mates of the genetic contribution to BMD may be artificially inflated. This is sup-

ported by data from family studies (Krall & Dawson-Hughes, 1993; Sowers et al.,

1992) indicating that the variance in male and female Caucasian BMD at the

lumbar spine and femoral neck due to genetic factors is closer to 45–67%.

Furthermore, some studies show that BMD of the lumbar spine, a site with about

80% trabecular bone, has higher heritability than BMD of the femoral neck, a site

with about 50% trabecular bone. In the end, the exact magnitude of the genetic

effect may not be as important as the actual demonstration of an effect. One way

or the other, the evidence from twin and family studies is overwhelmingly in favor

of a significant genetic contribution to BMD. The challenge will be to dissect this

genetic contribution into its constituent parts.

Bone turnover heritability

Biochemical markers of bone formation appear to be under significant genetic

control. Bone-specific alkaline phosphatase (BSAP) and serum carboxyterminal

propeptide of type I collagen (PICP) are two markers of bone formation which

have been shown in several twin studies to have high levels of heritability.

Intriguingly, an allele of the transforming growth factor beta 1 gene has been shown

to be associated with levels of BSAP (Langdahl et al., 1997).

Markers of bone resorption have been found to be heritable in some studies but

not in others. A study of 120 postmenopausal twin pairs showed that a clear genetic

contribution to markers of bone turnover was only significant for those markers

which did not change markedly at the menopause (Garnero et al., 1996). Several

family studies have also indicated that BMD correlation coefficients in

mother–daughter pairs are higher for premenopausal than postmenopausal

mothers, suggesting that pre- and postmenopausal bone turnover characteristics

are under separate control. In a 16-year longitudinal study on the rate of bone loss

in aging male twins, the intrapair variance was the same for identical and non-iden-

tical twins, suggesting a lack of genetic effects on the rate of bone loss (Slemenda et

al., 1996). In contradistinction to these findings, the Sp1 allele (see below) of the

collagen IA1 gene was shown to have effects on BMD which increased with time

since menopause. Since the allelic frequencies were the same in all age strata

(arguing against allele-specific mortality effects), this observation suggests that the

Sp1 allele may be a risk factor for increased postmenopausal bone loss.

Genetics of bone fragility

Fracture risk is an extremely broad topic with numerous epidemiological pre-

dictors but few genetic ones. On a mechanistic level, for instance, hip fracture is
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predicted by a number of parameters which have little to do with bone per se. These

include propensity to fall, thickness of the greater trochanteric fat pad and visual

acuity. Each of these factors likely has a genetic component specified by a number

of genes. Within bone, femoral geometry – specifically hip axis length (HAL) – is

an independent predictor of fracture risk (Kanis & McCloskey, 1996). A genetic

component to HAL is suspected based on ethnic differences in HAL between black

and white women (Theobald et al., 1998). Of the two twin studies which have

examined HAL heritability, only one showed a strong genetic effect.

The candidate gene approach has demonstrated promise for the detection of

alleles which predispose to fracture. The Sp1 allele of collagen IA1 confers a rela-

tive risk for fracture equivalent to that of a 1 SD decrease in BMD, an effect that is

partly independent of BMD. Future work in the area of bone fragility genetics will

be extremely broad-based and susceptibility alleles for each of the epidemiological

predictors of fracture risk await discovery.

Candidate genes

Association studies have been used extensively in the field of BMD genetics to

examine the role of candidate genes. Most of the studies to date have utilized pop-

ulation-based controls. Since association studies are susceptible to false positive

results, it is essential that each gene tested have a physiologically relevant role to play

in bone and mineral metabolism. It is even more convincing if a functional allele

is tested; that is, the allele is shown to alter the level of gene expression or protein

function qualitatively or quantitatively. Because linkage disequilibrium or popula-

tion-specific genotype–environment interactions may be present, positive results

may apply only to the population being studied.

Collagen IA1

Type I collagen comprises 90% of the organic component of bone. Collagen fibrils

are assembled from three tropocollagen molecules supplied by the collagen IA1

(COLIA1) gene and the collagen IA2 (COLIA2) gene. Mutations in either of these

genes cause osteogenesis imperfecta (OI), a disease characterized by low BMD and

increased bone fragility, making them ideal candidates for genetic studies of osteo-

porosis. In 26 individuals with a history of fractures and a strong family history of

osteoporosis, the coding regions of the COLIA1 and COLIA2 genes were sequenced

(Spotila et al., 1994). Mutations of COLIA1 were found in three individuals, sug-

gesting that OI is a minor cause of osteoporosis in such situations.

Subsequent studies have focused on more prevalent polymorphisms of the

COLIA1 locus. The most promising allele examined to date is an Sp1 binding site

polymorphism. Sp1 is an ubiquitous, nuclear matrix-associated transcription

factor thought to play a role in the relaxation of higher-order chromatin structure
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to facilitate gene expression. An Sp1 binding site in the first intron of COLIA1 con-

tains a polymorphism in about 22% of Caucasians which causes reduced binding

affinity for the Sp1 protein (Grant et al., 1996). This allele has been shown to asso-

ciate with postmenopausal BMD in Scottish (Grant et al., 1996), English (Grant et

al., 1996), Dutch (Uitterlinden et al., 1998), Danish (Langdahl et al., 1998) and

French (Roux et al., 1998) Caucasian populations. In the largest study to date, 1778

postmenopausal Dutch women were studied (Uitterlinden et al., 1998). The effects

of the Sp1 allele on BMD were found to be dependent on age since menopause, sug-

gesting that this allele may play a role in determining the rate of postmenopausal

bone loss. The overall effect on BMD at the spine and femoral neck was small,

however, with the Sp1 allele accounting for 2% of the variance in BMD in women

aged 75 to 80 years. This is consistent with a polygenic model of inheritance for

BMD with many genes playing a role, each with small effects.

More importantly, several studies have shown an effect of the Sp1 allele on frac-

ture risk. Grant et al. (1996) reported a small case-control study documenting a rel-

ative risk of vertebral fracture of 3.2 (95% CI 2.0–14.6) while Uitterlinden et al.

(1998) found a relative risk for any fracture type of 1.5 (95% CI 1.1–4.4). This

finding is especially important since the Sp1 allele is the first genetic marker shown

to be associated with significant fracture risk. A Danish case-control study

(Langdahl et al., 1998) confirmed and extended these findings, showing that the

Sp1 allele conferred an elevated risk for vertebral fracture (OR 11.8; 95% CI 2.6–53)

in men and women, a risk that was only partly dependent on BMD. The fracture

risk conferred by the Sp1 allele is comparable to the relative risks for vertebral and

hip fracture conferred by a 1 SD decrease in vertebral and femoral neck BMD

(pooled odds ratio 2.3 to 2.6; Marshall et al., 1996).

The effects of the COLIA1 Sp1 allele must be confirmed prospectively and in a

wider range of populations before its clinical utility can be judged. With the pre-

liminary data currently available, it appears to be a very promising factor for the

future prediction of postmenopausal BMD and fracture risk.

Vitamin D receptor

Morrison and colleagues (1994) reported the first genetic marker to be associated

with BMD, a BsmI restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) of the

vitamin D receptor (VDR) gene. Based on studies of a heterogeneous population

of pre- and postmenopausal female twins as well as a population-based sample of

unrelated individuals, they found that the VDR BsmI RFLP accounted for 75%

of the variance in BMD. This claim was not substantiated (Eisman, 1996) when the

study was revised and expanded. In the larger study groups, no VDR allele effect

was seen for the twin sample, although a small effect remained in the population-

based sample.

Numerous publications have since investigated the potential association of VDR
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3´ polymorphisms with BMD. While some showed no association, others showed

an effect only at the femur (Fleet et al., 1995; Houston et al., 1996; Riggs et al., 1995),

only at the spine (Salamone et al., 1996; Yamagata et al., 1994), and some found an

effect at both sites (Spector et al., 1995). A meta-analysis of many of these studies

confirmed a small effect of the B allele (the allele without the BsmI restriction site)

on lowering BMD (Cooper & Umbach, 1996). However, several large studies

showed that the B allele was associated with higher BMD (Houston et al., 1996;

Uitterlinden et al., 1996) and other large studies showed no effect whatsoever

(Hustmyer et al., 1994; Jorgensen et al., 1996). Several explanations that have been

proposed to reconcile these diverse and seemingly contradictory findings are dis-

cussed below.

Studies examining the physiological implications of VDR genotype have shown

that the BsmI RFLP and two others (ApaI, TaqI) in the 3´ region of the VDR gene

are associated with differences in intestinal absorption of calcium (Dawson-

Hughes et al., 1995; Wishhart et al., 1997) and in differing BMD responses to

calcium supplementation (Krall et al., 1995) or vitamin D supplementation

(Graafmans et al., 1997).

It should be emphasized that the 3´ alleles of VDR have not been definitively

shown to be associated with functional changes in gene expression or with changes

in VDR protein function. Therefore, any import of the polymorphisms in a biolog-

ical sense are likely to be mediated through their linkage to nearby polymorphism

with functional effects. The putative linked polymorphism may be located within

the VDR gene or possibly in a nearby gene on chromosome 12. This phenomenon,

whereby some alleles in a population are found to be linked to other alleles at pro-

portions in excess of what would be expected due to random chance, is termed

linkage disequilibrium (not to be confused with the transmission disequilibrium

tested for by the TDT).

Equilibrium arises in a population of randomly mating individuals through the

progressive scrambling of neighboring alleles by DNA recombination, such that

their association with one another is random (or in equilibrium) in the population.

Linkage disequilibrium arises when two alleles are physically very close to one

another on a chromosome and insufficient evolutionary time has passed to allow

equilibrium to become established. Alternatively, when a new mutation occurs,

linkage disequilibrium exists between this new allele and its neighboring alleles

until a sufficient number of recombination events in the population have rendered

their relationships random, thereby restoring equilibrium.

If the VDR 3´ polymorphisms are in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with a neigh-

boring functional polymorphism(s), the strength and presence or absence of a

significant LD will vary between populations. Since each population has a unique

genetic history, this relationship would explain why some studies show positive

effects of the B allele of VDR, some negative effects of the B allele, and others no
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effect. Several candidates exist for the putative functional allele, including a FokI

RFLP which alters the translation start site of VDR, a variable-length 3´ poly-A tract

and other RFLPs in the 3´ region of VDR.

Several alternative explanations exist to explain the variability seen in association

studies as typified by the VDR story. First, some studies are too small to detect the

modest effect on BMD variance conferred by the VDR locus. Secondly, if an envi-

ronmental factor is interacting with the VDR/BMD association, the strength of the

association will depend upon the magnitude of this interaction. In this regard, Kiel

et al. (1997) found no effect of VDR 3´ alleles on BMD initially but went on to strat-

ify the study population by calcium intake. Such stratification for calcium intake

revealed environmentally dependent VDR effects. In another large study popula-

tion, the association between VDR and BMD was strengthened by stratification for

calcium intake (Rubin et al., 1999). Such gene–environment interactions will prob-

ably play a prominent role in future studies on the genetics of osteoporosis. A third

cause of variability in association studies is genotype–genotype interaction

whereby alleles at one locus interact with alleles at another locus to modify trait

expression. This has been found in the context of VDR and estrogen receptor alpha

alleles (Gennari et al., 1998; Willing et al., 1998).

While controversy remains, it is likely that 3´ VDR alleles are associated with

BMD in an effect mediated through linkage disequilibrium. Their effect is strong-

est for female Caucasian BMD at the hip, where they account for less than 10% of

the variance in peak BMD. Their effects at the spine are weaker and in perimeno-

pausal individuals have generally been difficult to appreciate.

Estrogen receptor alpha

The role of estrogen in the accumulation and maintenance of bone mass is

unequivocal (Civitelli et al., 1993). Allelic variation at the estrogen receptor alpha

(ER1) locus as a determinant of BMD has been examined by several investigators.

In two Japanese studies of postmenopausal women (Kobayashi et al., 1996; Sano et

al., 1996), alleles at ER1 were shown to be associated with lumbar spine BMD. A

study of peak BMD found significant association of two RFLPs in the first intron

of ER1 with femoral neck BMD in a population of 501 Caucasian women (Willing

et al., 1998). The RFLPs have no known functional consequences for gene expres-

sion and therefore any effects on BMD are likely mediated through other functional

ER1 variants in linkage disequilibrium. Furthermore, when VDR genotypes

were stratified by ER genotypes, a significant genotype–genotype interaction was

detected – that is, VDR alleles were found to account for significant additional var-

iance in peak BMD (Willing et al., 1998). A similar effect has been seen at the

lumbar spine in a postmenopausal Caucasian population, the only other popula-

tion to date in which this intriguing genotype–genotype interaction has been

examined (Gennari et al., 1998).
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Such an interaction is difficult to explain physiologically but is not without

support. VDR-deficient mice display an estrogen insufficiency phenotype accom-

panied by failure of ovarian folliculogenesis (Yoshizawa et al., 1997). Furthermore,

the enzyme responsible for the final, rate-limiting step in estrogen synthesis, P450

aromatase, is upregulated by 1,25 dihydroxyvitamin D3 in a VDR-dependent

manner (Tanaka et al., 1996). Early physiological evidence from in vitro and in vivo

studies therefore supports interaction(s) between these pathways. Studies in other

populations will be needed to establish the relevance of this connection to human

bone density determination.

Transforming growth factor beta

The transforming growth factor beta (TGF-�) superfamily of growth factors com-

prises more than 30 members grouped in several subfamilies (for review, see

Alevizopoulos & Mermod, 1997). The prototypic member of the TGF-� subfam-

ily is TGF-�1, a multifunctional hormone which plays key roles in cell growth and

differentiation, wound healing, inflammation and morphogenesis. In growing

bone, TGF-�1–3 isoforms are expressed in defined regions of the growth plate, sug-

gesting a role in control of bone growth. In mature bone, TGF-�1 may be one of

the factors which regulates the central interaction of bone turnover – osteo-

blast–osteoclast coupling. In vitro studies have indicated that estrogen promotes

TGF-�1 synthesis by osteoblasts and that both estrogen and TGF-�1 promote

osteoclast apoptosis (Hughes et al., 1996).

Langdahl et al. (1997) discovered a rare allele of the TGF-�1 gene – a one-base

pair deletion in intron 4 designated 713–8delC – which was associated with very

low bone mass and increased bone specific alkaline phosphatase in osteoporotic

women. Yamada et al. (1998) reported the association of a coding polymorphism

(designated T29C) which results in the substitution of proline for leucine in the

signal peptide of TGF-�1 with lumbar bone density and vertebral fracture fre-

quency in two different Japanese populations of osteoporotics, as compared to

normal controls. However, since the case and control groups had different allele fre-

quencies, it is possible that these alleles are associated with survival rather than the

osteoporotic phenotype (Yamada et al., 1998).

Other candidate genes

Alleles of other candidate genes have been shown to associate with BMD. These

include interleukin-6, insulin-like growth factor-I, calcitonin receptor (Masi et al.,

1998), osteopontin (Willing et al., 1998), HLA (Tsuji et al., 1998) and apolipopro-

tein E (Shiraki et al., 1997). Mapping studies in mice and humans will corroborate

a role for some of these genes as determinants of BMD as well as identify novel loci

involved in the genetic control of BMD, bone turnover and bone fragility.
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Genetic syndromes featuring osteoporosis

Postmenopausal osteoporosis is not one but many diseases. Part of the heterogene-

ity of this condition may be due to the presence of osteoporosis in a number of

genetic syndromes (Table 10.1). Patients with a syndromic cause of osteoporosis

may present with a wide variety of manifestations, making targeted history taking

and careful physical examination of critical importance in screening for this sub-

group of patients. However, many will show an early onset of disease and will have

specific syndromic features. Patients with syndromic osteoporosis may not respond

to conventional therapy, may require alternate treatment modalities or may have

associated abnormalities. Family members should be offered screening for the con-

dition, and relatives making reproductive decisions may be offered counseling for

their risks of having affected children.

Several features are common to a number of the syndromes listed in Table 10.1.

During tooth eruption, osteoclasts degrade bone superiorly while osteoblasts syn-

thesize bone inferiorly. Malfunction of either cell type results in failure of tooth
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Table 10.1. Syndromic causes of low bone density

Syndrome name Select features OMIM #

Turner (XO) Short stature, primary amenorrhea –

Klinefelter (XXY) Tall stature, gynecoid features –

Osteogenesis imperfecta Blue sclerae, dental abn., hyperhidrosis 166200

Ehlers–Danlos Joint hypermobility �/� dislocation 130060

Cutis laxa Lax skin, premature aged appearance 219100

Geroderma osteodysplasticum Short stature, lax skin, droopy face, dental 231070

abnormalities

Marfan Tall stature, lens dislocation, aortic root dilation 154700

Homocystinuria Tall stature, lens dislocation, thrombosis 236270

Lysinuric protein intolerance Dietary protein avoidance 222700

Cleidocranial dysplasia Sloped shoulders, dental abnormalities 119600

Osteoporosis-pseudogliom Poor vision, early fractures 259770

Werner Short stature, premature aging 277700

Hereditary sensory neuropathies Insensitivity to pain 162400

Hajdu–Cheney Short stature, hirsutism, clubbing 102500

Singleton–Merten Diffuse aortic calcification, psoriasis, dental 182250

abnormalities

Notes:

Further information about the conditions listed may be obtained from the Online Mendelian

Inheritance in Man (OMIM) website located at: www3.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim/



eruption or abnormally timed eruption. Thus, too few teeth, persistent deciduous

or abnormally shaped teeth are all potential signposts for a syndromic osteoporo-

sis. Likewise, easy bruising, hyperextensible skin, bluish sclerae, joint hypermobil-

ity and deeply wrinkled skin are signs of collagen defects and the concurrence of

two or more of these signs should prompt a search for a heritable disorder of con-

nective tissue.

The proportion of postmenopausal osteoporosis accounted for by Mendelian

disorders is unknown but likely to be small. However, a mutation causing an auto-

somal recessive disease which has an incidence of 1 in 40000 live births will be

carried by 1% of the general population. It is possible that being a carrier for one

or more such mutations predisposes to lower bone mass. For the dominant syn-

dromes, it is possible that a range of milder alleles exist in the population which

also predispose to low bone mass, as has been demonstrated in the case of osteo-

genesis imperfecta.

Conclusions

Bone mineral density is a highly heritable trait. Important strides have already been

made towards identifying some potential genetic predictors of low bone mass and

fracture risk. At the present time, however, there are no clinically applicable genetic

markers for predicting bone mass or fracture risk. The current global effort to

sequence the human genome and characterize human genetic diversity will provide

crucial starting points for the future study of these traits and will allow mapping

and association studies on a previously unattainable scale. The effects of most genes

or loci will be mediated through interaction with the environment and dissection

of such gene–environment interactions will likely prove to be a formidable chal-

lenge. A thorough understanding of the genetic basis for osteoporosis should allow

therapy to be individualized for those affected and in the long term, will bring pre-

ventive therapy to those at greatest risk.
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Non-genetic determinants of peak bone
mass

Velimir Matkovic and John D. Landoll

Introduction

Osteoporosis is becoming one of the most common chronic diseases affecting mil-

lions of people worldwide, primarily due to the aging of the world’s population.

Since bone fractures are closely related to diminished bone mass and reduced bone

mineral density, we have to identify all underlying causes responsible for inade-

quate accumulation of bone tissue during skeletal growth and consolidation, and

excessive losses thereafter. Maximizing bone mass during skeletal growth, there-

fore, has been the goal of the primary prevention of osteoporosis, while the reduc-

tion of bone loss during menopause and aging is the problem in secondary

prevention programs. Until recently, the concern for patients with osteoporosis

dictated a simple approach to preventive medicine, that is to reduce the number of

women suffering from it. They were considered the minority, while the majority of

the population without fractures was considered normal. This approach was pri-

marily based on the X-ray diagnosis which assumed that women fall into just two

categories, namely those who have the disease and those who do not (Matkovic et

al., 1995b). That there is no clear distinction between the bone health and osteo-

porosis was originally proposed by Newton-John and Morgan (1970) and shown

for the first time in a study of fracture rates among two populations with different

peak bone mass (Matkovic et al., 1979). Those with high peak bone mass had lower

incidence of hip fractures and vice versa (Fig. 11.1). Newton John and Morgan sug-

gested that there is a continuum in the disease severity, that is, there is an increase

in the number of bone fractures with a decline in bone mineral density in the pop-

ulation rather than a bimodal distribution of bone mass with a sharp distinction

between bone health and osteoporosis. There is a continuum in bone mass and bone

mineral density in any age segment of the female population (Fig. 11.2). This vari-

ability in bone mass, which is to a great extent genetically determined and modified

by the environment, has major implications for bone health. Current thought is that

those who have higher bone mass as young adults may be at lower risk of develop-

ing osteoporosis later in life. Starting bone mass, therefore, seems to be the main

predictor of subsequent bone mass measurements over time. This applies to
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growing individuals with the resultant net-positive increment in bone mass, and to

the elderly in whom bone loss dominates. Hormonal factors, exercise and nutrition

play very important roles in peak bone mass acquisition and maintenance.

Peak bone mass

Peak bone mass is defined as the highest level of bone mass achieved as a result of

normal growth. Peak bone mass is important because it determines resistance or

susceptibility to fracture (Heaney & Matkovic, 1995). The ecological study from

Croatia suggested that peak bone mass may be modified by the environment

(nutrition) and laid background for primary prevention programs (Matkovic et al.,

1979, 1980). The study compared two farming communities accustomed to a heavy

physical labor but with different dietary habits and found a difference in bone mass

and hip fracture rates. It appeared that both populations were losing bone with age
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Fig. 11.1(a) Annual hip fracture rates (a) in two populations with different peak bone mass as

indicated by the cortical area (CA) of the second metacarpal bone. Adapted from

Matkovic et al., 1979.

(a)



at about the same rate, but those who started with more bone, ended up having

higher bone mass and lower incidence of hip fractures. It was concluded that, other

things being equal, a high peak bone mass provided a larger reserve later in life. The

difference in bone mass and fracture rates were attributed to nutritional factors,

primarily calcium and/or protein intake. The differences in bone mass between the

communities were established at an early age (30 y), implying that, if calcium intake

is important, it may be during skeletal growth that it has its greatest impact. This

was the first proposal of the hypothesis that increasing peak bone mass by calcium

supplementation during skeletal formation may contribute to osteoporosis preven-

tion (Matkovic et al., 1979). Results of a similar ecological study conducted in

China on populations accustomed to different calcium intakes over their lifetime

confirmed the above finding and reiterated the importance of adequate calcium

intake for skeletal formation and peak bone mass (Hu et al., 1993). Positive rela-

tions between the bone mineral density of adult women and their milk consump-

tion in childhood, adolescence, or throughout life, were also found in several
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Fig. 11.1(b) Results presented as a mean�SE. The horizontal line marks the level at which one

population started and the other finished. Adapted from Matkovic et al., 1979.

(b)



retrospective studies (Cauley et al., 1988; Halioua & Anderson, 1989; Murphy et al.,

1994; Sandler et al., 1985; Soroko et al., 1994) which further strengthen the hypoth-

esis. Overall, it is likely that variations in calcium nutrition early in life may account

for as much as a 5–10% difference in peak adult bone mass. Such a difference,

although small, probably contributes to more than 50% of the difference in the hip

fracture rate later in life.

The same trend exists when comparing bone mass and hip fracture rates between
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Fig. 11.2 Frequency histograms of total body bone mineral areal density (TBBMD) in girls (n�464,

10�2 y) (top), young adult females (n�454, 37�7) (middle), and postmenopausal

elderly women (n�131, 64�8) (bottom). Mean TBBMD for girls, young adult females,

and the elderly women is as follows: 0.89�0.07 g/cm2, 1.15�0.08 g/cm2, and 1.07�0.11

g/cm2, respectively.



men and women, and between Caucasians and African Americans. Both men and

people of African descent have higher peak bone mass and lower hip fracture rates

than their counterparts (Matkovic et al., 1995c). This again confirms the hypothe-

sis that people with greater bone mass in early adulthood are able to resist the effects

of age-related bone loss.

A knowledge of the timing of peak bone mass and bone mineral density is essen-

tial if preventive measures are to be adequately implemented. One study reports

that, by the age of 14, values for bone size, mass, and density of adolescent girls are

similar to the corresponding values of their mothers (Table 11.1) (Matkovic et al.,

1990). Such an early attainment of peak bone mass is supported by the observation

that, from age 14, longitudinal bone growth diminishes, although consolidation

continues. By age 16, most epiphyses are closed, and endosteal bone apposition

ceases as well. Subsequently, several other studies indicate an early attainment of

peak bone mass, although the entire age range from childhood to menopause was
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Table 11.1. Bone size, bone mass and bone density variables of

daughters at ages 14 and 16 years as % of their mother’s value

Daughters

Variable Age 14 Age 16

Bone size

Ht (cm) 99 100

L (mm) 99 100

TA (mm2) 90 93

MA (mm2) 130 113

Bone mass

CA (mm2) 85 90

DPA (g) 87 97

Bone density

CA/TA 95 98

SPAf1 (g/cm2) 80 91

SPAf2 (g/cm2) 87 94

DPA (g/cm) 95 101

Notes:

Ht� total height; L� length; TA� total area; MA�medullary area;

CA�cortical area;

SPAf1�single photon absorptiometry of the distal forearm;

SPAf2�single photon absorptiometry of the proximal forearm;

DPA�dual photon absorptiometry.

Source: From Matkovic et al., 1990.



not evaluated (Bonjour et al., 1991; Gilsanz et al., 1988; Glastre et al., 1990; Lu et

al., 1994; Theintz et al., 1992). The results of our cross-sectional study (Matkovic

et al., 1994) conducted in 265 premenopausal females, age 8–50 y show that most

of the bone mass at multiple skeletal locations (forearm, AP and lateral spine, hip,

total body) is accumulated by late adolescence (Table 11.2). This is particularly

notable for bone mineral density of the proximal femur and the vertebral body,

which begin to decline immediately following peak bone mass formation at the age

of �18 y.

Based on this cross-sectional model, bone size, bone mass, and bone mineral

density of the regional skeletal sites increased by an average of about 4% /y between

preadolescence (age 8 y) and late adolescence when most of the bone mass has been
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Table 11.2. Age of the inflection point at which most of the bone mass is being

accumulated for various bone parameters with estimates of bone variable at the inflection

point and R-squared of each model (Mean�SE)

Inflection point Estimate of

ROI N R2 age (years) bone variable

Height 234 0.692 16.25�0.04 162.8 cm

TBBMC 231 0.624 18.33�0.07 2432 g

TBBMD 231 0.587 18.70�0.08 1.11 g/cm2

Skull 231 0.642 21.77�0.12 2.29 g/cm2

Fem. neck 232 0.425 17.23�0.07 1.04 g/cm2

Wards 232 0.328 18.49�0.09 1.02 g/cm2

Trochanter 232 0.229 16.72�0.12 0.86 g/cm2

L2–4 BMC 231 0.657 18.79�0.07 48.05 g

L2–4 BMD 231 0.630 18.45�0.07 1.18 g/cm2

L3 body vol. 228 0.583 19.18�0.10 16.46 cm3

L3 body BMC 229 0.482 20.02�0.10 4.20 g

L3 body-lat. 229 0.274 23.97�0.19 0.77 g/cm2

L3 body-mid 229 0.237 23.15�0.24 0.73 g/cm2

L3 body dens.a 227 0.131 27.18�0.06 0.257 g/cm3

Radius 223 0.673 17.82�0.07 0.65 g/cm2

Wrist 222 0.407 22.32�0.18 0.34 g/cm2

Notes:

The inflection point marks the transition between the rapid accumulation of bone mass during

growth and skeletal maturity of young adulthood.

ROI, regions of interest; TBBMC, total body bone mineral content; TBBMD, total body bone

mineral density; BMC, bone mineral content; BMD, bone mineral density.
a True bone mineral density (g/cm3). Source: From Matkovic et al., 1994.



accumulated. This ranged from 1.2% for the estimate of true density of the body

of L3 vertebra to 6.6% for the femoral neck. The relatively smaller increments in

true density (mass/volume ratio in g/cm3) are of interest, indicating that most of

the changes we measure during growth using either single photon absorptiometry

(SPA) or dual X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) are predominantly due to the change

in bone volume, and to a much lesser extent to increases in bone mineral density.

A similar observation was previously documented using ash weight/volume ratio

of the human radii in vitro in a study by Trotter & Hixon (1974) and by calculat-

ing apparent bone mineral density in the study of Katzman et al. (1991). Trotter

and Hixon also studied skeletal weights throughout the lifespan and found

maximal skeletal weight to be at age 20, with relatively rapid decline thereafter.

However, there were only a few subjects in the third and fourth decades in their

study, making the assessment of precise timing difficult.

Bone mass of the other regions of interest is either no different in women

between the age of 18 and menopause or is maximal in 50-year-old women (skull,

forearm, AP spine, total body), indicating slow but permanent bone accumulation

continuing at some sites up to the time of menopause (Fig. 11.3). This gain in bone

mass in premenopausal adult women is probably the result of continuous perios-

teal expansion with age. Periosteal apposition has previously been described for the

skull (Israel, 1968; Susanne, 1979) vertebrae (Ericksen, 1976; Mosekilde &

Mosekilde, 1990) and tubular bones including ribs (Epker & Frost, 1966), shaft of

the femur (Bohr & Schaadt, 1990; Smith & Walker, 1964) and metacarpal bones

(Garn et al., 1967, 1992). In a study of human ribs, Epker & Frost (1966) used tetra-

cycline labeling in vivo to reveal continued apposition of periosteal bone after age

20. All of the above studies indicate that the periosteal bone surface remains active

throughout life and is probably responsible for the positive net bone tissue balance,

resulting in the increase in bone mass with age seen at various skeletal sites meas-

ured in this study. This expansion of the periosteal envelope most likely plays a

significant role with regard to the biomechanical integrity of bone mass at the

specific skeletal region of interest.

Bone loss at some skeletal locations proceeds immediately after bone mass has

been consolidated and reaches its peak by late adolescence. This is documented

thus far for two skeletal regions of interest: trabecular bone of the body of the ver-

tebra and proximal end of the femur. The significance of this phenomenon with

regard to the subsequent development of crush fracture syndrome and hip frac-

tures is not yet clear, although it is assumed that any reduction in bone mass or bone

mineral density prior to the onset of menopause could proportionally increase the

risk of subsequent fracture. This loss of trabecular bone was previously docu-

mented by different techniques: compressive strength and ash measurements of the

vertebrae in vitro (Arnold, 1973), by iliac crest bone histomorphometric analysis
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(Marcus et al., 1983), as well as by computerized tomography of the vertebrae

(Block et al., 1989).

Despite the fall in true density of the body of the L3 vertebra, the bone mineral

content of AP L2–4 steadily increased in the population under study, at a rate of

about 0.23%/y (total of 7% between the age of 19 and 50) (Matkovic et al., 1994).

This is presumably due to increase in the volume of the entire vertebrae including

the spinal processes. It has been previously documented that the bodies of the

lumbar vertebrae become significantly broader with age (Ericksen, 1976); this is

most likely the explanation for third decade bone gain (0.6%/y) in the lumbar spine

in women, as assessed by DXA (Recker et al.,1992). Trabecular bone loss in the body
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Fig. 11.3 Scatter plots with Trewess smooth of the volume, bone mineral content (BMC), bone

mineral areal density, and the true density (mass per volume) of the body of the third

lumbar vertebre in premenopausal women ages 8–55 years. (Adapted from Matkovic et

al., 1994.)



of the vertebra, however, does not necessarily mean a decrease in strength, since

bony expansion and maintenance or even increase of bone mass at these sites may

adequately compensate for trabecular density changes (Matkovic et al., 1994). If the

relationship between bone mass and bone mineral density is driven by a feedback

loop with a mechanostat (Frost, 1992), then the decrease in trabecular volume may

reflect the increase in bone mass that results from periosteal expansion of the verte-

brae (Matkovic et al., 1994).Only the lack of periosteal bone expansion in the verte-

brae may weaken the biomechanical integrity of the vertebral body with significant

predisposition to the development of crush fracture syndrome which is usually

manifested at an early stage as anterior wedging. This requires confirmation

through a longitudinal study.

While the loss and/or thinning of trabecular bone structure within the body of

the vertebra may be compensated biomechanically by the expansion of the perios-

teal envelope, this may not be the case with the neck of the femur which lacks the

periosteum. In a study by Matkovic et al. (1994) older premenopausal women had

lower bone mineral density in the hip region (neck of the femur, Ward’s triangle,

and trochanter) than younger women; maximal values were found in �18-year-old

females. This suggests that the decline in the bone mineral density of the proximal

end of the femur begins immediately following the acquisition of peak bone mass.

The cross-sectional apparent decrease was about �0.3%/y for the trochanteric

region, �0.4%/y for the femoral neck, and �0.6%/y for Ward’s triangle. A dispro-

portionately higher decline in the bone mineral density at Ward’s triangle corre-

sponds to the early disappearance of trabecular architecture in the region visible on

standard skeletal radiographs of the hip. A difference of about 15.5% is found in

the proximal femur between the ages of 17 and 50 (Matkovic et al., 1994). The same

phenomenon has been very well documented previously in similar cross-sectional

studies (Beck et al., 1992; Elliott et al., 1990; Hedlund & Gallagher, 1989). The

significance of this premenopausal bone loss needs to be further clarified, probably

through longitudinal studies, with particular focus on its contribution to the devel-

opment of hip fractures later in life.

Hormonal status and peak bone mass

Human growth and skeletal maturation are dynamic processes which start in utero

and end sometime during the third decade of life. This is the period when endog-

enous factors (heredity, hormones), in interaction with the environment (nutrition

and physical exercise), modulate the skeleton and produce what will be an individ-

ual’s peak bone mass. It has been speculated that genetics contributes about

75–80% of the variance in bone mass and the remaining 20–25% is affected by one’s
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environment, although the exact contribution of each major determinant of bone

mass is unknown. The emphasis here will be limited to the phase of bone mass

acquisition and its maintenance up to the time of menopause.

The role of estrogens in the pathogenesis of postmenopausal bone loss is very

well established; however, its role in bone mass acquisition is not completely under-

stood or appreciated. Bone mass gain during the second decade of life is non-linear

and is linked to sexual maturation more than chronological age. When relating

bone mass to pubertal developmental stage, it becomes obvious that most of the

bone mass (37%) is accumulated between pubertal stage 2 and 4 (Matkovic et al.,

1994). This rapid accumulation of bone mass correlates with the rate of growth and

probably also requires the concerted action of growth hormone, insulin-like

growth factor-I (IGF-I) and sex steroids (including receptors). The increase in cir-

culating IGF-I at early puberty correlates with sexual development and results from

the interaction between sex steroids and growth hormone. Specifically, the surge in

sex steroids in turn increases the secretion of growth hormone, which stimulates

the production of insulin-like growth factor-I.

The amount of estrogen required to stimulate longitudinal bone growth is very

small. Doses of 100 ng/kg/day produce maximal growth in agonadal individuals.

This dose seems to be insufficient to cause either the development of secondary

sexual characteristics or an increase in sex hormone binding globulin (Speroff et

al., 1989).These low dose effects are consistent with the observation that girls attain

peak height velocity early in puberty at serum estradiol levels of �30 pg/ml which

is one-fifth the mean level found in young adult women. During this phase of rapid

skeletal modeling (growth) bone mass is not yet consolidated and bone mass per

bone volume ratio is relatively low (Garn, 1970). Presumably, this results in the

high incidence of the bone fragility fractures (distal forearm) in children reaching

the levels observed in women after menopause (Alffram & Bauer, 1962; Bailey et

al., 1989; Matkovic et al., 1995a). A reduced bone mass was found in children with

fractures (Goulding et al., 1998).

Bone consolidation proceeds by the cessation of longitudinal bone growth. This

coincides with an increase in estradiol secretion by the beginning of menarche.

Menarche marks the most powerful transition in skeletal development and bone

physiology in young females. This suggests that it is more appropriate to express

bone variables during adolescence in time since menarche than to chronological

age. Estrogen driven endosteal apposition of bone is responsible for the increase in

the relative amount of cortical bone (bone tissue within the bone volume) in pre-

menopausal women as compared to men. This endosteal apposition of cortical

bone starts at menarche and presumably ends at menopause (Garn, 1970).

Several studies document lower bone mineral density and higher fracture rate

in adult women with a history of late menarche, as indicative of inadequate sex
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hormone levels during this critical period of skeletal development and/or a shorter

time interval between menarche and menopause (Ilich et al., 1997a, b; Johnell et

al., 1995; Rosenthal et al., 1989). Both young adult women and adolescents with

hypothalamic amenorrhea have reduced bone mass at skeletal sites which should

not be losing bone. This might lead to a reduction in bone mass at maturity and

predispose this population to increased risk of osteoporosis later in life. The above-

mentioned menstrual disturbances could be in part due to relative or absolute

energy deficiency induced by weight loss or inadequate weight gain as seen in

protein-calorie malnutrition, young athletic women, anorexics, and other clinical

situations (Matkovic et al., 1997).

It is a well-known fact that, over the last century, there has been a trend in the

western societies toward an earlier onset of menarche in young women, attributed

to the improvement in nutritional status and body fatness. We were the first to show

that the effects of nutrition on the reproductive function (age at menarche) in

human females are being mediated by leptin (Matkovic et al., 1997). Leptin is a 167-

amino acid peptide which is produced and released from adipose tissue (Zhang et

al., 1994). It is considered a biochemical marker of obesity. Based on animal exper-

imentation, leptin was considered a satiety factor which binds to specific receptors

in the hypothalamus leading to reduced appetite and increased energy expenditure

(Zhang et al., 1994). However, this has not yet been confirmed in humans. In

homozygous mice the mutations of the obesity (ob) gene resulted in increased food

intake, reduced energy expenditure, elevated insulin level, and subsequent obesity

and the development of non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (Zhang et al.,

1994). Administration of leptin to leptin-deficient homozygous ob/ob mice created

the opposite effects.

To show the association between nutritional status and the age at menarche,

Matkovic et al. (1997) measured body composition and serum leptin, and recorded

timing of menarche in 343 young females over 4 years of follow-up. As delayed

menarche and leanness are considered risk factors for osteoporosis, the relation

between leptin and bone was examined as well. Body composition was measured

by DXA and leptin by a new RIA. All participants were premenarcheal at baseline,

ages 8–13 y. Leptin was strongly associated with body fat (r�0.81, P�0.0001) and

its change (r�0.58, P�0.0001). An inverse relation between the age at menarche

and leptin up to 12.2 ng/ml (95% CI 7.2–16.7) was found; an increase of 1 ng/ml

in serum leptin lowered menarche by 1 month. Serum leptin of 12.2 ng/ml corre-

sponded to a relative body fat of 29.7%, BMI of 22.3, and body fat of 16.0 kg. A

gain in body fat of 1 kg lowered the timing of menarche by 13 days. The results

of the study show that a critical blood leptin level is necessary to trigger reproduc-

tive ability in women suggesting that leptin is a mediator between fat cells and

the gonads. In the above study leptin was positively related to bone area (r�0.307,
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P�0.0001) and its change (r�0.274, P�0.0001) (Matkovic et al., 1997). A direct

effect of leptin on endocortical bone formation was described in ob mice receiving

the peptide (Liu et al.,1997). The results of both studies suggest that leptin may

mediate the effect of obesity on cortical bone.

Nutrition and peak bone mass

From infancy through young adulthood (about 30 years of age) the activity of bone

formation predominates, resulting in a steady accumulation of bone mass. As the

rate of growth changes with age, so skeletal modeling goes through phases of

different intensity with time. These changes in skeletal modeling are paralleled by

concomitant changes in calcium metabolism. Although calcium is the most

obvious and persistent of the micronutrients and the fifth most abundant element

in the body, it is more difficult to measure the adequacy of calcium intake during

growth and consolidation of skeletal mass than other nutrients.

Calcium intake and skeletal modeling/turnover are the most important determi-

nants of calcium balance during growth (Matkovic, 1991). When comparing the

maximal calcium retention in the body, the highest requirements for calcium are

during infancy and adolescence and then during childhood and young adulthood.

This results from the high velocity of growth during infancy and puberty, as well as

from skeletal consolidation that continues through late adolescence. These two

determinants of bone volume and bone mineral density exert a major influence on

calcium requirements. To meet these high calcium requirements, infants and ado-

lescents have higher calcium absorption than children and young adults. Such a

high calcium absorption during these developmental phases is mediated by calcit-

riol [1,25(OH)2D3] (Aksnes & Aarskog, 1982; Ilich et al., 1997a).

Another determinant of calcium balance in the body, and presumably bone

mass, is urinary calcium. Urinary calcium increases with age and reaches its

maximum by the end of puberty. It was shown that calcium intake has little

influence on urinary calcium excretion during the period of most rapid skeletal for-

mation. A stronger relationship between urinary and dietary calcium was previ-

ously documented only in adults. During their most intensive growth periods,

young individuals retain most of the calcium they absorb rather than excrete it in

the urine. That urinary calcium excretion is an important determinant of bone

mass was shown recently in a study conducted in 381 Caucasian females in puber-

tal stage 2, aged 8–13 y. Urinary sodium was found to be one of the most impor-

tant determinants of urinary calcium while calcium intake had relatively little

impact. Urinary calcium was much higher at calcium intake of 37.5 mmol/d (1500

mg/d), supporting the notion that calcium is a threshold nutrient. Calcium intake

had a significant positive influence on the bone mineral content and density of the
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whole body and radius shaft while urinary calcium had a negative influence, pre-

sumably by reducing calcium accretion into the skeleton. The conclusion from this

study is that low calcium intake and relatively high obligatory calcium loss in the

urine, potentiated by sodium intake during rapid growth, may reduce calcium

retention in the skeleton with a concomitant reduction in peak bone mass. Thus,

higher sodium intake increases dietary requirement for calcium (Matkovic et al.,

1995a).

Calcium is an essential threshold nutrient. An intake threshold is defined as the

level below which skeletal accumulation is a function of intake, and above which

skeletal accumulation is constant, irrespective of further increases in intake. This

indicates that retained calcium below the threshold level cannot saturate the skel-

etal mass, while maximal saturation can be achieved at the threshold level and

above. This type of threshold behavior is consistent with current models of bone

growth, in which the bone modeling/remodeling process would tear down existing

bone if calcium intake were insufficient to meet the demands of growth. However,

at fully adequate intakes, the amount of bone deposited would depend not upon

intake, but upon what was programmed into the growth process; hence additional

increases in intake would not result in further skeletal retention. Below a certain

threshold level of dietary calcium intake, young persons would not be able to reach

their genetically predetermined peak bone mass, while adults would lose bone

tissue at a faster rate than is necessary. Adequate calcium intake above a certain

threshold level is therefore absolutely required for bone health during skeletal

growth and consolidation, as well as for prevention of excessive bone loss with

advancing age. Calcium intake thresholds with corresponding threshold balances

were recently reported for growing individuals (Table 11.3) (Matkovic & Heaney,

1992).

The assumption is that dietary calcium intake at/or above the threshold level is

necessary throughout the entire bone modeling and consolidation phase (from

childhood to young adulthood) if genetically predetermined peak bone mass is
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Table 11.3. Threshold intake and threshold balance by age group

Age group Ra Threshold intake mg/day Threshold balance mg/day

0–1 y �0.825 1090 �503�91b

2–8 y �0.555 1390 �246�126

9–17 y �0.556 1480 �396�164

18–30 y �0.601 957 �114�133

Notes: a Composite R. b x�SD.

Source: From Matkovic & Heaney, 1992.



expected to be reached. Several clinical trials indicated that children and teenagers

particularly, may benefit from higher calcium intake with further gain in bone mass

(Bonjour et al., 1997; Cadogan et al., 1997; Chan et al., 1995; Johnston et al., 1992;

Lee et al., 1994; Lloyd et al., 1993; Matkovic et al., 1990). However, all of the inter-

vention studies either with calcium supplements or dairy products in children and

adolescents completed to date were relatively short in duration (1 to 3 y). The

increase in bone mass observed in those studies could be explained to a large extent

by the remodeling transient phenomenon emphasized recently by Heaney (1995a).

According to Heaney (1995a), an intervention study should be long enough and of

adequate sample size to allow for the assessment of the slope of the rate of change

(gain) in the measured bone variable after the initial effect on the bone remodeling

transient is expected to be completed (up to 40–60 weeks). In the continuation of

the intervention study with calcium among identical twins during the fourth year

(calcium withdrawn, codes released) the difference in bone mass between the

groups has been diminishing, indicating that some of the relative gain has been lost

(Slemenda at al., 1997), presumably as the result of the second transient. Similar

findings were observed in the studies of Lee et al. (1996), and Lloyd et al. (1996).

Another contributing factor for the lack of difference between the groups could be

due to natural tendency of the placebo group to increase calcium intake to ‘catch-

up with skeletal mineralization.’ It is, therefore, unclear from these short-term

studies if a positive effect of a surplus intake of calcium on bone tissue can be main-

tained. Longitudinal bone growth and the periosteal bone expansion are the

driving forces in bone mass acquisition during puberty and under the influence of

strains imposed on the bone tissue from muscle action and loads. The endosteal

apposition seems to be of a secondary importance early in puberty and it could be

sacrificed to accomplish the expansion of the bone volume. If calcium intake is far

below the calcium intake threshold required for optimal skeletal development, a

permanent deficit in peak bone mass is expected. This could primarily be due to

inadequate development of bone structures (thin cortex and/or reduced formation

of trabecular network) within the expanding bone as an organ. Borderline calcium

deficiency during growth may not result in a permanent deficit in bone mass at

skeletal maturity (age 18 y) due to its effect on bone remodeling and the potential

for recovery with the decline in calcium requirement proceeding after menarche

and associated with the cessation of longitudinal bone growth. A long-term inter-

vention study with calcium supplementation extending from childhood to young

adulthood (age 18 y) at various calcium intake levels seems to be mandatory to

answer these important questions.

During young adulthood (ages 18–30 years) bones are no longer growing along

the longitudinal axis. The cycle of bone resorption and formation continues at a

slower rate than during adolescence. There is small but continuous periosteal
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envelope expansion with age, which can contribute to the net positive bone tissue

balance at most of the skeletal locations, including the spine, forearm, shaft of the

femur, metacarpal bones, and the skull. In addition, there is also a minimal endo-

steal apposition of bone mass by the beginning of young adulthood indicating con-

solidation of skeletal mass (Matkovic et al., 1994). The above events contribute to

the bone mineral gain in young adult women during the third decade of life (Recker

at al., 1992). This gain was in the range of 4.8% for the forearm, 6% for the lumbar

spine, and 12.5% for the total body. In this 5-year longitudinal observational study,

dietary calcium (calcium/protein ratio) and physical activity strongly influenced

mineral apposition. When the gain in the total body bone mineral content is trans-

lated into calcium content, approximately 150 g of calcium is incorporated into the

skeleton during this time interval. Net skeletal calcium accretion per day during this

period could therefore be about �41 mg, a figure close to the one obtained from

metabolic balance studies (Matkovic, 1991).This indicates that a window of oppor-

tunity for the restoration of skeletal mass in young adults under adequate nutrition

is possible, but seems to close by the age of 30 years (Recker et al., 1992). The period

of young adulthood is characterized by a decline in calcium absorption and calcium

retention with a concomitant increase in calcium output (Matkovic, 1991;

Matkovic & Heaney, 1992; Weaver et al., 1995). An analysis of calcium balances

showed that, across all intake ranges from 500 mg/day to 1600 mg/day, calcium

absorption and retention were substantially lower in young adults than in the

younger groups. On the other hand, calcium output (urine and feces) was the

highest. Young adults are in positive calcium balance of about 100 mg/day. When

skin losses of about 60 mg/day (Charles et al., 1983) are subtracted from this

amount, about 40 mg of calcium remains for bone accretion. To provide this small

amount of extra calcium for bone building and to match higher urinary calcium

output with the body’s decreasing ability to absorb it, calcium intake among young

adults should be above the recently established threshold of 960 mg/day. The

current dietary reference intakes for calcium for young adults aged 19–30 years are

set up at 1000 mg/day. Young athletes could lose a lot of calcium through sweat; this

may be up to 60–80 mg/h of intensive training. Low calcium intake may lead to a

negative calcium balance and bone loss, as reported for basketball players (Klesges

et al., 1996).

Phosphorus is essential for normal bone and teeth formation and, therefore,

plays a very important role during skeletal development. Out of about 700 g of

phosphorus contained in the human body, approximately 85% is in the bone while

the remaining part is in the soft tissues where it plays an important role in energy

storage and release systems. Phosphorus is an ubiquitous element present in almost

all of the foods we consume. Major dietary contributors of phosphorus are protein-

rich foods and cereal grains; about half of the food phosphorus comes from milk
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and dairy products, as well as meat, poultry, and fish. Although phosphorus

deficiency has been reported in adults taking large amounts of antacids, a wide-

spread phosphorus deficiency syndrome in humans is practically unknown. This is

to a large extent explained by the phosphorus homeostasis in the body. Most of the

consumed phosphorus is excreted in the feces and urine. Phosphorus balance

studies in adults showed that phosphorus output is equal to input at various intake

levels from 700–1800 mg/day indicating excellent adaptation (Nordin, 1976). Due

to the lack of balance studies at very low phosphorus intakes, Nordin (1976) con-

cludes that it is almost impossible to calculate phosphorus requirements for adults.

There is presumably an intake below which adult humans go into negative balance,

however, this figure is unknown. As phosphorus is an essential component of the

calcium hydroxyapatite crystal, growing individuals should be in a positive phos-

phorus balance. As in adults, phosphorus output (urinary and fecal excretion) is

highly related to phosphorus input (dietary phosphorus), however, most adoles-

cents are in a positive phosphorus balance of about 100 mg/day irrespective of their

phosphorus intake. The analysis of phosphorus balances in adolescents show that

the regression line of phosphorus output on phosphorus intake at range 800–2000

mg/day has a slope of 0.96 which is almost parallel to the line of equality and an

intercept of �58. The difference between the lines is due to phosphorus retention

in the body (�100 mg/day) required primarily for skeletal development (Landoll

et al., 1998). As the girls in this study were postpubertal (2 years since menarche)

they had a slower rate of growth and mineral accretion. A positive phosphorus

balance of about 150–200 mg/d is expected during the pubertal growth spurt at age

�12 y. Most of the recent concern of the nutrition community has centered around

the excessive consumption of phosphorus relative to calcium, with consequent

development of secondary hyperparathyroidism which could potentiate bone loss.

High phosphate intake and abnormally low calcium to phosphate ratio (i.e., 1: 6)

was implicated in the development of osteoporosis and secondary hyperparathyr-

oidism in laboratory animals (Krook & Barrett, 1962; Krook et al., 1963; Krook &

Lowe, 1964). Although this has not been rigorously studied in humans, it has been

suggested that excessive consumption of phosphate through soft drinks could be a

risk factor for periodontal disease and osteoporosis (Krook et al., 1972). In one

study, an increase in the consumption of carbonated beverages has been shown to

produce an increased incidence of fractures in adolescents, but this requires further

confirmation (Wyshak & Frisch, 1994). While this theory had several supporters

among bone researchers (Calvo et al., 1990; Jowsey et al., 1974), it was never

accepted by specialists in the field: periodontists and clinicians dealing with meta-

bolic bone disease. The average Ca/P ratio in the diets of typical American teenag-

ers is in the range of 0.3–1.3. Within this range, calcium intake rather than

phophorus is the main determinant of fecal calcium. A person needs to consume
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25–80 cans (44 mg of phosphorus per can) of cola daily depending on the calcium

intake, to drastically disturb the Ca/P ratio. In addition, subsequent balance studies

with varying amounts of phosphorus in the diet did not find abnormalities in

calcium metabolism in the form of decreased absorption and increased fecal excre-

tion of calcium (Heaney & Recker, 1982; Spencer et al., 1965, 1978). In a more

recent study, phosphate supplementation (up to 2000 mg/day) in a group of young

men did not show any effect on calcium homeostasis or bone turnover markers

(Whybro et al., 1998). Just as milk and dairy products are the main source of

calcium in the diet, they are also a good source of phosphorus with a ratio of 1.3.

The consumption of milk should, therefore, be encouraged among adolescents

because it contains both minerals in a favorable ratio and is equally important for

skeletal mineralization.

Vitamin D deficiency causes rickets in children and osteomalacia in adults, and

also is related to calcium malabsorption and secondary hyperparathyroidism in the

very elderly. Vitamin D deficiency is usually the result of inadequate exposure to

sunlight and/or low dietary intake of vitamin D. Vitamin D facilitates calcium

absorption from the diet. It stimulates active transport by inducing the synthesis of

calcium-binding protein in intestinal mucosal cells. This function is particularly

important for adaptation to low intakes. Most of the absorbed calcium, however,

comes from the passive transport mechanism, which is not completely understood,

and is not dependent on vitamin D. The proportion of absorption by the two mech-

anisms varies with intake; at high calcium intakes it is likely that active transport

contributes relatively little to the total absorbed load. Nevertheless, vitamin D

status can influence absorptive performance and influence calcium requirement

(Heaney, 1995b). Seasonal deficiency of vitamin D has been recently described in

children from Spain with corresponding increase in serum parathyroid hormone

(PTH) (Docio et al., 1998). Out of 51 normal children studied in winter, 31% had

levels of 25-hydroxyvitamin D [25(OH)D] below 12 ng/ml, and 80% had levels

lower than 20 ng/ml. To what extent this may have implications with regard to skel-

etal mineralization and peak bone mass acquisition is unknown. To meet these high

calcium requirements adolescents have higher calcium absorption than children

and young adults. The high calcium absorption during puberty is mediated by cal-

citriol [1,25(OH)2D3] and is related to bone mass accrual (Ilich et al., 1997a).

Protein-calorie malnutrition during childhood can cause growth retardation

and decreased formation of cortical bone (Garn et al., 1964), and therefore can

interfere with the attainment of peak bone mass. This is probably mediated by IGF-

I and leptin through its effect on the reproductive function. High protein intake

may increase calcium excretion in the urine; however, this has not been confirmed

in children who are in positive nitrogen balance which is required for protein syn-

thesis during growth (Matkovic et al., 1995a).
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The adolescent population may be susceptible to a mild to moderate zinc

deficiency as a result of poor eating habits and increased requirements for growth.

Although severe zinc deficiency is rarely seen in the US, mild zinc deficiency has

been reported in children and adolescents, leading to the low growth percentiles,

diminished taste acuity, and low hair levels. The effect on skeletal growth may be

mediated through IGF-I; a direct link between zinc nutritional status and IGF-I was

described in postmenopausal women (Devine et al., 1998). The implications of

mild to moderate zinc deficiency with regard to peak bone mass are unknown, and

warrants further investigation.

The Food and Nutrition Board National Academy of Sciences (1997), as well as

the National Institutes of Health Consensus Panel on Optimal Calcium Intake

(1994), increased calcium intake standards for teenagers to 1300 and 1500 mg/day,

respectively. There is a concern that a high calcium intake may lead to a decreased

absorption of other important minerals. However, recent clinical studies con-

ducted among adolescents do not show any influence of high calcium intake

(�1500 mg/day) on nutritional status of some of the major minerals and trace ele-

ments including magnesium (Andon et al., 1996), zinc (McKenna et al., 1997), iron

(Ilich-Ernst et al., 1998), and selenium (Holben et al., 1996). This proves that the

current recommendation for calcium intake is safe and should not trigger a concern

among nutritionists that such a level may cause deficiency of other minerals or

trace elements.
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Bone mineral acquisition during childhood
and adolescence: physical exercise as a
preventative measure

Heather A. McKay and Karim M. Khan

Introduction

The history of the human species has always included a lifestyle demanding heavy

and prolonged physical work that was necessary for survival (Bortz, 1985). It has

been estimated that the skeletal mass of humans living in the Late Paleolithic era

exceeded that of humans in subsequent civilizations (Larsen, 1987; Wolpoff, 1980).

This is attributed, in part, to the heavy physical exertion required for subsistence at

that time (Eaton et al., 1988). Times, however, have changed and conditions of

disuse have become firmly entrenched in our medical vocabulary.

It has been suggested that the ability of bone to adapt to mechanical loading is

much greater in the immature, as compared to the mature, skeleton (Parfitt, 1994).

Osteoporosis prevention, therefore, may begin early in life when optimal bone

mineral accretion is critical to the attainment of a healthy adult skeleton (Bailey &

McCulloch, 1992; Fassler & Bonjour, 1996; Parfitt, 1994). Peak bone mass is a major

determinant of adult bone mass which is, in turn, related to fracture risk (Matkovic

et al., 1979). Upwards of 90% of adult bone mass is achieved by the end of adoles-

cence and subsequent gains are relatively small (Bonjour et al., 1991; Glastre et al.,

1990; Slemenda et al., 1994; Theintz et al., 1992). Although peak bone mass is

largely determined by genetics, which accounts for over half of the variance (Krall

& Dawson-Hughes, 1993), other modifiable lifestyle factors, including physical

activity, also play a role.

The aim of this chapter is to familiarize the reader with the association between

physical activity, peak bone mass and adult skeletal health. To allow the reader to

interpret existing evidence as well as recognize the limitations in current research,

we will introduce the pattern of bone mineral accrual through childhood and ado-

lescence. We will also discuss some of the methodological considerations when

bone densitometry techniques are used to evaluate the pediatric skeleton. From

that foundation we summarize the literature that evaluates childhood physical

activity and peak bone mass.
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Normal bone accrual and maintenance

In children and adolescents, the shape, architecture, and strength of bones are

modulated by three key processes: growth, modeling and remodeling (Bailey et al.,

1996). Growth of the skeleton occurs in two ways giving rise to the two primary

structural types of bone: cancellous bone and cortical bone. Growth in length is

achieved in cancellous bone by endochondral ossification whereas cortical bone

is responsible for growth in width, primarily by periosteal apposition. Modeling is

responsible for altering the shape and mass and for ‘turning over’ bone during

growth. Unlike remodeling, absorption does not immediately precede formation

and the outcome is a net gain of bone over time. Modeling is of particular interest

as it appears that bone is much more capable of responding to external loads during

growth than at any other time (Forwood & Burr, 1993; Haapasalo et al., 1998;

Parfitt, 1994). Remodeling is a replacement process defined by the biological cou-

pling of osteoblasts and osteoclasts. An activation phase is followed in sequence by

a resorption and a formation phase (ARF sequence). Although remodeling is the

dominant process affecting bone shape and mass in adults, it also occurs during

growth. The net result of remodeling is to lose or maintain, but not to gain, bone

(Frost, 1992).

Bone mineral accrual during growth

Adult bone mass is, at any time, a function of the bone accrued during the growing

years and the amount of bone lost with advancing age. As low adult bone mineral

density is associated with fracture risk (Melton et al., 1993) it is clear that bone mass

accrual during the growing years should be optimized. While it is now generally

accepted that bone mass continues to accrue after the cessation of linear growth,

the debate as to when peak bone mass is achieved continues.

The pattern of normal bone mineral accrual during childhood and adolescence

is only now coming to light. Most of what we know about normal bone mineral

accrual comes from a large number of cross-sectional, and a few longitudinal,

studies which generally report that bone mineral is accrued steadily throughout the

growing years, accelerates rapidly at all skeletal sites with the onset of puberty, and

plateaus as sexual maturity is reached (Bonjour et al., 1991; Faulkner et al., 1993a,

b; Theintz et al., 1992). Cortical thickness is greater in boys than in girls at all ages,

although this is not reflected in bone mineral density which is similar between boys

and girls of the same age, until puberty. Although cross-sectional studies have

added important information to our knowledge of bone mineral accrual the nature

of these studies may misrepresent the timing and the intensity of peak events

(Martin et al., 1997).
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The general timing of peak bone mineral accrual appears to be specific to the

type of bone (cortical or cancellous) (Bonjour et al., 1991; Faulkner et al., 1993a, b;

Garn, 1970; Gilsanz et al., 1988; Mora et al., 1991; Theintz et al., 1992) and varies

between boys and girls (Faulkner et al., 1993a, b; Gilsanz et al., 1994). When mon-

itoring skeletal change, it is important to consider that girls have an approximately

2-year maturity advantage as compared with boys and that there is tremendous var-

iability in maturity between same sex children of the same chronological age. Thus,

biologically, maturity, is a more significant determinant of bone mineral than

chronological age and is a major confound in research if it is not properly con-

trolled for.

Important new information on the pattern of bone mineral accrual comes from

a longitudinal study of boys and girls at the University of Saskatchewan where,

approximately 200 boys and girls have been measured by DXA (Hologic 2000)

yearly for 7 years (Bailey, 1997, 1999). Fig. 12.1 illustrates the normal pattern of

bone mineral accrual from a longitudinal analysis for boys and girls at the 25th, 50th

and 75th percentile from age 9 to 18 years. This is a ‘distance’ curve and is a plot of

total body bone mineral content at any given age along the pathway to maturity.

Distance curves for height are a more familiar clinical tool and are used to monitor

a child’s linear growth from birth to maturity. Fig. 12.2 is a ‘velocity’ curve which

demonstrates the rate at which bone mineral is accrued in units of grams/year.

Again, a velocity curve for height would measure a child’s rate of growth in centi-

meters per year if height were measured annually. The velocity curves provide an

excellent illustration of the sex difference in the timing of peak bone mineral accrual

which occurs about 1.5 years earlier in girls than in boys, and is of a lesser magni-

tude (325 g/y for girls vs. 409 g/y for boys). The Saskatchewan group have also

shown that the timing of peak bone mineral accrual velocity coincides with menar-

che (the first menstrual period) in girls and lags behind peak height velocity by

approximately 1 year (McKay et al., 1998). This is of clinical interest as the dissoci-

ation between accelerated linear growth and peak bone mineral accrual may con-

stitute a period of relative bone fragility that may explain the increased fracture rate

observed during adolescence (Bailey et al., 1989; Parfitt, 1994).

During the pubertal years there is a 3- to 4-year window, sometimes referred to

as the ‘critical years’, when a great proportion of bone mineral accrual occurs. In a

study of healthy adolescents, maximal gain in lumbar spine and femoral neck BMC

was observed at age 11–14 years with marked diminution of bone gain 2 years

after (Theintz et al., 1992). A cross-sectional report from the University of

Saskatchewan, which utilized 3020 DXA scans, determined the area under the

curve (BMC accrued) between developmental ages 2 years on either side of peak

height velocity (PHV) (Bailey, 1997). About 35% of total body, and lumbar spine

BMC and over 27% of femoral neck BMC was laid down during the 4 years around
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Fig. 12.2 Velocity curves for total body bone mineral content (grams) for boys and girls, using a

cubic spline curve-fitting model derived from longitudinal data from the University of

Saskatchewan (Bailey et al., 1999). The sex difference in timing and magnitude of peak

bone mineral accrual is depicted. The girls reached peak bone mineral accrual velocity

approximately 1.5 years in advance of the boys and bone mineral accrual at peak was

325 g/yr as compared with 409 g/yr for boys.



PHV (Bailey, 1997). In a subsequent analysis of their 6-year longitudinal data these

investigators found that, on average, 26% of adult total body bone mineral was

accrued during the 2 years around peak bone mineral content velocity, at age 12.5

(0.9) y for girls and age 14.1 (1.0) y for boys. This amount was much greater than

previous estimates, and demonstrates the limitations of cross-sectional designs for

the study of growth (Bailey et al., 1999). In another cross-sectional study of girls,

the growth spurt reportedly contributed 51% of peak bone mass (Gordon et al.,

1991). As previously suggested, these gains in BMC appear to be more a function

of pubertal stage than chronological age (Grimston & Hanley, 1992; Kröger et al.,

1993).

On the other hand, true bone density does not appear to increase with size or age

and reported increases in areal bone mineral density (BMD) or, as discussed pre-

viously, are a reflection of growth and an increase in size rather than an increase in

bone mineral per unit volume (Kroger et al., 1992; Schonau et al., 1993).

Measurement of bone mineral

All branches of science and medicine depend on accurate and precise measurement

of biological variables. Galileo said ‘measure what can be measured and make mea-

surable what cannot.’ Various bone absorptiometry systems and techniques have

been used extensively to measure bone mineral. These techniques are discussed in

detail elsewhere in this volume. Of these techniques dual energy X-ray absorptiom-

etry (DXA) is a readily available, relatively inexpensive and precise method. The

low levels of radiation exposure make DXA the measurement system in popular use

for studies involving children. DXA provides an assessment of bone area (cm),

bone mineral content (BMC, g) and BMD of g/cm2 for the total body, proximal

femur and lumbar spine.

There is some confusion in the literature regarding the use of the term ‘bone

mass’ which is often used interchangeably with BMC or BMD. The problem with

the familiar use of this terminology is that current measurement systems do not

measure bone mass per se but assesses the amount of bone mineral in bone. Bone

density at maturity is a function of both the size of the bone and bone mass. It is

important to make the distinction between the measurement of BMC and BMD

and to understand what it is they represent.

Bone mineral content is the absolute amount of mineral present in the region of

bone being measured. BMD is the relative amount of bone mineral per measured

area of bone (BMC/bone area). Individuals familiar with the terminology will note

immediately that BMD does not reflect true density (expressed as g/cm3), but

is a two-dimensional (length and width) representation of a three-dimensional
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(length, width and depth) bone. Therefore, BMD only partially controls for size

differences, between boys and girls for example or between individuals of different

ages or levels of maturity. ‘True’ bone mineral density (i.e., the amount of bone

mineral per measured volume of bone) can only be assessed using quantitative

computed tomography (QCT).

This presents a problem when BMD is used in longitudinal assessments of bone

growth. An increase in overall size, if insufficiently accounted for, leaves the false

impression of an increase in bone density where none exists. Thus, growth itself

will lead to an increase in BMD, even if true, volumetric BMD remains constant

(Carter et al., 1992). This has led to considerable confusion regarding the magni-

tude of change in BMD during growth.

In an attempt to address these concerns various mathematical equations based

on geometric assumptions have been utilized to estimate bone volume and to

derive what has been termed ‘bone mineral apparent density (BMAD)’ (Carter et

al., 1992; Katzman et al., 1991) or corrected BMD (corr BMD) (Kröger et al., 1992).

Using this approach, Kröger et al. found that much of the change in BMC with

growth was due to bone expansion rather than to an increase in bone mineral per

unit volume (Kröger et al., 1992). It has been suggested, however, that these formu-

lae overcorrect, resulting in higher than expected values (Hillman, 1996). Clearly,

a three-dimensional representation of bone as with QCT is the preferred bone

density measure in developmental studies of growing children where bone size

is changing. However, QCT is associated with substantial exposure to ionizing

radiation.

Physical activity and bone

In the nineteenth century it was proposed that bone had the capacity to respond to

mechanical loading (Wolff, 1892). More recently, it has been suggested that this

response is controlled by a ‘mechanostat’ (Currey, 1984; Frost, 1987; Lanyon et al.,

1982) that endeavors to keep strain in bone within an optimal level and adjusts the

structure of bone in order to do so (Frost, 1987). Fig. 12.3 illustrates the four

mechanical usage zones where bone undergoes gain or loss depending on the extent

of loading.

In the trivial loading zone there is virtually no mechanical stimulus to bone and

remodeling occurs. Studies conducted during bed rest (Bloomfield, 1997) or space

flight (Oganov et al., 1992) reveal that this results in a net loss of bone over time.

Thus, periods of bed rest (e.g., in pediatric illness) should be minimized. Strains in

the physiologic loading zone maintain remodeling at a steady state which, in turn,

maintains bone strength. In the overload zone modeling is stimulated and new

bone is added in response to the mechanical demand. The result is an increase in
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bone strength. Finally, in the pathological overload zone, bone suffers microdam-

age and woven (unorganized) bone is added as part of the repair process.

It should be noted that a change in the set point thresholds would elicit a similar

adaptive response (Frost, 1995). Also, the response to mechanical strain is site

specific, therefore, one region of the skeleton may experience a net loss of bone

while, simultaneously, another region experiences a net gain.

A prolific group of researchers well known for their animal work on the adaptive

response of bone to mechanical loading introduced the error strain distribution

hypothesis (Lanyon, 1996). This hypothesis suggested that bone cells respond to
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Fig. 12.3 A schematic representation of Frost’s mechanostat theory (Frost, 1987). In the trivial

loading zone there is virtually no mechanical stimulus to bone and remodeling occurs.

Strains in the physiologic loading zone maintain remodeling at a steady state which, in

turn, maintains bone strength. In the overload zone modeling is stimulated and new bone

is added in response to the mechanical demand. Finally, in the pathological overload

zone, bone suffers microdamage and woven (unorganized) bone is added as part of the

repair process. (Adapted from Frost, 1987.)



unfamiliar patterns of loading. That is, unusual strains of uneven distribution are

more likely to elicit an osteogenic response than repetitive strains that are a func-

tion of everyday activity. The more unusual the strain distribution at a particular

bone site, the greater its potential to increase bone density at that site (Lanyon,

1996).

Observational and experimental studies provide a degree of insight into several

aspects of bone’s response to physical activity but may also raise many questions.

In this subsection we review studies that have addressed the following questions.

First, does increased activity lead to increased bone mineral accretion? If so, what

is the best type of exercise to promote bone mineral accretion? Secondly, is there a

‘window of opportunity’ during childhood or adolescence during which bone

mineral accretion is optimized? Thirdly, are the benefits of a childhood or adoles-

cent exercise program maintained during adulthood? And, finally, what happens to

the skeleton in the absence of physical activity or during mechanical ‘unloading’?

Does increased activity lead to increased bone mineral accretion?

Two recent reviews provide a detailed discussion of childhood and adolescent phys-

ical activity in relation to bone mineral (Bailey et al., 1996; Barr & McKay, 1998).

Bailey et al. systematically reviewed 38 major studies and concluded that physical

activity was positively associated with bone mineral accretion. There was, however,

some degree of inconsistency in the results which could be attributed, at least in

part, to limitations of study design. These include small numbers of subjects, short

duration of prospective observations, the difficulty of accurately assessing usual

physical activity in children and adolescents, and the tremendous variability in the

tempo and timing of growth (Bailey et al., 1996). Unilateral control studies, in

which the effect of genetics is controlled for within the study design, provided some

of the most convincing evidence (Faulkner et al., 1993a, b; Kannus et al., 1995).

One such study from Kannus et al. at the UKK Institute for Health Promotion

Research (Finland) provides an excellent illustration of the effect of childhood

physical activity on bone. Bone mineral content of playing and non-playing arms

was measured in 105 nationally ranked female racquet-sports players and 50

healthy women of similar age, height and weight who served as controls (Kannus

et al., 1995). Although controls had approximately 4% higher bone mineral content

in the dominant than the non-dominant humerus (attributed to activities of daily

living), racquet sport players had on average �13% side–side difference in humeral

BMC, reflecting the strains experienced during tennis and squash.

Recent studies have provided further evidence to indicate that physical activity

during youth is associated with higher bone mineral content or density (Boot et al.,

1992; Cassell et al., 1996; Dyson et al., 1997; Gunnes & Lehmann, 1996; Morris et

al., 1997; Ruiz et al., 1995). The University of Saskatchewan 6-year longitudinal
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study investigated the relationship between everyday physical activity and peak

bone mineral accrual in a group of healthy Canadian children passing through ado-

lescence (Bailey et al., 1999). These researchers compared children by quartiles of

physical activity and, with height and weight at peak height velocity controlled for,

demonstrated a 9% and 17% greater total body BMC for active boys and girls,

respectively, over their inactive peers one year after the age of PBMCV. Similarly,

the most active group accrued more bone than the least active group at peak veloc-

ity and in the 2 years around the bone mineral spurt for the total body and the

femoral neck (but not the lumbar spine) (P�0.05).

A 10-month study of normal 9- and 10-year-old schoolgirls appears particularly

important as it utilized a prospective (but non-randomized) intervention design

(Morris et al., 1997). The intervention schools added three weight bearing, physi-

cal education classes per week to their program. Gains in bone mineral content or

density for girls in the intervention group averaged 5.5% greater for the whole

body, 3.6% greater at the lumbar spine, and 10.3% greater at the femoral neck

(Morris et al., 1997). The magnitude of these changes, if maintained into the later

adult years, would substantially reduce the subjects’ risk of osteoporosis.

What is the best type of exercise to promote bone mineral accretion? Both the

mechanostat theory (Frost, 1987) and the error strain distribution hypothesis

(Lanyon, 1996) give rise to this question. These theories predict that bone responds

to activity with increased modeling only when the activity is associated with strain

levels greater than those provided in the physiological loading zone (Frost, 1987)

and that responses are greater when the strains are distributed in unusual patterns

hypothesis (Lanyon, 1996). Studies that measured athletes in high intensity sports

such as gymnastics and Olympic weightlifting provide partial answers.

It has been estimated that gymnastics activities produce forces as great as 18

times body weight during landings (Panzer et al., 1988) compared with only 1–2

times body weight for walking and running (Capozzo, 1983). In a 12-month pros-

pective study of prepubertal elite female gymnasts (n�45) and controls (n�48)

the gymnasts had a 30–85% greater increase in BMD than controls at the total body,

spine and legs (Bass et al., 1998). The standard (z) scores increased with increasing

duration of training. Similar results were reported in a smaller cross-sectional study

of 7–11-year-old gymnasts and controls (Dyson et al., 1997).

In a cross-sectional study of 15–20-year-old male Olympic weightlifters, the

mean distal and proximal forearm BMC of subjects was 51% and 41% above the

age-matched controls, respectively (Virvidakis et al., 1990). These boys started

training on average at age 14 years and had trained for an average of 4 years at the

time of the study (personal communication from the author reported by Parfitt)

(Parfitt, 1994).

Swimming, on the other hand, which serves to ‘unload’ the skeleton during
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periods of buoyancy during training, does not increase bone mass as measured by

DXX. Although elite swimmers undertake intense training programs, their bone

mineral density is similar to that of control subjects (Dyson et al., 1997; Taafe et al.,

1995).

Is there a ‘window of opportunity’ during childhood or adolescence during which bone

mineral accretion is optimized?

Are the benefits of a childhood or adolescent exercise program maintained during

adulthood? 

It has been suggested that childhood and adolescence represent a critical period

where bone responds more favorably to mechanical loading than at other ages

(Bailey & McCulloch, 1992; Bailey et al., 1996; Haapasalo et al., 1998; Kannus et al.,

1995; Khan et al., 1998; Parfitt, 1994). A cross-sectional study of 7–17-year-old

tennis players was conducted to see at what maturity level the side to side

differences previously noted in older players, became evident (Haapasalo et al.,

1998). The authors identified side-to-side BMD differences once girls reached the

adolescent growth spurt (Tanner stage III). These data suggest a specific exercise

effect which is dependent on, and closely linked to, maturational status. In the

Kannus et al. study of female racquet-sports players referenced previously, when

training was begun before menarche, difference in humeral bone mineral content

ranged from 17% to 24% compared to 8% to 14% when training began after

menarche (Kannus et al., 1995).

In a 3-year prospective observational study bone mineral accrual at the lumbar

spine, the proximal femur and the distal radius was related to weight-bearing phys-

ical activity in prepubertal, but not in peripubertal children (Slemenda et al., 1994).

A study of retired ballet dancers suggested that for BMD of the hip, the age range

10–12 years may represent a time when the proximal femur is particularly respon-

sive to weight-bearing exercise (Khan et al., 1998). Among the former dancers,

femoral neck bone mineral density was positively related to weekly hours of ballet

undertaken between 10 and 12 years of age, but was not related to current physical

activity or to years of full-time ballet training and performance.

In adults, it seems quite clear that beneficial effects on bone observed when an

exercise program is initiated are lost during detraining (Dalsky et al., 1988) but

whether this also occurs in response to exercise undertaken during growth is not

clearly established. As bone can substantially change its shape during growth via

the process of modeling, it is not inconceivable that long-term benefits from child-

hood activity are realized (Haapasalo et al., 1996, 1998). There is some evidence to

suggest that higher levels of bone attained in childhood are maintained in gymnasts
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(Kirchner et al., 1996). Whether childhood physical activity influences the rate or

timing of adult bone loss is also not known. Studies specifically designed to answer

these questions are needed.

What happens to the skeleton in the absence of physical activity or during mechanical

‘unloading’?

An extreme example of unloading is provided by weightlessness experienced

during space flight, but any time a patient is confined to bed we see a very real

example of absence of regular loading. To return to the mechanostat hypothesis,

bed-bound bones are in the trivial loading zone and thus rapidly lose bone mineral.

A bed-rest study showed that trabecular bone was lost at the rate of about 1% per

week (Krolner & Toft, 1983). Cortical bone is lost at about 1% per month

(Whedon, 1984). It has been suggested that trabecular bone returns at about 1%

per month, so that restoration of bone mineral is much slower than bone loss.

However, as bone does not return to its previous level in all cases, patients should

be encouraged to weight bear during periods of rehabilitation or recovery when-

ever possible.

Conclusions

Although prospective, randomized, intervention studies are needed to provide

definitive answers, there is mounting evidence to suggest that physical activity

undertaken in childhood has repercussions for the adult skeleton. Parfitt summed

it up perfectly in stating ‘in wild animals, by the time growth has ceased, the bones

must be as strong as they will ever need to be, and attainment of further strength

after cessation of growth would serve no useful purpose’ (Parfitt, 1994). We need

look no further than present-day studies reporting increases in television viewing

and childhood obesity to see where our children are spending their time

(Gortmaker et al., 1996, 1997). It seems plausible, that industrialization and con-

venience is won at the cost of our skeletons and that we play a dangerous game in

ignoring the increasing trends towards physical inactivity in our children.
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Osteoporosis in children

Frank Rauch and Francis H. Glorieux

Introduction

This chapter deals with pediatric disorders which are characterized by increased

bone fragility and decreased bone mass. Compared with adults, such diseases are

relatively rare in children, but may have devastating consequences. Osteoporosis

can occur as a primary bone disorder or may be secondary to other diseases and/or

their treatment (Table 13.1). The primary forms of childhood osteoporosis com-

prise osteogenesis imperfecta and idiopathic juvenile osteoporosis. Secondary

pediatric osteoporosis is most frequently seen as a consequence of immobilization

and of long-term steroid treatment in a variety of chronic diseases.

Osteogenesis imperfecta

Osteogenesis imperfecta (OI), also called brittle bone disease, is a hereditary form

of osteoporosis. In many patients the disease is due to abnormalities in collagen

type I. Therefore, the disease manifests itself not only in bone, but also in other

tissues that contain collagen type I, such as skin, teeth and sclerae. OI is thought to

affect between 1/10000 and 1/15000 individuals of all racial and ethnic origins

(Byers & Steiner, 1992).

Clinical presentation

Family history

In most familial cases of OI, heredity follows an autosomal dominant pattern.

However, new mutations are frequent, especially in the more severe forms. There

may also be germline mosaicism for OI mutations, so that unaffected parents can

have more than one affected child (Rowe & Shapiro, 1998). In rare kindreds an

autosomal recessive inheritance has been demonstrated.

Signs and symptoms

The severity of clinical expression of OI is extremely variable and ranges from

stillbirth to perhaps lifelong absence of symptoms. Most patients have recurrent

fractures. In the more severe cases chronic bone pain and skeletal deformities are
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present. The most frequent extraskeletal findings are blue sclerae, ligamentous

laxity with joint hypermobility, skin hyperlaxity with susceptibility to bruises, as

well as fragile and discolored teeth (dentinogenesis imperfecta). Excessive sweating

is a frequent but ill-explained finding in young children. Hearing loss can develop

due to abnormalities in auditory ossicles, but is rarely evident in children.

Clinical classification

The most popular classification in present use was devised by Sillence (Sillence et

al., 1979). Four forms of OI are distinguished according to clinical features. Type I

OI comprises patients with a mild presentation and normal height, whereas type II

OI is lethal in the perinatal period. Type III OI is the most severe form in children

surviving the neonatal period. These patients have a well-defined phenotype

including extremely short stature, growth plate abnormalities and progressive limb
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Table 13.1. Forms of osteoporosis in children, according to current

literature

II. Primary

Osteogenesis imperfecta

Idiopathic juvenile osteoporosis

II. Secondary

Endocrine disorders

Cushing syndrome

Glucocorticoid therapy

Diabetes mellitus

Thyrotoxicosis

Gonadal dysgenesis

Gastrointestinal disorders

Biliary atresia

Glycogen storage disease type 1

Chronic hepatitis

Malabsorption syndromes

Inborn errors of metabolism

Homocystinuria

Lysinuric protein intolerance

Other disorders

Immobilization

Anticonvulsant therapy

Cyanotic congenital heart disease

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia

Anorexia nervosa

Thalassemia



and spine deformities. Patients with a moderate to severe phenotype who do not fit

into one of the above categories are classified as type IV OI. This classification has

been useful in providing a framework for prognosis. However, the management of

a given patient currently does not depend on whether one or another type is attrib-

uted, but rather is dictated by symptoms and disease severity.

Radiological features

The variability in clinical expression of OI is reflected in the radiological features. In

most patients generalized osteopenia with thin cortices of long bones is apparent

(Fig. 13.1). Wormian bones of significant number and size in the skull are a common

but not pathognomonic feature of OI. Moderate to severe cases are characterized by

modeling defects of long bones, such as decreased diameter of diaphyses and

increaseddiameterof epiphysesandmetaphyses.Deformitiesmayresult fromrecur-

rent fractures or simply from the lack of resistance to muscle pull. Such patients often

also have deformities in the vertebrae, which can take a wedge-shaped, biconcave or

even completely flattened appearance (Fig. 13.2). Platybasia, which can progress to

basilar impression, and excessive pneumatization of the frontal and mastoid sinuses

are common in severely affected patients. The pelvis can have a triradiate-shaped

appearance. Prenatal diagnosis of severe OI is possible by ultrasound examination

at 14 to 18 weeks of gestation. When the collagen mutation is known in a family, pre-

natal diagnosis can also be made by testing for the mutation in amniotic cells.

Radiological abnormalities may increase markedly during growth. ‘Popcorn’

calcifications are developmental defects in the regions of the epiphyses and meta-

physes of major long bones (predominantly near the knees) that occur most

often in type III OI patients. This finding is believed to result from traumatic

fragmentation of the growth plate cartilage, which may severely limit long bone

growth. When fractures occur in OI, they heal at normal rates. In a specific subtype,

there is exuberant callus formation that in some cases has been mistaken for skele-

tal malignancy.

Laboratory findings

Routine biochemical studies of bone and mineral metabolism are typically unre-

markable. Elevations in serum alkaline phosphatase and markers of bone resorp-

tion occur in patients with exuberant callus formation. Hypercalciuria is a

common finding in severely affected children. Bone histology is characterized by

increased turnover (Baron et al., 1983; unpublished observations), which may, in

part, be due to periods of prolonged immobilization.

Differential diagnosis

The differential diagnosis for OI in infants and children includes idiopathic

juvenile osteoporosis, Cushing’s disease, homocystinuria, congenital indifference
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Fig. 13.1 Osteogenesis imperfecta. Severe deformities of the lower extremities in a 1-year-old girl

with OI type IV. Bilateral coxa vara and typical bowing of the lower leg are present. Note

the apparent absence of cortices in the distal half of the femora, flaring of the metaphyses

and thin diaphyses.



to pain, child abuse, severe polyostotic fibrous dysplasia and some forms of

Ehlers–Danlos syndrome. The correct diagnosis can usually be made from the

patient’s medical history, physical findings, and radiographic features. A positive

family history is especially helpful, but many patients represent new mutations.

The finding of a collagen type I abnormality strongly suggests the diagnosis of

OI. However, OI cannot be ruled out in the absence of detectable collagen abnor-

malities.
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Fig. 13.2 Osteogenesis imperfecta. Left panel: Lateral view of the lumbar spine in a 20-month-old

girl with OI type III. Some of the vertebrae are hardly discernible due to severe

osteopenia. Almost all vertebral bodies are compressed. At the time this X-ray was taken,

the areal bone density of L1 to L4 was �9.0 standard deviations below the age-specific

mean value. Right panel: The same patient after 13 months of treatment with

pamidronate. Vertebral bodies now show a markedly enhanced contrast due to thickened

cortices. Also note the increased size and reshaping of vertebral bodies. The areal bone

density has increased to �4.8 standard deviations below the mean.



Pathophysiology

OI is commonly assumed to be caused by mutations in one of the two genes that

encode the alpha chains of collagen type I (Byers & Steiner, 1992). However, the

actual prevalence of collagen mutations among patients who present the clinical

picture of OI is currently unknown, as sufficiently sensitive sequencing strategies

have only recently been developed (Korkko et al., 1998). The mechanisms by which

genetic mutations lead to the clinical manifestations of the disease have not yet

been elucidated.

Treatment

Medical treatment of OI has long been largely ineffective in altering the course of

the disease. Recently, treatment with bisphosphonates has been shown to benefit

children with severe forms of OI (Glorieux et al., 1998). Bone mineral density and

physical activity increased markedly in these patients and fracture rate decreased

by 65% (Fig. 13.2).

Supportive treatment requires a multidisciplinary approach including orthope-

dic surgeons, physiotherapists, occupational therapists, dentists and psychologists

to care for recurrent fractures, limb deformities, kyphoscoliosis and dentinogene-

sis imperfecta (Engelbert et al., 1998). To stabilize the lower limbs the use of braces

and rodding of femurs and tibiae are often necessary in severely affected patients.

Support groups (e.g., Osteogenesis Imperfecta Foundation) are important sources

of comfort and lay-language information for patients and their families.

Prognosis

Fracture rates decrease markedly after puberty, but may again increase in women

after menopause (Paterson et al., 1984). Patients with mild forms of OI most com-

monly are not functionally impaired as adults. However, severely affected patients

may remain wheelchair-bound for life. Life expectancy is close to normal in types

I and IV, but is decreased in type III OI (Paterson et al., 1996). Respiratory infec-

tions are the main cause of death in such patients (McAllion & Paterson, 1996).

Idiopathic juvenile osteoporosis (IJO)

IJO is a transient, non-hereditary form of childhood osteoporosis without extra-

skeletal involvement. This is a very rare disease. About 100 cases have been reported

in the literature.

Clinical features

Signs and symptoms

IJO typically develops in a prepubertal (mostly between 8 and 12 years of age), pre-

viously healthy child of either sex (Teotia et al., 1979). Symptoms begin with an
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insidious onset of pain in the lower back, hips and feet, and difficulty walking (Dent

& Friedman, 1965). Knee and ankle pain and fractures of the lower extremities may

be present. Vertebral compression fractures are frequent and cause the upper :

lower segment ratio to decrease below unity. Long bone fractures, mostly at meta-

physeal sites, may occur. Physical examination may be entirely normal or reveal

thoracolumbar kyphosis or kyphoscoliosis, pigeon chest deformity, crown–pubis

to pubis–heel ratio of less than 1.0, loss of height, deformities of the long bones,

and limp.

Radiological features

On X-rays, the new bone formed in metaphyseal areas appears as a radiolucent

band (‘neo-osseous osteoporosis’, Fig. 13.3) (Dent, 1977). Several vertebrae can

have a wedge-shaped or biconcave appearance. Long bones usually have normal

length and cortical width.

Laboratory findings

There are no known biochemical characteristics. Alterations of the markers of bone

and mineral metabolism are non-specific and inconsistently noted. In some cases

a negative calcium balance has been reported (Dent, 1977). Bone biopsy reveals

markedly decreased activity of the osteoblast population on trabecular bone

(unpublished observations).

Differential diagnosis

The diagnosis of IJO is made by the exclusion of OI and of diseases causing secon-

dary osteoporosis (see below). The exclusion of most of these disorders usually is

not difficult. However, it may be hard to distinguish between IJO and OI type I

caused by a new mutation. Table 13.2 presents the typical distinguishing features

between the two entities.

Pathophysiology

The cause of IJO is unknown. Whatever triggers the decrease in osteoblast perfor-

mance, the effect obviously is that the skeleton no longer adequately adapts to the

rapidly increasing mechanical loads during growth. Thus, the strain keeps increas-

ing until the threshold is reached where fractures occur.

Treatment

There is no treatment with proven benefit to the patient. The effect of any kind of

medical intervention is difficult to judge, because the disease is rare, has a variable

course and usually resolves without treatment. Fluoride has been used with success

in isolated cases (Glorieux et al., 1993). Bisphosphonates appear to yield promis-

ing results, but reliable data are still lacking (Brumsen et al., 1997).
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Fig. 13.3 Idiopathic juvenile osteoporosis. A radiolucent band in the radial metaphysis indicates the

presence of ‘neo-osseous osteoporosis’.



Prognosis

The disease process is only active in growing children and spontaneous recovery is

the rule after 3–5 years of evolution. However, spine deformities and severe func-

tional impairment may persist in severe cases (Smith, 1995).

Secondary osteoporosis

A variety of primary diseases and/or their therapies have been incriminated as

causing osteoporosis in children (Table 13.1). It is important to note that not all of

these disorders have been demonstrated to cause increased bone fragility. Often

‘osteoporosis’ has been diagnosed on the basis of decreased bone mass only.

However, this criterion alone is not sufficient to establish that a disorder causes

‘osteoporosis’ in children, because decreased bone mass is the inevitable conse-

quence of slower than normal bone growth. Slow growth rates are a common finding

in many chronic pediatric disorders and do not necessarily indicate increased pro-

pensity for fractures. Therefore, we focus on two relatively common causes of

increased bone fragility in children, corticosteroid excess and immobilization.

Corticosteroid-induced osteoporosis

This form of osteoporosis can result from excessive endogenous production

of corticosteroids (Cushing syndrome). More frequently, it is a consequence of
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Table 13.2. Differential diagnosis between idiopathic juvenile osteoporosis (IJO) and

osteogenesis imperfecta type I (OI)

IJO OI

Family history Negative May be positive

Onset Late prepubertal Birth or soon after

Duration 1–5 years Lifelong

Clinical findings Upper:lower segment ratio�1.0 Blue sclerae

Abnormal gait Frequently abnormal dentition

Metaphyseal fractures Joint hyperlaxity

Long bone fractures

Growth rate Normal Normal or decreased

Radiologic findings Wedge compression in spine Thin cortex of long bones

‘Neo-osseous osteoporosis’ Wormian bones in skull

Thin ribs

Bone biopsy Decreased bone turnover Increased bone turnover

Connective tissue defect No Often collagen abnormalities



exogenously applied glucocorticoids, which are used to treat a variety of chronic

inflammatory and immunologic disorders. An excess of corticosteroids in children

affects longitudinal growth rate. In addition, glucocorticoids decrease osteoblast

activity, while bone resorption is normal or even increased. This negative balance

of bone remodeling leads to a loss of bone mass (Dempster, 1989). These effects are

more pronounced in trabecular than in cortical bone. Therefore, corticosteroid-

induced osteoporosis predominantly affects the spine, where vertebral compres-

sion fractures may occur.

Treatment of Cushing syndrome consists of surgical or medical suppression of

endogenous corticoid secretion. Iatrogenic corticosteroid-induced osteoporosis in

adults can be prevented and treated with bisphosphonates (Adachi et al., 1997; Saag

et al., 1998). It is not yet known whether the same effects can be achieved in children.

Immobilization-induced osteoporosis

Acute immobilization decreases bone formation and increases bone resorption.

Additionally, bone development is severely impaired in chronically immobilized

children, due to lack of mechanical stimulation. Both factors combine to cause low

bone mass. This typically results in vertebral compression fractures, but long bone

fractures may also occur. Physiotherapy may help to stimulate bone and muscle

development. Medical treatment with bisphosphonates has shown promising

results in a small number of patients (Shaw et al., 1994), but this approach needs

to be further evaluated.
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Consequences of alterations in bone
remodeling

Karen M. Prestwood and Lawrence G. Raisz

The key to understanding the pathogenesis of osteoporosis is an analysis of the

bone remodeling process and of the mechanisms by which alterations in this

process can lead to loss of bone mass and strength. Our knowledge of bone remod-

eling at the cellular and molecular level has increased greatly, but we still lack crit-

ical information on the factors which regulate bone remodeling in humans and

which are likely to be responsible for bone loss. While the initial formation of the

skeleton depends on direct apposition of new bone, or modeling, remodeling of the

skeleton begins in early fetal life and becomes the dominant metabolic activity of

the skeleton by the end of puberty.

During childhood and adolescence, rapid rates of bone remodeling are associ-

ated with a gain in bone mass. Once peak bone mass has been achieved, there is a

period when skeletal remodeling remains in balance; that is, the rates of resorption

and formation are relatively equal, or tightly ‘coupled.’ Bone loss probably begins

before the menopause in women, but then accelerates at the menopause. Bone loss

in men has not been clearly defined, but probably occurs at a slow rate beginning

in the 50s and 60s and at an accelerated rate thereafter. Bone loss in post-

menopausal women and older men represents an imbalance between the rates of

resorption and formation, or ‘uncoupled’ bone remodeling. However, evidence

suggests that, once bone loss begins, it is not constant or uniform throughout the

skeleton, but can vary both in rate and site of loss. In this chapter we will describe

the bone remodeling cycle, the basic multicellular units (BMU) of trabecular and

cortical bone, and indicate some of the factors which can influence the remodeling

cycle. Many hormones and local factors have been identified which influence bone

remodeling, but their relative importance in physiologic and pathologic regulation

is not well understood. Mechanical forces play a major role in the regulation of

bone remodeling. Frost and others have described this regulation as being a

‘mechanostat,’ and further proposed that there is a ‘set point’ for the mechanostat

which may vary with age and hormonal status (Frost, 1997). While this is a con-

ceptually useful approach, we know little about the physical and biochemical

signals which regulate the response to mechanical forces, and even less about how

these signals are transduced with and between bone cells.
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The bone remodeling cycle

As indicated in Fig. 14.1, the bone remodeling cycle begins with ‘activation.’ This

process may be initiated by either local changes, such as mechanical force and

microfractures, or by systemic hormones or local factors which influence overall

bone turnover (Frost, 1997). The activation step is initiated by effects on cells

of the osteoblast lineage, although it is likely that these responsor cells are not

fully differentiated osteoblasts, but rather are either precursor cells in the

marrow stroma or lining cells on the bone surface. These cells have receptors for

factors which have been shown to influence bone resorption. The concept of

osteoblast–osteoclast interaction as the first step in activation was proposed many

years ago, but we have just begun to define the molecular mechanisms of this inter-

action. The factors which stimulate bone resorption can alter the expression of a

surface molecule, variably called osteoclast differentiation factor (ODF), osteopro-

tegerin ligand (OPGL), TRANCE or RANK ligand (Matsuzaki et al., 1998; Yasuda

et al., 1998). The latter two names come from other cell systems, specifically the

activation of lymphocytes, in which these molecules are involved. The osteoblast

not only makes this ligand, but also makes osteoprotegerin (OPG), which can bind

to OPGL and block the interaction between the responser cells and osteoclast pre-

cursors (Simonet et al., 1997). The receptor molecule on osteoclast precursors with

which the reponser cells interact is presumably a form of RANK (Fig. 14.2). In
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Fig. 14.1 The bone remodeling cycle. Osteoclast precursors are activated by interacting with

osteoblast precursors and the mature osteoclasts resorb bone. After resorption is

completed, the reversal phase begins and then osteoblasts appear on the surface of bone

to lay down osteoid and to calcify new bone. Osteoclasts are derived from hematopoietic

stem cells and osteoblast from stromal stem cells.



this system, the usual terms of ‘receptor’ and ‘ligand’ may represent an over-

simplification, since it is likely that when these molecules bind to each other, signals

are transmitted to both interacting cells. Moreover, there may be other cell–cell

interactions between osteoblast and osteoclast which are important in the initial

steps of activation and osteoclastogenesis. Hormones and local factors which acti-

vate remodeling can increase the expression of OPGL and decrease the expression

of OPG (Tsukii et al., 1998). Regulation of the RANK receptor on osteoclast pre-

cursors probably also occurs, although it has not yet been demonstrated. The inter-

action between RANK and OPGL is necessary but not sufficient for the information

of active functional osteoclasts. At least one other factor, macrophage stimulating
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Fig. 14.2 Schematic drawing illustrating the interaction of osteoblast and osteoclast precursors. On

the surface of osteoblast precursors are molecules called by various names:

osteoprotegerin ligand (OPGL), osteoclast differentiating factor (ODF), TRANCE or RANKL.

These molecules interact with RANK on the surface of osteoclast precursors resulting on

activation of osteoclasts. PTH, PGE2, IL-1 and 1,25D have a positive effect on OPGL

resulting in increased activation of osteoclasts and thus bone resorption. Osteoblasts also

make osteoprotegerin (OPG) which can bind to OPGL and block the interaction of

osteoblast and osteoclast precursors. PTH, PGE2, IL-1, and 1,25D have a negative effect on

OPG production resulting in increased bone resorption. Osteoblast precursors also

produce M-CSF which acts by another pathway to activate osteoclasts. It appears that

both types of osteoblast–osteoclast interaction are necessary for activation of the bone

remodeling cycle.



factor (M-CSF or (CSF1), which can be produced by osteoblasts, is also important

in osteoclastogenesis. M-CSF appears to play a role in the initial replication and

activation of the osteoclast precursors, as well as in the subsequent steps of

differentiation and fusion which lead to the fully activated osteoclast (Biskobing et

al., 1995; Amano et al., 1998; Yao et al., 1998).

The function of the fully differentiated osteoclast has been described earlier in

this volume. One important question in control of bone remodeling is how the

depth and breadth of osteoclastic resorption are regulated. The limited extent of

osteoclast resorption may be due to the finite lifespan of osteoclasts, whose nuclei

undergo apoptosis. The lifespan and mortality of osteoclasts can be regulated by

hormones, but the details of this regulation are not fully understood (Dempster,

1992).

Following osteoclastic resorption, the phase of remodeling called ‘reversal’

occurs, during which mononuclear cells present on the bone surface. The func-

tion of these cells is not understood; however, the mononuclear cells may be

involved in further degradation of matrix, in the formation of the so-called

‘cement line,’ which is present between old and new bone, or in signaling of

osteoblasts to migrate and differentiate to begin new bone formation at the

resorption site (Baron et al., 1980). The initiation of the formation phase is prob-

ably not dependent on cell–cell interactions, but rather on local release of growth

factors either from the matrix or from the various cells involved in the resorption

and reversal process. These growth factors stimulate the subsequent replication,

migration and differentiation of new osteoblasts in successive waves, which may

also depend on signals from the differentiated osteoblasts themselves (Canalis et

al., 1988). In younger individuals, the amount of new bone formed during the

coupled phase of bone remodeling is approximately equal to that resorbed;

however, the capacity of the osteoblast population to multiply and to lay down

new bone decreases with aging. Therefore, the size of a BMU, or new packet of

bone on a trabecular surface, as measured by ‘mean wall thickness,’ is decreased.

In cortical bone, where the BMU is an osteon, the consequence of impaired

osteoblast renewal is incomplete filling in of the Haversian canal, resulting in a

porotic cortex (Parfitt et al., 1983).

Mechanisms of ‘uncoupling’

The uncoupling of bone resorption and formation can result in loss of bone mass

and strength in a number of different ways. Perhaps the simplest way is by an

increase in the number of active BMUs, or ‘activation frequency.’ As a result of the

increase in activation frequency, the amount of bone at each remodeling site
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decreases and this decrease results in lower bone mass. Moreover, multiple resorp-

tion sites both on trabecular surfaces and in the cortex may result in structural

weakening of the bone. Further, there may also be an increase in the depth of

resorption by more active osteoclasts or, more importantly, resorption that results

in complete loss of trabecular architecture may occur. If the template on which the

osteoblast initiates formation is lost, the resorbed bone cannot be replaced. Loss of

connectivity in trabecular structures also results in an impairment of osteoblast

formation by reducing the ability of osteoblasts to ‘detect’ mechanical forces, a

requirement for initiating osteoblastic bone formation (Frost, 1997; Dempster,

1992). While the above changes result in uncoupling which could be independent

of any defect in osteoblast function, the magnitude of the decrease in mean wall

thickness with age suggests that osteoblast renewal remains a major factor in age-

related bone loss (Jilka et al, 1996).

The pathogenesis of osteoporosis

Reduction of bone mass and strength sufficient to cause fractures that occur with

minimal trauma can develop either because the skeleton never forms adequately

(optimal peak bone mass is not achieved), or because bone is removed too rapidly

(accelerated bone resorption), or because formation fails to keep pace with acceler-

ated resorption. Probably all three processes are involved in the clinical expression

of osteoporosis. The categorization of osteoporosis into type I (postmenopausal)

or type II (senile) forms has been proposed on the basis of differences in the rela-

tive frequency of vertebral and hip fractures and on the relative importance of

estrogen deficiency and secondary hyperparathyroidism. In fact, these two phe-

nomena are interrelated, and there is considerable overlap between so-called type

I and type II (Riggs et al., 1998). Changes in sex hormones and other systemic hor-

mones, as well as local factors, probably all contribute to pathogenesis. In this

chapter, we will summarize the most important actions and interactions of these

factors and indicate the changes in the production or action of these factors that

may occur with aging

Sex hormones

The accelerated rate of bone loss that occurs at menopause is largely due to estro-

gen deficiency. Decreased estrogen levels result in increased bone resorption and

may also contribute to impaired formation, although we are still not sure how

estrogen works. In rodent models, estrogen deficiency is associated with an increase

in the activity of local cytokines, possibly in marrow as well as in bone cells.
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Interleukin 1 (IL-1), tumor necrosis factor alpha 2 (TNF� 2), and interleukin 6

(IL-6) have all been implicated (Kimble et al., 1995, 1997; Manolagas & Jilka, 1995).

Cytokine activity may be increased not only by greater production of cytokines, but

also by changes in receptors or antagonists (Lorenzo et al., 1998). In rodents, the

increased cytokine production associated with estrogen deficiency may stimulate

bone resorption both directly and indirectly by increasing the local production of

prostaglandins (Kawaguchi et al., 1995). Estrogen deficiency may result in

decreased production of transforming growth factor beta (TGF-�), which can both

inhibit bone resorption and stimulate bone formation. Estrogen treatment can

shorten the lifespan of osteoclasts in vitro by increasing apoptosis, an event that

may be mediated by an increase in TGF-� (Hughes et al., 1996). Finally, estrogen

may affect other growth factors, including the growth hormone/insulin-like

growth factor I (GH/IGF-I) system (Canalis, 1996), and may also impair calcium

absorption in the intestine, resulting in increased levels of PTH, a potent stimula-

tor of bone resorption (Prestwood & Kenny, 1998).

While estrogen deficiency plays a central role in postmenopausal osteoporosis, it

may also be important in bone loss in men (Khosla et al., 1998). Men with aro-

matase deficiency who are unable to form estrogen from testosterone, as well as a

single reported case of a man with a deficient estrogen receptor, showed increased

bone turnover and low bone mass (Carani et al., 1997; Smith et al., 1995). Men

with aromatase deficiency have been successfully treated with estrogen therapy

(Bilezikian et al., 1998). Moreover, men with osteoporosis show lower estrogen

levels than age-matched controls; and the increase in bone mass in response to

testosterone administration correlates better with the change in estrogen levels than

with changes in testosterone levels (Anderson et al., 1997; Vega et al., 1998).

Testosterone may also have a direct effect on the skeleton, since  receptors are

present on osteoblasts (Abu et al., 1997). In postmenopausal women, testosterone

has been shown to have an anabolic effect on bone (Raisz et al., 1996). Moreover,

women with vertebral fractures were found to have lower testosterone and

androstenedione levels than age-matched controls, but similar estradiol and

estrone levels (Longcope et al., 1984).

Other hormones regulating bone turnover

There is an age-related decrease in the pulsatile excretion of growth hormone and

in the circulating levels of IGF-I and IGF binding protein 3 (IGFBP3). Excessive

thyroid hormone can cause bone loss, resulting from increased turnover.

Glucocorticoid excess can result in both impaired bone formation and increased

bone resorption. The latter probably occurs largely by indirect mechanisms

(Prestwood & Kenny, 1998).
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Local factors in osteoporosis

Examining the potential role of local factors in the pathogenesis of menopausal and

age-related bone loss is important for several reasons. The predominance of tra-

becular over cortical bone loss in patients with vertebral osteoporosis suggests an

influence of local factors. Further, many studies have been unable to detect a differ-

ence in the levels of systemic hormones between osteoporotic patients and age- and

sex-matched controls, suggesting that other factors are involved. However, the

analysis of local factors in humans is extremely difficult because: (i) the number of

local factors is large; (ii) the differences in cytokine activity could be due to changes

in receptors or inhibitors as well as agonists; and (iii) it is difficult to quantitate

these factors in human skeletal tissue.

Because of these difficulties, much of the research on local factors has been con-

ducted using rodent models rather than studying human disease. However, rodent

models also present difficulties, since there are marked differences in the structure,

metabolic activity and response to hormones in different rodent strains, not unlike

the differences seen in humans. Ultimately, these differences may be advantageous

if it becomes possible to attribute some of the differences among strains to differ-

ences in local factors (Beamer et al., 1996; Rosen et al., 1997; Dimai et al., 1998). A

full description of the local factors that have been identified as regulators of bone

remodeling is beyond the scope of this chapter. Instead, we will try to summarize

the data that suggest a role for these factors in menopausal and age-related bone

loss.

Cytokines

IL-1, TNF� and IL-6 have all been implicated as pathogenetic factors in the bone

loss that follows ovariectomy. In addition, IL-6 levels increase with age. IL-1 and

TNF� are the most potent bone resorbers among the cytokines, but IL-6, in

the presence of its soluble receptor, can enhance resorptive responses to other

cytokines and increase prostaglandin production in bone. There is evidence for

regulation of these factors by sex hormones (Horowitz, 1993; Mundy et al., 1996).

Other cytokines have been less well studied. IL-11 and IL-7 have been shown to

stimulate bone resorption; IL-7 may act indirectly by stimulating B-cell produc-

tion. IL-4 and IL-13 can inhibit resorption and decrease prostaglandin synthesis in

bone. IL-18 inhibits bone resorption, probably by increasing the production of

GM-CSF and diverting osteoclast precursors towards the macrophage pathway.

Conversely, M-CSF increases osteoclastogenesis. However, there is, as yet, little evi-

dence for a role for these factors in estrogen deficiency or aging (Canalis, 1996).

Cytokines, in particular IL-1 and TNF�, can also affect bone formation. In
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ovariectomized rats, treatment with IL-1 receptor antagonist or TNF binding

protein not only prevents bone loss, but increases periosteal bone formation

(Kimble et al., 1995). Knockout and over-expression animals have been used to test

the cytokine hypothesis. Knockout of IL-6 gene was associated with a lack of bone

loss after ovariectomy, but this may be related to the strain employed (Poli et al.,

1994). Over-expression of TNFBP prevents ovariectomy bone loss, as does knock-

out of the IL-1 receptor type I gene (Ammann et al., 1997; Lorenzo et al., 1998).

These results are most consistent with the involvement of a number of local

cytokines, acting in concert, to produce increased bone resorption and decreased

formation after ovariectomy.

Prostaglandins

Prostaglandins are complex multifunctional regulators of bone metabolism, but

the major effect of prostaglandin E2 is to stimulate both bone resorption and bone

formation. Prostaglandins may play a role in ovariectomy-induced bone loss.

Marrow supernatants from ovariectomized animals stimulate bone resorption in

cultured mouse calvariae by a prostaglandin-dependent mechanism associated

with an increase in the inducible cyclo-oxygenase, COX-2, which is the major

regulator of prostaglandin synthesis in bone cells (Kawaguchi et al., 1995).

Prostaglandins have also been implicated in the increase in bone resorption asso-

ciated with immobilization.

Growth factors

Transforming growth factor beta (TGFI-�) and insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-

I) are both produced by bone cells and stored in bone matrix. TGF-� is stored in

an inactive form associated with a binding protein and is released during bone

resorption; it can inhibit bone resorption as well as stimulate bone formation

(Canalis et al., 1996). In osteoclast cultures, estrogen or tamoxifen increases

apoptosis by a TGF-�-mediated mechanism (Hughes et al., 1996). Finally, reduced

TGF-� concentrations were found in bone extracts from ovariectomized rats

(Canalis, 1996).

The age-related decrease in growth hormone secretion could also be accompa-

nied by an age-related decrease in local IGF-I production in the skeleton. In addi-

tion, changes in the IGF binding proteins have been described in osteoporotic

patients and with aging. Other growth factors which may be important in the

pathogenesis of osteoporosis include platelet-derived growth factor and fibroblast

growth factor, both of which can act on bone and can be produced either by bone

cells or adjacent hemotopoietic cells (Canalis, 1996).
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Conclusion

Although we know a great deal about the regulation of bone remodeling, the

specific changes that are responsible for the uncoupling of bone resorption and

formation, and the resultant bone loss with menopause and aging have not been

identified. It seems likely that many factors are acting in concert. Moreover, differ-

ences in hormonal response or local factor activity could be due to changes in

receptors or signal transduction pathways, as well as to changes in the primary

agonist. If we are to understand bone loss, new approaches will be needed.

Measurements of local factors in bone by reverse transcriptase–polymerase chain

reaction methodology, in situ hybridization, immunoassay and immunocyto-

chemistry could help us to identify changes in specific factors. Another useful

approach will be to identify additional genetic determinants of osteoporosis. Thus

far, the study of candidate genes has been relatively disappointing, but genetic

screening in animals may provide important clues to the relevant factors in

humans.
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15

The role of parathyroid hormone and
hyperparathyroidism in osteoporosis

Pierre D’Amour

Introduction

Indirect evidence for a permissive role of parathyroid hormone in osteoporosis

Parathyroid hormone (PTH) is essential to maintain normal calcium homeostasis

(Chapter 6), bone turnover (Chapter 14) and vitamin D metabolism (cf. Chapter

7) under physiological conditions. It also appears as a significant permissive factor

in most pathological conditions associated with osteoporosis. This is best illus-

trated by the fact that patients who have developed hypoparathyroidism following

thyroid or parathyroid surgery have increased bone density at the radius, lumbar

spine and hip compared to similar surgical patients without hypoparathyroidism

(Abugassa et al., 1993; Fujiyama et al., 1995; Seeman et al., 1982). Hypo-

parathyroidism also prevents rapid bone loss associated with menopause

(Fujiyama et al., 1995) and bone loss in patients with risk factors for osteoporosis

(Touliatos et al., 1995). Furthermore, parathyroidectomy can minimize bone loss

induced by a low calcium diet (Burkhart & Jowsey, 1967) or immobilization

(Jowsey & Raisz, 1968) in experimental animals. This chapter will thus review how

PTH and factors affecting PTH concentration and/or biological effects are involved

in the development of primary and secondary osteoporosis.

Role of parathyroid hormone in osteoporosis

Role of PTH in primary osteoporosis

Two main factors have been implicated in the genesis of primary osteoporosis, the

estrogen deficiency of menopause (type I osteoporosis) and a multifactorial secon-

dary hyperparathyroidism associated with aging (type II osteoporosis).

Role of menopause in type I osteoporosis

Menopause is considered a central phenomenon in the development of type I osteo-

porosis because the associated rapid bone loss can greatly enhance fracture risk

in susceptible women. Type I osteoporosis usually develops within 15 years of
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menopause and affects predominantly cancellous bone (thoracic and lumbar verte-

brae). Changes in phosphocalcic metabolism (Prince, 1994) and bone turnover

(Turner et al., 1994) related to estrogen deficiency are central to this rapid bone

loss. Estrogen deficiency induces a decrease in the intestinal absorption of calcium

and reduces the biological activity of 1,25(OH)2D (Gennari et al., 1990; Heaney et

al., 1989). Calcium intake has to be increased from 1000 to 1500 mg/day to achieve

a neutral balance (Heaney et al., 1978). It also enhances renal calcium excretion

(Nordin et al., 1991) and affects the ability of PTH to reduce calciuria (McKane et

al., 1995). Finally, it increases bone turnover with a higher level of bone resorption

than bone formation (Garnero et al., 1996), leading to a reduced bone mass

(Turner et al., 1994). Cytokines like IL-1, IL-6 and TNF, induced by estrogen

deficiency, play a central role in inducing these changes in bone turnover (Pacifici,

1998). Calcium remains unchanged or is slightly increased and PTH remains

unchanged or is slightly decreased, even if calcium absorption is reduced and renal

calcium excretion is increased because more calcium is released from bone (Prince,

1994). Enhanced biological effectiveness of unchanged PTH levels induced by

estrogen deficiency may be important for this last effect (Cosman et al., 1993). This

may be particularly true at cancellous or trabecular bone sites, which are predom-

inantly affected in type I osteoporosis. A schematic illustration of these events is

provided in Fig. 15.1.

All these changes are reversed or prevented by estrogen-replacement therapy

(Heaney et al., 1978, 1989; Gennari et al., 1990; Nordin et al., 1991; Cosman et al.,

1993; McKane et al., 1995; Garnero et al., 1996), This includes preservation of bone
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mineral density at various sites, and a 50% decrease in the fracture rate with long-

term therapy (Turner et al., 1994). Elimination of IL-1, IL-6 and/or TNF biologi-

cal effects via inhibitors or in transgenic mice prevents bone loss induced by

ovariectomy in mice (Pacifici, 1998). Similarly, hypoparathyroidism attenuates the

rapid bone loss associated with menopause (Fujiyama et al., 1995), illustrating the

permissive role of PTH.

Aging, secondary hyperparathyroidism and type II osteoporosis

Higher PTH concentrations and biological effects are observed in elderly people

(Insogna et al., 1981; Forero et al., 1987, Young et al., 1987). They have been related

to the increased bone turnover, decreased bone mineral density at various sites and

type II osteoporosis observed in these people (Ledger et al., 1995; Garnero et al.,

1996; Khosla et al., 1997, 1998). Type II osteoporosis is the clinical end point of age-

related bone loss and is usually seen after age 70. It affects females more often than

males. Secondary hyperparathyroidism is central to type II osteoporosis, and

several factors have been implicated in this secondary hyperparathyroidism includ-

ing estrogen deficiency, a decreasing renal function and calcium and vitamin D

deficiencies.

Changes in phosphocalcic metabolism and in bone turnover induced by estro-

gen deficiency at menopause are still present in elderly women (Khosla et al., 1997)

and possibly also in men, where circulating levels of bioactive testosterone and bio-

active estrogen are also reduced (Khosla et al., 1998). These hormonal changes have

been associated in both sexes with decreased bone density at various sites (Khosla

et al., 1998). The ability of bone resorption to compensate for decreased intestinal

calcium absorption and increased urinary calcium excretion may be partially

impaired in elderly people, leading to higher circulating PTH levels. This is sup-

ported by the fact that estrogen-replacement therapy in older women not only

decreases biochemical markers of bone turnover but also PTH levels (Khosla et al.,

1998; Riggs et al., 1998).

Several studies have also related the higher PTH levels observed in older subjects

to a decreased renal function (Freaney et al., 1993; Marcus et al., 1984; Orwoll &

Meier, 1986; Tsai et al., 1984). This is particularly true for carboxyl-terminal PTH,

which is cleared predominantly by the kidney (Freaney et al., 1993; Orwoll and

Meier, 1986; Tsai et al., 1984) but also for intact-PTH (Marcus et al., 1984). The

1,25(OH)2D and calcemic responses to exogenous hPTH(1–34) decrease with the

GFR (Ritz et al., 1991; Tsai et al., 1984), and higher PTH levels are required to main-

tain normal levels of calcium, phosphate and 1,25(OH)2D. This is probably detri-

mental to bone, and creatinine clearance appears to be an important determinant

of bone mineral density in older subjects (Orwoll & Meier, 1986; Yendt et al., 1991).

Several factors also contribute to decreased intestinal calcium absorption in
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elderly people besides estrogen deficiency (Chapuy & Meunier, 1997; Eastell &

Riggs, 1997). Vitamin D and calcium intake are below recommended average in

many elderly persons (Carroll et al., 1983; McKenna, 1992). Aging of the skin and

reduced sun exposure may decrease the endogenous production of vitamin D

(MacLaughlin & Holick, 1985; Webb et al., 1990). All this leads to lower circulat-

ing levels of 25(OH)D and often 1,25(OH)2D in elderly subjects (Chapuy &

Meunier, 1997; Eastell & Riggs, 1997). In the latter case, decreasing renal function

is also a contributory factor (Tsai et al., 1984; Ritz et al., 1991). This results in a

decrease in intestinal calcium absorption which is enhanced by the direct effect of

aging on the absorption process (Ebeling et al., 1992). Lower 25(OH)D circulating

levels appear a major determinant of PTH level, bone resorption and formation

marker levels and of measured bone mineral density at various sites in the elderly

(Chapuy & Meunier, 1997; Eastell & Riggs, 1997).

Fig. 15.2 illustrates factors involved in the secondary hyperparathyroidism of
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aging. Many therapeutic trials to correct calcium, vitamin D and/or 1,25(OH)2D

deficiencies have been conducted in the elderly to observe the influence on circu-

lating PTH level, bone mineral density measurements and fracture rate. Usually,

but not always, these measures have led to an improved vitamin D status, decreased

circulating PTH level, decreased level of bone resorption markers, improved bone

mineral density at various sites and a decreased fracture rate (Chapuy & Meunier,

1997; Eastell & Riggs, 1997).

Role of PTH in secondary osteoporosis

The role of parathyroid hormone in secondary osteoporosis can be related to a

primary increase in PTH levels observed in primary hyperparathyroidism or to a

secondary increase in PTH levels observed with gastrointestinal or kidney diseases

in relation to calcium and/or vitamin D deficiencies. These situations will be ana-

lyzed next.

Primary hyperparathyroidism (PHP)

The effects of PHP on bone are controversial and the relationship between PHP,

osteoporosis and an increased fracture rate remains uncertain (Rao et al., 1988;

Wilson et al., 1988). None the less, this topic is of great clinical importance, since

the decision-making process in asymptomatic PHP is often influenced by bone

mineral density measurements.

Primary hyperparathyroidism is a common disease, occurring predominantly in

women over 50 (Heath, 1991) in the first decade after menopause. This means that

estrogen deficiency is very often superimposed on a high circulating level of PTH

in these patients. This complicates the analysis of their bone data. In these patients,

1,25(OH)2D synthesis is enhanced by high PTH levels and calcium absorption is

often increased. Calciuria is also greater, even if tubular calcium reabsorption is

increased by high PTH levels because of the increased filtered load of calcium.

Finally, bone turnover is also enhanced. All this leads to hypercalcemia, the bio-

chemical hallmark of the disease (Heath, 1991).

Under exceptional circumstances, patients can present with an extreme form of

bone disease called osteitis fibrosa cystica (Heath, 1996). Diffuse or focal bone pain

and pathological fracture through an osteoclastoma (‘brown tumor’) are present

most of the time. Subperiosteal resorption of the distal phalanges is present on high

resolution radiographs of the hands. Osteolytic lesions of bone may be mistaken

for metastasis (Joyce et al., 1994). Bone density at various sites would be expected

to be low, but this is not always the case (Heath III, 1996). PTH values in these

patients are very high as is the calcium concentration. 1,25(OH)2D concentration

is often suppressed even though PTH is elevated, because calcium is very high
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(Brossard et al., 1993). This probably contributes to the severity of the bone disease.

Correction of the calcemia with a biphosphonate in one patient was associated with

an important increase in 1,25(OH)2D levels, a decrease of PTH values, even though

the calcemia had decreased, and evidence of bone healing prior to surgery of the

parathyroid lesion (Brossard et al., 1993). Great gains in bone mineral density at

various sites over a relatively short time period have been observed after surgery of

the parathyroid lesion in some of these patients (Brossard et al., 1993).

In most patients with primary hyperparathyroidism, a less severe form of bone

disease is present. Bone density is decreased in the total skeleton and at various sites

(Silverberg et al., 1995a). Many publications have suggested that cortical sites

(radius and to a lesser extend the hip) are more often affected than trabecular ones

(vertebrae) (Parisien et al., 1990, 1992; Silverberg et al., 1995a). Bone biopsies of

the iliac crest have shown reduced cortical thickness, preserved or even increased

trabecular bone volume and connectivity and increased bone turnover (Parisien et

al., 1990, 1992). Why patients with primary hyperparathyroidism appear to have a

certain degree of preservation of cancellous or trabecular bone over cortical bone

remains uncertain. The same situation is often prevalent in secondary hyperpa-

rathyroidism. PTH can be anabolic for bone particularly when it is injected inter-

mittently rather than continuously, a situation different from PHP (Marcus, 1994).

Other factors, such as patient’s calcium and vitamin status and estrogen deficiency,

may be important determinants of bone response to PTH. This is suggested by the

fact that patients with primary hyperparathyroidism and the lowest calcium

absorption also had the lowest bone mineral density at various sites (Peacock et al.,

1984).

The decrease in bone mineral density is usually modest in primary hyperparathy-

roidism, being less than 10%. Even though an increased fracture rate has been

found in some patients with PHP (Peacock et al., 1984), recent studies do not

suggest that this is always the case (Melton et al., 1992; Silverberg et al., 1995a;

Wilson et al., 1988). Surgical correction of the PHP in these patients can result in

a 10 to 15% increase in lumbar spine and femoral neck bone mineral density over

4 years (Silverberg et al., 1995b). Estrogen therapy in postmenopausal women with

asymptomatic primary hyperparathyroidism also appears to have the same

beneficial effects on bone mineral density at various sites than as observed in

women without primary hyperparathyroidism even if their measured values

remain lower than those of normal women on estrogen therapy (McDermott et al.,

1994). Estrogen therapy causes a small decrease in calcium concentration, reduces

the concentration of bone resorption markers and does not change PTH levels in

women with PHP. This has been interpreted as further proof of the modulatory

effect of estrogen on PTH biological effects.
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Secondary hyperparathyroidism (SHP)

Gastrointestinal diseases

Although it has been found that osteomalacia, or unmineralized bone, is occasion-

ally associated with various gastrointestinal diseases, it is only recently that the inci-

dence of osteoporosis in the same medical conditions has been appreciated. Table

15.1 provides a list of gastrointestinal and hepatic conditions associated with osteo-

porosis. A detailed analysis of each cause is beyond the scope of this chapter, and is

provided in two recent reviews (Bikle, 1996; Mawer & Davies, 1997). The physio-

pathology of bone disease in these situations is sufficiently similar for me to provide

an overall approach, since SHP is often but not invariably present. With or without

SHP other nutritional deficiencies may also prove important for the development

of osteoporosis (Parfitt, 1983).

Experimentally, it is possible to create secondary hyperparathyroidism in dogs

by feeding them a diet deficient in calcium and vitamin D (Cloutier et al., 1992), a

situation similar to the one created by most gastrointestinal diseases where calcium

and/or vitamin D absorption is impaired by lack of acidity, steatorrhea, destroyed

or abnormal gut cells, bypass of critical regions of the gut, lack of bile salts, malnu-

trition, etc. (Bikle, 1996; Mawer & Davies, 1997). This is further complicated by the

use of corticosteroids in some of these conditions, with their adverse effect on

calcium absorption and bone formation (Lukert, 1996). Calcium does not need to

decrease for PTH to initially increase in this model, and the initial decrease in

25(OH)D, even if 1,25(OH)2D remains normal or even increases, explains rising

PTH levels (Cloutier et al., 1992). Eventually, calcium concentration will also
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disease

Postgastrectomy

Celiac disease

Pancreatic disease

Inflammatory bowel disease

• Crohn’s disease

• Ulcerative colitis

Jejunoileal bypass

Total parenteral nutrition

Liver conditions

• Biliary cirrhosis

• Alcoholic liver disease

• Liver transplantation

• Intake of enzyme inductors



decrease when 1,25(OH)2D levels start to decrease in relation to the extensive

25(OH)D deficit (Cloutier et al., 1992). This situation probably prevails in most

gastrointestinal and liver diseases, and the initial deficit in 25(OH)D, accelerated by

a faster turnover in presence of secondary hyperparathyroidism (Clemens et al.,

1987), is probably the initial critical step. At this stage, increased bone turnover

which may lead to osteoporosis is present. Later on, hypocalcemia is often seen and

will contribute with the decreasing 1,25(OH)2D levels to the progression of secon-

dary hyperparathyroidism (Cloutier et al., 1992). Very low levels of 25(OH)D and

calcium will impair bone mineralization, leading to osteomalacia, a more severe

and advanced form of bone disease.

Appropriate therapy of the primary gastrointestinal disorder with or without the

addition of vitamin D and calcium supplements will generally reverse the secon-

dary hyperparathyroidism and improve bone mass density measurements after a

while (Bikle 1996; Mawer & Davies, 1997). Correction of the secondary hyperpa-

rathyroidism may not be complete, due to the increased mass of parathyroid tissue

(Cloutier et al., 1994). There is evidence in dogs (Cloutier et al., 1994) and in man

(D’Amour et al., 1996) that normal but higher than original intact PTH levels will

be achieved at the expense of very high carboxyl-terminal PTH levels. Is this detri-

mental to bone and the treatment of osteoporosis? The role of carboxyl-terminal

receptors to PTH on bone cells (Murray et al., 1994) and of increased PTH carbox-

ylterminal fragment levels on the bone response to any osteoporotic treatment

remains an unexplored issue.

Renal failure

Renal failure is associated with secondary hyperparathyroidism, and parathyroid

hormone has always been an important determinant of bone disease associated

with renal insufficiency (renal osteodystrophy). Bone biopsy has been the preferred

tool to evaluate uremic bone disease (Coburn & Salusky, 1994) and less informa-

tion is available on bone mineral density at various sites in the same conditions.

Osteoporosis has been an occasional problem in advanced renal failure, but a more

systematic one following renal transplantation (Julian et al., 1991).

In early and moderate renal failure (GFR	30 ml/1.73 m2 min�1), peripheral

resistance to PTH (Bover et al., 1994; Massry et al., 1973), possibly of parathyroid

gland origin (Rodriguez et al., 1991) and lower but still normal levels of

1,25(OH)2D (St John et al., 1992) are responsible for the secondary hyperparathy-

roidism. Higher PTH levels are required to maintain normal levels of calcium,

phosphate and 1,25(OH)2D. A lower bone mineral density at various sites may be

present and GFR appears as an important determinant of bone mass in early and

moderate renal failure (Orwoll & Meier, 1986; Yendt et al., 1991). In advanced renal

failure (GFR�30 ml/1.73 m2 min�1) very low levels of 1,25(OH)2D, high levels of
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serum phosphate and low levels of calcium become additional factors in increasing

the parathyroid function and parathyroid gland mass (Martin & Slatopolsky,

1994). Although it is difficult to predict which patient will develop which type of

bone disease, PTH levels remain helpful in that regard (Coburn & Salusky, 1994).

Osteitis fibrosa cystica is generally seen in patients with the highest PTH values.

Their bone disease is similar to the one described for primary hyperparathyroi-

dism. On bone biopsy, both bone formation and bone resorption parameters are

greatly increased and peritrabecular fibrosis is important (Coburn & Salusky, 1994;

Martin & Slatopolsky, 1994). Hypercalcemic patients, who have, in fact, developed

primary hyperparathyroidism on hyperplastic glands (tertiary hyperparathyroi-

dism), are best treated by surgical parathyroidectomy. Hypocalcemic patients may

be treated with oral or IV 1�(OH)D or 1,25(OH)2D, while controlling their serum

phosphate with diet and calcium carbonate. This may lower PTH levels by 50% or

more and improve the bone disease with at least partial healing (Coburn & Salusky,

1994; Martin & Slatopolsky, 1994). A milder form of the same bone disease is seen

in patients with less severe secondary hyperparathyroidism. Bone remodeling is

slightly increased and peritrabecular fibrosis is minimal. These patients are gener-

ally better controlled than the preceding group with the same medical approach

(Coburn & Salusky, 1994; Martin & Slatopolsky, 1994).

An adynamic form of bone disease has been diagnosed more frequently on bone

biopsy specimens obtained in the last 20 years. Inappropriately low levels of PTH

are usually seen in these patients (less than three times the upper limit of normal).

Bone surfaces are hypocellular and there is no remodeling. This situation has been

related to overtreatment with calcium carbonate, 1�(OH)D or 1,25(OH)2D, high

calcium dialysate and is seen more often in patients with diabetes mellitus and

those on ambulatory peritoneal dialysis (Coburn & Salusky, 1994). More experi-

ence with the long-term evolution of this form of bone disease is required.

Measures to increase PTH level, such as lower calcium dialysate concentrations, can

indeed increase PTH levels (Coburn & Salusky, 1994) and possibly bone turnover.

Other forms of bone disease, such as osteomalacia and mixed bone disease (osteo-

malacia�osteitis fibrosa cystica), have been related to aluminum deposition in

bone or other unidentified factors in patients with or without prior severe SHP.

Removal of the factor when possible may improve the condition (Coburn &

Salusky, 1994; Martin & Slatopolsky, 1994).

The last condition to be addressed is the loss of bone mineral density associated

with renal transplantation. Bone fractures is a more prevalent problem in this

group of patients (Elmstedt & Svahn, 1981). Glucocorticoids and cyclosporine as

immunosuppressive agents have both been implicated in the pathogenesis of oste-

oporosis (Epstein & Shane, 1996). There is also a possibility that residual secondary

hyperparathyroidism may be of importance in the pathogenesis of this type of bone
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loss, particularly after renal transplantation. More studies are required to investi-

gate this issue. Bisphosphonates, with their inhibitory effect on bone resorption,

appear to be promising agents in preventing this type of osteoporosis where bone

formation may be stimulated by cyclosporine or cyclosporine-like drugs (Epstein

& Shane, 1996).

Conclusion

PTH inhibition in the treatment of osteoporosis

The present review has brought out the fact that PTH is involved in the genesis of

both primary and secondary forms of osteoporosis. Lowering circulating PTH

levels by the administration of calcium, vitamin D, 1�(OH)D, 1,25(OH)2D, by par-

athyroidectomy or decreasing the peripheral response to PTH through estrogen

therapy has been associated with improvement in bone mineral density at various

sites and also with a decreased fracture rate, at least in primary forms of osteopor-

osis. These facts demonstrate that PTH is an important determinant of the

osteoporotic process. This is further sustained by the protective effect of hypopar-

athyroidism on the development of primary and secondary osteoporosis.

Therapeutic approaches to reduce the parathyroid function, such as the use of cal-

cimimetics, to decrease the biological response to PTH may become, in the future,

further options in the treatment of osteoporosis.
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Senile Osteoporosis

Patrick M. Doran and Sundeep Khosla

Introduction

Senile osteoporosis consists of a metabolic bone disease characterized by low bone

mass and microarchitectural deterioration of the skeleton, leading to enhanced

bone fragility and a consequent increase in fracture risk. It is estimated that 1.5

million fractures attributable to osteoporosis occur annually in the United States,

incurring a total cost estimated at 13.8 billion dollars in 1995 alone (Ray et al.,

1997). Hip fracture is the most costly and catastrophic of the osteoporotic compli-

cations; about 25% of these patients have a fatal outcome, half of the survivors are

unable to walk unassisted, and a quarter become confined to a long-term care insti-

tution. However, other types of osteoporotic fractures can also cause considerable

functional impairment (Ray et al., 1997).

Although osteoporosis is more common in women, men also sustain substantial

bone loss with aging (Riggs & Melton, 1986), and elderly men have age-specific hip

and vertebral fracture rates that are at least half those in women (Melton, 1995).

Thus, senile osteoporosis has significant clinical and economic consequences in

both men and women, and the seriousness of this problem is being further

magnified by the aging of the postwar generation. This chapter describes the role

played by bone resorption and its relationship to reduced levels of sex steroids in

both male and female osteoporosis.

Patterns of bone loss over time

Women undergo two phases of involutional bone loss, whereas men undergo a

single one (Riggs & Melton, 1986), as shown schematically in Fig. 16.1. Peak bone

mass is achieved in young adulthood and determined by multiple environmental

and genetic factors, as discussed in a previous chapter. Subsequently, bone mineral

density remains relatively constant in both genders until middle life. At menopause,

women undergo an accelerated, transient phase of bone loss that is most apparent

over the subsequent 10 to 15 years and accounts for cancellous bone losses of

20–30% and cortical bone losses of 5–10% (Riggs & Melton, 1986). Clinically, these
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losses characteristically translate into fractures that occur at sites rich in cancellous

bone, such as painful ‘crush fractures’ of the vertebrae, Colles’ fracture of the distal

forearm, and fractures of the ankle (Riggs & Melton, 1983, 1990).

This accelerated phase is superimposed on, and merges asymptotically with, an

underlying phase of slow bone loss that continues indefinitely. In aging men, the

slow, continuous phase of bone loss resembles the late slow phase in postmenopau-

sal women. Over life, this slow phase accounts for losses of about 20–30% of can-

cellous bone and 20–30% of cortical bone in both genders (Riggs & Melton, 1986).

It is characterized by fractures at sites containing substantial proportions of both

cortical and cancellous bone (Riggs & Melton, 1983, 1990), namely the hip, proxi-

mal humerus, proximal tibia, and pelvis. Vertebral fractures also occur during the

slow phase of bone loss and are often of the multiple wedge type, leading to pain-

less dorsal kyphosis (sometimes referred to as ‘dowager’s hump’).

Mechanisms of bone loss in women

Bone is limited in the ways it can respond to disease states, and bone loss is the final

common pathway to a number of different pathophysiologic processes, as illus-

trated by the following.
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Fig. 16.1 Schematic representation of changes in bone mass over life in cancellous (broken line)

and cortical (solid line) bone in women and men from age 50 onward. See text for

details. Reproduced with permission from Riggs et al. (1998). 



Accelerated, transient phase of bone loss

This transient phase of bone loss clearly results from estrogen deficiency, since it

coincides with the onset of menopause, ovariectomy, or any other form of ovarian

failure, and since it can be prevented by estrogen replacement. Estrogen acts via

high affinity estrogen receptors in osteoblasts (Eriksen et al., 1988; Komm et al.,

1988) and osteoclasts (Oursler et al., 1991b) to tonically restrain bone turnover.

When estrogen levels fall, this restraint is lost and overall bone turnover increases.

Moreover, the associated increase in bone resorption is greater than that of bone

formation, as illustrated by both radiocalcium kinetics and bone marker studies

(Eastell et al., 1988; Garnero et al., 1996). At the cellular level, estrogen deficiency

is characterized by a simultaneous increase in frequency of activation of bone

remodeling units, and a loss of balance between osteoblastic and osteoclastic activ-

ity in favor of the latter at each of these units. Cancellous bone has a greater surface

area than cortical bone, making it more vulnerable to increased osteoclastic activ-

ity. The deeper osteoclastic resorption cavities lead to trabecular plate perforation

and loss of cancellous bone structural integrity. This process eventually increases

bone fragility and ultimately leads to the above-mentioned acute collapse, most

typically of the vertebrae.

In addition to its direct effects on bone cells, estrogen deficiency has also been

associated with increased local skeletal production of a number of bone-resorbing

mediators such as interleukin-1, interleukin-6, tumor necrosis factor-alpha,

macrophage-colony stimulating factor, and prostaglandins (Manolagas & Jilka,

1995; Pacifici, 1992). Also, estrogen normally increases transforming growth

factor-beta (TGF-�) production by osteoclasts and osteoblasts, which may inhibit

osteoclastic bone resorption in an autocrine and paracrine fashion, respectively

(Oursler et al., 1991a; Robinson et al., 1996). Recent studies also indicate that estro-

gen promotes apoptosis of osteoclasts, and that this effect may be also mediated by

TGF-� (Hughes et al., 1996). Thus, estrogen deficiency may augment bone turn-

over and resorption by the stimulation of the release of osteoclast activating factors

and/or by the inhibition of the production of osteoclast inhibiting factors. Further,

lack of estrogen also increases bone sensitivity to parathyroid hormone (PTH) and,

possibly, to other resorption-inducing agents that further enhance the net resorp-

tion effect.

Compensatory increases in urinary calcium excretion and decreases in intestinal

calcium absorption (Heany et al., 1978), prevent the resultant skeletal outflow of

calcium into the extracellular fluids from producing hypercalcemia. Consequently,

serum intact PTH levels remain within normal limits in early postmenopausal

women, although there is a trend toward slightly decreased levels. Some studies

have shown that institution of estrogen replacement results in a relative increase in

serum PTH levels, suggesting that there was a small compensatory drop in PTH

secretion at steady state (McKane et al., 1995). This decrease in PTH production
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results in reduced circulating levels of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D (1,25(OH)2D),

which itself may impair calcium absorption and further accentuate bone loss

(Gallagher et al., 1982).

The mechanisms behind the transient nature of the accelerated phase are still

incompletely understood. One conceptual model holds that, because of the high

rate of cancellous bone loss during this early phase, this bone compartment

becomes rapidly depleted. Once the amount of cancellous bone falls below some

threshold, biochemical forces prevail in limiting the rate of further cancellous loss.

Alternatively, another explanation uses a two-compartment model of bone loss,

where cancellous loss may follow first-order kinetics because of its greater surface-

to-volume ratio than that of cortical bone, while the latter may follow simple linear

kinetics because of this difference. Computer simulations have indicated that such

a model would closely resemble the bone loss curves shown in Fig. 16.1.

Only a relatively small proportion of postmenopausal women, 10–20%, develop

significant osteoporosis during the accelerated phase of bone loss, even though all

postmenopausal women are relatively estrogen deficient. Serum sex steroid levels

are similar, at 10–20% of premenopausal levels, in postmenopausal women with

and without significant bone loss. Thus, one or more additional causal factors

are present in postmenopausal osteoporotic women that interact with estrogen

deficiency to determine individual susceptibility. The possible additional factors

include impaired coupling of formation with resorption, increased local produc-

tion of cytokines or other factors that increase bone resorption, prolongation of the

phase of accelerated bone loss, low bone density at the inception of menopause, or

some combination thereof (Riggs & Melton, 1990).

Slow, protracted phase of bone loss

In contrast to its accelerated counterpart, this phase of bone loss affects all women,

produces equal losses of cancellous and cortical bone, and if left untreated pro-

gresses inexorably through the remainder of life. It is also characterized by being

predominantly caused by changes in extraskeletal calcium metabolism with secon-

dary hyperparathyroidism, as opposed to the direct disinhibition of bone turnover

and consequent lower PTH levels noted during the accelerated phase.

Renal function tends to decline with aging, but not to levels that would increase

parathyroid function. The pathogenic mechanisms behind the secondary hyperpa-

rathyroidism include a significant reduction in renal calcium conservation (Ledger

et al., 1995) and in intestinal calcium absorption in elderly women (Gallagher et al.,

1979). The decreases in calcium absorption with aging have been attributed vari-

ously to impaired hydroxylation of vitamin D to 1,25 (OH)2D, primary impair-

ment of calcium absorption, or decreased concentrations of intestinal vitamin D

receptors (Ebeling et al., 1992). Finally, some elderly women, especially those who
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are housebound and reside in countries that do not fortify milk products with

vitamin D, have exogenous vitamin D deficiency that may contribute to the secon-

dary hyperparathyroidism (Chapuy et al., 1992).

Serum intact PTH levels and indices of bone turnover increase in parallel in

aging women, and these increases correlate directly with each other, even after

adjusting for the effects of age (Riggs et al., 1998). The suppression of PTH secre-

tion by intravenous calcium infusion abolishes the differences in bone resorption

markers between young and elderly women, strongly suggesting that the increase

in bone resorption in aging women is PTH-dependent. Furthermore, a number of

randomized trials have shown that dietary calcium and vitamin D supplementa-

tion in elderly women reverses age-associated hyperparathyroidism and reduces

bone loss (McKane et al., 1996; Reid et al., 1995) and fracture rates (Dawson-

Hughes et al., 1997).

It is widely agreed that estrogen deficiency causes the accelerated transient phase

of bone loss in early postmenopausal women. However, what role does estrogen

deficiency play in the pathogenesis of the secondary hyperparathyroidism and

increased bone turnover that underlie the slow bone loss in late postmenopausal

women? Recent studies indicate that this role is a critical one. Thus, while intesti-

nal calcium absorption is reduced in elderly women, estrogen replacement therapy

(ERT) in postmenopausal women with osteoporosis has been shown to increase

both serum total and free 1,25(OH)2D levels, as well as intestinal calcium absorp-

tion (Cheema et al., 1989; Gallagher et al., 1979). In addition, in perimenopausal

before and 6 months after oophorectomy, the expected increase in calcium absorp-

tion in response to 1,25(OH)2D was blunted in the presence of estrogen deficiency,

suggesting also a direct enhancing effect of estrogen on intestinal calcium absorp-

tion, possibly through a preservation of mucosal 1,25(OH)2D receptor density

(Horst et al., 1990).

In addition to effects on intestinal calcium absorption, estrogen may also have

significant effects on renal calcium handling, resulting in improved calcium

balance. McKane et al. (1995), for example, assessed renal calcium transport

directly at baseline and during administration of a saturating dose of PTH in post-

menopausal women before and after 6 months of ERT. They demonstrated a PTH-

independent increase in tubular calcium absorption in the estrogen replete

compared with the estrogen-deficient women, whereas tubular reabsorption of

other cations was unaffected, observations that are consistent with a direct effect of

estrogen on renal calcium conservation.

Estrogen may also have direct effects on PTH secretion. Thus, it was found that

ERT in postmenopausal women decreased PTH secretion in response to EDTA-

induced hypocalcemia (Cosman et al., 1994), suggesting that estrogen also acts

directly on the parathyroid gland to reduce PTH secretion. Supporting this conclu-
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sion, the parathyroid gland has been found to contain estrogen receptors by some

(Navey-Many et al., 1992), albeit not by others (Prince et al., 1991).

These multiple extraskeletal effects of estrogen thus appear to prevent age-

related secondary hyperparathyroidism in elderly postmenopausal women by

improving overall calcium homeostasis in favor of a less negative calcium balance.

Corroborating this, recent studies comparing young adult premenopausal women,

untreated older women, and older women on ERT have found that once estrogen

deficiency is corrected, serum PTH and bone resorption markers are similar in

elderly, estrogen-treated and young women (Khosla et al., 1997; Riggs et al., 1998)

(Table 16.1). Moreover, short-term ERT of women over 80 years of age reduced

bone turnover markers significantly (Prestwood et al., 1994). Finally, a prospective

study comparing endogenous sex steroid levels in untreated postmenopausal

women over 65 showed that individuals with estradiol levels below the limit of

detection of a sensitive assay (�18 pmol/l) had hip and vertebral fracture risks that

were significantly greater than those of women of the same age with endogenous

estradiol levels above this threshold (Cummings et al., 1998).

In summary, estrogen deficiency at the time of menopause accounts for the

accelerated, transient phase of bone loss through the loss of restraint on bone turn-

over rate, while favoring resorption over formation. The slow bone loss that occurs
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Table 16.1. Comparative effects of age and estrogen status in women

Postmenopausal Postmenopausal

Variable Premenopausal untreated treated

n 30 30 30

Age (years) 32.0�0.5 74.2�0.6 73.8�0.6

Serum

PTH (pmol/l) 2.7�0.2 3.6�0.3a 2.5�0.2

Urine

NTx (nmol/mmol Cr) 28.8�2.3 42.9�3.5b 24.6�2.3

PYD 45.6�2.3 61.2�3.2b 40.7�1.1

DPD 11.9�0.5 16.2�1.0b 9.4�0.5

Notes:

Serum intact PTH was fasting morning value. Bone resorption markers were measured by

ELISA kit for N-telopeptide of type I collagen (NTx) and by fluorometric detection after HPLC

for pyridinoline (PYD) and deoxypyridinoline (DPD). All results are mean � SE.

For difference from premenopausal aP�0.05, bP�0.005.

From Riggs, B. L. et al. (1998), with permission.



later in menopause seems to be predominantly caused by hyperparathyroidism sec-

ondary to multiple changes in extraskeletal calcium homeostasis. In turn these

changes also appear tightly associated with estrogen deficiency, can be reversed

with ERT, and bone-preserving effects of ERT appear to reach well into the ninth

decade, possibly even later. Although postmenopausal bone loss is caused mainly

by increased bone resorption, the net resorptive effect is amplified in both early and

late phases by impaired compensatory osteoblastic function, as discussed in

another chapter.

Mechanisms of bone loss in men

During their lifetimes, despite the absence of a menopause equivalent, men still

undergo two-thirds of the bone loss sustained by women. Also, after accounting for

the absence of an accelerated phase, the slow, continuous bone loss and accompa-

nying increase in PTH and bone resorption markers incurred by aging men are vir-

tually superimposable on those previously described in aging women, both in

pattern and in prevalence (Khosla et al., 1998).

Conventional wisdom holds that bone mass is maintained mainly by estrogen in

women and mainly by testosterone in men, given the similar rapid bone loss that

follows oophorectomy and orchiectomy (Stepan et al., 1989), respectively. Only a

few aging men develop overt hypogonadism, however, and serum total testosterone

decreases only slightly with aging in men. Thus, previous epidemiologic studies

assessing serum total testosterone levels and bone density in aging men have found

no relationship. Furthermore, because the testes produce both sex steroids and

because testosterone can be converted to estrogen by aromatization in peripheral

tissues, a deficiency of either or both could mediate postorchiectomy bone loss.

Data from several so-called ‘experiments of nature’ have suggested that estrogen

may play a major role in maintaining bone mass in men. In 1994, Smith et al.

(1994) described a 28-year-old man with homozygous null mutations of the estro-

gen receptor gene who was eunuchoid with unfused epiphyses, marked osteope-

nia and elevated bone turnover indices, despite normal serum testosterone and

elevated serum estrogen levels. Subsequently, a similar skeletal phenotype was

described in two males with homozygous null mutations of the gene for aroma-

tase (Carani et al., 1997; Morishima et al., 1995), which is required for conversion

of androgens to estrogens. In both instances, bone mineral density (BMD) was

severely reduced despite normal androgen levels. Although testosterone treatment

in one patient did not significantly affect bone turnover (Carani et al., 1997), estro-

gen replacement markedly increased BMD in both patients. These individuals and

their response to treatment suggest that, also in males, estrogen is an essential
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mediator of epiphyseal closure, attainment of maximal bone mass, as well as main-

tenance of the equilibrium between bone formation and resorption.

Even though earlier reports had been negative, recent epidemiologic evidence

supports the concept that estrogen is a critical mediator of skeletal metabolism in

aging men. Four population-based, observational studies (Center et al., 1997;

Greendale et al., 1997; Khosla et al., 1998; Slemenda et al., 1997) involving an aggre-

gate total of 1410 men from young adulthood to old age have demonstrated by

multivariate analysis that free serum estrogen rather than free serum testosterone

was the main predictor of bone mass at all measured sites, except at some cortical

bone sites in the appendicular skeleton. Also, whereas serum total testosterone and

estrogen decreased only modestly with age in these studies, there were large

decreases in serum-free testosterone and estrogen, as well as in bioavailable testos-

terone and estrogen (free and bound to albumin). These decreases were partially

due to elevations in the levels of sex hormone binding globulin, which decrease the

availability of testosterone and estrogen to peripheral tissues. Another study

(Bernecker et al., 1995) found that mean levels of serum estrogen rather than tes-

tosterone were significantly reduced in 56 men with established idiopathic osteo-

porosis. Finally, even these findings may be conservative, given that some or even

most of the effects of circulating testosterone on bone cells may still be mediated

by estrogen after local aromatization of testosterone to estrogen in bone (Purohit

et al., 1992).

Collectively, these data support the hypothesis that estrogen deficiency plays a

major role in involutional bone loss in men as well as in women. However, osteo-

blasts contain androgen receptors (Colvard et al., 1989), and testosterone clearly

accounts for the sexual dimorphism of the skeleton that develops following puberty

and probably also stimulates periosteal accretion of cortical bone.

Conclusion

Estrogen deficiency accounts for the early accelerated and late slow phases of bone

loss in women and for an important proportion of the continuous phase of bone

loss in men, and acts through different mechanisms to produce its various mani-

festations on the skeleton. These preliminary data suggesting the importance of

estrogen in men, coupled with the ever-expanding array of selective estrogen recep-

tor modulating agents, gives rise to a new and exciting approach to the treatment

of male osteoporosis. Although we have already made great strides in our under-

standing of bone homeostasis, future work will undoubtedly shed much needed

light on the relative contributions of estrogen and androgen deficiencies in both

male and female osteoporosis.
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Biochemical markers of bone turnover

David A. Hanley

The 1980s and 1990s have seen major advances in the understanding of regulation

of bone metabolism. The section on cellular and hormonal environment of bone

reviews the basics of biochemistry and cell biology of bone. With the elucidation

of the synthesis and post-translational modification of bone collagen, has come the

ability to measure markers of both collagen synthesis and its breakdown. In the for-

mation of new bone, and the breakdown or resorption of old bone, components of

the non-collagen matrix of bone are also released by the cells that are synthesizing

these products or remodeling the bone matrix. Because these components are

released from bone into the circulation, their measurement may provide a window

for clinical assessment of the process of bone resorption and formation.

The normal adult human skeleton is constantly remodeling. This is illustrated

diagrammatically in Fig. 17.1. The skeleton may be regarded as being made up of

millions of basic multicellular units (BMUs) or bone remodeling units (abbrevi-

ated in some publications as BRU). At any given time, most BMUs are in a resting

stage. In a response to a variety of stimuli (mechanical stress, parathyroid hormone,

withdrawal of estrogen, local release of growth factors and cytokines, etc.) a resting

BMU can be stimulated into activity. Cells of the osteoblast lineage release factors

which stimulate the differentiation of precursor cells into osteoclasts and the

process of bone resorption begins. Resorption proceeds over a period of 2 to 4

weeks, with release of bone mineral, matrix proteins, and their breakdown prod-

ucts. It is not known what causes the process of resorption to stop, but after a preset

resorption depth is achieved, the osteoclasts lift off the resorption service. Then a

new group of cells enter the area, laying down a cement line, and osteoblasts begin

the process of laying down new collagen which is slowly mineralized. The process

of new bone formation can vary in length from under 3 months to more than a year

(Fig. 17.2). Bone resorption and formation in a BMU are tightly coupled. Normally,

bone resorption is always followed by bone formation, and in a BMU in the young

adult skeleton the newly formed bone essentially replaces all the bone lost through

the resorption phase. With physical stress, and under certain hormonal or growth

factor stimuli, the process of bone formation can exceed resorption (a positive bone
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balance). After mid-adulthood, bone resorption always slightly exceeds formation,

contributing to the gradual loss of bone mass with aging (negative bone balance).

After withdrawal of gonadal hormones (e.g., menopause) the number of BMUs

undergoing remodeling is markedly increased. Since by this age, women have

entered the stage of gradual decline in skeletal mass, an increase in bone turnover

would be expected to be associated with accelerated loss of bone. Markers of bone

resorption and formation would both be expected to be increased. This is certainly

what is seen clinically around the time of menopause and for the first 5 to 10 years

after menopause (Fig. 17.3).

Other clinical disorders can increase the rate of bone turnover, and increased

bone turnover is usually associated with negative bone balance in these conditions,

as well. The most common clinical disorders that are associated with a general

increase in bone turnover and resultant bone loss are primary hyperparathyroi-

dism and hyperthyroidism.

Paget’s disease of bone, a regional bone disorder featuring runaway bone remod-

eling and the deposition of markedly abnormal bone, still follows the normal

sequence of bone formation following resorption (Roodman, 1999). In Paget’s
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Fig. 17.1 The bone remodeling cycle of a basic multicellular unit (BMU) of trabecular bone. This

figure depicts a net bone balance of zero (complete replacement of the resorbed bone).



disease, the resorption and formation are so excessive that the resulting new bone

is not of normal organization and strength.

Certain clinical conditions are particularly devastating for bone, as they seem to

be associated with increased bone resorption but decreased bone formation. This

is sometimes referred to as uncoupling of bone resorption from formation.

Cushing’s disease, or long-term (more than three months) glucocorticoid therapy

would probably be the best example of this kind of excessive bone loss (Lane &

Lukert, 1998). Hypercalcemia of malignancy mediated by humoral factors such as

parathyroid hormone related peptide (PTHrP) or cytokines, may also cause a

marked excess of bone resorption over formation (Stewart et al., 1982). In contrast,

often metastatic prostate cancer and occasionally metastatic breast cancer will be

termed ‘osteoblastic’, as the metastases cause exuberant new bone formation in the

region of metastasis (Goltzman, 1997).

A variety of laboratory methods of assessing bone turnover have been developed.

An exhaustive review of this topic would be beyond the scope of this chapter, and

the discussion will be focused upon markers which have found some clinical appli-

cation. Several excellent reviews of biochemical markers of bone turnover have been

published recently (Bikle, 1997; Calvo et al., 1996; Garnero & Delmas, 1998; Knott

& Bailey, 1998). The review by Calvo et al., is particularly thorough for readers inter-

ested in more details of the biochemistry of biochemical markers. If references are

not given in the text of this chapter, they will be found in one of these reviews.

To gain clinical application, biochemical markers of bone turnover must be

validated by other techniques that directly quantitate bone turnover. The markers
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Fig. 17.2 The time sequence of remodeling of a BMU.



discussed here have all been shown to correlate well with bone formation or resorp-

tion, as measured by bone biopsy or radioactive calcium kinetics. Further, most

have been shown to be elevated in conditions known to increase or decrease bone

formation or resorption and to respond appropriately to effective treatment of

these clinical conditions.

Most of the markers of resorption and one of the markers of formation are

related to the structure of collagen. When collagen is degraded, the markers of

resorption which we measure (hydroxyproline, hydroxylysine, pyridinolines and

telopeptides) are not recycled into newly formed bone. Pertinent points of collagen

synthesis will be reviewed in the discussion of the individual markers. Biochemical

markers of bone turnover that are in fairly common use in clinical studies or in clin-

ical practice are listed in Table 17.1.

Biochemical markers of bone resorption

Collagen cross-link markers: pyridinolines and telopeptides (urine or serum)

When collagen molecules are secreted by osteoblasts into the extracellular matrix,

they are stabilized by the formation of pyridinium (pyridinoline and deoxypyridin-

oline) cross-links from the action of lysyl hydroxylase on the lysine and hydroxyly-
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Fig. 17.3 Increased bone remodeling at the time of menopause features a normal depth of

resorption, but a net negative bone balance due to incomplete replacement of resorbed

bone. There is an increased number of active BMUs, so that biochemical markers of both

resorption and formation increase, and there is accelerated bone loss seen with bone

density measurement over time.



sine residues in the amino (N-) and carboxy (C-) terminal domains of the type I

collagen fibrils (telopeptides). Pyridinoline is formed by the combination of three

hydroxylysines, while deoxypyridinoline is formed by combination of two hydroxy-

lysines with one lysine. The pyridinium cross-links occur between the N- or C-

telopeptide of a collagen molecule and the helical portion of an adjacent collagen

molecule, about 90 amino acids from either end. When collagen is degraded, the

pyridinoline moiety is released, either as a ‘free’ pyridinoline, or in association with

its telopeptide. Although type I collagen is not unique to bone, the pyridinium

cross-linking of collagen tends to be more tissue specific. The type I collagen of

bone has a higher proportion of deoxypyridinoline in the cross-linking than does

the collagen in (for example) articular cartilage, so the measurement of free deoxy-

pyridinoline seems to reflect bone resorption better than free pyridinoline.

Probably the biochemical marker which has gained the most widespread accep-

tance as a sensitive indicator of bone resorption would be one of the telopeptides

of the pyridinoline cross-links. Measured changes in the urinary excretion of the

N- and C-telopeptides seem to be more pronounced than changes in the secretion

of the free deoxypyridinoline or pyridinoline entities, but the individual variabil-

ity is also greater for the telopeptides. Bone resorption follows a diurnal variation,

and for telopeptides, this can result in much higher levels measured in the morning

than in the afternoon or evening. Urine sampling for these compounds should

either be done as 24-hour urine collection, or as a timed collection aimed at meas-

uring these metabolites at the peak of their daily levels (early morning). The advan-

tages of the pyridinoline-related measurements over hydroxyproline (see below)

are that they are not affected by diet, and they are more specific for the type I col-

lagen of bone.
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Table 17.1. Biochemical markers of bone turnover

Bone resorption Bone formation

Blood: Blood:

Tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase Total or bone-specific alkaline phosphatase

Free pyridinoline or deoxypyridinoline Osteocalcin

N- or C-telopeptide of type I collagen Procollagen I C- and N-terminal extension peptides

Cross-links

Urine:

Fasting urine calcium-to-creatinine ratio

Hydrocyproline

Glycosides of hydroxylysine

Pyridinoline and deoxypyridinoline

N- and C-telopeptide of type I collagen



Hydroxyproline and hydroxylysine glycosides

The collagen molecule is extremely rich in hydroxylated lysine and proline. When

collagen is synthesized, the hydroxylation of proline and lysine is followed by gly-

cosylation of the collagen molecule, and the ratio of galactosylhydroxylysine to glu-

cosyl-galactosylhydroxylysine is fairly tissue specific (e.g., 1.6 to 1 in skin and

1 to 7 in bone) (Krane et al., 1977). Hydroxyproline was the earliest marker of

bone resorption to receive wide clinical use. Unfortunately, hydroxyproline is

significantly affected by diet. In the monitoring of diseases like Paget’s disease of

bone, in which bone resorption is extremely accelerated, the dietary influence on

hydroxyproline excretion is probably not that important, and hydroxyproline may

still may be an effective marker of the progression or treatment of the Paget’s

disease. However, for the N- and C-telopeptides and free deoxypyridinoline, there

is a reasonably clear separation between free- and postmenopausal levels (low vs.

higher turnover) such that some clinicians are now using these markers to monitor

response to pharmacologic therapy of osteoporosis.

Urinary calcium-to-creatinine ratio

A fasting early morning urine specimen for calcium-to-creatinine ratio should

reflect calcium released into the circulation from bone resorption, as the dietary

contribution to urinary calcium should be low when the measurement is made on

a fasting morning specimen. However, urinary calcium excretion depends largely

on the actions of parathyroid hormone, and can be influenced by drugs such as diu-

retics, or vitamin D supplementation.

Tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP)

TRAP is a lysosomal enzyme that is not entirely specific to bone, but is highly prev-

alent in osteoclasts and its measurement in bone biopsies is one of the keys to iden-

tifying osteoclast activity. TRAP occurs in many tissues, and because it is present in

platelets, it must be measured in plasma rather than serum. In plasma, much of the

circulating TRAP is derived from osteoclasts, but its lack of specificity for bone has

meant that it will not gain widespread clinical use. Assays are being developed for

the bone isoenzyme of TRAP.

Biochemical markers of bone formation

Alkaline phosphatase – total and bone specific

Serum total alkaline phosphatase is an enzyme that is widely distributed in the

body, and particularly prominent in bone and liver. Although total alkaline phos-

phatase is not specific for bone, when measured in Paget’s disease it is usually mark-

edly elevated, and is a good indicator of disease activity. For studies of bone
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formation in clinical trials, however, more specific assays of bone alkaline phospha-

tase have been developed. The actual chemical difference between the alkaline

phosphatases from different sources are not great, and there is still some cross-

reactivity between the so-called bone-specific alkaline phosphatase measurements

and the liver isoenzyme which is so prominent in the circulation. However, there

are other more liver-specific enzymes, which can usually help to determine whether

an elevated alkaline phosphatase originates from liver disease or bone.

Total alkaline phosphatase is measured in biological activity (hydrolysis of p-

nitrophenyl phosphate). It is readily measured on automated systems available in

virtually all commercial clinical laboratories. Newer bone-specific alkaline phos-

phatase measurements are by immunoassay techniques, although some are still

assays of biological activity.

Osteocalcin

Probably the most widely used marker of bone formation in clinical and physi-

ologic studies after alkaline phosphatase would be the serum osteocalcin.

Osteocalcin is a small peptide of 49 amino acids, and is also called bone Gla-protein

or BGP, because it contains three residues of �-carboxyglutamic acid. These glu-

tamic acid residues are carboxylated in the gamma position of its glutamic acid res-

idues posttranslationally, through the action of vitamin K. The recent association

of vitamin K deficiency with osteopenia may be related to these effects on osteo-

calcin. A lower proportion of �-carboxylated osteocalcin to the fully carboxylated

species has been noted in elderly patients, and this can be corrected with vitamin

K supplementation (Garnero & Delmas, 1998).

Like alkaline phosphatase, osteocalcin is a protein that is secreted by osteoblasts,

and is widely distributed in bone. It probably plays a major role in the regulation

of mineral deposition into collagen. It is incorporated into the extracellular matrix

of bone, and is released during bone resorption, so its presence in plasma is

really a marker of bone turnover as well as of bone formation due to osteoblast

activity.

Although alkaline phosphatase does not display a very significant diurnal varia-

tion, this is not the case for osteocalcin and other commonly measured biochemi-

cal markers. Osteocalcin has a very wide circadian rhythm, with a peak in the early

morning and a trough around 5:00 pm. In clinical trials, it is important to measure

osteocalcin at the same time of day in order to make comparisons of changes in

levels of circulating osteocalcin. It is also markedly affected by renal function,

relying on the kidney for its secretion. The molecule also has a variety of circulat-

ing fragments which some methods of measurement recognize and some do not.

Because of the vagaries in the measurement of the peptide, the marked diurnal vari-

ation, its instability in stored blood samples, and its dependence upon normal renal
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function, osteocalcin measurements are not recommended for general clinical use

at this time.

Serum procollagen extension peptides

The third marker of bone formation which has seen some use in clinical trials is the

N- or C-terminal extension peptide of type I procollagen. A brief review of type I

collagen synthesis is in order at this point. Within the osteoblast, type I procollagen

a chains are synthesized, the lysines and prolines are hydroxylated, and the process

of glycosylation begins. The procollagen � chains are assembled into a triple helix

that is initially stabilized by disulfide bonds between the C-terminal propeptides,

and the molecule is then transported to the Golgi, in preparation for secretion.

After the procollagen triple-helical molecule is secreted by osteoblasts, it undergoes

further cleavage to remove the N-terminal and C-terminal extension peptides

(often abbreviated PINP and PICP), most of which are then released into the cir-

culation. These extension peptides can now be measured in plasma. However,

further improvements are required in the measurement techniques before clinical

utility is established. At present, they do not appear to be as sensitive indicators of

changes in bone turnover as alkaline phosphatase, osteocalcin, or most of the

resorption markers. They are not used in routine clinical practice.

Use of biochemical markers in metabolic bone disease

Paget’s disease of bone

Most of the biochemical markers are elevated in active Paget’s disease. In clinical

practice, it is usual for a marker of bone formation (alkaline phosphatase) and a

marker of bone resorption (hydroxyproline or N- or C-telopeptide) to be meas-

ured. Because non-specific alkaline phosphatase is inexpensive and falls dramati-

cally with appropriate therapy of Paget’s disease, it is probably the most appropriate

biochemical marker to follow in this disorder. Although most clinical assessment

recommendations include markers of both formation and resorption, there is no

evidence that anything more than the alkaline phosphatase is needed in the moni-

toring of most patients’ response to therapy. Serum measurements of procollagen

extension peptides and osteocalcin are unreliable as markers of Paget’s disease

activity. The reason for this problem is not clear. Collagen and osteocalcin gene

expression and secretion are characteristic of a different stage of osteoblast matur-

ity than alkaline phosphatase, and there is speculation that Paget’s disease may

feature abnormalities of osteoblast maturation (Bikle, 1997).

Malignant bone disease

The biochemical markers are not particularly diagnostic of the nature of malignant

bone disease, but a few have notable characteristics.
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ii(i) Multiple myeloma features lytic bone lesions without an increased bone for-

mation, and alkaline phosphatase is usually not elevated. Similarly, bone scans

do not show the lytic lesions well, as bone scan positivity reflects osteoblast

activity. Markers of bone resorption are elevated.

i(ii) Prostate carcinoma and breast carcinoma, when associated with osteoblastic

metastases, will show an increase in alkaline phosphatase, and other markers

of bone formation.

(iii) In most skeletal metastases, alkaline phosphatase and resorption markers are

both elevated. A recent study suggested that pyridinoline and deoxypyridino-

line were more sensitive than alkaline phosphatase in identifying patients with

bone metastases (Pecherstorfer et al., 1995). However, biochemical markers

other than alkaline phosphatase and acid phosphatase (prostate cancer) have

not found general clinical use in monitoring patients with cancer.

Osteomalacia

In osteomalacia, there is a general increase in bone turnover, although bone forma-

tion and in particular, mineralization, is ineffective. All of the biochemical markers

are usually increased. Alkaline phosphatase is the only marker that has gained

acceptance in monitoring the response to therapy.

Hyperthyroidism

General increased bone turnover is seen in hyperthyroidism, and hyperthyroidism

is considered a major risk factor for later development of osteoporosis (Cummings

et al., 1995). There is biochemical evidence for a marked excess of bone resorption

(free pyridinoline) over formation (osteocalcin) in patients with hyperthyroidism

(Garnero et al., 1994). Although biochemical markers have helped provide answers

in our study of the pathophysiology of the bone disease associated with hyperthyr-

oidism, they are not part of the routine clinical investigation of this disorder.

Hyperparathyroidism

This is a disorder which features increased bone resorption and formation, but the

biochemical markers are not considered to be of great clinical value in evaluating

patients with primary hyperparathyroidism. The presence of an elevated alkaline

phosphatase may signify the patient has more active parathyroid hormone-related

bone disease. However, a low bone density measurement would be more specific in

identifying patients with otherwise mild, asymptomatic hyperparathyroidism, who

might be sent for surgery to protect against further bone loss (Bilezikian, 1994).

Osteoporosis

In the assessment of patients with osteoporosis, there does not yet appear to be

a well-defined role for biochemical markers of bone turnover in general clinical
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practice. However, it is becoming apparent that the biochemical markers can be

used in clinical trials to monitor the response to various pharmacologic agents used

in the treatment of osteoporosis. Similarly, there is growing evidence that markers

of bone resorption are of particular value as predictors of overall fracture risk. The

EPIDOS Study, a multicentre epidemiologic study of osteoporosis incidence in

healthy women in France, identified two biochemical markers of bone turnover

that are independent predictors of risk of hip fracture. These were C-telopeptide

and free deoxypyridinoline (Garnero et al., 1996). An elevated level of these

markers above the normal range was associated with approximately a doubling in

the risk of hip fracture, and this increased risk was unchanged after adjusting for

other known risk factors for hip fractures such as bone density.

A possible use of biochemical markers in the assessment of patients with osteo-

porosis would be to identify those women at the time of menopause who are

undergoing a rapid rate of bone turnover and might be better candidates for

pharmacologic intervention such as hormone replacement therapy. Few studies

have been done to test this hypothesis, but one 12-year prospective study very

impressively showed that a combination of bone density, urinary calcium, and

calcium excretion could predict the change in bone density from 1997 to 1989 with

extremely high accuracy (Hansen et al., 1991).
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Fig. 17.4 When an antiresorptive agent is given, there is a net positive bone balance, due to

reduced activation of resorption and (especially in the case of bisphosphonates) reduced

depth of resorption. The markers of bone turnover fall, but the effect on formation lags

behind the effect on resorption. Until a balance of resorption and formation is re-

established, there is a transient increase in bone density.



It is very clear from all of the recent studies of pharmacologic agents being used

in the treatment of osteoporosis that biochemical markers of bone formation and

resorption respond dramatically to the therapeutic intervention. In particular, in

the case of antiresorptive therapies (Fig. 17.4), there is a rapid decline in the bone

resorption markers in the first month or two of therapy, and a later decline in

bone formation. This is the biochemical marker reflection of an imbalance in bone

remodeling, such that the suppression of bone resorption precedes and exceeds the

suppression of bone formation. There is a net positive bone balance, resulting in a

modest increase in bone mass, which later reaches a plateau as bone resorption and

bone formation come back into balance. This pattern of biochemical marker and

bone density response can be seen in the published clinical trials of estrogen,

bisphosphonates, calcitonin, raloxifene, and other antiresorptive agents.

In glucocorticoid-induced osteoporosis, a combination of increased bone

resorption and reduced bone formation results in a rapid and severe loss of bone

(Fig. 17.5). This is reflected in a modest increase in markers of bone resorption and

a decrease in osteocalcin, as a marker of bone formation.

Treatment of osteoporosis with an agent like sodium fluoride which has no effect

on bone resorption, results in no change in the biochemical markers of bone

resorption, but an increased level of biochemical markers of bone formation. The

response to sodium fluoride is depicted in Fig. 17.6.
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Fig. 17.5 Glucocorticoid therapy places the skeleton in double jeopardy, with increased resorption

and reduced bone formation. There is a separation of the biochemical markers, reflecting

the uncoupling of resorption and formation, and a dramatic loss of bone.



Although the biochemical markers have demonstrated their value in clinical

trials and epidemiologic studies, the utility of these measurements in following

an individual patient with osteoporosis remains controversial. In addition to

significant intra- and interassay variability for some of these markers, there is

significant day-to-day individual variation in the levels of the markers. Although

they tend to be of more predictive value than bone formation markers in patients

with osteoporosis, the resorption markers also have a significant diurnal variation.

Because of all these problems, the likelihood that an average clinical practitioner

can find value in measuring a marker in routine monitoring of an individual

patient’s response to therapy becomes questionable.

Some bone specialists have begun using biochemical markers in certain clinical

situations. When a patient is continuing to lose bone while receiving a pharmaco-

logic therapy of osteoporosis, an elevated resorption marker might indicate that the

therapy needs adjustment or a change of drugs. A theoretical approach to the use

of biochemical markers in combination with bone density measurements to help

make a decision about treating a postmenopausal woman with a pharmacologic

agent such as estrogen is outlined in Fig. 17.7.
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Fig. 17.6 Fluoride is the only agent available which directly stimulates bone formation. It is

associated with dramatic increases in bone density, of up to 30% in 4 years (Riggs et al.,

1990). Unfortunately, there is concern about the quality of the mineralized bone resulting

from fluoride therapy of osteoporosis. Biochemical markers reflect increased bone

formation with no change in resorption.



Conclusions

In this brief review, the aim has been to introduce the reader to a newly developing

area of study of metabolic bone disease. Biochemical markers hold great promise

for clinical laboratory investigation of patients, and in some areas (e.g., Paget’s

disease) they have gained a position in the routine investigation and management

of patients. In osteoporosis investigation and management, certain markers (par-

ticularly resorption markers such as the telopeptides) have some utility. With

improvements in the measurements, they may become more widely used in mon-

itoring response to therapy and as an aid in encouraging patients’ adherence to pre-

scribed therapy.
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18

Radiologic assessment of osteoporosis

Jacqueline C. Hodge.

Introduction

Osteoporosis (OP) is probably the most common metabolic disorder of the

musculoskeletal system, affecting more than 200 million people (Whitcroft &

Stevenson, 1992). Because the sequelae of OP, namely hip, vertebral, and distal

radial fractures, result in considerable morbidity and mortality, OP has become a

significant healthcare problem.

OP, a disorder of both cortical (compact) and trabecular (cancellous) bone, is

characterized by a paucity of qualitatively normal bone. It is thought to be due to

increased bone resorption rather than deficient bone formation (Aguado et al.,

1997). Although advanced stages of OP are frequently detected by radiography,

plain radiography is insensitive to early and intermediate stages of OP. Twenty-five

to 50% of bone loss must occur before radiographic detection is possible (Resnick

& Niwayama, 1998). Furthermore, plain radiographs are unable to precisely quan-

tify OP. Thus plain radiography’s role is primarily to distinguish OP from osteo-

malacia and other etiologies of OP, and to assess the progression and sequelae of OP.

Quantification of osteoporosis

Well-established techniques allowing quantification of bone mineral density

include X-ray absorptiometry, photon absorptiometry, and quantitative compu-

terized tomography. More recently, ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging

have also demonstrated some utility in assessment of bone mineral density.

X-ray absorptiometry employs an X-ray source to determine bone mineral

density in the spine and peripheral skeleton. Photon absorptiometry, used primar-

ily in the spine and hip, utilizes a gamma-ray source and detector to calculate

combined trabecular and cortical bone mineral density (BMD). Quantitative

computerized tomography (QCT) uses an X-ray source to measure BMD in the

spine. Because of its cross-sectional imaging capability, QCT is the only modality

to calculate the BMD of trabecular bone exclusively. For this reason, QCT is a better
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predictor of OP vertebral fractures than X-ray absorptiometry, as is expected given

the disproportionate loss of trabecular bone with OP (Pacifici et al., 1990).

Ultrasound has been utilized to measure BMD of the calcaneus. BMD measure-

ments calculated by this method show a significant correlation with the risk of OP-

related spine and hip fractures (La Fianza et al., 1997; Sastry et al., 1994). Most

recently, a relationship has been observed between bone density, the structure of

the trabecular network, and marrow relaxation times on magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) (Majumdar & Genant, 1995). However, preliminary studies have

demonstrated a large amount of regional variability of marrow relaxation times

within a given bone, limiting the accuracy and precision of MRI in the determina-

tion of OP (Guglielmi et al., 1996).

Plain radiography and osteoporosis

The criteria utilized to suggest the presence of OP on skeletal radiographs include

increased radiolucency, prominence of vertical trabeculae due to disproportionate

resorption of horizontal trabeculae, the presence of reinforcement lines, and thin-

ning of the vertebral endplates. However, these qualitative criteria are imprecise

and may be frankly misleading on occasion. In assessing the skeleton for OP, it is

important to note that bone resorption is site dependent, appearing first in the axial

and then subsequently in the appendicular skeleton (Resnick & Niwayama, 1988).
This is based on the fact that OP results in relatively more loss of trabecular bone

as compared with cortical bone. The implication of this is that calculations of BMD

acquired in the appendicular skeleton are insensitive to spinal OP. Therefore, the

ideal test is one which is able to measure both axial and appendicular BMD.

Within the axial skeleton, the vertebral compression fracture, initially thought to

be a more objective expression of osteoporosis, has also proven to be indiscrimi-

nate in identifying those patients with OP (Adami et al., 1992; Ryan & Fogelman,

1994) (Fig. 18.1). The criteria used to determine wedge or biconcave (‘fish verte-

bra’) compression fractures are based on the ratio between the posterior vertebral

body height and that of the anterior or middle vertebra, respectively. However,

analysis has shown that there is typically a large degree of overlap between normal

and compressed vertebra. Additionally, the Cupid’s bow contour of the vertebra,

somewhat similar in appearance to the ‘fish vertebra’ of OP, is a developmental phe-

nomenon unrelated to OP (Chan et al., 1997). None the less, vertebral compression

fractures may still serve as a useful method for following the progression of OP in

those with known OP.

Within the appendicular skeleton, OP may be suggested by the presence of tra-

becular, intracortical, or endosteal resorption. In general, subperiosteal resorption
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Fig 18.1 (a) Anteroposterior and (b) lateral radiographs of the lumbosacral spine in a patient with

known senile osteoporosis. There is uniform deminineralization with prominent vertical

trabeculae. Compression fractures are noted from T12 to L4, inclusive.
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Fig 18.1(b)



is almost pathognomonic for hyperparathyroidism and is not a feature of OP. The

presence of reinforcement lines, dense lines that occur perpendicular to the cortex

of tubular bones, supports the diagnosis of chronic OP.

To detect relatively early radiographic signs of OP, several methods, including

magnification radiography and radiogrammetry, have been utilized in the appen-

dicular skeleton (Meema, 1991; Resnick & Niwayama, 1988). Magnification

radiography, also known as microradioscopy, is a technique utilized to obtain fine-

detail radiographs of the hands. Detection of OP is earlier by this technique as com-

pared with its detection by conventional radiographs. However, magnification

radiography is still relatively insensitive in the early stages of OP. Radiogrammetry,

usually performed within the metacarpals, is a reproducible method of determin-

ing the cortical thickness of a bone as compared with its entire thickness. This

method is inexpensive and readily obtained, but it too is insensitive to early OP

(Weissman, 1987).

In the proximal femur, the Singh index has been used as a crude indicator of OP.

Five anatomic groups of trabeculae are defined within the proximal femur: princi-

pal and secondary compressive groups, principal and secondary tensile groups, and

the greater trochanteric group. Singh et al. defined the severity of OP based on the

increased prominence of some groups of trabeculae and the resorption of other

trabecular groups. However, the reliability of the Singh index is in question given

the high degree of intraobserver and interobserver variability (Koot et al., 1996).

The equivalent of the Singh index, the calcaneal index, determined from a lateral

radiograph of the calcaneus, was intended to be used as an indicator of BMD within

calcaneus. Although some have found it to be a valid predictor of the risk of hip

fracture, others have shown virtually no correlation between the calcaneal index

and BMD (Ahl et al., 1993; Sastry et al., 1994).

Osteopenia

Increased radiolucency is often referred to as OP, although to be precise this con-

dition is defined as osteopenia, a state of too little bone. OP is far more common

than osteomalacia, a condition in which the quality of bone is altered. Osteomalacic

bone, like rachitic bone, is characterized by a normal amount of bone matrix but

insufficient mineralization laid down upon the matrix. Radiographically, it is often

quite difficult to distinguish osteomalacia from OP. Indistinctness of bony trabec-

ulae, and loss of corticomedullary distinction are features of osteomalacia. The

presence of protrusio acetabulae, a bell-shaped thorax, and/or pseudofractures of

the femoral neck, pubic rami, ribs or axillary margins of the scapulae support the

diagnosis of osteomalacia (Fig. 18.2).
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Differential diagnosis of osteoporosis

Sudeck’s atrophy, disuse OP, transient OP, and regional migratory OP are readily

distinguished from generalized OP because of their focality. Furthermore, a history

of prior trauma can usually be elicited from those with Sudeck’s atrophy or disuse

OP.

Among the etiologies of generalized OP, senile, also known as postmenopausal,

OP is the most common cause. However, senile OP is a diagnosis of exclusion. A

careful medication history must be obtained to exclude drug-induced OP, an entity

which is radiologically identical to senile OP. Corticosteroids, utilized in the treat-

ment of asthma, chronic lung diseases, systemic lupus erythematosis, and posttrans-

plantation, are the most frequently implicated medications contributing to OP

(Epstein et al., 1995; Picado & Luengo, 1996). Interestingly, renal transplant recip-

ients are less susceptible to overt OP than are cardiac or liver transplant recipients
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Fig 18.2 Frontal radiograph of the chest. Multiple healing rib fractures are identified bilaterally.

Radiolucent fracture lines, perpendicular to the long axis of the lateral scapular margin,

are identified. These represent Looser’s zones which are pathognomonic for osteomalacia.

This patient also had bilateral inferior pubic rami fractures and a fracture of the medial

femoral calcar (not shown).
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Fig 18.3 Anteroposterior radiograph of the lumbosacral spine in a patient with known

osteogenesis imperfecta. There is apex-levoscoliosis centered at the thoracolumbar

junction, and generalized decreased mineralization. Pelvic deformity due to protrusio

acetabulae is present on the left. A Richard’s screw transfixes a proximal femoral shaft

fracture. Healed fracture deformities of both pubic rami are noted.



(Epstein et al., 1995). In the transplant population, bone loss is most critical during

the first 6 months following transplantation. Heparin has been well established as a

cause of OP (Ginsberg et al., 1990). Nutritional impairment, including malnutri-

tion and calcium deficiency, chronic liver disease, and excessive alcohol intake may

also result in OP. Cessation of responsible medication or improvement in nutri-

tional status reverses the OP attributed to drugs and malnutrition, respectively.

Ancillary radiographic findings help to distinguish senile OP from less common

causes of OP, among them hyperparathyroidism, hyperthyroidism, anemias, and

osteogenesis imperfecta. The presence of subperiosteal resorption, resorption of

the distal tufts, rugger jersey spine, brown tumors, and/or soft tissue calcification

support the diagnosis of hyperparathyroidism. Cranial vault thickening, under-

pneumatization of the sinuses, and/or soft tissue extramedullary hematopoiesis are

pathognomonic for severe anemias. Short stature, multiple fractures in varying

states of healing, and profound OP indicate the presence of osteogenesis imperfecta

(Fig. 18.3).

Idiopathic juvenile OP, radiographically identical to senile OP, is also a diagno-

sis of exclusion. This self-limited disorder undergoes spontaneous recovery and is

distinguished from senile OP on the basis of patient age.
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Bone mineral density measurements

Paul D. Miller and Carol Zapalowski

Bone densitometry is accepted as a useful quantitative measurement technique for

assessing skeletal status (Miller et al., 1996) and predicting the risk of fragility frac-

tures. Low bone mineral density (BMD) is the most important risk factor for frac-

ture. BMD testing is an objective measurement supported by extensive data

showing that low bone mass and future fracture risk are inversely related. Low bone

mass is as valuable a predictor of fracture as high cholesterol or high blood pres-

sure are as predictors of their respective clinical outcomes of myocardial infarction

and stroke (The WHO Study Group, 1994). Historical risk factors cannot identify

the individual patient with low bone mass with adequate certainty (Pouilles et al.,

1991). This does not discount the importance of assessing other risk factors for

fracture. In conjunction with BMD, risk factors add valuable information required

for decisions related to which patients should be treated. Also, some risk factors can

be modified to help reduce fracture risk (Cummings, 1996). This is particularly

true in the perimenopausal population, or in patients with secondary conditions

associated with bone loss.

Diagnosis of osteoporosis using bone densitometry: the WHO criteria

In order for bone densitometry to be utilized for the purpose of identifying asymp-

tomatic individuals at risk for fracture, a paradigm shift in the definition of osteo-

porosis had to occur. Even though the new definition includes the terms BMD,

systemic microarchitectural deterioration, and increased bone fragility, only BMD

can be objectively measured at the current time. Prior to the previous consensus

statement defining osteoporosis, a diagnosis was made on the basis of the presence

of a fragility fracture. Now osteoporosis can be defined on the basis of a certain

reduced level of BMD. This definition was implemented in 1991 by the Consensus

Development Conference on Osteoporosis and was completed in 1994 by a highly

regarded committee of the World Health Organization (WHO) (The WHO Study

Group, 1994). The major justification for changing the diagnostic criteria for osteo-

porosis from one of prevalent fragility fractures to one of low BMD is data estab-
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lishing the higher risk of a second fracture once the first fracture has occurred.

There is a greater risk of additional vertebral fractures as well as hip fracture fol-

lowing the first vertebral fracture. This risk is far greater than the increased risk of

a first fracture in elderly individuals who have low bone mass alone (Ross et al.,

1991). The logical corollary of this data is the need to identify individuals with low

bone mass prior to the occurrence of the first fracture. The WHO criteria for the

diagnosis of osteopenia and osteoporosis (Table 19.1) are based on a patient’s com-

parison to peak adult bone mass (PABM) and use standardized scores (T-score).

The WHO working group chose to categorize individuals using the number of

standard deviations (SD) a patient’s bone mass is below the mean of a young

normal reference population bone mass. This removes the differences in actual

BMD related to machine calibration observed using different manufacturers’

equipment. The cutoff point of 2.5 SD below PABM is based on epidemiological

data derived from a population of postmenopausal Caucasian women, 50% of

whom had already suffered a fragility fracture. Since fracture risk is a gradient,

increasing with declining levels of bone mass (Huang et al., 1998), the WHO

created a second diagnostic category of osteopenia (low bone mass, T-score 	�2.5

but ��1.0 SD) to alert the clinician that individuals with smaller reductions in

bone mass merit attention, particularly if they are postmenopausal or have secon-

dary conditions associated with bone loss. Postmenopausal women who are not

receiving hormonal replacement therapy (HRT) will predictably lose bone, as will

most men and women receiving medications or diagnosed with medical conditions

associated with bone loss. As the emphasis on skeletal health shifts from treatment

to prevention, the diagnostic category of osteopenia may take on increasing impor-

tance. Osteopenic postmenopausal women, not receiving therapy to prevent bone

loss may unknowingly continue to lose bone, thereby progressively increasing their

fracture risk. Hence, postmenopausal women identified as osteopenic may be tar-

geted for prevention strategies to preserve their skeletal mass. Individuals with

osteopenia may also experience fragility fractures, particularly when risk factors for

factors are present (Riis et al., 1996). Such factors include increased rates of bone

turnover, advancing age, increased likelihood of falling, etc. It is not surprising,

therefore, that some of these patients with small reductions in BMD and other risk

factors may have fragility fractures.
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Table 19.1. World Health Organization criteria for the diagnosis of

osteopenia and osteoporosis

Osteopenia � T-score ��1.0 and 	�2.5

Osteoporosis � T-score ��2.5



Like all diagnostic criteria, there are strengths and limitations in the WHO cri-

teria for the diagnosis of osteoporosis. These are listed in Table 19.2. The WHO cri-

teria provide a practitioner with an objective number to be used for the diagnosis

of osteoporosis, akin to a blood pressure level of 140/90 for the diagnosis of hyper-

tension. Practitioners are now provided with objective criteria that initiate the cog-

nitive process of assessment leading to intervention. In addition, the WHO criteria

stress the importance of making a diagnosis of low bone mass (osteopenia) or

osteoporosis before the first fracture occurs.

The limitations presented in Table 19.2 appear to outnumber the strengths.

However, this belies the beneficial impact the WHO criteria have had in the pre-

vention and management of osteoporosis. The WHO criteria have facilitated the

widespread measurement of bone mass for the identification of individuals at risk

for fracture.

One of the limitations of the WHO criteria is the lack of applicability to women

of other races and to men. The WHO criteria are based on fracture prevalence in

postmenopausal Caucasian women. Similar data in men and women of other racial

groups are not well established. Two initial studies have shown that fracture rates

in Caucasian men per standard deviation (SD) reduction in BMD parallel that seen

in Caucasian women (Lunt et al., 1997; Mussolino et al., 1998). It may, therefore,

be reasonable to apply WHO criteria to elderly Caucasian men as well. As prospec-

tive fracture data are obtained for other races, the applicability of the WHO crite-

ria can accurately be judged. WHO criteria were never intended to be applied to

healthy premenopausal women of any race.
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Table 19.2. World Health Organization criteria for the diagnosis of

osteopenia/osteoporosis

Pros and cons

Pro

(i) Provides a simple objective diagnostic number for practitioners to use.

(ii) Recognizes that osteoporosis should be diagnosed prior to the first fragility fracture.

Con

(i) Limited data relating WHO criteria to fracture risk in other races or genders.

(ii) Dependent on peak adult bone mass reference databases.

(iii) Not all low bone mass is osteoporosis.

(iv) Fracture risk is a gradient, not a threshold, and �2.5 SD may be used as a threshold

cutoff.

(v) Application to healthy premenopausal, estrogen-replete women and young men is

inappropriate.



BMD data for the total hip and femoral neck were analyzed from the National

Health and Nutrition Examination Survey III (NHANES III), in men and women

of different races. These data have helped determine the prevalence of osteoporo-

sis at the hip in men and women of different races, using the WHO criteria (Looker

et al., 1995). The incorporation of this common reference database into the three

major manufacturers’ central dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) equipment

has eliminated the potential for machine-specific misdiagnoses of osteoporosis or

osteopenia at the hip (Faulkner et al., 1996). However, as previously mentioned, the

relationship between the WHO diagnostic categories and hip fracture risk is

unknown except in elderly Caucasian women. Nevertheless, low bone mass in any

individual is still the most important factor in the determination of fragility frac-

ture risk.

Skeletal sites other than the hip still use non-uniform reference databases. This

is an issue in the field of bone densitometry since one of the basic principles of sta-

tistics is that each sample derived from a given population yields a different mean

and potentially a different SD. The PABM mean and SD from that mean form the

basis of the calculation of the T-score: T-score�(Measured BMD in g/cm2 �

PABM mean in g/cm2) / PABM SD in g/cm2. As a consequence, an individual may

be classified quite differently if different young normal sample populations are used

to create the reference database to which the patient is compared (Ahmed et al.,

1997). This presents problems clinically since a patient may be classified differently

by various bone mass measurement devices, if each device uses a different young

normal reference population. It has been suggested that different T-scores in the

same patient measured on various devices are due to the technology or bone type

being measured and that different WHO criteria might be needed (i.e., different T-

score cutoff levels) according to the bone mass measurement device used. While

this hypothesis might be true, these differences might also be related to differences

in the SD of the different young normal reference groups used. Such a device-

dependent T-score, which classifies individuals differently, will lead to bone mass

measurement credibility issues, and patient misclassification. These issues could be

resolved by the creation of a standardized uniform reference database for each skel-

etal site and technique which could be adapted by all the major manufacturers. It

has been shown, in postmenopausal women, that bone mass measured by various

heel measuring devices (ultrasound and DXA) and hip DXA have similar T-scores

when the T-score is calculated using the same young normal reference population

(Greenspan et al., 1997). This finding supports the hypothesis that differences in T-

scores may be related more to different young normal reference populations than

to technology or skeletal site differences. A uniform database could become the

gold standard to which future databases could be compared as new techniques

emerge. Presently, this uniform database does not exist.
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The lack of a standardized reference database not withstanding, the various

devices themselves measure bone mineral content per unit volume of bone with

extraordinary accuracy and precision (Genant et al., 1996; Grampp et al., 1997).

Therefore, comparing a patient’s BMC/BMD to the BMC/BMD of a young refer-

ence group, as a tool for the assessment of fracture risk rather than the T-score as a

diagnostic tool, could minimize discrepancies observed in individual patients

measured on different equipment. Absolute fracture risk may be similar, regardless

of the technique used if BMC/BMD (or its ultrasound equivalent) is used.

The WHO chose to define osteoporosis on the basis of the T-score, the compar-

ison to the PABM rather than the Z-score, the comparison to age-matched bone

mass. Although bone mass declines with advancing age (Arlot et al., 1997), it is

illogical to assume that bone loss is desirable or inevitable. If only those individu-

als who lose more bone than predicted for their age are termed ‘diseased,’ then

many individuals with increased risk of fracture will go unrecognized and

untreated. Therefore, even though the bone mass may be at a level that is expected

for the patient’s age, the risk of fracture is increased and it would be illogical to clas-

sify such a bone mass as ‘normal.’ If the prevalence of osteoporosis was defined

using age-matched BMD data, it would not increase with age. This is an illogical

approach, since declining bone mass increases the risk for fracture and fracture is

the outcome of the disease osteoporosis. Using age-matched Z-scores would result

in the under-diagnosis of osteoporosis (The Who Study Group, 1994). This would

damage the credibility of bone densitometry by the incorrect reporting ‘normal for

age’ in elderly patients with fragile skeletons or possibly even prevalent fragility

fractures. Even if 70% of Caucasian women over the age of 80 years have osteopor-

osis using the WHO criteria, this is not an over-diagnosis since 50% of these

women will suffer a fragility fracture if left untreated (Cummings et al., 1989).

Using PABM as the diagnostic level for comparisons recognizes the true magnitude

of the osteoporotic problem. Age-matched data is appropriate for comparisons in

the growing child or adolescent; however, once PABM is achieved, the desirable

clinical goal is to maintain the bone density at that level, not accept losses in excess

of those predicted with age. It has been suggested that age-matched Z-scores which

are less than -2.0 SD may indicate the presence of a metabolic process causing bone

loss other than aging or estrogen deficiency in the postmenopausal population.

Though intuitively correct, this suggestion remains an untested hypothesis.

As mentioned previously, the WHO criteria were never meant to be applied to

healthy, estrogen-replete premenopausal women. The inappropriate use of these

diagnostic criteria may cause undue fear regarding fracture risk and the initiation

of inappropriate or excessive therapy. The majority of longitudinal data suggest

that healthy, estrogen-replete premenopausal women are not losing bone mass

(Riis, 1994). Healthy premenopausal women with low bone mass may not have any
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greater current fracture risk than their age-matched peers with normal BMD. The

scant fracture data available in young people is cross-sectional, assessed small

numbers or have wide confidence intervals (Marshall et al., 1996). Healthy young

individuals may be inappropriately restricted in their activities or have reduced

quality of life by the inappropriate application of the WHO criteria. Since PABM

follows a normal distribution, the discovery of low bone mass in healthy premen-

opausal women does not necessarily mean that bone loss has occurred. It may

simply represent a genetically determined low PABM. Such individuals require

assessment to exclude secondary causes of potential bone loss, conservative preven-

tion advice, a repeat bone mass measurement in 2 years to assure that bone loss is

not occurring, and prompt protection of their skeleton at the menopause. There

are presently no data to suggest that additional pharmacological intervention with

bisphosphonates, calcitonin, or estrogen analogs has any value in the premenopau-

sal, estrogen-replete woman.

Why are bone mass measurements performed?

There are three clinical applications for bone mass measurement. Each has a dis-

tinct value in clinical decision-making. The three applications are:

ii(i) diagnosis of osteopenia or osteoporosis;

i(ii) fracture risk prediction;

(iii) serial monitoring to measure response to intervention(s) or diseases/medica-

tions that effect bone.

Clinicians have at their disposal various devices that measure bone mineral density.

These devices are characterized as central or peripheral. Central devices measure

the spine or the hip and peripheral devices measure the wrist, heel, or finger. These

devices are listed in Table 19.3.

For each of the three applications of bone density measurement listed above,

the central and peripheral devices have advantages and disadvantages (Miller &

McClung, 1996; Baran et al., 1997).
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Table 19.3. Techniques for bone mass measurement

Central skeleton

DXA – spine (AP or lateral), or hip

QCT – spine or hip

Peripheral skeleton

DXA – wrist, heel, finger

QCT – wrist

Ultrasound – calcaneus, finger, tibia



The diagnosis of osteopenia and osteoporosis

The diagnosis of osteopenia (T-score of ��1.0 but 	�2.5) is clinically important

independent of fracture risk assessment. This diagnostic category represents the

range of bone density for which prevention strategies for early postmenopausal

bone loss are designed. It has been shown that the recognition of low bone mass in

early postmenopausal women facilitates the acceptance of hormone replacement

therapy (HRT) (Rubin & Cummings, 1992). It will most likely be the same for the

other FDA-approved interventions for the prevention of early postmenopausal

bone loss such as bisphosphonates and the selective estrogen receptor modulators

(SERMs). These agents are recommended for the prevention of bone loss in post-

menopausal women with T-scores ��1.0 who are unwilling or unable to utilize

HRT.

The utility of central or peripheral sites in detecting osteopenia is dependent

upon the age of the patient and on the particular skeletal site measured. BMD is

discordant throughout the skeleton, and this discordance is greater in the early

menopausal population than in the elderly (	65 years) population (Arlot et al.,

1997; Pouilles et al., 1993). In the elderly, the greater concordance in BMD at

various skeletal sites reduces the likelihood of missing a diagnosis of osteopenia or

osteoporosis when only one skeletal site is measured. However, in the elderly, if only

the AP spine is measured by DXA, osteophytes and/or facet sclerosis of the poste-

rior elements may falsely increase the value causing misdiagnosis (Greenspan et al.,

1995). In the elderly, central measurements except the AP spine and all peripheral

measurements have equivalent value for diagnosing osteopenia or osteoporosis.

The lack of prospective fracture data for lateral spine DXA measurements is a major

obstacle to its utilization for diagnosis. However, the very strong correlation

between lateral spine DXA-BMD and QCT-BMD, the latter of which has adequate

fracture predictive data, would strongly suggest that, in the elderly, low lateral spine

DXA values should predict increased fracture risk (Finkelstein et al., 1994).

Although central and peripheral BMD sites appear to have equal diagnostic

utility in elderly women, this may not be true for perimenopausal women due to

skeletal discordance in BMD. There are at least three potential explanations for this

discordance:

ii(i) differences in development of PABM at various sites (Bonnick et al., 1997);

i(ii) differences in rates of bone loss between cancellous bone and cortical bone;

(iii) differences in the accuracy of measuring BMC using various techniques.

Yet, data suggests that, in early menopausal women, if one skeletal site is osteo-

porotic (T-score ��2.5 SD), then there is less than a 10% chance that any other

skeletal site will be normal (Arlot et al., 1997; Nelson et al., 1998). Published studies

have not yet clarified how many early postmenopausal women have normal BMD

at one site and osteopenia at another. These numbers may not be insignificant.
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Hence, many early menopausal women may need additional BMD testing if a single

skeletal site measurement is normal in order to diagnose osteopenia. This is partic-

ularly true if the woman has additional risk factors for low BMD or if a diagnosis

of osteopenia would change the pharmacological preventive intervention. Patients

with a normal single skeletal site BMD who may need additional BMD tests are

described in Table 19.4. These guidelines are required to minimize the potential for

misdiagnosis (Miller et al., 1998).

There are other patient populations in which a diagnosis of osteopenia may lead

to changes in intervention strategies. The prevention of bone loss associated with

glucocorticoid therapy is recommended in patients with T-scores ��1.0 (Reid,

1998). It may also be appropriate to intervene in other medical conditions asso-

ciated with bone loss (i.e., hyperthyroidism, hyperparathyroidism, post-transplan-

tation, etc.) based on a finding of osteopenia.

The prediction of fracture risk

There is little debate that low bone mass is the most important predictor of fragil-

ity fracture. Approximately 80% of the variance in bone strength and resistance of

bone to fracture in animal models is explained by the bone mineral content per unit

volume of bone. Other risk factors are predictive of fracture but some are not as

objectively quantifiable as bone mass and some are not modifiable (Cummings et

al., 1995). Risk factors such as increased height (	5´7´´), low body weight (�127

lb.), smoking or maternal history of hip fracture are strong predictors of hip frac-

ture. However, BMD is an objective, quantifiable measurement that offers clinical

value akin to showing patients their blood pressure or cholesterol measurement on

a printed sheet. Bone loss can now be halted, and gains in bone density can be
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Table 19.4. Patients with a normal peripheral bone mass who may need additional bone

mass testing

(i) Postmenopausal patients concerned about osteoporosis, not receiving HRT, but would

accept HRT, bisphosphonates or SERMs if BMD is found to be low.

(ii) Patients at high risk for hip fracture, who have a maternal history of hip fracture, who are

	5´7´´ tall, who weigh �127 lb., or who smoke.

(iii) Patients receiving medications associated with bone loss (e.g., glucocorticoids, antiseizure

medications, chronic heparin, etc.).

(iv) Patients with secondary conditions associated with low bone mass or bone loss (e.g.,

hyperparathyroidism, malabsorption, hemigastrectomy, hyperthyroidism, etc.).

(v) Patients found to have high urinary collagen cross-links (	1.0 SD above the upper limit

for premenopausal women), where more rapid bone loss may be present.

(vi) Patients with a history of fragility fractures.



achieved. Increased height or maternal history of hip fracture independently

increase fracture risk but there is no way to modify these risk factors.

The relationship between fracture risk and bone density is best described as a

gradient rather than as a threshold. The diagnostic category of osteopenia can be

used to initiate preventive interventions in early menopausal women, in order to

reduce lifetime fracture risk and as a predictor of current fragility fracture risk in

elderly women. A 1.0 SD reduction in BMD is associated with increased fracture

risk and is greater at the same level of BMD as age increases (Hui et al., 1988). Since

bone loss is an asymptomatic process, identifying small reductions in bone mass in

the early menopausal patients is important to allow early intervention to halt bone

loss, since fracture risk will continue to increase as BMD decreases and age

increases. Some patients will fracture with BMD which is only minimally reduced

(osteopenia) due to the effects of other factors that lead to bone fragility. In some

of these patients, the rate of bone turnover, or the nature of a fall may lead to frac-

ture with only minimal reduction in BMD (Garnero et al., 1996; Greenspan et al.,

1994; Riis et al., 1996).

Fracture prediction can be expressed as current fracture risk or lifetime fracture

risk. Current risk is the risk of fracture within 3–5 years of the bone mass measure-

ment. Current fracture risk can be expressed as relative risk (RR), absolute risk or

incidence, or annual risk. Relative risk, the ratio of two absolute risks, is increased

1.5–3 times for each 1.0 SD reduction in BMD (Cummings et al., 1993; Ross et al.,

1991). All the data available in the elderly suggest that fracture prediction is not

dependent upon the skeletal site measured or on the technique (central or periph-

eral) used (Cummings et al., 1993; Yates et al., 1995). This observation is probably

related to the concordance of bone mass at different skeletal sites in the elderly pop-

ulation. Thus, in this elderly population, low BMD measured at one site is more

likely to represent a global reduction in BMD. The only exception is the prediction

of hip fracture risk, which appears to be better if the BMD at the proximal femoral

sites are used (Cummings et al., 1993). This observation does not, however, dimin-

ish the strong predictive value that peripheral bone mass measurement has for the

prediction of hip fracture. Data on current fracture risk have been obtained only in

elderly Caucasian women due to the fact that younger women fracture infrequently

and are not therefore, included in studies designed to determine current fracture

risk.

Current fracture risk data should not be applied to younger perimenopausal

women or premenopausal women with low PABM. Even though one prospective

and a few cross-sectional studies suggest that low BMD in adolescents or premen-

opausal women is associated with higher current fracture risk (Duppe et al., 1997;

Goulding et al., 1998), the number of patients included in such studies is small or

the confidence intervals so wide that conclusions are difficult to reach. Clearly,
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advancing age, over 60 years, is an independent predictor of fracture. For discus-

sion, it is correct to state that the current fracture risk of a 50-year-old woman at a

given level of BMD is substantially lower than the current fracture risk of a 70-year-

old woman with the same BMD (Hui et al., 1988). However, the 50-year-old

woman with low BMD may have a greater lifetime fracture risk than her 50-year-

old counterpart with a normal BMD (Black et al., 1992; Kanis, 1997). However, no

direct data exists to support this conclusion. Certainly, if the 50-year-old woman

with low bone mass is postmenopausal, she should be strongly advised to instigate

options to maintain her BMD, without altering her normal life activities.

Intuitively, a 50-year-old woman with low bone mass may have a higher lifetime

fracture risk than her peer with a normal BMD. Most postmenopausal women lose

bone mass after the menopause without intervention. Therefore, untreated post-

menopausal women are expected to lose bone mass as they age, and this will be

associated with an increased current fracture risk. However, all lifetime fracture

prediction models are hypothetical, and have not yet been validated by direct lon-

gitudinal data (Cummings et al., 1989; Huang et al., 1998; Kanis, 1997). Clinically,

however, it is useful to discuss the implications of low bone mass at the menopause

relative to probable lifetime fracture risk, since it may facilitate the acceptance of

HRT or other pharmacological prevention interventions.

Serial assessments of bone mass

Bone densitometry can be used for serial monitoring of the natural progression of

disease processes (such as primary hyperparathyroidism) or for monitoring the

response of bone to pharmacological interventions. There is currently a clear

advantage of the central skeleton over the peripheral skeleton for serial monitor-

ing. In monitoring the response of bone to estrogens, SERMs, bisphosphonates, or

calcitonin the axial skeleton consistently demonstrates the greatest magnitude of

change in the shortest period of time (Lufkin et al., 1992; Watts et al., 1990). The

femur tends to demonstrate changes in response to pharmacological interventions,

though at rates lower than the spine, while little or no change is observed at the

wrist, finger or heel. The reason peripheral skeletal sites have a limited response to

pharmacological intervention is unclear. It is not due to the precision of the meas-

urement of peripheral techniques, which is excellent (1.0%). Several hypotheses

have been suggested to explain this observation, such as differences in the bone

marrow environment of the peripheral skeleton vs. the central skeleton, differences

in surface area of bone, and differences in blood flow between the two bone com-

partments. No matter which hypothesis is correct, the reality is that the bone mass

of the spine and hip is more responsive to pharmacological intervention. There is

some limited data, suggesting that forearm bone mass measurements may be useful

in monitoring the response to HRT in individual patients (Christiansen & Lindsay,
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1990) and that calcaneal ultrasound may show changes to pharmacological inter-

ventions as well. These studies need to be repeated and confirmed.

The forearm appears to be the best skeletal site to monitor the effects of excess

parathyroid hormone activity (Silverberg et al., 1989). It may also be valuable in

decisions regarding the timing of surgical parathyroidectomy.

The change observed between serial BMD measurements can be expressed as a

percentage change (% change) between two measurements or absolute change (in

g/cm2) between two measurements. Change expressed in either format is accept-

able, providing the precision of the measurement is available from the testing facil-

ity. Individual DXA manufacturers may publish precision errors of 1% or less at the

AP spine, when in fact, their precision error may be 3–4% in the elderly population

with low BMD values (Faulkner & McClung, 1995). This is due to an increased pre-

cision error (coefficient of variation) as the BMD declines at each skeletal site. In

addition, variability may be introduced by the technologist during positioning or

analysis which will increase the precision error even in individuals with normal

BMD. Once the precision error is known, then the significance of a change in serial

BMD may be determined. At the 95% confidence level, a significant change in two

serial BMD values is at least 2.77 times the precision error. For example, if the pre-

cision error is 1.5%, then a 4.16% change (magnitude of change necessary for 95%

confidence�1.5%2.77 or 4.16%) is required between two BMD measurements

to be significant at the 95% confidence level. However, if the precision error is 3%,

then it would require almost a 9% change (magnitude of change necessary for 95%

confidence�3%2.77 or 8.31%) to be 95% confident that a true change in BMD

has occurred. Misleading conclusions may be drawn, based on non-significant

serial changes, with attending inappropriate alterations in treatments, if precision

errors are not known.

In contrast, absolute change in serial BMD has a small margin of error because

the SD of BMD is reasonably constant over a wide range of BMD. Any change in

BMD greater than 0.04 g/cm2 at the AP spine or 0.05 g/cm2 at the femoral neck will

generally be significant at the 95% confidence level. Absolute change is calculated

by subtracting the second BMD measurement from the baseline measurement. In

the medical literature serial change has generally been expressed as a percentage;

however, either method described above is valid. BMD testing for serial monitor-

ing is generally performed no more often than every 12–24 months, depending

upon the disease process or therapeutic intervention being monitored. In patients

who have a documented response to pharmacological intervention, which may be

defined as either a gain or no loss in BMD, annual BMD measurements may not be

necessary. In patients with a documented response to HRT, repeat BMD measure-

ments every 3–5 years may improve the poor long-term compliance to therapy.
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Even in elderly women who have been previously documented to be estrogen

responders, a 3–5 year BMD testing interval may be used to document continued

response and compliance to therapy, since age-related bone loss may induce BMD

loss even with continual estrogen use (Cauley et al., 1995).

It is very difficult to compare serial changes in BMD when the measurements are

performed on different manufacturers’ machines. It is often difficult to compare

values obtained from different machines from the same manufacturer. It would be

ideal if patients had serial measurements performed on the same machine by the

same technician. However, this is unrealistic in today’s world. Given the proprie-

tary design of the various devices and the differences in calibration, the absolute

BMD values from different machines in an individual patient will not be the same.

Even when the machines are made by the same manufacturer, slight differences in

calibration or differences in technique during data acquisition will introduce error.

The establishment of the standardized BMD (sBMD), by the International Bone

Densitometry Standards Committee, allows for better comparisons to be made

between BMD values obtained on different manufacturers’ equipment. Utilizing

the calculated sBMD of the spine and hip for serial comparison reduces, but does

not eliminate the variance in the measurements. As a general rule, even using

sBMD, an additional 1% precision error should be added to the calculation of per-

centage change.

Conclusions

Bone densitometry has revolutionized the clinical approach to osteoporosis. Much

as the sphygmomanometer changed the field of hypertension and the prediction of

the risk of stroke, bone densitometry provides a direct measurement of bone

mineral density which is directly related to fracture risk. If the results of bone den-

sitometry are used responsibly and competently, patient care will be enhanced. The

measurement of bone mineral density enables physicians and their patients to

make informed decisions regarding preventive and therapeutic strategies. It also

allows the physician to monitor the longitudinal efficacy of these interventions.
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Hormone replacement therapy

Jonathan D. Adachi and Alexandra Papaioannou

The effects of hormone replacement therapy (HRT) on bone cannot be discussed

in isolation, and the risks and benefits of therapy must be addressed as they relate

to each individual. Hormone replacement therapy has been shown to have a posi-

tive impact on bone mineral density (BMD) in all areas of the skeleton that have

been studied and has been shown to reduce the risk of osteoporotic fractures.

Positive effects of estrogen on the cardiovascular system have also been reported;

however, more recently there is evidence to the contrary. The association of unop-

posed estrogen therapy to uterine cancer is established and it is felt that the addi-

tion of a progestational agent reduces that risk. The potential association of

estrogen therapy with increased risk of breast cancer remains an area of contro-

versy. However, it is likely that there is a slight increase in risk. HRT unequivocally

aids with menopausal symptoms and is the reason most women consider it. Hot

flashes, flushes, and urogenital symptoms may be improved with HRT. Recent sug-

gestions that associate improved memory with HRT are encouraging, but require

further study. As is evident, the amount of information that needs to be assimilated

by both patient and physician is formidable, making the decision to commence

HRT a difficult one. This chapter is an attempt to summarize a very complex and

changing area.

Effects of hormone replacement therapy on bone

Cellular effects

The cellular hallmark of bone loss caused by estrogen deficiency is increased bone

remodeling and is characterized by an imbalance of bone resorption over bone for-

mation. The osteoclast plays a crucial role in the imbalance seen with estrogen

deficiency. An increase in the proliferation and differentiation of hematopoietic

osteoclast progenitors, an increase in stromal/osteoblastic cell number and support

of osteoclast formation and a decrease in the incidence of osteoclast apoptosis is

seen with ovariectomy (Jilka, 1998).

An increase in interleukin-1 (IL-1), interleukin-6 (IL-6) and tumor necrosis
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factor (TNF) occurs with the loss of estrogen. IL-1, IL-6 and TNF stimulate osteo-

clast progenitor replication and differentiation. An important characteristic of

these cytokines that regulate osteoclast formation is their ability to stimulate their

own and each other’s synthesis in an autocrine and synergistic fashion. Not only do

IL-1, IL-6, and TNF induce their own synthesis, but TNF acts synergistically with

IL-1 to stimulate both TNF and IL-6. Parathyroid hormone also acts synergistically

with TNF to stimulate IL-6 production. Consistent with evidence that IL-6 medi-

ates the increase in osteoclast formation caused by estrogen deficiency, estrogen

suppresses production of IL-6, by inhibiting the IL-1- and TNF-stimulated biosyn-

thesis of IL-6 in stromal/osteoblastic cells (Jilka, 1998).

The differentiation into functional osteoclasts depends on factors that are pro-

duced by stromal/osteoblastic cells. Physical contact between the progenitors and

the support cells is thought to be required. It is likely that stromal/osteoblastic cells

represent a subset of the marrow stromal cells that support hematopoiesis. They are

in intimate contact with the endocortical and cancellous bone surfaces, as well as

with marrow monocytes, hematopoietic progenitors, and the endothelial cells

lining the blood vessels of the extravascular intersinusoidal space. Thus, they are

ideally poised to respond to endocrine factors such as sex steroids and PTH, that

are present in the circulation, as well as to the cytokines and growth factors that are

made in the bone marrow. Together with increased cytokine production, changes

in the number and activity of stromal/osteoblastic cells appear to play a key role in

the increased osteoclast formation caused by estrogen deficiency. Ovariectomy

stimulates osteoblast formation, as indicated by the finding of an increased number

of osteoblast progenitors in the murine bone marrow (Jilka et al., 1998). In view of

the close relationship of stromal/osteoblastic cells to the osteoblast lineage, it is

likely that the number of cells capable of supporting osteoclast formation is also

increased in estrogen deficiency.

Recent findings indicate that apoptosis is stimulated by estrogen either directly

or indirectly, via the regulation of cytokines that influence osteoclast apoptosis. In

vitro studies have demonstrated that TGF stimulates osteoclast apoptosis, while IL-

1, TNF, and IL-6 inhibit it (Jilka, 1998). Thus, it is highly likely that an ovariectomy-

induced increase in the latter cytokines, together with decreased levels of TGF,

prolongs the lifespan of osteoclasts.

The effects of HRT on bone mineral density

A number of RCTs have demonstrated that HRT has a beneficial effect on bone

mineral density (BMD). (Adami et al., 1989; Blake et al., 1993; Komulainen et al.,

1997; Lufkin et al., 1992; Nachtigall et al., 1979; Speroff et al., 1996; The Writing

Group for the PEPI Trial, 1996)

The PEPI study was a 3-year randomized controlled trial (RCT) comparing a
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variety of estrogen treatment regimens to placebo looking at spine and hip BMD

as outcome measures (The Writing Group for the PEPI Trial, 1996). Those assigned

to the placebo group lost an average of 1.8% of spine BMD and 1.7% of hip BMD

by the 3-year visit, while those assigned to active regimens gained BMD at both

sites, ranging from 3.5% to 5.0% mean total increases in spinal BMD and a mean

total increase of 1.7% of BMD in the hip measurements. Older women, women

with low initial BMD, and those with no previous hormone use gained significantly

more bone than younger women, women with higher initial BMD, and those who

had used hormones previously. They concluded that estrogen replacement therapy

increases BMD at clinically important sites.

Withdrawal of estrogen results in the loss of bone at rates similar to those seen

in patients who are not on treatment (Christiansen et al., 1981).

There is evidence that long-term estrogen therapy is of benefit in the prevention

of bone loss. One 10-year, double-blind prospective study was undertaken to eval-

uate the effects of estrogen replacement therapy (Nachtigall et al., 1979). Estrogen-

treated patients whose therapy started within 3 years of menopause showed

improvement or no increase in osteoporosis. A second 10-year study found that

lumbar spine BMD was significantly higher in HRT-treated women than in those

who remained untreated with an increase of 13.1% from baseline values on HRT

compared with a reduction of 4.7% without therapy (Eiken et al., 1996). Forearm

bone mineral content decreased by 0.7% over the 10-year period in the HRT group

compared with a reduction of 17.6% in untreated women (P�0.001). These results

confirm that long-term HRT exerts a continuous effect against bone loss in post-

menopausal women.

The protective effect of HRT against bone loss appears to be of greater benefit at

the vertebral body, and to have a more modest effect at the proximal femur, sug-

gesting that HRT may be a more effective means of reducing the risk of vertebral

fractures than hip fractures (Christiansen et al., 1981; Duan et al., 1997; Hillard et

al., 1994; Lufkin et al., 1992).

Several randomized controlled trials have clearly demonstrated a dose-response

relationship between the dose of estrogen and BMD. (Ettinger et al., 1992; Field et

al., 1998; Harris et al., 1991; Speroff et al., 1996) The effects of cyclical treatment

with estrone sulfate (0.3, 0.625, 1.25 mg), and calcium carbonate, on spinal trabec-

ular bone density were compared with a placebo in 120 postmenopausal women in

the 2-year, multicenter, double-blind study (Harris et al., 1991). The data suggest

that 0.625 mg and 1.25 mg of estrone sulfate had different effects than placebo and

0.3 mg of estrone sulfate, given with supplemental calcium, are effective doses for

the prevention of spinal bone loss. In a double-blind, dose-ranging, RCT, over an

18-month period, the degree of protection against postmenopausal bone loss

afforded by micronized estradiol in dosages of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 mg was tested
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(Ettinger et al., 1992). Micronized estradiol had a continuous skeletal dose-

response effect in the range of 0.5 to 2.0 mg and calcium intake positively modified

the skeletal response to 1.0 mg micronized estradiol. Three dosages of transder-

mally administered estradiol on markers of bone loss in 127 women who had

recently undergone a surgical menopause was examined in a 2-year double- blind,

RCT study (Field et al., 1998). Biochemical indicators of bone metabolism in urine

and serum were periodically assessed, as was bone mineral content of the lumbar

spine and radius. After 2 years of therapy, a significant dose–response relationship

was detected.

Estrogen plays the dominant role in the prevention of bone loss at the time of

menopause. In a study examining the effects of estrogen and medroxyprogesterone

in the first year following premenopausal ovariectomy, significant bone loss

occurred with ovariectomy (Prior et al., 1997). Estrogen therapy reduced the loss

while medroxyprogesterone did not. In a study designed to examine the effect of

hormone replacement therapy (HRT) and low-dose vitamin D supplementation

on the prevention of bone loss in non-osteoporotic early postmenopausal women,

low-dose vitamin D supplementation had only a minor effect in the prevention of

osteoporosis and did not give any benefit additional to that of HRT alone

(Komulainen et al., 1997). This is true at the spine and hip. In a 1-year study, Blake

et al., demonstrated that calcium therapy alone leads to ongoing bone loss while

estrogen therapy with either a continuous low dose (conjugated estrogens 0.3

mg/day and medroxyprogesterone 2.5 mg/day) or a moderate dose, cyclical (con-

jugated estrogens 0.625 mg/day and medroxyprogesterone 5 mg/day) regimen pre-

vented this loss of bone (Blake et al., 1993).

Studies have been performed examining the route of administration on bone

density (Hillard et al., 1994; Stevenson et al., 1990). They have demonstrated that

transdermal estradiol 0.05 mg/day and oral conjugated equine estrogens 0.625

mg/day prevented bone loss in the spine and hip. However, in one study of 3 years’

duration, 12% of women on either transdermal or oral treatment lost a significant

amount of bone from the femoral neck by 3 years despite adequate compliance

(Hillard et al., 1994). They concluded that women taking therapy primarily for hip

fracture prevention may require a follow-up bone density measurement to estab-

lish the efficacy of treatment.

HRT and vertebral fractures

Most randomized controlled trials have been performed to demonstrate BMD

benefit in both primary and secondary prevention. Only one RCT has reported a

fracture benefit in postmenopausal women with established osteoporosis (Lufkin

et al., 1992). In a high risk group of postmenopausal women with at least one ver-

tebral fracture, treatment with estradiol and medroxyprogesterone acetate resulted
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in both an increase in BMD and a reduction in vertebral fractures. There were eight

new vertebral fractures occurring in seven women in the HRT-treated group and

20 fractures in 12 placebo-treated women over the 1-year course of the trial. This

corresponds with a 61% reduction in fracture risk with HRT (Lufkin et al.,1992).

Further support comes from a case control study of estrogen exposure compared

to no estrogen therapy (Maxim et al.,1995). Estrogen depletion following bilateral

oophorectomy increases the risk for vertebral and wrist fracture (Melton et al.,

1996).

HRT and hip fractures

The effects of HRT on reducing hip fractures have been documented in a number

of retrospective and prospective cohort and case-control studies (Cauley et al.,

1995; Kiel et al., 1987; Naessén et al., 1990; Paganini-Hill et al., 1981; Spector et al.,

1992; Weiss et al., 1998). The Study of Osteoporotic Fractures examined a sample

of postmenopausal women from four communities who were 65 years of age and

older. After a multivariate-adjusted analysis, current users of estrogen had a 40%

decreased risk for hip fractures, a 71% risk reduction in wrist fractures, and a 34%

risk reduction in all non-spinal fractures when compared with women who had

never used estrogen (Cauley et al., 1995). Previous use of estrogen for more than

10 years or use begun soon after menopause had no substantial effect on the risk

for fractures (Cauley et al., 1995). Some studies suggest that there is a trend toward

greater hip fracture reduction with longer duration of HRT treatment (Paganini-

Hill et al., 1981; Weiss et al., 1998). Oophorectomized women appeared to experi-

ence the greatest benefit (Paganini-Hill et al., 1981). Estrogen treatment regimens

incorporating progesterone have recently been shown to be of benefit as well

(Spector et al., 1992). These results suggest that, for protection against fractures,

estrogen should be initiated soon after menopause and continued indefinitely.

Effects of hormone replacement therapy on other systems

HRT and cardiovascular disease

Over the past 15 years, there has been evidence that has pointed to a protective

effect of hormone therapy with respect to coronary heart disease. This is felt to be,

in part, related to the beneficial effects on lipids. Evidence from a literature review

of more than 100 articles supported the theory that estrogen reduced the risk of

atherosclerosis and myocardial infarction (Wren, 1992). The review suggested that

estrogen resulted in a reduction of up to 50% in myocardial infarction, a reduction

in the incidence of hypertension, and an improvement in blood flow. For the most

part, the literature suggests that HRT may account for up to a 50% reduction in

heart disease with relative risk estimates ranging from 0.81 to 0.56 (Falkeborn,
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1992; Grady et al., 1992; Grodstein & Stamfer, 1996; Hully et al., 1998; Stamfer et

al., 1991). The impact of HRT on cardiovascular disease using up to 16 years of

follow-up in 59337 women from the Nurses’ Health Study, who were 30 to 55 years

of age at baseline was studied (Grodstein & Stamfer, 1996). This study demon-

strated a 40% decrease in the risk of major coronary heart disease among women

who took estrogen alone as compared to women who did not use hormones. The

multivariate adjusted reduction in relative risk for major coronary heart disease

was 61% in women who took estrogen with a progestin as compared to women who

did not use hormones. There was no significant association between stroke and use

of either combined hormones or estrogen alone. They concluded that the addition

of a progestin did not appear to attenuate the cardioprotective effects of postmen-

opausal estrogen therapy (Grodstein & Stamfer, 1996).

Despite the almost overwhelming evidence of cardiovascular benefit from these

prospective observational studies and meta-analyses, a recent randomized con-

trolled trial of the Heart and Estrogen/progestin Replacement Study (HERS) in

2763 postmenopausal women with known coronary artery disease did not reduce

the rate of coronary heart disease events (Hully, et al. 1998). Indeed, in these

women with significant coronary artery disease, there were more events in the

hormone-treated group in the first year of follow-up than in the control group.

Over time, however, these findings reversed, such that the longer the duration of

hormone use, the less likely it was that a cardiovascular event occurred. It would

seem that a key research question that needs to be addressed is the determination

of those that are at risk for an early event following institution of hormone therapy

and the identification of those who are likely to benefit from long-term treatment.

If these groups can be identified, and if they are mutually exclusive, then one might

be better able to offer less ambiguous advice. The HERS findings serve to remind

us of the limitations of observational studies and to call into question the estimates

of cardiovascular benefit obtained from estrogen or hormone replacement therapy

in secondary prevention. The results of this study should not be extrapolated to

estrogen and HRT in primary prevention. Any conclusions about primary preven-

tion need to be reserved until randomized trials such as the Women’s Health

Initiative are completed.

HRT and venous thromboembolism

Studies have reported an increase in the relative risk of venous thromboembolism

in the first year of estrogen use; however, this observation was not a universal

finding (Daly et al., 1996; Gutthann et al., 1997; Hully et al., 1998; Jick et al., 1996).

In the HERS study 12 /1383 placebo-treated women and 34/1380 hormone-treated

women, followed for on average 4.1 years, developed deep venous thrombosis. This
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places the hormone-treated group at around three times the risk for developing

deep venous thrombosis (Hully et al., 1998).

HRT and breast cancer

One of the most significant deterrents to more widespread use of postmenopausal

HRT is the fear of increased risk of breast cancer. Mills et al. evaluated the incidence

of breast cancer in HRT users vs. non-users over a 6-year period and reported a RR

of 1.39 (95%CI, 1.00 to 1.94) (Mills et al., 1989). A meta-analysis of 39 epidemi-

ological studies found no increased risk for breast cancer in women who ever took

estrogen for �5 years (Grady et al., 1992). However, in users of estrogen of 8 years

or more a RR of 1.25 (95% CI, 1.04 to 1.51) was found (Grady et al., 1992). The

Nurses’ Health Study found that women currently taking HRT had an increased

risk of breast cancer compared with women who had never taken estrogen (Colditz

et al., 1995). The greatest risk was in women who had been taking estrogen plus a

progestin for 5 or more years, with a 46% increase in breast cancer. The increase

was most pronounced among women over the age of 55. Recently, a re-analysis of

data from 51 epidemiological studies of 52705 women with breast cancer and

108411 women without breast cancer showed a RR of 1.35 (95% CI, 1.21 to 1.49)

for developing breast cancer with HRT (Collaborative Group on Hormonal Factors

in Breast Cancer, 1997). The concomitant use of a progestin has not been shown to

have either a beneficial or an adverse effect on risk of breast cancer (Goddard, 1992;

Stamfer et al., 1991; Wren, 1992).

HRT and endometrial cancer

Recent RCTs of combination estrogen and progesterone therapy have demon-

strated an increased endometrial proliferation and hyperplasia occurred with

increasing unopposed estrogen doses. The combination of a progestational agent

and estrogen effectively protects the endometrium against hyperplasia (Speroff et

al., 1996; Weinstein et al., 1990). Continuous low dose regimens are also effective

and offer the added benefit of reducing the amount of bleeding experienced (Blake

et al., 1993; Weinstein et al., 1990).

The effects of smoking on HRT

Smoking has been associated with increased rates of cardiovascular disease in

women and hip fractures. The absolute risk of death in a woman’s lifetime has been

estimated to be 31% from coronary heart disease, 2.8% from breast cancer and

2.8% from hip fracture (Cauley et al., 1995; Cummings et al., 1989). There has been

some question of the protective effects of hormone replacement in these women.

The Nurses’ Health Study has shown that the greatest risk reduction for death from
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coronary artery disease was in current hormone users who had at least one major

cardiovascular risk factor, including current smoking. The observed reduction was

49% in deaths from all causes (relative risk, 0.51; 95% confidence interval, 0.45 to

0.57) The benefit to women with no risk factors was low ( RR, 0.89; 95 % CI, 0.62

to 1.28) (Grodstein et al., 1997; Grodstein & Stamfer, 1996).

An association between hip fractures and smoking has been found in a prospec-

tive study of 9516 women. Current smokers were found to have twice the risk of

hip fracture as non-smokers or past smokers. Women who smoked were generally

in poorer health and weighed less than their peers. They were less likely to exercise

and had decreased neuromuscular function (Cummings et al., 1989).

A recent meta-analysis found current smokers’ relative risk for hip fracture was

1.71 (95% CI, 1.05 to 1.30). By age 80, when hip fractures occur, the risk had

increased by 71%. There was no association between the risk of hip fracture and

smoking in premenopausal women.

Smoking may increase the risk for fracture by decreasing estradiol levels. There

is some thought that hormone replacement may be less effective in smokers. In one

study there were lower estrogen levels among postmenopausal women who smoked

compared to non-smokers. This was thought to be due to increased hepatic metab-

olism of estradiol (Jensen et al., 1985). The relative risk of hip fracture in non-

smoking women who were taking estrogen was 0.37 as compared to 1.26 in women

who smoked (Kiel et al., 1992). In a large prospective study, women who smoked

and received hormone replacement had a similar risk reduction for wrist, spine and

hip fracture when compared to non-smokers (0.39 for wrist; 0.66 for all non-

spinal) (Cauley et al., 1995).

HRT and dementia

In recent years there has been growing interest in the use of hormones in patients

with Alzheimer’s disease. The prevalence of dementia in Canada has been estimated

at 8.0% in those over 65 years and 34.5% among those aged 85 years and over

(Canadian Study of Health and Aging Working Group, 1994). Potential mechan-

isms include possible changes in apolipoprotein E and amyloid levels, stimulation

of nerve growth factors and improved cerebral blood flow and cerebral glucose util-

ization. Estrogen may also increase neurotransmitters particularly acetylcholine

which is necessary for memory and learning (Paganini-Hill, 1997). The clinical

studies have been limited. They are often retrospective, case series or case control

designs. Despite the limitations, in eight recently conducted studies, six found a

significantly reduced risk of Alzheimer’s disease amongst estrogen users. They esti-

mated a protective effect amongst current users of estrogen to be 50% less than

women who have never used HRT. The relative risks have ranged between 0.3 and

0.7 (Paganini-Hill, 1997). The Women’s Health Initiative has added an ancillary
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study to examine the effect of estrogen in a prospective randomized control. A

small short-term study demonstrated that estrogen significantly improved cogni-

tive function, dementia symptoms, and regional cerebral blood flow in women

with mild-to-moderate dementia (Ohkura et al., 1994).

HRT and mortality

While many experts feel that the overall benefits of HRT on cardiovascular risk and

osteoporosis outweigh the risks for the development of breast and endometrial

malignancy, there has been very little long-term prospective data to support this

contention. Recently, data derived from the Nurses’ Health Study were published

(Grodstein et al., 1997). Many conclusions have been drawn from this study

(Charney et al., 1998). Current use of HRT seems to be associated with lower mor-

tality, particularly from coronary heart disease. Protection appears to be greatest

amongst those with the highest risk for coronary heart disease. The overall protec-

tive effects seem to be attenuated but are still present after 10 years. Finally, the ces-

sation of HRT returns a women to the risk of a women who never used HRT after

only 5 years (Charney et al., 1998).

Decision making and hormone replacement therapy

Given the enormity of the data on HRT, the balance between risks and benefits of

therapy and the need for further information, how does the clinician help the indi-

vidual patient make a decision about HRT? One way to help with this complex

decision-making has been to simplify the outcome to life expectancy. Using a math-

ematical model that takes into account the life expectancy in postmenopausal

women with different risk profiles for heart disease, breast cancer, hip fracture and

endometrial cancer and the effects of HRT on life expectancy estimated for women

with various risks for heart disease, osteoporosis and breast cancer, decisions

regarding HRT may be made (Col et al., 1997). In this model, HRT increases the

life expectancy for all women. The greatest increase in life expectancy is seen in

those with the greatest risk for coronary heart disease and the lowest risk for breast

cancer. Women who did not have an increase in their life expectancy were those

who were at low risk for coronary heart disease and high risk for breast cancer.

Unfortunately, this model does not take into account quality of life and other

factors that affect women and their decisions about HRT.

Another approach has been to develop a self-administered decision aid for post-

menopausal women considering HRT (O’Connor et al., 1998). Women were

guided through an illustrated booklet by an audiotape. The booklet contained

detailed information about HRT benefits and risks tailored to a woman’s clinical

risk, and a values clarification exercise to promote informed decision-making
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consistent with their own personal values. In a before and after study they were able

to show that women had better general knowledge and more realistic personal

expectations of HRT benefits and risks. They also felt more certain, informed, clear

about values, and supported in their decision-making. Changes in preference

occurred in the group of women who were uncertain about HRT, with equal

numbers ultimately accepting or declining HRT. These types of decision aids are

useful in helping women make decisions about this complex personal issue.

Conclusions

There is little doubt that hormone replacement therapy is beneficial in the preven-

tion of fractures. While there is only one randomized controlled trial demonstrat-

ing the prevention of vertebral fractures in those at high risk for fracture, there are

a number of well-designed cohort studies that confirm a treatment effect. These

studies demonstrate fracture prevention in the hip, wrist and all other fractures, not

just vertebral fractures. Other studies demonstrate that bone density actually

increases in the first years following institution of therapy. There is a dose–response

with higher doses being more effective than lower doses in increasing bone density.

Older women with lower bone density respond as well as, if not better than,

younger women commencing hormone therapy. Both oral and transdermal routes

of administration are effective. The beneficial effects of hormone therapy on bone

may be abrogated by smoking, the theory being that smoking reduces estradiol

levels.

Other benefits of hormone replacement therapy include the control of meno-

pausal and urogenital symptoms and the potential cardiovascular and neurocogni-

tive benefits. On the other side of the coin is the increase in gall bladder disease,

deep venous thrombosis, pulmonary emboli, the increase in endometrial cancer

and the potential increase in risk of breast cancer. Healthcare professionals need to

educate their patients about these risks and benefits in order to help them in

making decisions about hormone replacement therapy. Given the complexity of

this decision, it might prove useful to consider the use of decision aids.
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Selective estrogen receptor modulators

Felicia Cosman and Robert Lindsay

Introduction

Estrogens are frequently prescribed to perimenopausal and postmenopausal

women for control of menopausal symptoms such as hot flashes, vaginal dryness,

and memory disturbances. More recently, estrogens have been recognized and used

for long-term protection against chronic diseases related to estrogen deficiency,

most notably osteoporosis and heart disease. Estrogens have diverse multisystemic

effects (Ettinger, 1998) including those on the central nervous system and have,

therefore, been implicated in maintaining normal cognitive function and possibly

reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease (Henderson, 1997). Estrogens have also

been linked to a reduced risk of colorectal cancer. Use of estrogens is limited,

however, due to stimulatory effects on both the uterus and the breast, as well as

some troublesome side-effects. In the uterus, there may be an increase in the risk

of uterine cancer even when progestins are given appropriately (Beresford et al.,

1997). Furthermore, the body of epidemiologic data suggests an increase in the risk

of breast cancer, at least after long-term (	5–10 years’) use (Collaborative Group,

1997). The increased risk of deep venous thrombosis has also been recently

described in epidemiologic studies. Side-effects such as breast tenderness and

engorgement, vaginal bleeding with many hormone replacement regimens, and a

perception that hormone use is associated with weight gain, headaches, and nausea

are other symptoms which limit estrogen use. Further questions about the out-

comes of continuous combined estrogen and progestin use were raised by the

HERS trial (Hulley et al., 1998).

Agents which retain some of the benefits of estrogen, particularly on the skele-

ton and on the cardiovascular system, while not increasing the risk of uterine and

breast cancer, and avoiding some of estrogen’s side-effects, therefore, would be

beneficial to many postmenopausal women. Drugs in the class called selective

estrogen receptor modulators (SERMs) hold this promise (Cosman & Lindsay,

1999).
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SERMs: definition

SERMs were previously called antiestrogens, but this term is a misnomer since

most of these agents retain some estrogen agonist activity in addition to some

estrogen antagonist activity (Wakeling, 1997). A better term, therefore, is mixed

estrogen agonist/antagonist or partial agonist antiestrogens. The term SERM

implies that these agents have agonist properties on some estrogen receptive tissues

and antagonist properties on other estrogen receptive tissues. There are several

drugs currently under development which are actually pure estrogen antagonists,

as far as we know, and do not appear to exert any estrogen agonist effects through-

out the body. These medications might be useful in the future for breast cancer

treatment or perhaps benign endometrial diseases such as endometriosis or uterine

fibroids. The SERMs which are currently in clinical use include clomifene, tamoxi-

fen, raloxifene and toremifene.

SERMs: mechanism of action

The major actions of the SERMs occur through interaction with the estrogen recep-

tor of which two different subtypes have so far been identified (ER-alpha and ER-

beta) (Kulper et al., 1996). These receptor subtypes appear throughout the body

with perhaps a predominance of ER-alpha expression in the reproductive tissues

and a predominance of ER-beta expression in non-reproductive tissues. SERMs

can have agonist activity by binding to one receptor subtype and antagonist activ-

ity at the other receptor subtype. Raloxifene, for example, appears to exert antago-

nist activity on the breast and uterus through the ER-alpha receptor and agonist

activity on the skeleton and hepatic lipoprotein production through the ER-beta

receptor. The mechanisms of SERM action are more complex, however, since

certain agents can have antagonist effects in one tissue type where the ER-alpha

subtype is predominant and partial agonist effects in another tissue where ER-alpha

is predominant. Tamoxifen is one such example where on the breast, effects

are largely antagonistic, but on the uterus, tamoxifen acts as a partial agonist.

Furthermore, many organs, such as the central nervous system, contain both alpha

and beta receptors, and it is, therefore, difficult to predict how a SERM will act in

that tissue (Enmark et al., 1997).

There are also postreceptor differences when various SERMS or estrogens bind

to the estrogen receptor. The ultimate conformations achieved by the interaction

with SERMS or estrogen and the estrogen receptor are highly variable. These vari-

able conformations bind different auxiliary proteins with different affinities. These

auxiliary proteins act as either co-repressors or co-activators which inhibit or pot-

entiate subsequent genomic action (Baker & Jaffe, 1995; Brzozowski et al., 1997).
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Some of the purest antiestrogens might be unable to achieve an appropriate func-

tional conformation to result in any transcriptional activity or might reduce estro-

gen receptor density by increasing turnover of the ligand–receptor complex.

Finally, certain SERMs can promote transcription of genetic material through a

receptor distinct from the usual estrogen response element (Yang et al., 1996, 1997).

Due to all of these different levels of mechanistic complexity, it is understand-

able that each SERM can produce its own unique spectrum of activity throughout

the body. Therefore, not only do we need to compare the SERMs in terms of which

tissue is having predominantly an antagonist effect and in which tissue it is showing

a predominantly agonist effect, we also have to compare the various potencies

of the estrogen-like effects and the various potencies of the estrogen antagonist

effects.

SERMs currently in clinical use: (Fig. 21.1)

Clomifene

Clomifene was one of the first SERMs identified and is a non-steroidal triphenyl-

ethylene compound. This agent is actually a mixture of cis- and trans-isomers with

the cis-isomer possessing estrogen agonist activity and the trans-isomer possessing

estrogen antagonist activity (Baker & Jaffe, 1995). This medication was originally

studied as a possible morning-after pill, but was found to be an ovulation inducer

and is now used almost solely as a fertility-enhancing agent. The ovulation induc-

tion activity appears to be the result of estrogen antagonist effects in the central

nervous system, particularly at the hypothalamic–pituitary axis where it stimulates

gonadotropin secretion. This medication also appears to have activity against

breast cancer but, since it has higher toxicity with chronic use and the effect on

breast cancer was not as strong as seen with tamoxifen, the clinical development for

this indication was discontinued many years ago (Clark & Markaverich, 1982).

There have been no human studies investigating clomifene on the skeleton. Several

cohort studies indicate a possible increase in the risk of ovarian cancer when clom-

ifene is used repeatedly for fertility purposes (Rossing et al., 1994).

Tamoxifen

Tamoxifen is in the same class of compound as clomifene (triphenylethylene) and

was also studied first as a possible postcoital contraceptive agent. Similarly to clom-

ifene, however, it was shown to induce ovulation, but was not subsequently devel-

oped for this purpose. Like clomifene, it has estrogen antagonist effects on the

hypothalamic–pituitary axis, resulting in increased gonadotropin production and

in postmenopausal women can increase menopausal symptoms such as hot flashes

due to this effect.
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Tamoxifen has been developed primarily as an adjuvant chemotherapy for treat-

ment of breast cancer. In an abundance of clinical trials, it has been shown to

decrease the risk of development of breast cancer on the contralateral side, reduce

rate of recurrence and increase disease-free survival in breast cancer patients at all

stages of the disease (Early Breast Cancer Trialists’ Collaborative Group, 1998;

Osborne, 1998). It also has been shown recently to prevent the development of

breast cancer in women with ‘high risk’ but without previous breast cancer. In that

study, The Breast Cancer Prevention Trial, women were considered to be at high

risk if they were nulliparous, had menarche before the age of 12, had a first-degree

relative with breast cancer, had previous breast disease including atypical hyperpla-

sia or cancer in situ or were aged 60 years or older (Fisher et al., 1998). Because the
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breast cancer incidence was reduced by approximately 45% in those taking tamox-

ifen, this breast cancer prevention trial was terminated early at 4.5 years. Several

European studies investigating tamoxifen as a breast cancer prevention agent

remain ongoing currently, but so far have yielded different results.

As the dominant action on the breast was estrogen antagonist, it was thought

that tamoxifen would also have estrogen antagonist activity on the skeleton. Early

retrospective and ultimately prospective studies in patients with breast cancer

treated with tamoxifen, however, did not demonstrate these negative effects and, in

fact, showed neutral or even positive effects on the skeleton. For example, Love et

al., studied 140 patients with breast cancer randomly assigned to receive tamoxifen

or a placebo for 2 years. Bone mass in the lumbar spine increased significantly in

the Tamoxifen treated group compared with losses seen in the placebo group (Love

et al., 1992). The difference between the placebo group and the tamoxifen-treated

group at the end of 2 years was approximately 3% in the spine. In the radius, bone

density decreased in both groups to a similar degree, about 1%/year. Studies have

also been performed in normal postmenopausal women without a history of breast

cancer. Grey et al., studied 57 postmenopausal women and showed that spine BMD

increased about 2.1% in tamoxifen treated compared with placebo treated patients

over a 2-year period. However, there was only a minimal effect on total body bone

mineral (0.5% at 2 years) and no effect on bone mass of the hip in that study (Grey

et al., 1995b). Powles et al., studied 125 premenopausal women and 54 postmeno-

pausal women (Fig. 21.2). In the premenopausal women, tamoxifen had a negative

effect on bone mass, whereas in postmenopausal women, tamoxifen induced small

bone gains in both the spine and hip regions (Powles et al., 1996). This study indi-

cated that, in a normal premenopausal woman with premenopausal estrogen levels,

tamoxifen exerts a net antiestrogenic effect, whereas when estrogen levels are very

low as seen in postmenopausal women, tamoxifen exerts a net estrogenic effect. In

the National Cancer Institute sponsored Breast Cancer Prevention Trial, bone

mineral density was not performed, however, peripheral fracture incidence was

shown to be reduced by about 20% but results were not quite statistically significant

(Fisher et al., 1998). These data do not include vertebral deformity incidence, since

routine spine X-rays were not performed, and therefore this fracture effect might

under-estimate the ultimate potency of tamoxifen to prevent bone fractures.

Tamoxifen does exert effects that are estrogen-like on serum lipoproteins and

perhaps against heart disease. Heart disease outcomes were reported in two studies

of breast cancer patients using adjuvant tamoxifen. Fatal MI was about 60% less

common in tamoxifen receiving patients than in placebo patients in the Scottish

Breast Cancer Study (McDonald & Stewart, 1991). In the Swedish Study, the inci-

dence of cardiac disease requiring hospitalization was 30% less common in those

receiving tamoxifen after breast cancer surgery than in those who did not receive
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tamoxifen (Rutqvist & Mattsson, 1993). Not all investigations have been consistent

with regard to cardiac disease outcomes, however. In the NCI sponsored Breast

Cancer Prevention Trial, no reduction in MI risk was seen (Fisher et al., 1998). An

insignificant effect on cardiovascular mortality was also seen in a study where

tamoxifen was used as adjuvant therapy for breast cancer (Constantino et al., 1997).

Primate studies do indicate, however, that tamoxifen can inhibit progression of

coronary artery atherosclerosis (Williams et al., 1997).

Tamoxifen has been shown to reduce total cholesterol by about 12%, LDL cho-

lesterol by 20%, and lipoprotein a by about 34% (Grey et al., 1995a; Shewmon et

al., 1994). No positive effect on HDL is generally seen and triglyceride levels usually

do not change or increase slightly. Also, tamoxifen appears to reduce serum

fibrinogen significantly (Powles et al., 1996; McDonald & Stewart, 1991). It is not

known whether tamoxifen exerts lipoprotein-independent mechanisms for reduc-

ing coronary arteriosclerosis such as reducing LDL oxidation or affecting coronary

vasodilation through nitric oxide, prostacyclin or endothelin-1 production.
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Fig. 21.2 Bone mineral density (BMD) changes in normal premenopausal women (left) and normal

menopausal women (right) during treatment with tamoxifen —— 20 mg/d vs. placebo -----

in a breast cancer prevention trial (Powles et al., 1996).
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Tamoxifen could therefore, be potentially useful in postmenopausal women to

prevent breast cancer, heart disease, and osteoporosis and has recently received FDA

approval for prevention of breast cancer. Its use is limited, however, by several prob-

lems. It is a partial estrogen agonist in the uterus and has been shown to increase the

risk of both malignant and non-malignant conditions including endometrial and

endocervical polyps, fibroids, adenomyosis, and endometrial hyperplasia. The risk

of uterine cancer increases two–three-fold on average (Fisher et al., 1998). It also

increases the frequency of ovarian cysts, but has not been shown to increase the risk

of ovarian cancer (Cohen et al., 1993; Fisher et al., 1994; Jaiyesimi et al., 1995;

Thylan, 1995). There is also some concern that tamoxifen might increase the risk of

hepatocellular carcinoma on the basis of an increased risk of hepatic tumors and

DNA adducts in rodents (Hard et al., 1993). There has not yet been, however, dem-

onstration of an increase in hepatocellular carcinoma in humans. The risk of deep

venous thrombosis is also increased in women on tamoxifen (Rutqvist & Mattsson,

1993) and various types of ocular toxicity (Heier et al., 1994) and thrombocytope-

nia have also been described as potential adverse effects. There are some troubling

side-effects in addition, including an increased frequency of hot flushes in postmen-

opausal, as well as premenopausal women, given tamoxifen.

Raloxifene

Raloxifene is in a distinct drug class from either clomifene or tamoxifen. It is also

non-steroidal, but is a benzothiophene compound. This drug was originally devel-

oped over two decades ago for treatment of breast cancer, but was dropped for this

indication when tamoxifen was shown to be so effective for this purpose. It does

have some advantages over tamoxifen, however, in that it might be even more

potent as an estrogen antagonist on the breast, although there are as yet no direct

head-to-head comparisons. There is a study, recently started by the National

Cancer Institute, to evaluate the potency of tamoxifen vs. raloxifene for breast

cancer prevention (STAR Study). Furthermore, raloxifene appears to have an

advantage over tamoxifen by resulting in less estrogenic uterine stimulation.

In a short-term preliminary trial of raloxifene in 251 healthy postmenopausal

women, raloxifene was tested against estrogen and placebo. In general, bone turn-

over in raloxifene-treated patients was reduced similarly to that seen with estrogen,

although doses of raloxifene in this study were all much higher than those used in

subsequent studies (Draper et al., 1996). Urinary calcium was reduced in raloxifene

groups similarly to that of estrogen. The effects of raloxifene on calcium metabo-

lism and bone histomorphometry also suggest similar changes to those seen with

estrogen. Data from rodent studies indicate that the protection of bone mass by

raloxifene is associated with an increase in bone strength (Turner et al., 1994).

Human studies for raloxifene are now quite extensive and include both the
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prevention studies in approximately 1200 early postmenopausal women, a study

comparing raloxifene with unopposed conjugated equine estrogen which includes

over 600 women, and the More Study, Multiple Outcomes of Raloxifene Evaluation

in over 7700 women. Data from the Raloxifene for Osteoporosis Prevention Study

have now been published on 601 postmenopausal women between the ages of 45

and 60, within 2–8 years from menopause in this multicenter European trial

(Delmas et al., 1997; Fig. 21.3). Subjects received one of three raloxifene doses or

placebo and bone density, bone turnover, and lipid biochemistry were evaluated

over 2 years. Results showed that bone turnover decreased between 20 and 40%

over the course of the study. Bone mass increased at all sites with differences of

2–3% between the raloxifene treated subjects and placebo subjects at the end of 2
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Fig. 21.3 Bone mineral density (BMD) changes in the lumbar spine, femoral neck of the hip, total

hip and total body over 2 years during treatment with placebo or raloxifene in normal

postmenopausal women (Delmas et al., 1997).



years. As seen from Powles et al. evaluating normal postmenopausal women given

tamoxifen, the effects of raloxifene on the spine and hip were very similar. This

similar effect in the spine and hip is distinct from the pattern usually seen with anti-

resorptive therapy such as estrogen or alendronate where the spinal bone mass

increment is about twice that of the hip bone mass increment. Data from the

MORE Osteoporosis Treatment Study suggests that raloxifene reduces vertebral

fracture occurrence by about 30 to 50% at 3 years. There has been no signifi-

cant effect on peripheral fracture demonstrated yet for raloxifene (Ettinger et al.,

1999).

Recent data from the MORE Study indicate that raloxifene may be even more

potent as a breast cancer prevention agent than tamoxifen (Cummings et al., 1999).

Overall raloxifene reduced the risk of invasive breast cancer by 76%.

Similar to tamoxifen, raloxifene has an estrogen agonist effect on serum lipo-

proteins but the pattern and the potency of the effect are somewhat different com-

pared to those induced by estrogen. In a study comparing raloxifene to continuous,

daily combined hormone replacement therapy (HRT; conjugated equine estrogen

0.625 mg�medroxyprogesterone acetate 2.5 mg), LDL cholesterol was lowered 12

to 14% by both raloxifene and HRT (Walsh et al., 1998). Lipoprotein a was lowered

7 to 8% by raloxifene compared to a 19% reduction by HRT. Raloxifene produced

no increment in HDL whereas HRT increased total HDL by 11%. There was an

increase in the HDL-2 subclass induced by raloxifene but the effect was only about

one-half of the increment seen with HRT on HDL-2 (33% rise). Although these

differences in cardiovascular disease intermediates suggest that HRT might be a

better protector against atherosclerotic disease than raloxifene, there are two vari-

ables which indicate that raloxifene could be superior. Raloxifene lowers serum

fibrinogen by 12 to 14%, whereas there was no effect on fibrinogen for HRT.

Furthermore, raloxifene does not increase serum triglyceride levels, whereas HRT

increased them by 20%. Based on biochemical changes alone, therefore, it is

difficult to predict the theoretical potency of atherosclerosis protection by raloxi-

fene compared with HRT. Furthermore, serum lipoproteins are only one mecha-

nism by which estrogens and SERMs could protect against heart disease. There

are no human studies evaluating non-lipoprotein-related effects of raloxifene.

However, in primates, treatment with conjugated equine estrogen reduced coro-

nary artery plaque size by 70%, whereas raloxifene had no effect on plaque size

(Clarkson et al., 1998). In contrast, in the ovariectomized rabbit model, raloxifene

did reduce aortic cholesterol accumulation (Bjarnason et al., 1997). Clinical trial

data looking at heart disease outcomes in humans is lacking for raloxifene. The

effect of continuous combined HRT on heart disease outcomes from the HERS

trial showed no significant overall effect (Hulley et al., 1998). A study evaluating

both fatal myocardial infarction as well as non-fatal cardiac disease has been
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started, comparing raloxifene to placebo (raloxifene use for the heart; RUTH). This

study will enrol approximately 10000 postmenopausal women over the age of 55 at

risk for heart attack or with known coronary artery disease and will be conducted

over 71⁄2 years.

In contrast to both tamoxifen and estrogen, raloxifene does not appear to stim-

ulate uterine tissue. In the Multicenter European Osteoporosis Prevention Study

400 women had serial transvaginal ultrasound over the 2-year treatment period

and there was no significant increase in endometrial thickness in raloxifene-treated

subjects and no difference was seen compared with placebo treated subjects

(Delmas et al., 1997). Like both estrogen and tamoxifen, however, raloxifene does

increase the risk of deep venous thrombosis and like tamoxifen, raloxifene increases

hot flashes slightly (Evista Product Circular, 1997). Effects on other organ systems

such as the brain and urogenital tissues are unknown.

Toremifene

Toremifene, a chlorinated derivative of tamoxifen, has recently been approved for

treatment of breast cancer. It appears to have perhaps even more potent effects on

breast cancer, which are similar to those of tamoxifen and similar stimulatory

effects on uterine tissue. Toremifene does not appear to increase rodent hepatic

tumor production (Hard et al., 1993). Little is known about skeletal and cardiovas-

cular effects.

Conclusions

This study of drugs in the SERM class has just begun. Many of the ultimate health

outcomes, such as heart attack and fracture, are unknown. Long-term effects on

other tissues, such as the perineal tissues and the central nervous system are also

completely unknown. The apparent ability of these agents to dramatically reduce

the risk of breast cancer is very exciting. These drugs have tremendous potential for

reducing a variety of other chronic diseases in women associated with aging and

estrogen deficiency and are likely to be of increasing importance as the number of

women in the postmenopausal phase of life continues to increase.
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Bisphosphonate therapy of osteoporosis

Frederick R. Singer and Payam Minoofar

Preclinical history

About 100 years ago German chemists discovered that inorganic pyrophosphate

could prevent deposition of calcium salts from solution. This observation was the

basis of the industrial use of polyphosphates for prevention of calcium carbonate

deposition in pipes.

The first biological effect of a pyrophosphate analog was demonstrated in 1968

when Fleisch and his associates in Switzerland found that these agents could inhibit

vitamin D-induced aortic calcification in rats (Schibler et al., 1968). Subsequent

collaboration of the Swiss investigators with Dr M. D. Francis and his colleagues at

Procter and Gamble resulted in the development of bisphosphonates which could

be applied to the treatment of a variety of human disorders, the most common of

which is osteoporosis.

Chemistry

The bisphosphonates, which were initially termed diphosphonates, are compounds

which have two C–P bonds. The compounds are referred to as geminal bisphos-

phonates if the two bonds are found on the same carbon atom (P–C–P), although

this class of compounds is usually simply termed bisphosphonates.

The bisphosphonates are analogs of inorganic pyrophosphate whose core struc-

ture has a P–O–P structure. The substitution of an alkyl group confers resistance

to hydrolysis to the bisphosphonates whereas inorganic pyrophosphate is highly

susceptible to hydrolysis by pyrophosphatases such as alkaline phosphatase.

A great variety of bisphosphonates have been synthesized beginning with etid-

ronate (Fig. 22.1). This has been made possible because the core P–C–P structure

allows modification of the two lateral chains on the carbon atom and esterification

of the phosphates. These compounds can form soluble and insoluble complexes

and aggregates with metal ions. Therefore, considerable care has been taken in the

intravenous use of these agents in clinical studies so as to avoid toxic effects. There
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is evidence of bisphosphonate binding to plasma proteins, but the details of this

are incomplete.

Pharmacology

The bisphosphonates are most commonly administered orally although the bio-

availability is low. Intestinal absorption ranges from �1% to 10% and may be var-

iable. The low absorption may be a consequence of low lipophilicity and strong

negative charge, which reduces transcellular transport and paracellular transport,

respectively. Absorption is further reduced if the drug is taken with meals, calcium,

iron, or even coffee or orange juice. Consequently, it is strongly recommended that
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Fig. 22.1 The structure of some bisphosphonates which are commercially available or are under

intensive clinical investigation. The least potent, etidronate, clodronate and tiludronate

have no amino group on the R2 side chain. The presence of an amino group on R2 in

various configurations confers increased potency on pamidronate, alendronate,

risedronate, ibandronate and zoledronate in order of increasing potency.



these drugs be taken only with water and that they be taken in the morning 30–120

minutes before breakfast. However, it has been noted that etidronate can be clini-

cally effective if taken at other times of the day if no food or medications are taken

2 hours before or after the drug.

After oral or intravenous administration the half-life of the bisphosphonate

ranges from 30 minutes to 2 hours. The bisphosphonates rapidly bind to the skele-

ton in proportion to the vascularity and rate of bone formation at different sites.

This accounts for the standard use of radiolabeled bisphosphonates for bone scans

in nuclear medicine departments. Depending on the specific bisphosphonate,

20–80% of the circulating drug binds to bone and the majority of the remaining is

excreted unchanged into the urine. The renal clearance of bisphosphonates is quite

high, and there is some evidence for active secretion. A small proportion of these

drugs may be taken up by the liver and spleen. This uptake may represent phago-

cytosis of bisphosphonate–metal complexes or aggregates by macrophages in the

reticulo-endothelial system. It is possible that aggregates forming in the blood after

intravenous infusion of large doses may deposit in the kidney and impair renal

function.

The deposition of bisphosphonates in the skeleton is a complex process which as

yet is not well defined in man. Clearly, deposition occurs at sites of bone formation

but alendronate appears to accumulate preferentially under osteoclasts in rat bone

(Sato et al., 1991). Saturation of skeletal uptake in humans does not appear to occur

in the doses used to treat human disorders. It is of interest that, despite continuing

uptake of a bisphosphonate over time, the maximum biologic effects occur rela-

tively rapidly, are dose dependent and do not increase with time. Discontinuation

of treatment generally is followed by a prolonged duration of effect. This presum-

ably represents, at least in part, the effects of stored bisphosphonate in bone. The

skeletal half-life of the drugs has been estimated to range from 3 months to a year

in rodents. In humans, who have much lower bone turnover, estimates of half-life

have been as high as 10 years or more.

The pharmacological actions of bisphosphonates can be divided into physico-

chemical effects and biological effects. The physicochemical effects mimic those of

inorganic pyrophosphate. The drugs bind strongly to calcium phosphate crystals

and inhibit crystal formation, aggregation and dissolution. They also inhibit the

formation and aggregation of calcium oxalate crystals.

The main biological effect which accounts for the clinical success of these drugs

is inhibition of bone resorption (Fleisch et al., 1969). Inhibition of osteoclastic

bone resorption has been demonstrated in vitro by studying isolated osteoclasts, in

vivo in animals and in vivo in clinical studies. The structural diversity of available

bisphosphonates is associated with a great range of potencies. Etidronate is the least

potent bisphosphonate with a therapeutic dose of 200–400 mg. Zoledronate pro-
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duces a substantial decrease in bone resorption at a dose of under 1 mg given intra-

venously. The P–C–P motif accounts for binding of bisphosphonates to hydroxya-

patite whereas the R2 side chain structure determines the antiresorptive potency.

The addition of a primary amino group confers much greater potency than seen

with the earlier bisphosphonates which lacked an amino group. Even greater

potency is exhibited by the newer analogs which have methylation of the amino

group or inclusion of the group within a heterocyclic ring.

In vivo the effect on bone resorption can be demonstrated within 24–48 hours.

Over a longer period of time there is a secondary decrease in rate of bone forma-

tion. The much earlier decrease in bone resorption promotes an increase in calcium

balance and bone density. At higher doses of bisphosphonates an impairment of

bone mineralization followed by osteomalacia may occur (King et al., 1971). This

has almost only been observed clinically in patients treated with etidronate.

Etidronate is the only bisphosphonate in which this undesirable effect is seen at

doses near the therapeutic range.

Mode of action

There appear to be a variety of mechanisms whereby bisphosphonates produce

their inhibition of bone resorption (Rogers et al., 1997). Considerable evidence

suggests that the mechanisms of inhibition differ amongst the growing number of

bisphosphonates.

In Table 22.1 the proposed mechanisms of action to account for inhibition of

bone resorption are listed. The effects of bisphosphonates on bone cells are felt to

be potentiated by the concentration of the drugs at the internal surfaces of the bone.

It is envisioned that the release of drug by osteoclast activity is an important means

of inducing intracellular biochemical changes in the cells which reduce osteoclast

function. These changes include inhibition of protein synthesis, inhibition of gly-

colysis, inhibition of several protein tyrosine phosphatases as well as increasing

the level of protein phosphorylation by inhibiting protein phosphatase activity.

Inhibition of proton-pumping ATPases may also reduce acidification of the resorp-

tion cavity beneath osteoclasts. Russell and colleagues have reported experiments

in amoebae of a slime mold which divides bisphosphonates into two classes with

respect to mechanisms of inhibition of resorptive activity (Rogers et al., 1997).

Clodronate and other bisphosphonates that are quite similar in structure to pyro-

phosphate can be metabolized to an analog of ATP which appears to induce apop-

tosis of osteoclasts. The amino-containing bisphosphonates are not metabolized

but instead appear to inhibit enzymes of the mevalonate pathway and thereby

disrupt osteoclast function.

In other in vitro experiments the amino-containing bisphosphonates have been
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demonstrated to inhibit transformation of osteoclast precursors into mature osteo-

clasts (Boonekamp et al., 1986). How important this mechanism is in compari-

son with direct inhibition of osteoclast function or induction of cell death is

unknown.

Since osteoblasts are known to be local regulators of adjacent osteoclast function,

studies have been designed to determine if osteoclast function might be mediated

through the osteoblast. Bisphosphonates have now been shown to induce secretion

of an osteoclast inhibitor by osteoblasts (Vitté et al., 1996). It has also been con-

cluded that the ability of alendronate to inhibit osteoclastic activity is not depen-

dent on release of the drug from bone surfaces and that a variety of cell types in

bone (osteoblasts, stromal cells) could assist in promoting the effects of bisphos-

phonates on bone resorption (Owens et al., 1997).

Although it is quite clear that there is a secondary decrease in bone formation in

animals or patients treated with bisphosphonates, some investigators have felt that

bone formation might be increased by these drugs in certain circumstances. The

first direct experimental evidence consistent with this hypothesis has recently been

published (Giuliani et al., 1998). In human bone marrow cultures alendronate

stimulated the formation of colony forming units for osteoblasts in the presence of

dexamethasone and also colony forming units for fibroblasts, an early source

of osteoblast progenitors. In addition, formation of mineralized nodules was

observed. These effects were associated with an increase in the concentration of

basic fibroblast growth factor in the cultures, a known stimulator of osteoblastic

activity. Therefore, it is possible that bisphosphonate therapy may produce a

modest degree of bone formation in vivo.

Treatment and prevention of postmenopausal osteoporosis

In postmenopausal osteoporosis an increase in bone resorption is a major manifes-

tation of the estrogen-deficient state which generally occurs in women over 50 years

of age. This usually is reversed by estrogen replacement therapy but in the great

majority of eligible women long-term estrogen is not accepted. The effectiveness of
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Table 22.1. Proposed modes of action for inhibition of bone

resorption by bisphosphonates

(i) Direct inhibition of function of mature osteoclasts

(ii) Induction of osteoclast apoptosis

(iii) Osteoblast-mediated inhibition of osteoclast recruitment

(iv) Inhibition of differention of precursors into osteoclasts



the bisphosphonates in controlling bone resorption in postmenopausal women has

been repeatedly documented since 1990 and these drugs are now widely available

for use in the postmenopausal woman who refuses or cannot tolerate estrogen.

Etidronate

Two randomized double-blind, placebo-controlled studies published in 1990 dem-

onstrated the effects of etidronate in women with postmenopausal osteoporosis

(Storm et al., 1990; Watts et al., 1990). A small study in Denmark involved 66

women who were followed for nearly a 3-year period (Storm et al., 1990). They

received placebo or a 400 mg daily oral dose of etidronate for 2 weeks followed by

13 weeks without drug and then a repetition of this regimen ten times. The inter-

mittent program was chosen to minimize the chance of osteomalacia occurring in

the study patients. Oral calcium and vitamin D supplementation were provided

throughout the study. In the treated patients the lumbar spine density rose by 5.3%

whereas there was a 2.7% decrease in the placebo group. Bone biopsies revealed no

evidence of osteomalacia.

The second study was a large multicenter trial in the United States with a more

complex design carried out over 2 years (Watts et al., 1990). In this study, cyclic

etidronate for 2 weeks was again used but another arm of the study was the admin-

istration of an oral phosphate supplement 3 days before the etidronate. At the end

of 2 years mean spine density rose 4.2% in those who received etidronate alone and

5.2% in the group who also received phosphate. The difference between the two

groups was not significant. The rate for new vertebral fractures was reduced by 50%

in the etidronate-treated patients as compared to those who received phosphate

alone or placebo. The results of an extension of this study were reported in 1993

(Harris et al., 1993). Three years of blinded treatment were followed by a fourth

year of unblinded treatment. The increase in lumbar spine density which peaked at

year 2 was maintained through the fourth year. An increase in hip density was of a

lesser degree but was also sustained over the 4 years. In patients with three or more

fractures at study entry there was a reduced vertebral fracture rate. No serious

adverse effects were documented.

Estrogen replacement therapy has been shown to produce an additive effect on

bone mineral density of the spine and hip when administered with cyclical etidro-

nate therapy (Wimalawansa, 1995, 1998). In postmenopausal women averaging

about 52 years of age the combination therapy increased vertebral density by 10.9%

and hip density by 7.25% after 4 years (Wimalawansa, 1995). No evidence of oste-

omalacia was found in iliac crest bone biopsies. However, 3/9 patients treated with

intermittent cyclic etidronate did exhibit evidence of osteomalacia (two had focal

lesions and one had generalized osteomalacia in the biopsy).

A 4-year trial of estrogen replacement therapy with cyclical etidronate was also
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done in postmenopausal women with established osteoporosis who averaged 64.9

years (Wimalawansa, 1998). Bone mineral density increased by 10.4% in the

lumbar spine and by 7% in the hip, a result quite similar to that found in the women

of the previous study. In this study no osteomalacia was detected in the biopsies of

women who received combination therapy or cyclical etidronate. Patients treated

with the combined therapy lost less than 0.5 cm height after 4 years. The study pop-

ulation of 72 patients was not large enough to prove a significant decrease in frac-

ture incidence among the groups of patients who received combination therapy or

one of the therapies in isolation.

At the present time regulatory agencies in many countries (including Canada,

France, Germany, Italy, United Kingdom) have approved etidronate for the treat-

ment of osteoporosis. Although it has not been approved in the United States, it is

widely prescribed.

Clodronate

Clodronate was the second bisphosphonate to undergo clinical evaluation in

patients with bone disorders characterized by increased bone resorption. The drug

has been approved throughout the world for use in bone disease associated with

malignancy and in a few countries for Paget’s disease of bone. As of 1997 the drug

was only approved for treatment of osteoporosis in Italy. In an Italian study

reported in 1993, 400 mg clodronate given cyclically by mouth for 30 days followed

by 60 days with no treatment produced a 3.88% increase in lumbar spine density

after 12 months treatment of postmenopausal women (Giannini et al., 1993). The

spine density decreased 2.34% in untreated patients. In another study from Italy a

200 mg intravenous infusion of clodronate was administered to 235 women with

postmenopausal osteoporosis every 3 weeks for 6 years (Filipponi et al., 1996).

The lumbar spine density increased 5.69%. When compared to historical control

subjects the incidence of vertebral fractures decreased after 3 years. A more

recent study from Finland reported that three intravenous infusions of 300 mg

clodronate given one week apart prevented bone loss 24 months later (Heikkinen

et al., 1997).

Pamidronate

Pamidronate, the first potent aminobisphosphonate is approved in many countries

for intravenous treatment of hypercalcemia of malignancy, bone metastases and

Paget’s disease of bone. In South America and several Asian countries an oral form

is approved for osteoporosis. Development of the oral form has proved difficult

because of gastrointestinal irritation from some preparations. When tolerated, oral

pamidronate can increase spinal and hip bone density similar to the effects of etid-

ronate and clodronate. In a recent study in England, 300 mg pamidronate daily for
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4 weeks every 4 months or 150 mg for 4 weeks every 2 months increased lumbar

spine density 2.8% and 3.0%, respectively, after 2 years (Less et al., 1996). The lower

dose given more frequently was better tolerated by the postmenopausal women

who participated in this study.

Alendronate

Large multicenter trials have been done to investigate the effects of oral alendro-

nate on bone density as well as fracture prevalence in postmenopausal females. In

1995, a dose-finding study of 188 women with low bone density in the United States

revealed that 10 mg of alendronate given daily for 2 years produced excellent results

(Chestnut et al., 1995). Biochemical markers of bone turnover were suppressed by

approximately 50%, lumbar spine density increased by an average of 7.21% and

total hip density increased by an average of 5.27%. A second worldwide study eval-

uated 994 postmenopausal women taking several doses of alendronate for 3 years

(Liberman et al., 1995). The 10 mg dose again produced an excellent response as

lumbar spine density increased by an average of 8.8% and femoral neck density by

an average of 5.9%. Overall, treatment with a variety of doses of alendronate and

500 mg of calcium produced a 48% decrease in the proportion of women with new

vertebral fractures as compared to the control group who received 500 mg calcium

daily. It was somewhat surprising to note that there was a further slight increase in

lumbar spine and femoral neck densities between year 2 and 3. This could repre-

sent an unexpected anabolic effect of a bisphosphonate or possibly is consistent

with the reversal of negative bone balance at individual remodeling units.

To more definitively examine the effects of alendronate on fracture prevention a

randomized trial was conducted on 2027 postmenopausal women with at least one

existing vertebral fracture in 11 metropolitan areas of the United States (Black et

al., 1996). The first 24 months of the study the patients received 5 mg of alendro-

nate or placebo daily. After it was appreciated that 10 mg was a more effective dose

all treated patients received 10 mg daily during the last year of the study. All sub-

jects received a 500 mg calcium supplement if their dietary intake of calcium was

less than 1000 mg. Bone density increased to a similar degree as in previous studies.

In the women who received alendronate, 8% had one or more new morphometric

vertebral fractures compared with 15% in the placebo-calcium group. Clinical frac-

tures, i.e., those requiring medical attention, occurred in 5% of the placebo-

calcium patients and 2.3% of those treated with alendronate (Fig. 22.2). The risk

of hip or wrist fractures was also reduced by about 50%. Overall, the drug was well

tolerated with there being no significant difference in adverse experiences between

the placebo and drug groups. When the data were further analyzed, the reduction

in fracture risk was present in those of advanced age, 
75 years as well as in the

group with the lowest bone mineral density (Ensrud et al., 1997).
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Fig. 22.2 Cumulative proportions of postmenopausal women 55–81-year-old women with clinical

vertebral fracture, hip fracture or wrist fracture during a 3-year study treated with a

placebo or alendronate (5 mg for 2 years, 10 mg for 1 year). Most women also received a

500 mg calcium supplement to adjust calcium intake to about 1000 mg. From Black et al.

(1996), reproduced by permission of The Lancet.



The efficacy of alendronate is now well established in postmenopausal women

treated continuously for three years. What is not known is how long should treat-

ment continue. One study has been reported which should aid in defining

appropriate patterns of alendronate therapy in postmenopausal women who per-

manently refrain from estrogen use. In the previously discussed study of 188 post-

menopausal women with low lumbar spine bone density (Chestnut et al., 1995)

follow-up biochemical and bone density evaluations were made for one or two

years after discontinuation of the alendronate (Stock et al., 1997). It was encourag-

ing to learn that the difference in bone density between alendronate and placebo

groups at the end of treatment was maintained for at least 1 year after 5 or 10 mg

of alendronate daily for 2 years, although biochemical markers of bone turnover

had partially returned toward pretreatment levels. With time, it should be possible

to define optimum intermittent long-term treatment courses for postmenopausal

osteoporosis which take advantage of the skeletal storage of alendronate.

One large study of the effects of alendronate therapy in postmenopausal women

under 60 years of age has been reported (Hosking et al., 1998). The effects of 2.5

mg or 5 mg of alendronate or placebo on bone mineral density was evaluated in

1174 women. Another group of women received either alendronate or open-label

estrogen–progestin therapy. The 5 mg alendronate dose increased lumbar spine

density by an average of 3.5% and hip density by an average of 1.9%, whereas estro-

gen–progestin therapy produced responses 1–2% greater. Bone density fell in the

placebo group. This study documented the efficacy of 5 mg alendronate as an alter-

native to estrogen–progestin in preventing bone loss in early postmenopausal

women.

Risedronate

Risedronate, another potent aminobisphosphonate, has proven to be effective in a

randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of 2458 postmenopausal

women with at least 1 vertebral fracture (Harris et al., 1999). An oral dose of 5 mg

daily increased bone mineral density of the lumbar spine by 5.4% and density of

the femoral neck by 1.6% after 3 years. This was associated with a 41% reduction

in cumulative incidence of new vertebral fractures and a 39% reduction in non-

vertebral fractures.

Prevention of glucocorticoid – induced bone loss

Osteoporosis is a major complication of chronic glucocorticoid therapy. Impaired

bone formation appears to be the major abnormality responsible for bone loss but

there is also evidence of increased bone resorption. There are now numerous pub-

lished studies which have documented the benefits of bisphosphonates in preven-

tion of bone loss from glucocorticoid therapy.
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There are now two randomized trials using cyclical etidronate which demon-

strate the efficacy of this therapy (Adachi et al., 1997; Roux et al., 1998). In a

Canadian multicenter trial 141 men and women who were started on high dose glu-

cocorticoid therapy no more than 100 days previously were randomized to placebo

or 400 mg etidronate for 14 days every 3 months for 1 year (Adachi et al., 1997). All

patients received 500 mg calcium for 76 days after each 14-day period. Lumbar

spine bone density decreased an average of 3.23.% and trochanter density an

average of 2.74% in the placebo group whereas bone density in the same sites

increased slightly in the etidronate group. A second multicenter trial in Europe

evaluated 117 men and women who had begun high dose glucocorticoid therapy

no more than 90 days prior to entering the study (Roux et al., 1998). The same

treatment protocol was used as in the Canadian study. The bone density of the

lumbar spine decreased an average of 2.79% in the placebo group and increased an

average of 0.30% in the etidronate group. This result was very similar to the

Canadian study but there was no significant difference between the two groups

with respect to hip density measurements. The explanation for the apparent lack of

protective effect of etidronate on hip density loss is not apparent but the decrease

of femoral neck and trochanter density after one year was only slightly above 1%.

In both these studies etidronate was generally given after the onset of glucocorti-

coid therapy. It might be expected that somewhat better results would be obtained

if the bisphosphonate were given at the onset of glucocorticoid therapy.

In addition to etidronate, other bisphosphonates such as pamidronate

(Gallacher et al., 1992), clodronate (Herrala et al., 1998) and alendronate (Gonelli

et al., 1997; Saag et al., 1998) have been reported to be effective in treating patients

on glucocorticoid therapy. In a randomized trial of alendronate 10 mg daily

increased bone mineral density of the lumbar spine by 2.9%. Alendronate is now

approved for use in steroid-treated patients in the United States (Saag et al., 1998).

Adverse effects of bisphosphonates

Generally, the bisphosphonates have proven to be well tolerated by most patients

but adverse effects may occur with considerable variability from one agent to

another (Adami & Zamberlan, 1996).

The most common side-effects are in the gastrointestinal tract. Epigastric pain,

vomiting, nausea and diarrhea may occur. These are more likely to occur with

aminobisphosphonates, particularly pamidronate. Erosive esophagitis has

occurred with alendronate therapy but if the drug is taken with adequate water and

the patient does not lie down prior to breakfast this can be avoided.

Pamidronate has been reported to cause uveitis, scleritis and episcleritis, possibly

in 1/1000 patients. Skin reactions are rare but have occurred with several bisphos-

phonates and may represent allergic reactions.
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Aminobisphosphonates may cause an acute phase reaction within 24 hours of

onset of therapy. This may be mediated by release of interleukin-6 and is associated

with increased levels of C-reactive protein and a reduction in serum zinc. The abso-

lute lymphocyte count decreases for several days. Pyrexia, malaise, and myalgias

mimic an influenza attack. Recovery is usually within 48 hours and recurrence of

the reaction is unusual if treatment is continuous.

Renal failure has rarely occurred with the present commonly used bisphospho-

nate regimens.

In osteoporosis, hypocalcemia has not been a complication of bisphosphonate

therapy and clinical osteomalacia has rarely been evident even with etidronate use.

Despite the potential of impaired fracture healing due to suppression of the meta-

bolic activity of bone cells, impaired fracture healing has not been implicated as a

complication of bisphosphonate therapy.
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The action of fluoride on bone

Marc D. Grynpas, Debbie Chachra and Hardy Limeback

Introduction

The fluoridation of municipal water in cities of Canada and the United States for

the purpose of reducing dental decay is perhaps the most important and success-

ful public health initiative ever undertaken in these countries. Since its inception

more than 50 years ago, water fluoridated at 1 ppm has dramatically reduced the

incidence of caries, and this positive effect has reached across all socioeconomic

groups. However, since fluoride is a mineral-seeking ion, it is incorporated into

bone as well as teeth. The response of bone is known to depend on the dose, and

studies in both animal models and in humans have assessed the effect of moderate

to high doses of fluoride. As a consequence, it is known that moderate doses of

fluoride increase bone mass, making fluoride a potential therapy for osteoporosis

(see below). However, chronic exposure to high doses of fluoride (	8 mg/day),

while rare in North America, can cause skeletal fluorosis, characterized initially by

hypermineralization of bone and later by calcification of ligaments, bone deforma-

tion, and other crippling symptoms (Kaminsky et al., 1990). Ingestion of low doses

of fluoride through water involves somewhat different mechanisms. Typically, indi-

viduals receive less than 5 mg/day of fluoride (less than a tenth of the clinical dose),

but it accumulates passively in bone mineral over a timespan of decades. This is

intrinsically difficult to model in animals, and therefore remains poorly under-

stood. The concern is that the ingestion of a subclinical level of fluoride, over a life-

time, may have a potentially serious impact on the skeleton; specifically, it may alter

the rate of osteoporotic fracture.

Fluoride ingestion

Fluoride is ingested through fluoridated water, food, and oral care products.

Municipally fluoridated water generally has a fluoride concentration of 1 ppm

(1 mg/l), and the average adult consumption of water is 1.5 l per day. Many foods

contain fluoride, notably fish and other marine products, and tea (Singer et al.,

1985). Fluoride ingestion from food in individuals over the age of 12 has remained

constant at approximately 0.4 mg/day (Burt, 1992). Increasingly, however, the diet
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of individuals living in non-fluoridated areas is composed of beverages and foods

prepared with fluoridated water (Clovis & Hargreaves, 1988). Individuals, espe-

cially children (Simard et al., 1989), also ingest fluoride from oral care products,

particularly toothpaste. On average, 1 g of toothpaste is used per brushing, and

adults typically ingest about 25% of it (Whitford, 1994). In North America, tooth-

paste is fluoridated at 1000–1100 ppm, resulting in ingestion of 0.25–0.75 mg/day

of fluoride. Finally, fluoride supplements are often provided in non-fluoridated

areas (Ismail, 1994). Overall fluoride consumption therefore includes other sources

as well as fluoridated water, with an estimated adult total intake of fluoride ranging

from 1.2 to 2.2 mg/day (Whitford, 1994).

Fluoride in the body

In general, fluoride is not incorporated into fully mineralized bone and accumulates

only in bone formed during the period of exposure (Boivin & Meunier, 1993). A

mathematical model of fluoride incorporation in the skeleton (Turner et al., 1993)

indicates that the total bone fluoride content is linearly related to the daily ingestion

of fluoride in adults up to age 55, after which it appears to plateau. However, other

research suggests that fluoride can continue to be incorporated into bone through

to the eighth decade of life (Ishiguro et al., 1993; Richards et al., 1994; Weatherell,

1969). The incorporation of fluoride can be affected by other factors, notably osteo-

porosis or impaired renal function. In osteoporosis, as resorption of bone exceeds

formation, fluoride is minimally incorporated into bone. In fact, if daily intake is

low, patients may actually lose fluoride from bone (Whitford, 1989). Conversely,

increased uptake of fluoride by bone results if renal function is impaired, since

ingested fluoride is not cleared rapidly from the system (Ekstrand & Spak, 1990).

Therefore, fluoride levels in bone can vary greatly. Our preliminary data (given

below) show fluoride concentrations in bone ranging from 200 to 2300 ppm, con-

sistent with data from other studies (Ishiguro et al., 1993; Richards et al., 1994;

Weatherell, 1969). The concentration of fluoride in bone is generally higher in sites

with a higher turnover rate, such as cancellous rather than cortical bone (Ishiguro

et al., 1993; Weatherell, 1969), or vertebrae rather than the iliac crest (Turner et al.,

1993). It is not known whether these concentrations of fluoride, accumulated slowly

over decades, affect the mechanical and other properties of bone.

Fluoride and bone: mechanisms and effects

Effect on bone mineral

Regardless of concentration or dose, fluoride is incorporated into bone mineral

during formation, via a physicochemical mechanism. Fluoride substitutes for the

hydroxyl group in hydroxyapatite, forming fluorapatite. This substitution, while no
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means complete (even in highly fluorotic bone, fluoride replaces only about a third

of the hydroxyl ions) (Boivin et al., 1989), nevertheless has profound consequences.

The fluoride makes the crystal lattice more compact and stable (Grynpas, 1990),

and a mixture of fluorapatite and hydroxyapatite has been shown to be less soluble

than either component individually (Moreno et al., 1977). The onset of mineral-

ization is also delayed, resulting in increased osteoid formation (Grynpas et al.,

1986). The concentrations of other contaminant ions, such as carbonate and mag-

nesium, appear to be affected, although the exact effect remains controversial

(Grynpas, 1990). Finally, fluoride shifts the mineralization profile of bone (a histo-

gram of density fractions) towards denser, more mature fractions and fluoride

appears to be concentrated in these denser fractions (Grynpas et al., 1986).

Effect on bone cells

While fluoride is passively incorporated into bone mineral at all concentrations, it

appears to only affect bone cells at much higher serum levels than would be expe-

rienced through drinking fluoridated water alone (Turner et al., 1993). It is well

known that high levels of fluoride increase bone mass in patients subjected to

fluoride therapy and in fluorotic individuals (discussed further below). This is a

result of both the increased resistance to resorption of fluoridated bone mineral,

together with a mitogenic effect of these levels of fluoride on osteoblasts. This is

supported by work both in vivo (Boivin et al., 1989) and in culture (Gruber &

Baylink, 1991). However, the osteoblasts appear to be flattened and moderately

active rather than plump, cuboidal and highly secretory. This suggests that, while

fluoride is mitogenic and a promoter of differentiation of osteoblast precursors, it

is somewhat toxic to individual cells at these concentrations (Bonjour et al., 1993).

Nevertheless, the overall effect is of increased bone formation. While the effect of

fluoride on osteoclasts is less well understood, there is some in vitro evidence that

sodium fluoride decreases the number of resorption lacunae as well as the amount

of bone resorbed per osteoclast (Okuda et al., 1990). The net result of these effects

is increased bone formation, which accounts for the interest in fluoride as a therapy

for osteoporosis.

Effect on bone architecture

Fluoride therapy for osteoporosis results in a marked increase in bone mass.

However, osteoporosis-associated bone loss results in loss of connectivity as well as

thinning of the remaining trabeculae and both are thought to be mechanically

significant. At present, no biological pathway is known to restore the connectivity,

and it is therefore thought that all types of therapy are similarly ineffective at doing

so (Parfitt, 1982). Accordingly, fluoride therapy has been shown to increase trabec-

ular thickness, but to leave the connectivity unaltered (Aaron et al., 1992). In addi-

tion, trabeculae thus formed appear to be resistant to perforation by resorption
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(Aaron et al., 1992). Rats who ingested fluoridated drinking water in a range of con-

centrations (0, 2, 4, 6 mm/l) displayed similar changes to cancellous bone, and the

effects were found to be dose dependent (Cheng & Bader, 1990).

Effect on bone mechanical properties

Among the many roles that bone plays in the body, its mechanical function is cer-

tainly the most conspicuous and one of the most important. This is highlighted in

patients with osteoporosis, which is characterized not by bone loss per se but by the

loss of the mechanical integrity of bone, as manifested by fracture upon minimal

loading. The mechanical function of bone depends not only on the amount of bone

present, but also on its organization at the macroscopic (such as the shape of long

bones), on the microstructural (the architecture of trabeculae or of Haversian

systems) and on the ultrastructural (the intimate association of collagen and

mineral) level. Alterations to any one of them can have profound effects. Fluoride,

in particular, has a complex, dose-dependent suite of effects on bone, including

altering the amount of bone, the structure, and the mineral–collagen interface.

These result in changes to the mechanical properties of bone, and by extension, to

the fracture risk. Techniques such as dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry or histo-

morphometry, while useful, cannot assess these integrated factors. In order to

quantify changes to mechanical function, one of two approaches must be used. The

first approach is epidemiological: the fracture rate in a given population (such as a

clinical trial of patients receiving therapy for osteoporosis) can be measured. The

second approach, commonly used in animal studies, is to use in vitro mechanical

testing techniques as a proxy for fracture risk. The overall picture of the effect of

fluoride on mechanical properties that has arisen, based primarily on animal

studies, tentatively suggests a dose-dependent effect on mechanical properties:

improvement with increasing fluoride content to an optimum point, followed by

severely compromised mechanical properties at high concentrations of fluoride

(fluorosis).

In vitro studies in animal models

The evidence that emerges from in vitro mechanical testing of bone from animal

studies clearly indicates that high doses of fluoride are detrimental to mechanical

properties. Controversy remains over whether there is an optimum fluoride dose

or concentration that leads to improved bone strength.

A study by Turner et al. (1992) established a weak, biphasic response to fluoride

ingestion in young (21-day-old) rats. The rats were fed a low-fluoride diet, and

their drinking water was fluoridated at 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, or 128 ppm. The rats

were sacrificed after 4 months. The fluoride content of the vertebrae was assessed,

and femora were tested in three-point bending. It was found that the peak bone

strength occurred with a fluoride intake of 16 ppm, corresponding to a bone
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fluoride content of 1216 ppm, and decreasing thereafter. A segmented regression

model was postulated to describe this biphasic relationship. This work was in agree-

ment with an earlier study (Rich & Feist, 1970). A later study by the same group

(Turner et al., 1995) again began with 21-day-old rats, ingesting water fluoridated

at 0, 5, 15, or 50 ppm, but followed them through maturity and senescence: 3, 6, 12

or 18 months. In this study, no positive effect of fluoride treatment was observed,

although there was a negative effect at higher doses. No effect of fluoride was

observed in a similar study (Einhorn et al., 1992), in which femora from rats

exposed to drinking water fluoridated at 0, 25, 50 and 75 ppm were tested in

torsion. However, the fluoride content of these bones (2026–11 716 ppm) was

greater than the peak fluoride content observed by Turner et al. (1992), which may

explain the discrepancy. Beary (1969) found a similar decrease in bone strength in

rat femora with high fluoride intake (	45 ppm). Søgaard et al. (1994) examined

the mechanical properties of vertebrae (primarily cancellous rather than cortical

bone). The rats were 3 months of age at the start and ingested water fluoridated at

0, 100 and 150 ppm for 3 months before sacrifice, resulting in fluoride levels of 343,

3295 and 4617 ppm, respectively. While no changes to the failure load or stress were

observed, the mechanical parameters corrected for ash content (a measurement of

bone quality) were adversely affected. Similarly, Mosekilde et al. (1987) found

reduced trabecular bone strength in pigs with an average bone fluoride concentra-

tion of 2836 ppm. Finally, a study examining high doses of fluoride in rabbits

showed compromised mechanical properties, despite increased bone mass, miner-

alization and hardness (Chachra et al., 1999b; Turner et al., 1997).

While animal models are useful in providing information about high doses of

fluoride, which would be difficult to obtain in humans, there are two major caveats

to be considered prior to extrapolating to the human case. The first is that the rate

of fluoride incorporation in other species may not be the same as in humans. For

example, in rats, the rate of fluoride incorporation is an order of magnitude less

than in humans, suggesting that administration of water fluoridated at 1 ppm to

humans would be the equivalent of 10 ppm in rats (Turner et al., 1992). The

difference is partially accounted for by differences in intestinal absorption between

rats and humans (Angmar-Mansson & Whitford, 1982). The second difference is

that animal studies typically examine the effect of high doses of fluoride for short

times, rather than the low doses and long exposures of humans. While low doses of

fluoride are thought to act by altering bone at the level of crystal structure

(Grynpas, 1990) and the mineral–collagen interface (Walsh & Guzelsu, 1993), high

doses affect bone cells and therefore remodeling processes.

In vitro studies in humans

To date, data correlating fluoride content and bone quality by in vitro mechanical

testing in humans are scarce. Richards et al. (1994) examined vertebral trabecular
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bone cylinders from individuals aged 20 to 91, who were not exposed to artificially

fluoridated water, to elucidate changes in bone mechanics and fluoride content

with age. They found that the bone mass decreased, as did the bone strength nor-

malized for the bone mass. While the fluoride concentration increased with age, it

did not affect the bone quality in a way that was independent of age and gender

effects. Preliminary work from our laboratory (Chachra et al., 1999a) suggests that

there is no relation between mechanical properties and fluoride content in femoral

heads from individuals living in fluoridated and non-fluoridated communities

(Fig. 23.1). At the other limit of fluoride exposure, an assessment of the bone

quality of iliac bone biopsies from osteoporotic patients who had received fluoride

therapy (Søgaard et al., 1994) indicated that there was a reduction in bone strength

and bone strength normalized for ash content, and no decrease in bone mass, after

5 years of fluoride therapy at 40–60 mg/day.

Water fluoridation and osteoporosis

Ingestion of water fluoridated to 1.0 ppm has been generally considered to have no

detrimental side-effects. However, long-term exposure to fluoride can result in

significant fluoride accumulation in the skeleton and there is concern that this may

have adverse effects. In addition, it may result in changes to the structure or degree

of mineralization of the bone (as is observed with short-term ingestion of higher

doses of fluoride), and this may have mechanical consequences. This would, in

turn, affect the incidence of osteoporosis, manifested as fracture rate.

Despite the large number of published studies, considerable controversy remains

regarding the issue of fluoridated water and fracture risk, with studies indicating

an increased, decreased, or unchanged risk of fracture with fluoridated water con-

sumption. A complete review can be found elsewhere (Allolio & Lehmann, 1999).

Two studies correlating the regional variation of hip fracture in the United States

(Jacobsen et al., 1992) and in England (Cooper et al., 1991) to local water

fluoridation showed a slightly increased risk of fracture. Conversely, two studies

comparing fracture rates in fluoridated and unfluoridated communities (Lehmann

et al., 1998; Simonen & Laitinen, 1985) found a reduced risk of fracture in the

fluoridated communities. One study (Phipps et al., 1997) found a reduced verte-

bral and hip fracture risk, but an increased risk of wrist fracture. Finally, a number

of studies (Cauley et al., 1995; Jacobsen et al., 1993; Suarez-Almazor et al., 1993)

showed no change in the risk of fracture as a result of water fluoridation. While

studies such as these must be interpreted with caution because of the limitations of

retrospective epidemiological studies, two conclusions can be drawn from this

mass of data. First, that water fluoridation at 1 ppm most likely has no effect on

bone mechanical properties, although it is impossible to exclude a small effect.

Secondly, that in order to determine if there is a 10–15% increase in fracture rate
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at an appropriate level of certainty would require more than 400000 people

enrolled in a cohort study – clearly prohibitive (Allolio & Lehmann, 1999). This

suggests that alternative protocols, such as in vitro mechanical testing of human

specimens, may be a more appropriate way to determine the effect of water

fluoridation on bone quality. Currently, three important questions remain unan-

swered: the optimum strength of human bone, what bone F levels are associated

with this optimum strength and whether the normal accumulation of F in bone has

a positive, negative or minimal effect on bone quality.

Endemic skeletal fluorosis, such as in some parts of India where natural water

supplies contained fluoride levels of 10–20 ppm, does not occur in North America.

There are some areas in North America, however, where a high incidence of bone
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Fig. 23.1 Ultimate compressive stress of bone vs. fluoride content. Femoral heads were obtained

from individuals residing in two Canadian cities: Montreal (which has never had

fluoridated water) and Toronto (where municipal water has been fluoridated at 1 ppm for

more than three decades. Cylindrical specimens of cancellous bone were tested in

compression until failure, and the ultimate compressive stress was calculated. Fluoride

content of the specimens was then measured by instrumental neutron activation analysis.

This graph shows that there is no relationship between fluoride content and bone

mechanical properties.



fractures in people with asymptomatic skeletal fluorosis is possible because the

water fluoride level has been found to be as high as 4 ppm, a level which is still con-

sidered safe in the US (Gordon & Corbin, 1992) and is set as the upper limit per-

mitted in drinking water. There is evidence that these individuals may have

asymptomatic skeletal fluorosis, and are at an increased risk of bone fracture com-

pared to individuals in areas with water fluoridated at 1 ppm (Sowers et al., 1991).

Fluoride as a therapy for osteoporosis

Why use fluoride?

The vast majority of substances used to treat osteoporosis are antiosteoclastic

agents. These compounds tend to prevent bone resorption directly: for example, the

bisphosphonates (etidronate, pamidronate, alendronate, etc.) bind to bone mineral

and block osteoclast resorption at the attachment site. Other compounds, such as

estrogens and estrogen receptor modulators (e.g., raloxifene) decrease bone turn-

over and therefore reduce bone resorption. Calcitonin acts directly on osteoclasts

to reduce their resorptive activity. Even calcium can be considered as an antiresorp-

tive agent. While these therapies can sometimes show a slight increase in bone, it is

now accepted that this is due to a reduction of the remodeling space and is there-

fore very limited. Arresting future losses may not always be enough, however, and

patients that have already lost a substantial amount of bone require a therapy that

restores bone mass. This requires agents that act directly on osteoblasts to form new

bone (anabolic agents), either by increasing their number or level of activity or

both. There are very few agents that can accomplish this. Androgens and anabolic

hormones have very undesirable side-effects. While parathyroid hormone has been

shown in rats and humans to increase bone mass, it must be administered by daily

injections. Some growth factors such as insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) seem

to have some anabolic activity, but in animal studies it has been shown that this

activity decreases with age (Danielsen & Flyvbjerg, 1996). The final class of com-

pounds that has been shown to stimulate osteoblastic activity is the salts of trace ele-

ments such as fluoride, strontium, and aluminum. Of these, only fluoride salts,

which can be taken orally, have been shown today to have a sustained anabolic effect

on the skeleton. While fluoride remains the only anabolic treatment for osteopor-

osis that is presently available, the safety and efficacy of various formulations of

fluoride salts have been, and remain, highly controversial.

The evolution of fluoride treatments

Rich and Ensinck (1961) were the first to show that sodium fluoride (NaF)

could be used to treat patients with metabolic bone disease. However, to prevent

mineralization defects, it was suggested that sodium fluoride be administered in

conjunction with calcium and vitamin D. This regimen was shown in 1981
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(Harrison et al., 1981) to increase axial bone mass and, since the early 1980s, many

countries in Europe have approved the use of sodium fluoride to treat osteoporo-

sis. While a number of clinical trials have demonstrated increases in axial bone

density with fluoride, many side-effects were also frequently reported, including

gastric distress, joint pain, and stress fractures in the lower limbs. A study by Riggs

et al. (1990) showed that, while high doses of sodium fluoride increased spinal bone

mass considerably, they did not reduce vertebral fractures and resulted in

significant toxicity. This study was criticized for the high dose and for the fluoride

preparation used. In a re-analysis of his data, Riggs et al. (1994) showed that the

adverse effects may have been caused by the high dose of fluoride. Subsequently,

new studies utilizing lower doses, other formulations such as enteric-coated or

slow-release sodium fluoride, or monofluorophosphate (MFP) were performed to

determine if it was possible to maintain the positive effects of fluoride therapy –

increased bone mass and decreased fracture rate – without the negative side-effects.

Using a protocol of lower doses of enteric-coated sodium fluoride, together with

calcium and vitamin D, Mamelle et al. (1988) demonstrated a decrease in the ver-

tebral fracture rate as well as an increase in bone mass with no gastric side-effects.

However, lower limb pain still occurred in the sodium fluoride-treated group.

Finally, more recently, Pak et al. (1995) have shown that sustained-release sodium

fluoride at even lower doses of fluoride, together with calcium citrate, can reduce

vertebral fractures substantially and increase spinal and femoral hip bone mass in

patients with established osteoporosis with minimal side-effects. In summary,

fluoride therapy over the years has shown an evolution towards lower doses of

fluoride, enteric-coated or slow-release formulations, and the addition of calcium

and vitamin D.

New understanding of the mode of action of fluoride in osteoporosis

Many problems encountered when using fluoride in the therapy of osteoporosis

result from its narrow therapeutic window: the threshold at which fluoride has an

effect on bone cells is 95 ng/ml while the toxic threshold is 190 ng/ml in serum (Pak

et al., 1997). Similarly, the toxic threshold for skeletal fluoride is between 0.6% and

0.8% of bone mineral. When this threshold is exceeded, bone shows signs of

fluorosis, with enlarged lacunae, abnormal bone formation, impaired mineraliza-

tion and reduced bone strength. Sodium fluoride preparations are rapidly

absorbed in the stomach, resulting in high serum concentrations and correspond-

ingly high incorporation of fluoride in regions of active bone formation. Enteric-

coated preparations prevent the release of fluoride in the stomach; absorption

occurs more slowly in the small intestine, thereby avoiding gastric problems often

caused by the release of hydrofluoric acid in the stomach as well as reducing the
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absorbed dose of fluoride. Slow-release sodium fluoride preparations go even

further: the slow absorption through the gastrointestinal tract results in a low, sus-

tained serum concentration which, ideally, is sufficient to stimulate osteoblast

activity while minimizing the amount of fluoride which is incorporated into bone

mineral. This formulation should both eliminate the gastric side-effects (as shown

by Pak and others) and the reduction in the quality of bone induced by the incor-

poration of large amounts of fluoride at sites of bone formation. The rationale for

the co-administration of calcium and vitamin D with fluoride is to prevent osteo-

malacia and stress fractures. In people who respond well to fluoride therapy, new

bone matrix is formed at a high rate (Lau & Baylink, 1998). Also, fluoride has a ten-

dency to increase the lag time for mineral (hydroxyapatite) to be deposited on the

osteoid of bone, and, in the elderly, calcium absorption is decreased. Taken

together, the rapid increase in bone matrix, delay in mineralization, and poor

calcium absorption can create osteomalacia, which can induce stress fractures. For

this reason, it is necessary to ensure that there is adequate intake of calcium and

vitamin D, so that the areas of rapid bone formation induced by the fluoride stim-

ulation of the osteoblasts can be fully and promptly mineralized.

In summary, fluoride therapy is currently the only widely available anabolic

therapy for osteoporosis. Increased understanding of the effects of fluoride on the

skeleton has led over the years to a therapeutic protocol consisting of low doses of

fluoride with carefully controlled absorption rates to maximize its effect on bone

cells and minimize its effect on bone mineral. In addition, calcium and vitamin D

supplements are required to prevent the negative consequences of rapid bone for-

mation in the presence of poor calcium absorption in the elderly. However, many

questions still remain unanswered. Is there a need for a combined anabolic and

antiresorptive therapy and how will they interact? Why does a sizable proportion

of patients fail to respond to fluoride therapy? How long should fluoride therapy

last? At what point does the accumulation of fluoride in the skeleton start to have

a negative effect on bone quality? Fifty years after the introduction of fluoride in

the drinking water and nearly 40 years after the first therapeutic use of fluoride,

many clinically relevant questions remain unanswered.
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PTH peptides as anabolic agents in bone

Anthony B. Hodsman

Introduction

The conventional endocrine actions of parathyroid hormone (PTH) include the

following properties:

i(i) PTH(1–84) and its truncated (1–34) amino terminal fragment, are released

from the gland in a pulsatile fashion. Baseline secretion occurs continuously,

but the excretion rates rise and fall under the influence of the tightly regulated

feedback system described in detail in the section on ‘Mechanism of action.’

The two most important regulators are the ambient circulating levels of

ionized calcium and the vitamin D metabolite, 1, 25 (OH)2D3 (calcitriol).

(ii) interacting with the PTH/PTHrP receptor, PTH exerts its characteristic actions

via the adenylate cyclase signaling pathway:

(ii) (a) by its action on bone to increase remodeling rates, it increases osteoclas-

tic bone resorption (in this case an indirect effect requiring mediation by

osteoblasts), and increases release of calcium to support blood calcium

levels.

(ii) (b) by its action on renal tubules to modulate renal calcium and phosphate

excretion together with regulation of calcitriol formation via the 1-�-

cholecalciferol hydroxylase.

While detailed discussion of these actions is presented in other sections of this

book, none of these suggests why this ‘bone resorbing hormone’ may be a potent

anabolic agent in both normal and osteopenic states.

In 1931, Pehue et al. described a severe case of osteosclerosis leading to death

(due to anemia) in an 8-year-old boy with hypertrophied parathyroid glands

(Pehue et al., 1931). Subsequently Selye was able to mimic this serendipitous

finding in young male rats given low doses of PTH-extract (Selye, 1932). Over 40

years later Reeve and his co-workers reported the experimental application of syn-

thetic hPTH(1–34) as a potent anabolic agent in treating patients with severe osteo-

porosis (Reeve et al., 1976, 1980). Even now, there are very few published clinical

studies of this agent, with most being short-term uncontrolled cohort studies.

There is no published randomized controlled trial evaluating the merits of PTH
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analogs against placebo, although there are several randomized controlled studies

which report the benefits of a PTH analog in patients with osteoporosis but in

which both groups received a bone-active drug, either calcitriol (Neer et al., 1991),

calcitonin (Hodsman et al., 1997b) estrogen (Lindsay et al., 1997), or nafarelin

(Finkelstein et al., 1994). All consistently confirm the potent anabolic properties of

PTH peptides.

Mechanism of action

Cellular level

Clearly, the use of exogenous PTH does not simulate the physiological pulsatile

secretion of the endogenous hormone. Continuous infusion of PTH in rats leads

to a predominantly resorptive action on bone (Tam et al., 1981). Similar conclu-

sions were drawn from continuous infusions in patients with osteoporosis, in

whom biochemical markers of bone formation were suppressed during the 24 h

infusion, while those of bone resorption increased steadily (Hodsman et al., 1993).

Daily subcutaneous injections of PTH are consistently anabolic for bone in animals

and human subjects; at the same time endogenous PTH secretion is subject to pro-

longed suppression (Hodsman et al., 1993). Indeed, there is a case report of a

patient developing functional endogenous hypoparathyroidism after cessation of

PTH injections used to treat her osteoporosis (Audran et al., 1987). Since exoge-

nous hPTH(1–34) causes infrequent antibody responses to the peptide (Hodsman

et al., 1997b; Lindsay et al., 1997), it is possible that daily injections of PTH might

also alter endogenous PTH regulation.

It is likely that the anabolic action of PTH requires the adenylate cyclase signal-

ing pathway but not the alternative phospholipase C pathway. Although the natural

PTH peptides, hPTH(1–34) and hPTH(1–84) activate both pathways, the trun-

cated N-terminal peptide hPTH(1–31) amide acts through the adenylate cyclase

pathway exclusively but is equipotent in its bone anabolic properties (Whitfield et

al., 1996).

There is reasonable evidence that PTH stimulates local osteoblast-based produc-

tion of the insulin-like growth factor system (Dempster et al., 1993), although the

molecular mechanisms by which this interaction operates remain obscure. The

anabolic effects of PTH also result in multilayered stacking of osteoblasts at sites of

bone formation (Dobnig & Turner, 1995; Hodsman et al., 1993; Watson et al.,

1995); the origin of these cells is unknown as shown by the diversity of hypotheses

in Table 24.1.

Tissue level

With the emerging clinical data, interest in developing a commercially viable PTH

product has grown rapidly over the past 10 years. Modern fermentation techniques
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have resulted in the possibility of relatively inexpensive large-scale commercial pro-

duction. Extensive preclinical evaluation of these peptides has been necessary

before proceeding with clinical trials. The ovariectomized (OVX) adult rat has been

widely accepted as a model for human postmenopausal osteoporosis. Acute estro-

gen deficiency closely parallels the early rapid phase of postmenopausal bone loss,

including:

i(i) increases in both bone resorption and activation frequency.

(ii) a relative deficiency in bone formation leading to a negative remodeling

balance (Kalu, 1991; Frost & Jee, 1992; Wronski et al., 1989).

Histologic studies have demonstrated that intermittent daily s.c.injections of

hPTH(1–34):

i(i) prevent the marked reduction in trabecular bone volume following OVX(Liu

& Kalu, 1990).

(ii) restore reduced trabecular bone volume previously induced by OVX, even

more effectively than estrogen or bisphosphonates (Shen et al., 1992; Wronski

et al., 1993) .

The increase in bone formation rate is primarily due to an increase in both total

mineralization surfaces and mineral apposition rates; it occurs within a week of

initiation of treatment (Meng et al., 1996).

Measurement of bone mineral density (BMD) in PTH-treated rats has demon-

strated corresponding increments in both long bones (primarily cortical sites)

(Mosekilde et al., 1994a) and vertebrae (primarily a trabecular site) (Mosekilde et

al., 1994a). The quality of bone produced by PTH appears to confer enhanced bio-

mechanical strength. Numerous studies of load-to-failure rates in both vertebral

bodies, and femurs have shown that bone from PTH-treated, OVX rats consistently

performs better than that from intact, untreated rats (Li et al., 1995; Meng et al.,

1996;  Shen et al., 1995).

Clinical pharmacology

The published clinical literature of PTH peptides as anabolic treatment for osteo-

porosis dates back to 1976. Due to the limited supply of the drug, almost all have
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Table 24.1. Hypothetical sources of osteoblast activity after anabolic doses of exogenous

PTH

(i) Increased recruitment of osteoprogenitor cells from marrow precursors.

(ii) PTH-responsive postmitotic cells which have been recruited to the site by chemotaxis.

(iii) Bone lining cells which have been induced to re-enter proliferative cycles and pile up.

(iv) Inhibition of osteoblast apoptosis, thus prolonging the functioning lifespan of the

osteoblast as an active synthetic unit.



utilized synthetic hPTH(1–34) and most have reported dosing in ‘units.’ However

the purity and specific activity of this peptide cannot be relied upon in the older

literature. Using highly purified synthetic hPTH(1–34) reported doses of 500 units

(the most commonly used dose) should be equivalent to approximately 40 micro-

grams or 10 nmol of pure peptide.

Following subcutaneous injection of hPTH(1–34), plasma concentrations rise

rapidly, reaching a peak at 15–20 minutes, (Tmax), before decaying to baseline by

180–240 minutes with a T1/2 of about 70 minutes (Kent et al., 1985; Lindsay et al.,

1993). In a detailed review of the current literature, approximately 10% of patients

treated with hPTH(1–34) appear to develop antibodies (Hodsman et al., 1997a),

half of whom withdrew from therapy because of urticarial reactions or local irrita-

tion at the injection site. While such an immune response to a naturally occurring

human-sequence peptide may seem high, these reports derive from either impure

peptide sources, or peptide formulated in heavily gelatinized vehicle. The most

meaningful data on the immunogenicity of PTH peptide must await its assessment

in currently ongoing clinical trials using highly purified commercially developed

peptides.

Following subcutaneous injections of hPTH(1–34), serum calcium levels dem-

onstrate a delayed rise above baseline by approximately 4 hours, and peak at 6–8

hours (Hodsman et al., 1993; Lindsay et al., 1993). This increment is usually within

the physiological reference range. By 24 hours, serum calcium levels have returned

to baseline in all but a small minority of patients (less than 10%). However this sug-

gests that clinical doses of PTH above the equivalent of 500 units by daily injection

may need to be adjusted for individual safety. Accompanying the rise in serum

calcium, mild hypercalciuria is commonly seen (Hodsman et al., 1993; Lindsay et

al., 1993).

Clinical protocols

As previously stated, published clinical protocols have been heterogeneous. The

majority of studies have empirically used dietary calcium supplements, although

the requirement for this is unproven. Indeed, increments in circulating calcitriol

have been shown as part of the biological response to injected hPTH(1–34)

(Hodsman & Fraher, 1990; Lindsay et al., 1993), together with increased fractional

absorption of (unsupplemented) dietary calcium (Hodsman & Fraher, 1990). On

the other hand, two of the long-term studies of hPTH(1–34) reported neither a sus-

tained increase in serum calcitriol (Lindsay et al., 1997), nor sustained hypercalciu-

ria (Hodsman et al., 1997b; Lindsay et al., 1997).

Table 24.2 indicates the extent to which investigators have explored concomitant

therapy during clinical studies. Only the larger studies are cited.
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Clinical outcomes

Bone mineral density

Fig. 24.1 shows the changes in lumbar spine BMD measurements (made by DXA)

from several studies in which responses to hPTH(1–34) were followed for up to 3

years (Hodsman et al., 1997b; Lindsay et al., 1997; Neer et al., 1991; Rittmaster et

al., 1998). Fig. 24.1 is not a legitimate ‘plot’ – the studies employed very different

protocols (see Table 24.2), and one of them used 28-day cycles of PTH repeating

every 3 months (Hodsman et al., 1997b). Nonetheless the changes in bone mass are

quite consistent, averaging 8–9% during the first year and a further 3% during the

second. These increments are much more rapid than those seen with bisphospho-

nates (Black et al., 1997). Studies using quantitative computerized tomography of

lumbar vertebrae demonstrate increments of 25–100% over baseline (Hesch et al.,

1989; Reeve et al., 1990; Slovik et al., 1986)

Fig. 24.2 shows the changes in BMD reported in the 3-year study of Lindsay et

al., in which a group of women with osteoporosis had been receiving chronic estro-

gen treatment for at least 1 year, and were then randomized to receive daily injec-

tions of hPTH(1–34), 400 units, plus estrogen – or to continue estrogen alone

(Lindsay et al., 1997). Significant increments in BMD were found at three impor-

tant skeletal sites–lumbar spine (13%), femoral neck (2.7%) and total body calcium

(7.8%). Lindsay et al. found no significant changes in radial BMD in keeping with

reports from other studies (Hesch et al., 1989; Reeve et al., 1987; Slovik et al., 1986).

Only one report from Neer et al. demonstrated an abrupt, but non-progressive, fall

in radial BMD during the first year of PTH therapy (Neer et al., 1991). Although

this is one of the few studies to use calcitriol as concomitant medication with

hPTH(1–34), there is no obvious explanation for this apparently isolated finding

of reduced radial bone mass. One possible explanation may relate to the increased

remodeling space in cortical bone due to the increased bone turnover induced by

PTH therapy.
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Table 24.2. Use of concomitant therapy in clinical studies of hPTH(1–34)

Concomitant therapy Number of subjects Duration (months)

Calcitriol (Neer et al., 1987; 31 18–27

Reeve et al., 1987) 13 12

Calcitonin (Hesch et al., 1989; 13 14

Hodsman et al., 1997b) 39 24

Estrogen (Reeve et al., 1990; 12 12

Lindsay et al., 1997) 34 36



Taken together, these findings demonstrate rapid increments in lumbar spine

BMD during PTH therapy, with smaller increments in the appendicular skeleton.

This contrasts with findings in response to the other important anabolic agent,

sodium fluoride, in which significant bone loss may occur in the appendicular

skeleton (Hodsman & Drost, 1989; Riggs et al., 1990).

Bone histology

Bone histomorphometry was the primary outcome parameter in the initial clinical

reports of the efficacy of hPTH(1–34). In the two cohorts of patients studied by

Reeve and co-workers, paired iliac crest biopsies were obtained before and after 6

to 12 months of hPTH(1–34) therapy (Bradbeer et al., 1992; Reeve et al., 1980).

Significant increases in trabecular bone volume, trabecular width and mean trabec-

ular osteon wall thickness were consistently found. Static measurements of forma-

tion surfaces increased by an average of 10%, and resorption surfaces by an average

of 2 to 3%. These early studies contained very little kinetic data based on tetracy-

cline labels. However, the kinetic data of Hodsman et al. indicate that incre-

ments in formation and resorption surfaces lead to increased bone formation rates
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Fig. 24.1 Composite changes in lumbar spine BMD measured by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry

during up to 3 years of therapy with PTH. The plot shows the average reported changes in

BMD across time. Individual points represent the mean data for separate publications. �

Hodsman et al. (1997b), � Lindsay et al. (1997), � Rittmaster et al. (1998), � Neer et al.

(1991).
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Fig. 24.2 Changes in bone mineral density following hPTH(1–34), 400 IU/day. Data are modified

from Lindsay et al. (1997), and show two groups of patients, one treated with estrogen

alone (�) and the other treated with estrogen plus PTH (�). *, P�0.001 vs. estrogen; †,

P�0.05 vs. estrogen; ‡, P�0.02 vs. estrogen.



(three-fold) and remodeling activation frequency (two-fold) and occurs within 2

to 4 weeks of initiating hPTH(1–34) therapy(Hodsman et al., 1993). Therefore, the

available histological evidence indicates that the anabolic effects of PTH are asso-

ciated with sharp increases in bone turnover as well as increased bone formation.

Thus the remodeling balance between resorption and formation is altered from

negative to strongly positive.

Biochemical markers of bone turnover

Biochemical markers of bone turnover have provided important surrogate meas-

ures of the underlying changes in bone tissue. On the other hand, the findings have

left open still more unanswered questions of the anabolic mechanisms of action for

PTH. The histological studies in both animal models and osteoporotic subjects all

suggest a marked increase in bone turnover. Not surprisingly, sharp increases in the

urinary excretion of several markers of bone resorption have been reported in

response to PTH therapy. Increases in urinary hydroxyproline (OH–Pro), or N-

telopeptides (NTX) vary from 25–100% over baseline (Finkelstein et al., 1994;

Hodsman et al., 1993, 1997b; Lindsay et al., 1997; Reeve et al., 1980). In longer-term

studies of 2 to 3 years’ duration the initial rise in urinary NTX excretion appears to

peak at 6 months and gradually returns towards baseline over the next 18 months

(Hodsman et al., 1997b; Lindsay et al., 1997). This pattern is very similar, whether

PTH is given by continuous daily injections (Lindsay et al., 1997), or by cyclical 28-

day courses (Hodsman et al., 1997b).

Biochemical indices of bone formation have included total serum alkaline phos-

phatase (tAP), bone specific serum akaline phosphatase (BSAP), osteocalcin

(OC),and procollagen I carboxypeptides (PICP). The magnitude of the increments

in bone formation markers over baseline are very similar to those seen for urinary

OH–Pro (Finkelstein et al., 1994; Hodsman et al., 1993, 1997b; Lindsay et al., 1997;

Reeve et al., 1980). Similar patterns of response over time have also been demon-

strated, with peak increments at 6 months, followed by a gradual decline towards

baseline thereafter (Hodsman et al., 1997b; Lindsay et al., 1997).

These changes in bone turnover markers are very different to those seen with

other treatments for osteoporosis. Thus, antiresorptive agents such as estrogen or

bisphosphonates produce predominantly a reduction in bone resorption markers

(Garnero et al., 1994; Riis et al., 1995), reflecting the primary underlying histologic

response of reduced bone turnover. On the other hand, another anabolic agent,

sodium fluoride, causes only inconsistent increases in serum tAP and/or OC

(Hodsman & Drost, 1989; Riggs et al., 1990).

In summary, the consistent increases in both bone resorption and formation

markers in response to PTH supports the histological evidence for a marked
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increase in bone turnover. Since BMD increases over the same time period, the

remodeling balance must remain positive. Although the subsequent decline in

turnover markers over 18–36 months may suggest the development of skeletal

resistance to PTH, longitudinal BMD measurement has neither confirmed nor

refuted this hypothesis. Moreover, the reported changes in bone resorption

markers have not been helpful in addressing the hypothesis that concurrent use of

antiresorptive agents may enhance the effectiveness of PTH treatment by selectively

suppressing bone resorption.

PTH peptides used with antiresorptive drugs

As noted previously, the clinical protocols involving PTH have been very heteroge-

neous. Only one randomized placebo-controlled trial has been performed, with

hPTH(1–84). The primary outcome of this trial, BMD, has been published only in

outline (Rittmaster et al., 1998). Other investigators have employed antiresorptive

agents as co-therapy. In the randomized trial of Hodsman et al. sequential calcito-

nin (75 units s.c.) was given daily for 6 weeks after each 4-week cycle of

hPTH(1–34) to one of the two groups (Hodsman et al., 1997b). The study was

designed to evaluate specifically the hypothesis that an antiresorptive drug would

enhance the effect of cyclical PTH alone; the results clearly showed no benefit. The

earlier study by Hesch et al. was also a variant of cyclical hPTH(1–38) and calcito-

nin, but there were no true controls in this study (Hesch et al., 1989).

In the study of Reeve et al., daily hPTH(1–34) injections were combined with

concurrent estrogen therapy (Reeve et al., 1991). Compared with historical controls

given hPTH(1–34) alone (Reeve et al., 1980), calcium balance studies were

significantly more positive and the hypercalciuria seen with the ‘unopposed’ PTH

therapy was largely abolished. These findings suggest that estrogen may modify the

bone resorptive action of PTH without antagonizing its anabolic function. In the

randomized trial of Lindsay et al., women previously treated with estrogen for at

least 1 year were randomized to continue estrogen alone, or to continue estrogen

with the addition of daily hPTH(1–34) injections. However, there is no way to tell

if the PTH-treated arm would have had a different outcome had they not received

estrogen concurrently (Lindsay et al., 1997).

The bisphosphonates are a more potent, and bone-specific group of drugs. No

clinical studies have been published to date in which a bisphosphonate was

included as concurrent medication. However, this hypothesis has been tested in the

osteopenic rat model. Combination therapy with risedronate provided no addi-

tional benefits to PTH alone in the mature OVX rat when vertebral BMD and

strength was assessed (Mosekilde et al., 1994b). Other animal studies actually

suggest that bisphosphonates may blunt the anabolic effects on bone. This has been
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found for pamidronate (Cheng et al., 1995), tiludronate(Delmas et al., 1995) and

cimadronate (Mashiba et al., 1997). There is therefore no experimental evidence to

support the role for concomitant therapy with bisphosphonates and PTH.

As a clinical side-bar to this argument, Cosman et al. have recently performed a

short-term study in which postmenopausal women with osteoporosis, previously

treated with alendronate, were randomized to continue alendronate alone or to

receive hPTH(1–34) in a dose of 400 units s.c./day in addition to alendronate

(Cosman et al., 1998). After the 6 weeks of PTH therapy, biochemical markers of

bone formation (serum OC and PICP) increased significantly, with no change in

the patients continuing on alendronate alone. In contrast to the bone formation

markers, biochemical markers of bone resorption did not change significantly

among the two groups. These clinical data suggest that concurrent therapy with a

bisphosphonate does not block the anabolic effect of PTH whilst minimizing its

antiresorptive actions. While these early clinical data do not provide evidence for

an enhanced effect on bone mass and ultimately fracture reduction, they are

encouraging with respect to the potential clinical flexibility of using PTH with

other bone-active agents .

The current therapeutic question of clinical importance relates to the need for

maintenance therapy. The strategic value of PTH remains its ability to effect rapid

increments in bone mass, and hopefully an equally rapid reduction in future frac-

ture risk. As an injectable drug, it is not an ideal candidate for prolonged (5 to 10

years’) use. Moreover, if skeletal ‘tachyphylaxis’ does develop over 2 to 3 years, this

compound would not be an ideal drug to maintain gains in bone mass achieved fol-

lowing initiation of treatment. In the rat, cessation of PTH treatment leads to rapid

losses of bone (Gunness-Hey & Hock, 1989), an effect that is also seen clinically

after cessation of anabolic treatment with sodium fluoride (Talbot et al., 1996).

Given that PTH therapy increases bone turnover, the total skeletal remodeling

space will increase proportionately. Assuming that bone loss might occur indepen-

dently after cessation of PTH treatment, the combination of an enlarged remodel-

ing space and rapid bone loss might expose the skeleton to rapid losses of bone

mass. Here, the use of bisphosphonates as maintenance therapy confers many

advantages.

ii(i) As oral agents, long-term acceptance by patients will aid in compliance.

i(ii) There is established data on long-term safety with this class of drugs (5 to 7

years).

(iii) Their role in rapidly reducing bone turnover is well established (Liberman et

al., 1995). This should allow for refilling of the remodeling space followed by

a further and ongoing increase in BMD.

There are two clinical studies of bisphosphonates used as maintenance therapy fol-

lowing cessation of PTH therapy, both reported only in abstract form. Hodsman et
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al., used 28-day cycles of clodronate (400 mg/day) repeating every 3 months. This

failed to prevent small declines in bone mass during the first year, but lumbar BMD

stabilized in the second year and remained higher than baseline BMD (prior to

initiation of PTH therapy) (Hodsman et al., 1995). Rittmaster et al. presented pre-

liminary data on 77 patients previously participating in a 1-year randomized trial

of hPTH(1–84) or placebo (Rittmaster et al., 1998). After 12 months of mainte-

nance treatment with alendronate (10 mg p.o./day), BMD increased further in

patients previously treated with PTH in both the lumbar spine (approximately

6%), and femoral neck (approximately 3%). However, these increments were no

larger than those seen in previously placebo-PTH-treated patients.

The available data suggest that maintenance of bone mass following cessation of

PTH therapy will require therapeutic intervention over and above dietary calcium

supplements. The logical approach suggests the use of antiresorptive agents and the

current generation of potent bisphosphonates seem to be effective.

Side effects

Close to 200 patients with osteoporosis have been treated with PTH and reported

in the clinical literature(Hodsman et al., 1997a). Of these, no deaths have occurred.

As discussed on p. 334, about 10% of patients have apparently developed antibod-

ies to the injected hPTH(1–34), of whom half discontinued therapy. Several

patients described mild nausea and arthralgia in one study (Finkelstein et al., 1994).

Mild hypercalcemia and hypercalciuria have been observed, but neither has

resulted in documented clinical consequences, and no increased incidence of renal

calculus formation has been reported to date. Hodsman et al. have raised an issue

about the long-term safety of PTH on renal function (Hodsman et al., 1997b). In

this report, 39 patients were treated with cyclical high dose hPTH(1–34) (800 units

per day for 28-day cycles/four times per year over 2 years). This patient population

experienced a significant 10% increase in serum creatinine (albeit within the

normal range of age-related serum creatinine). Thus, PTH-induced hypercalciuria

might conceivably affect renal function.

Conclusions

After 25 years of sporadic clinical, and latterly intensive experimental research,

PTH holds the promise of an important new anabolic agent for the reversal of osteo-

porosis. It has an apparently low side-effect profile and the great majority of

patients respond rapidly to the drug. Randomized placebo-controlled clinical trials

designed to address fracture-reduction are in progress and should definitively

address the efficacy of this drug.
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The spectrum of clinical utility over and above postmenopausal osteoporosis has

not been widely explored. PTH is effective at preventing bone loss in young women

undergoing premature menopause induced by the gonadotrophin antagonist,

nafarelin (Finkelstein et al., 1994). Other conditions causing osteoporosis, such as

glucocorticoid-induced osteoporosis have not been explored.

The utility of co-therapy or maintenance management with antiresorptive drugs

(e.g., estrogens and bisphosphonates) holds promise. The analog, hPTH (1–31)

amide apparently has comparable anabolic effects on bone, but little effect on

serum and urinary calcium. The potential clinical application of such analogs may

further enhance the safety profile of PTH (Hodsman et al., 1999; Whitfield et al.,

1996). Alternative delivery systems such as aerosolized inhalation and absorption

through the pulmonary capillaries(Patton et al., 1994), may enhance the conven-

ience of PTH therapy.

It is to be hoped that the PTH family of peptides have a promising future.

However, the same comment was made 25 years ago of the other potent bone ana-

bolic drug, sodium fluoride. Therefore, the place of PTH in the management of

osteoporosis must await appropriately conducted placebo-controlled randomized

clinical trials. It is unlikely that the results of these studies will be available within

the next 2–3 years.
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25

Vitamin D and vitamin D analogs as
therapeutic agents

Richard Kremer

The concept of supplementary food substances made its appearance earlier in this

century. It was then clearly established that both fat- and water-soluble substances

can prevent deficiency disease (DeLuca, 1981; DeLuca & Schnoes, 1983). A fat-

soluble substance with antirachitic activity termed ‘vitamin D’ was identified in cod

liver oil. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that ultraviolet light could heal rickets

(DeLuca, 1981; DeLuca & Schnoes, 1983) by inducing antirachitic activity in the

sterol fraction of food (DeLuca, 1981; DeLuca & Schnoes, 1983). This pioneering

work provided the means for the prevention and elimination of rickets as a major

medical problem.

It is now recognized that the role of vitamin D is much broader than regulation

of calcium metabolism as reflected by its effects on the proliferation and

differentiation of a variety of cells, including normal, malignant and immune cells

(Holick, 1995).

Classical actions of vitamin D

A deficiency of vitamin D results in one of two diseases: either rickets in children

or osteomalacia in the adult. The major target tissues of vitamin D in the regula-

tion of calcium metabolism are the intestine, bone and kidney. Parathyroid

hormone (PTH) is required for calcium mobilization from bone and for renal con-

servation of calcium, but vitamin D itself, stimulates intestinal calcium absorption.

In bone, vitamin D exerts its effects in concert with PTH. Although it had been

believed that vitamin D may play a role in the synthesis of the organic matrix and

the mineralization process itself, it was demonstrated that vitamin D does not func-

tion directly in either bone growth or mineralization when plasma calcium and

phosphorus levels are maintained in the normal range (DeLuca, 1985). By main-

taining calcium and phosphorus within the normal range, vitamin D promotes the

deposition of calcium hydroxyapatite into the bone matrix.
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Metabolism of vitamin D

Vitamin D consists of two forms, vitamin D2 (ergocalciferol) of plant origin and

vitamin D3 (cholecalciferol) the animal form of the compound.

It is now well known that 7-dehydrocholesterol is metabolized in the skin to

vitamin D3 by irradiation with ultraviolet light, while vitamin D2 is derived from

food or food supplements. Both are then converted in the liver into 25-dihydrox-

yvitamin D [25(OH)D] and subsequently activated further to form the final active

metabolite 1�,25-dihydroxyvitamin D [1�,25(OH)2D] by hydroxylation at the

carbon-1 position. The other important pathway is 24R-hydroxylation, which

is now established as the first step for the inactivation of vitamin D. This reac-

tion is catalyzed by 24R-hydroxylase, and its activity intimately regulated by

1�,25(OH)2 D, PTH and/or phosphorus levels. After conversion of 1�,25(OH)2D

into 1�,24,25(OH)3D, it is metabolized to 24-oxo-1�,25(OH)2D, then to 24-oxo-

1�,23,25(OH)3D and finally to calcitroic acid. Recently, the enzyme regulating

1�,25(OH)2D production, 1� hydroxylase, was cloned (Takeyama et al., 1997) and

this important discovery should help to elucidate the molecular mechanism of reg-

ulation by 1�,25(OH)2D, PTH and phosphorus, and the pathways of 1�,25(OH)2D

degradation and its possible regulation. For a more detailed description of vitamin

D metabolism, see Chapter 7, this volume.

Mechanism of action

1�,25(OH)2D easily penetrates plasma membranes to bind its nuclear receptor, the

vitamin D receptor (VDR) (Reichel et al., 1989). Vitamin D responsive elements

(VDREs) have been identified in the 5´ upstream region of the osteocalcin, osteo-

pontin, �3 integrin, 24R-hydroxylase, parathyroid hormone and parathyroid

hormone related peptide genes (Haussler et al., 1997). The DNA sequence of VDRE

is that of a direct repeat structure with a 3 nucleotide base spacer as exemplified by

the sequences shown in Table 25.1 but VDR must form a heterodimer with another

nuclear receptor, the retinoid X receptor to be fully active (Zhang et al., 1992).

New actions of vitamin D

The pioneering work of Suda and co-workers (Abe et al., 1981) that demonstrated

the differentiation-inducing effect of 1�,25(OH)2D on leukemia cells opened the

way for investigating new actions of vitamin D. Since then, various effects of

1�,25(OH)2D have been proposed.

1�,25(OH)2D3, the physiologically active form of vitamin D3, is capable of inhib-

iting proliferation and inducing differentiation in a variety of cells expressing the
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vitamin D receptor, notably skin keratinocytes (Hosomi et al., 1983), many cancer

cells (De Luca & Ostrem, 1986) and cells of the immune system (Rigby et al., 1984).

Initial study of the immunobiology of 1�,25(OH)2D3 led to the finding that

1�,25(OH)2D3 was a potent inhibitor of both T-lymphocyte proliferation and lym-

phokine production (Manolagas et al., 1998), with its antiproliferative activity

mediated primarily through inhibition of interleukin-2 (IL-2) production (Reichel

et al., 1987). Cell cycle analysis demonstrated that each of these effects of

1�,25(OH)2D3 inhibited the transition of activated T-cells from the early, G1 (G1A),

to the late, G1 (G1B) (Rigby, 1998) providing evidence of the specificity of

1�,25(OH)2D3 in regulating T-lymphocyte proliferation. In addition, selective

examinations of B-cells have shown that 1�,25(OH)2 D3 inhibits B-cell prolifera-

tion and immunoglobulin production in vitro. These studies suggest the potential

utility of 1�,25(OH)2D3 as a therapeutic agent in the treatment of graft rejection

and autoimmune disease.

While these findings stimulated an interest in the use of 1�,25(OH)2D3 for the

treatment of hyperproliferative diseases involving aberrant or incomplete terminal

cell differentiation (i.e., psoriasis and cancer) and disorders of the immune system,

the use of pharmacologically active doses of 1�,25(OH)2D3 is restricted by its

potent hypercalcemic effects. Recently side chain analogs of 1�,25(OH)2D3 have

been developed and have highly potent antiproliferative and/or immunoregulatory

activity with more favorable therapeutic ratios to 1�,25(OH)2D3.

Analogs of 1�,25(OH)2D3

Since the discovery of new actions of 1�,25(OH)2D3, many scientists have tried to

synthesize non-calcemic vitamin D analogs which separate the newly identified
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Table 25.1. Nucleotide sequence of the reported VDREs

Ligand Sequence

Human osteocalcin GGGTGA ACG GGGGCA

Rat osteocalcin GGGTGA ATG AGGACA

Mouse SPP-1 (osteopontin) GGTTCA CGA GGTTCA

Human PTH TCAACT ATA GGTTCA

Chicken PTH GGGTCA GGA GGGTGT

Mouse calbindin-D28K GGGGGA TGT GAGGAG

Rat 24-hydroxylase I GGTTCA GCG GGTGCG

Rat 24-hydroxylase II AGGTGA GTG AGGGCG

Rat PTHrP GGGTGG AGA GGGGTG



effect from the hypercalcemia effect. The mechanisms of selectivity of the new

vitamin D analogs are unknown but may be related, at least in part, to the different

pharmacokinetics of the analogs, such as the difference in metabolic clearance rate

mainly determined by the binding efficacy to serum transport protein, and the

different metabolism in both classical (such as the kidney, bone and intestine) and

therapeutic (such as tumors, skin and parathyroid) target tissues. In addition,

vitamin D analogs may bind with different affinities to the VDR or modulate the

interaction of the VDR with RXR or their co-activators. The structure of the most

commonly used vitamin D analogs is shown in Fig. 25.1.
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Calcipotriol (MC 903), which in vitro is as potent as 1�,25(OH)2D3 in inducing

cell differentiation and inhibiting cell proliferation, but which is at least 100 times

less active than 1�,25(OH)2D3 in inducing hypercalcemia and hypercalciuria

(Binderup & Bramm, 1988). Due to a rapid rate of metabolic degradation, calci-

potriol is not suitable for systemic use (Kissmeyer & Binderup, 1991), but it has

been shown to be very effective in the topical treatment of psoriasis (Kragballe et

al., 1991). Taking advantage of its antiproliferative action, calcipotriol has been

tried and proved effective on cutaneous metastatic breast cancer in patients with

tumors possessing receptors for 1�,25(OH)2D3 (Bower et al., 1991), but further

studies are warranted to determine its full potential in this condition.

Analogs with altered stereochemistry at carbon 20 in the side chain (20-epivita-

min D analogs) have been developed and showed potent effects on T-cell activation

in vitro. Such analogs as KH 1060, suppress allogeneic MLR reactions at concen-

trations of 5  10�15M and inhibit IL-2 production and IL-1 induced IL-8 release

in human T-lymphocytes (Binderup & Bramm, 1988). From this in vivo work

(Veyron et al., 1993), it has been clarified that KH 1060 at dosages as low as 0.02

�g/kg/day inhibits skin graft rejection in mice and has a cyclosporine-sparing effect

when combined treatment is used. These results suggest that KH 1060 is a very

potent analog and may be of potential benefit in the treatment of autoimmune

disease as well as in the prevention of graft rejection.

Bone and mineral disorders

Bone remodeling

1�,25(OH)2D3 influences bone remodeling during growth and in adult life. In vitro

studies have shown that 1�,25(OH)2D3 directly affects the differentiation of osteo-

clasts in the bone marrow (Roodman et al., 1985). Osteoblasts also possess func-

tional VDRs as demonstrated by their abilities to express alkaline phosphatase

and osteocalcin in response to 1�,25(OH)2D3. However, it is believed that

1�,25(OH)2D3 does not participate directly in bone mineralization but rather pro-

motes osteoid mineralization by maintaining circulating phosphate and calcium

concentrations within the normal range (De Luca, 1985).

Nutritional rickets and osteomalacia

Rickets is a disorder of mineralization of the bone matrix or osteoid in growing

bones whereas osteomalacia occurs after the cessation of growth and involves only

the bone and not the growth plate. Vitamin D deficiency usually results from lack

of adequate sunlight and/or consumption of diet low in fortified foods (Sandstead,

1980; Stamp, 1975). Breast-fed infants who do not receive vitamin D supplemen-

tation are also at risk for vitamin D deficiency since breast milk is low in vitamin D
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content (Sandstead, 1980). Rickets has also been reported in infants receiving total

parenteral nutrition (TPN) in which the solution was low in calcium and vitamin

D (Klein & Chesney, 1986). The recommended regimens for vitamin D deficiency

in these conditions is variable and range from 1500–5000 IU/day orally (Sandstead

1980), 10000–50000 IU/month intramusculary (Sandstead 1980) or 600 IU in 6

divided doses over 1–2 hours (Shah & Finberg, 1994). Alternatively, ultraviolet

lamp treatment may also be of great value (Stamp, 1975). In cases of malabsorp-

tion it is preferable to use oral preparations of 25(OH)D3 (20–30 �g/day),

1�,25(OH)2D3 (0.5–1.5 �g/day) or intra-muscular injection of vitamin D2 (ergo-

calciferol). For prevention of vitamin D deficiency in breast-fed infants, a daily sup-

plementation of 400 IU of vitamin D2 is recommended and in TPN-fed infants

20–25 IU/kg/day (Koo et al., 1986).

Inherited type of rickets

Hereditary pseudovitamin D deficiency rickets also known as vitamin D-depen-

dent rickets type I is an autosomal recessive disorder. Affected patients have low

serum concentrations of 1�,25-(OH)2D and normal or high concentrations of

25(OH)D (Scriver et al., 1978; Delvin et al., 1981). In these patients physiologic

doses of 1�,25(OH)2D3 (0.25 �g to 1 �g/day) but massive doses of vitamin D or

25(OH)D3 are required to cure rickets (Fraser et al., 1973). Recently, the 25(OH)D3

1 hydroxylase gene was cloned (Takeyama et al., 1997) and inactivating mutations

in the 25(OH)D3-1� hydroxylase gene were found to be the cause of pseudovita-

min D deficiency rickets (Kitanaka et al., 1998).

Vitamin D-dependent rickets type II (VDDR-II) also called hereditary resistance

to 1,25(OH)2D has a pattern of inheritance suggesting autosomal recessive disease.

The majority of patients do not respond to any form of vitamin D therapy because

of inactivating mutations in the vitamin D receptor (VDR) (Hughes et al., 1988;

Liberman et al., 1983; Malloy et al., 1989; Marx et al., 1986). However, mildest forms

of the disease have also been reported (Liberman et al., 1983; Takeda et al., 1986).

Therapeutic regimen should be adopted for each individual patient. To overcome

the vitamin D resistance massive doses of 1�(OH)D3 or 1�,25(OH)2D3 up to 6

�g/day should be initiated soon after birth together with up to 3 g of supplemental

calcium/day. In cases where this regimen has failed, high doses of intravenous

calcium have been used and resulted in clinical, biochemical and histological healing

of the condition (Griffin & Zerwekh, 1983; Liberman et al., 1986; Malloy et al., 1990).

X-linked hypophosphatemia vitamin D-resistant rickets

In this condition patients have a reduced phosphate reabsorption in the proximal

tubule leading to hypophosphatemia (Eicher et al., 1976) (see Chapter 8, this

volume for further details). A mutation in the phosphate-regulating gene with

homology to endopeptidases on the X chromosome (PEX gene) has been identified
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(The HYP consortium 1995). Patients exhibit inappropriately normal levels of

1�,25(OH)2D in the face of severe hypophosphatemia. Therapeutic intervention

combines partial phosphate supplementation and 1�,25(OH)2D3, which in many

cases, restores plasma phosphorus levels and corrects the bone disease (Glorieux et

al., 1980; Verge et al., 1991).

Osteoporosis

Rationale for supplementing the diets of elderly with calcium and vitamin D is

based on studies showing a decreased absorption of calcium (Bullamore et al.,

1970) and vitamin D (Barragry et al., 1978) with age as well as a decreased synthe-

sis of vitamin D by the skin (McLaughlin & Holick, 1985) as indicated by a decline

of serum 25(OH)D with age. Recent studies indicate that combined calcium and

vitamin D supplementation reduces rates of non-vertebral fractures in elderly

when living at home (Dawson-Hughes et al., 1997) or in nursing homes (Chapuy

et al., 1992). It requires a minimum of 600 IU/day to maintain 25(OH)D levels in

healthy young males and it is therefore reasonable to recommend a minimum daily

intake of 800 IU in elderly individuals with or without established osteoporosis.

However, this amount may be adjusted higher or lower depending on the daily con-

sumption of milk products and sunlight exposure.

Corticosteroid induced bone loss

Corticosteroids are known to decrease intestinal calcium absorption (Kimberg et

al., 1971) and therefore contribute to bone loss, a condition frequently encountered

in corticosteroid-treated patients (Lubert & Raisz, 1990). It has been suggested that

vitamin D3 (400 to 800 IU/day) and calcium should be given to all patients receiv-

ing long-term corticosteroid therapy (Meunier, 1993) and recent studies seem to

confirm this suggestion in patients treated with low dose corticosteroids (�10 mg

of prednisone/day) (Buckley et al., 1996). Treatment with 1�,25(OH)2D3 (0.25 to

0.5 �g/day) and calcium may be recommended in patients on high dose corticos-

teroids (	10 mg of prednisone/day) (Sambrook et al., 1993) with close moni-

toring of blood and urinary calcium concentrations. Other regimens with

pharmacologic dosages of vitamin D3 (50000 IU three times a week) had been rec-

ommended in the past (Hahn & Hahn, 1976) but no randomized clinical trials have

been devised to study the efficacy of these regimens. The guidelines to treat these

patients remains empirical, and new controlled studies are clearly needed in this

area.

Hyperparathyroidism

Parathyroid hormone (PTH) plays a major role in maintaining serum calcium

levels within a very narrow range (see Chapter 6). Once the serum calcium levels
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are perturbed, the secretion as well as the synthesis of PTH are adequately regu-

lated. Extracellular calcium as well as 1�,25(OH)2D3 are crucially involved in this

process.

Although researchers in the field had long believed that the major modulator of

PTH secretion was calcium and that the suppressive effect of 1�,25(OH)2D3 was

mediated by its effect on raising serum calcium, 1�,25(OH)2D3 itself suppresses

PTH gene expression at the transcriptional level. In vivo in rat model, not only

1�,25(OH)2D3 but also its non-calcemic analogs, OCT and MC 903, are able to

suppress the transcription of the PTH gene (Naveh-Many & Silver, 1993).

Interestingly, VDR mRNA gradually increases following 1�,25(OH)2D3 adminis-

tration reaching a peak level at 24 h. Such upregulation of VDR mRNA may well

potentiate its inhibitory action on PTH mRNA.

In certain clinical situations, the level of serum PTH is so elevated that deleteri-

ous bony lesions occur and worsen the patients’ condition. Secondary hyper-

parathyroidism in chronic renal failure is one such example. The level of PTH

mRNA is clearly elevated in secondary hyperparathyroidism and it is not due to

enlarged cell number but each parathyroid cell produces a greater amount of PTH

mRNA. These studies suggest a rationale for the therapeutic effectiveness of

1�,25(OH)2D3 and its analogs in chronic renal failure.

An insensitivity to the suppressive effect of calcium on PTH secretion is usually

observed in uremic patients (probably due to a disorder of the recently discovered

calcium sensor). This phenomenon is well known as a shift of set-point from 1.0

mmol/l of calcium in the normal setting to 1.26 mmol/l in the uremic state.

Although the precise explanation of this mechanism is as yet unclear, the low level

or decreased number of 1�,25(OH)2D3 receptors may play a role in altering the set-

point. Chronic administration of 1�,25(OH)2D3 can shift the curve back toward

the left. These abnormalities in parathyroid function may contribute to the devel-

opment and maintenance of hyperparathyroidism in chronic renal failure and

provide the basis for the therapeutic effects of 1�,25(OH)2D3 in the treatment of

secondary hyperparathyroidism. A newly synthesized vitamin D derivative,

19-NOR-1�,25(OH)2D2, may exert a more beneficial therapeutic effect on sup-

pressing secondary hyperparathyroidism in chronic renal failure than seen to date,

because of certain unique biological characteristics such as the ability to inhibit cell

growth of parathyroid cells without inducing a hypercalcemic effect through

enhancing gut absorption of calcium (Takahashi et al., 1997).

Vitamin D treatment for malignant osteolysis

In the last several years the principle of differentiation therapy in the prevention

and treatment of cancer has received an increasing amount of interest.
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Differentiation therapy is based on the observation that many cancer cells are

arrested at an early, immature stage of development, and that a number of chemi-

cal entities are able to stimulate these cells to differentiate into their mature forms.

Encouraging clinical results have recently been observed in patients with acute pro-

myelocytic leukemia, treated with the differentiation-inducing vitamin A metabo-

lite all-trans-retinoic acid (Warrell et al., 1991).

The physiologically active form of vitamin D3, 1�,25(OH)2 D3 is a potent inducer

of cell differentiation in a number of freshly isolated cancer cells and established

cell lines. In tumor-bearing animals, 1�,25(OH)2D3 and its synthetic analog 1-

hydroxyvitamin D3 [1(OH)D3], which undergoes biotransformation in the liver to

1�,25(OH)2D3, have been shown to suppress tumor growth, inhibit metastasis

and prolong survival (Eisman et al., 1987; Honma et al., 1983; Sato et al.,

1984). Preliminary clinical studies have indicated that oral administration of

1�,25(OH)2D3 or 1�(OH)D3 may be of benefit in myelofibrosis, myelodysplastic

syndromes and non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas (Arlett et al., 1984; Cunningham et al.,

1985; Motomura et al., 1991). However, as stated previously, the clinical use of

these compounds is limited by their strong effects on calcium metabolism.

Administration of more than a few �g per day leads to hypercalcemia (Stern & Bell,

1989). A further limitation is the discovery that certain ras-transformed cancer cells

are partially resistant to 1�,25(OH)2D growth inhibition requiring 10- to 100-fold

higher concentrations of this compound to achieve the same effects (Sebag et al.,

1992; Solomon et al., 1998, 1999).

To date, only a few vitamin D analogs useful for systemic administration have

been described: 1�,25-dihydroxy-16-ene-23-yne-vitamin D3, which has been

shown to prolong survival of mice injected with leukemia cells (Zhou et al., 1990);

1�,25-dihydroxy-16-ene-23-yne-26,27- hexafluorovitamin D3, which has tumor

preventing effects in rats with carcinogen-induced mammary tumors (Anzano

et al., 1994); 22-oxa-1�,25(OH)2D3 (OCT), which is able to delay growth of

implanted breast tumors in athymic mice (Abe et al., 1991) and EB 1089. EB 1089

has strong activity as compared to 1�,25(OH)2D3, on the regulation of growth and

differentiation of cancer cells in vitro (Yu et al., 1995), coupled with a decreased

risk of inducing calcemic effects in vivo (Haq et al., 1993). It also has the ability to

inhibit the growth of mammary tumors (Colston et al., 1992) and its skeletal com-

plications (El Abdaimi et al., 1998) in vivo, without causing hypercalcemia.

A proliferative disease involving the bone marrow can also be recognized during

development of myeloid leukemias. This myeloproliferative disease, also known as

refractory anemia or myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS), appears to be a promising

target of 1�,25(OH)2D3 therapy, and in a recent trial a sustained response was

obtained in MDS patients (Bloch et al., 1990; Kelsey et al., 1992) with orally admin-

istered 1�,25(OH)2D3 in combination with calcium-lowering agents.
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Approximately 10% of cancer patients develop malignant hypercalcemia, a

potentially life-threatening condition. While some presently available agents offer

a degree of relief of the problem, apart from cytotoxic agents, none of the currently

available drugs to combat this condition works via affecting the specific mechanism

causing the hypercalcemia.

Development of alternative treatment options to manage the condition would

be an advancement in the care of cancer patients. It is now felt that, regardless of

the presence of cancer cells in bone tissue, cancer-related osteolysis is mediated

by factors released from malignant cells. Parathyroid hormone-related peptide

(PTHrP) is thought to be the most important mediator of cancer-related hypercal-

cemia, and is detected by present immunoassays in about 50–80% of hypercalcemic

cancer patients (Budayr et al., 1989; Fraser et al., 1993; Henderson et al., 1990). It

is most frequently elevated in patients with solid tumors especially in those with

squamous (epidermoid) carcinoma. About 50% of hypercalcemia breast cancer

patients have elevated levels of PTHrP (Bundred et al., 1991; Grill et al., 1991), and

it is also associated with hematologic malignancies, including myelomas and lym-

phoma (Henderson et al., 1990; Ikeda et al., 1994; Kremer et al., 1996).

PTHrP is expressed by a wide variety of cancer and non-cancer cells (e.g., epi-

thelial and hematopoietic cell lines). In vitro studies in human keratinocytes dem-

onstrated the ability of 1�,25(OH)2D3 to control PTHrP production (Henderson

et al., 1991). 1�,25(OH)2D3 could inhibit PTHrP production in a dose-dependent

manner in normal human epidermal keratinocytes (NHEK) (Kremer et al., 1991;

Yu et al., 1995) and other normal epithelial cells, including human mammary epi-

thelial cells (Sebag et al., 1994). Studies performed in cancer cell lines confirmed

these data, but also pointed to a relative resistance of cancer cells to 1�,25(OH)2D3-

induced PTHrP inhibition. In malignant cells, 10–100 times higher concentrations

of 1�,25(OH)2D3 were required to achieve the same effects as in normal cells

(Henderson et al., 1991; Yu et al., 1995). Furthermore, because 1�,25(OH)2D3

causes hypercalcemia at relatively low doses, it has limited applications in clinical

practice regarding PTHrP suppression in cancer patients.

Consequently, it seems logical to study new vitamin D analogs with similar, more

potent non-classical biological effects as 1�,25(OH)2D3 but with less calcemic

activity in vivo. EB 1089 was initially tested in vitro and found to be 10–100 times

more potent than 1�,25(OH)2D3 in inhibiting PTHrP expression and production

(Yu et al., 1995). This analog was subsequently used in vivo in the rat Leydig cell

tumor model, an animal model that mimics human malignancy associated hyper-

calcemia. In that model, EB 1089 was administered subcutaneously by constant

infusion, and was able to prevent the development of hypercalcemia and

significantly reduce both tumor mass and circulating levels of PTHrP (Haq et al.,

1993). Furthermore, treated non-hypercalcemic animals survived longer than the
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non-treated hypercalcemic animals. Studies in nude mice implanted with human

squamous tumors producing PTHrP that were treated with EB1089 confirmed

these results (El Abdaimi et al., 1999).

Recent studies have shown that the PTHrP gene’s promoter contains a vitamin

D response element (VDRE) (Kremer et al., 1996a and Table 25.1). Consequently,

similar to the scenario with 1�,25(OH)2D3, binding of the EB 1089 – vitamin D

receptor complex to the VDRE region of the PTHrP gene is thought to be the mech-

anism inhibiting transcription of the PTHrP gene.

Conclusions

Since its discovery in the early part of this century, vitamin D has evolved from a

simple food nutrient to a potent hormone with multiple effects in addition to

its classical effect on calcium homeostasis. These new non-classic actions of

1�,25(OH)2D3 have catalyzed considerable research activity to understand the

mechanism(s) of these new functions. Emerging from these studies is the discov-

ery of vitamin D analogs with properties indicating their potential usefulness in a

variety of clinical disorders. Active basic research aimed at determining struc-

ture–function relationships of these analogs will likely expand in the next decade

and should help select potential candidates for future clinical applications.
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